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Parents' Study Guide 

for 

Pierre the Texas Pelican* 

The Parents' Study Guide was prepared by the family life education specialists with the Texas 
Agricultural Extension Service, The Texas A&M University System, in cooperation with the Early 
Childhood Development Division of the Texas Department of Community Affairs. The Early Childhood 
Development Division provides Pierre the Texas Pelican to parents of first-born children in Texas. 

Pierre the Texas Pelican is a series of 28 leaflets designed to help first-time parents learn more about 
infants and toddlers. The child development information covers numerous topics about feeding, caring for 
babies, health, discipline, toilet training, learning, parenting, privacy and play. 

The Parents' Study Guide is written to help parents or others interested in parenting read and use 
Pierre's Messages 1-19 more efficiently. The Study Guide offers: 1) a brief outline of the topics in each 
Pierre leaflet, 2) a short resume of Pierre's Message, 3) additional parenting questions to think about and 
discuss, and 4) sources for more information. The nine other leaflets, numbers 20-28 (without study 
guides), are available only from the Early Childhood Development Division of the Texas Department of 
Community Affairs. 

At the back of the Study Guide, parents will find a subject index of topics mentioned in Pierre's 
messages 1-19. A book and publication reference list, with sources for ordering, complete the Parents' 
Study Guide. 

H you want more information about Pierre's Messages, write: 
Pierre the Texas Pelican 
Texas Department of Community Affairs 
Early Childhood Development Division 
P. O. Box 13166, Capitol Station 
Austin, Texas 78711 
Hyou want more information about the Parents' Study Guide, write or call your local county 

Extension office which is usually listed under "County Offices" in the telephone directory. You also may 
write: 

Family Life Education Specialists 
Room 316, System Administration Building 
Texas Agricultural Extension Service 
College Station, Texas 77843 
Phone: 713-845-6611 
We hope you will find the Parents' Study Guide exciting and useful with the Pierre leaflets. Enjoy 

your new baby. 
The Family Life Education Specialists 

*Extension family life education specialists, The Texas A&M University System. 
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Pierre's Message 

Let Me Introduce Myself 

No. 1 First Month 

Pierre Talks About ... 

• Taking care of your newborn 

• Breast or bottle feeding 

• Sleep habits 

• Crying 

• Burping 

• Attitudes about your baby 

• Fathers 

• Communication between husband and wife 

• One-parent families 

• Adoption 

• Family planning 

Points To Ponder 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8 . 
9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

Your child's emotional health is as important as physical health, but it may be harder to 
understand. 

Doctors, books, magazines, friends and family can be helpful if you have questions about caring 
for your new baby. 

Your baby's head is heavy. Support it when you hold him/her. 

Breat feeding is natural , inexpensive and rewarding. 

The milk from partially used bottles should be discarded or returned immediately to thp
refrigerator. 

Your baby can learn to like cold milk and will not get colic from drinking it. 

Never leave your baby alone with a bottle propped up on a pillow. 

A flexible but regular feeding schedule helps you and your baby. 

Your baby cannot sleep through the night because he/she cannot go that long without food . 

Crying is your baby's language. It may mean hunger, pain, discomfort, or a desire for attention. 

~,urping will relieve gas bubbles. 

Infants are usually demanding; occasional anger or resentment are normal feelings for parents. 

You should handle and care for your baby as much as possible and as soon as possible. 

Your baby deserves to be planned for according to your family's needs, income and space 
availabili ty . 



Talking It Over At Home 

You should take some time to talk as husband and wife. Even though you may have less time, you 
must remember that your marriage relationship affects your abilities as parents. In this and each lesson 
which follows, this section will present some questions which you, as parents, may want to discuss. 

1. How do you really feel about being parents? 

2. Do you want to have more children? If so, when? 

3. What are the advantages and disadvantages of breast feeding? Bottle feeding? 

4. If you are a single parent, how will you cope with a job, a newborn and additional costs? 

For More Information 

L-1404 A Glance at Child Growth and Development, Texas Agricultural Extension Service, free from 
county Extension office. 

L-1407 A Glance at Prenatal Development, Texas Agricultural Extension Service, free from county 
Extension office. 

American Baby Magazine, American Association for Maternal and Child Health; subscriptions for new 
parents free from American Baby, Inc., 575 Lexington Avenue, New York, New York 10022. 

Check the reference list at the back of the Study Guide for additional information. 

.-



LETMS 
IN I RODUCe MYSeLF 

Pierre the Texas Pelican BaBY'S FlrtSr MONTl4 
I am Pierre the Texas Pelican. I talk with mothers and 

fathers who are having babies. Often, I can tell them what 
) expect as their babies grow. 

I'm interested in your baby 's development, but in my 
messages I won't say much about physical care. You will 
need to keep in close touch with your doctor or nurse and 
get advice on all subjects that have to do with physical 
~ealth. My special interest in your baby is something you'd 
never guess of a pelican like me. I'm interested in the 
mental health of that new baby of yours. I want the baby to 
grow up to be happy and friendly and able to do his part in 
the world, and to get his full share of love and good care. I 
know you do, too! 

In mental health you have to think a long way ahead, 
for the way you are beginning to care for the baby now is 
Hkely to be the way you will continue for years to come. In 
physical health you have to think ahead, too. But it is 
easier to know when things go wrong. If he isn't well, he 
may fret or have fever. You will know somehow that he is 
not well. In mental health, though, the baby's ways of 
letting you know whether he is getting along nicely and you 
are doing a good job are not always as clear as when he is 
physically ill. For that reason I plan to come for a chat 
about once a month to tell you what I have learned from 
people who know about mental health. You will receive 
one message each month for the rest of the year. Keep my 
messages. You may want to read them again as problems 
arise. You can often prevent many problems from ever 
happening by knowing in advance what causes them. Also, 
you can use the messages again if you ever have another 
child. 

In these messages I talk about the baby as he. That's 
because in all modern languages the word he is used 
generically . This means he is used for either sex. What I 
say applies to both baby girls and baby boys . (However, I 
will break the rule now and then and use the term "she" 

,..,throughout a message.) 

Pierre the Texas Pelican 
Brought to you by the 

Texas Department of Community Affairs 
Early Childhood Development Division 
P.O. Box 13166, Capitol Station ~ •.• \ 
Austin, Texas 78711 ,,~~J 

Permitame Que Me Presente 
Soy Pedro el Pelicano que dA consejos a los padres j6venes 

acerca de sus primeros hijos . Les hablo sobre sus hijos recien 
nacidos y hasta puedo predecir los cambios que pueden esperar 
dentro de las pr6ximas semanas 0 pr6ximos meses, para que 
esten preparados. 

Nature provides the mother cat with instincts to care 
for her kittens, but more is required of you humans . You 
learn about babies just as you learn anything else . You 

. are lucky if you have had the chance to see some babies 
properly cared for by good mothers and fathers . In a way, 
what you have seen has become a model for you . 

Some people will say you can trust your judgment to 
do a good job. But judgment depends on what you have 
learned . I see many educated persons who have difficulty 
in raising their children and many uneducated persons 
who do well . Learning that is not specifically about 
children provides little assurance that a child will be easily 
and properly cared for. 

Your doctor is a good source of information . Then 
there is published material these days, a great deal of it, 
such as these messages that are coming to you. And there 
are articles about child care in the better magazines , and 
good books which any librarian could help you find . 

A baby is in such a different world after he is born! 
For one thing , it's about thirty degrees colder for him than 
when he was inside his mother. Also , arms and legs 
seemed light before he was born , as yours do now when 
you are in a swimming pool. In a way he was in a very 
small !M>imming pool, a sack filled with water, inside his 
mother ' s body. 

When born his head is so heavy he can hardly move it. 
One reason is that it is about one-third the weight of the 
rest of his body. What if your 
head weighed forty or fifty 
pounds right now; you would 
have a hard time keeping it 
balanced on your neck! That 
is one reason you must hold 
your hand under the baby's 
head when you lift him . Soon 
the muscles will get stronger 
and he can turn his head, and 
it won't be many months until 
he can hold it up and move it ' 
in nearly any direction. 



FOR FIRSrllME pcti<'ENrS ONLY 
Want more Information about how your baby 
grows? 
To get more Plerres, fill In the return post 
card enclosed and mall It now. When your 
baby Is 4 months old, you will begin getting 
Pierre's messages each month. 
Para recibir otros noticieros de Pedro, mandanos la postal 
incluida en esta carta. 

I hope you are, for that is Nature's way, and there is a 
wish among young people these days to return to natural 
processes . Both mother and baby will enjoy breast·feed· 
ing. If you're just starting and haven't been shown how to 
do it, get the nurse or the doctor to help you. Push back 
the area around the nipple so as to help the baby get hold, 
and then see that the breast doesn't cover his nose. The 
baby doesn't suck as much as he squeezes the milk from 
the breast with his gums. During the first three days he 
will not get any milk, only a fluid that comes before milk--
but ~hich is good for him. He will not be really hungry for 
three days. However, before 
then he will have several 
chances to learn to nurse. 

When you start to remove 
the baby from the breast, 
press the breast away from the 
comer of his mouth tet break 
the suction. That way, 
everything will be more com
fortable for the mother. 

Even if you should plan to 
breast-feed the baby for only a 
short time, a month or so, it 
will be worth a great deal to 
both you and the baby. It is an experience you will never 
forget. You may think you don't have enough milk, but 
the more the baby nurses, the more the milk comes. Re
member you may need some help in getting started. It is 
easy to get · discouraged. But if you do breast-feed the 
baby there is always a clean milk supply, no bothering 
with bottles--and no expense. Breast-feeding causes the 
uterus to contract and helps your body get back to normal 
after your pregnancy. 

U a baby is fed from the bottle, the mother can still 
hold him in the same way and give him the same feeling of 
love and security as if she were feeding him from the 
breast. 

Care must be used in keeping bottles clean. Also, 
most parents and some physicians still feel that milk 
should be heated until it is about body temperature. But 
babies will accc:pt milk just as it comes from the 
refrigerator. You can start with warmed milk and then 
warm it less and less. Pretty soon he will like it cold, just 
as you yourself like cold milk better than warm. And it 
won't give him colic either. There is a caution--some 
babies cannot digest cow's milk well, and may have 
trouble with colic, allergies, and difficulties of that sort. 

Uyou feed the baby from a bottle, and he doesn't take 
it all, it is better to throw out 'what remains. However, if 
you do keep it, put it in the r~frigera:tur im~diately after 
the feeding is completed. 

COPYRIGHT, l11e7, e, l11e7, 1878-LOYDW. ROWLAND, 1'11.0 . 
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 

THE \MPO~NC5 OF NUI5JNS 

Nursing will come to be the nicest time of all for tl 
baby, and if his mother is holding pim close, and feeding 
him either by breast or bottle, the baby couldn't be 
happier. It is also a very enjoyable time for the mother. 
She can relax, with the feeling that she is doing something 
very special for the baby. It's also a time when mothe.r 
and child face each other directly and the mother can do 
some "happy talk" for the baby. 

Here are two warnings: first, no smoking while 
feeding the babyl Ashes and even fire have damaged the 
eyes of some infants while nursing. Also, never leave a 
young baby alone with a bottle propped up on a pillow or 
something. U left alone this way, a baby may choke and 
strangle badly. Instead, hold the little one; take plenty of 
time for the feeding, a half hour if necessary. Let oth. 
things wait. You will find as the baby gets stronger the 
feeding time will be shorter. 

There was a time when people thought babies should 
be fed exactly by the clock. Few believe that any more. 
On the other hand, most people like some sort of schedule 
for themselves, and babies do, too. The trick is to work 
gradually into atather regular routine, but keep it flexible 
enough to change when an unusual situation comes up. 

Although babies differ, most of them tend to like 
frequent feedings at first, and then they settle down t(' 
schedule that means longer hours between feedings. T" 
or three hours at first, and then four hours seems to be 
considered the favorite interval between feedings. 

Some parents worry that if they pay attention to a 
baby who cries, it will spoil him. Actually, the baby is 
"talking" to you in the only way possible right now. The 
crying means, "I am hungry," or "I hurt," or "I am wet 
and uncomfortable. " U the parent feeds the baby at once 
or does whatever is necessary to stop the crying for the 
first few months, there will be less crying later on during 
the year. . 

As I say, pretty soon you'll find the baby settles down 
to a schedule, and you can help this along by feeding him 
at regular hours even though he hasn't cried for food. 
This will surprise and please him and help establish a 

_ schedule. It will also let him know that somebody cares, 
and loves him. 

Parents these days are pretty clever in working with 
the little one. They will try to get the baby to sleep all 
night. But at first he can't go that long without food. In 
fact, you will be lucky if he will sleep through the night by 
the time he is eight or nine weeks old. Some babies 
require a few weeks or even months longer. 

If he passes up the night feeding, don't wake him 
to feed him. Of course, when he does wake up in tue 
morning he will probably be very hungry and will be 
crying, so you'd better get right up and feed him, and be 
thankful you've had most of a good night's sleep. 

For the present the baby is probably sleeping most C) 

the time--although it may not seem that way to yo 
Infants differ considerably on this, just as adults d(;. 
When they are six months old, babies sleep about fifteen 
hours out of twenty-four, and when a year old they will 
sleep about fourteen hours. 



I"\.'- Babies cry when they are uncomfortable, and 
~metimes it is hard to kn9w what is wrong. Some of them 
. just naturally seem to be irritable the first two or three 

months, or have colic. Why some children have colic and 
others do not is something of a mystery still, but it should 
be comforting to parents to know that there do not seem to 
be any unfavorable aftereffects. ' 

Of course, if a crying baby is wet or soiled, that is 
easy to discover. Maybe he is too warm or has gas pains in 
his stomach. Bringing up the bubbles by "burping" 
will help. In fact, you can 
prevent much discomfort by 
being certain to burp him at 
the end of every feeding. 
Putting a baby to your shoul-
~r and rubbing his back is a good way to help him burp. 

If you think your child cries too 
much you should talk with the 
doctor about it, and give him 
all the facts., He may be able 
to help. 

Sometimes a baby may 
cry a great deal and may keep his parents awake at night 
so they just can't get enough rest. At such times they may 
feel as if they wished they didn't have him. They may 
become angry at him. There may be times when they 
wonder whether they love him. ,If you ever reach that 
point, it's time to find other parents whose child is 
older and who handle their 

ic:!hild well, and sit down and 
,oJ' alk and talk. I can tell you for 

sure that as the baby gets 
adjusted to his routines, he 
will be less trouble. But if he 
'gets on your nerves' too 
much, have someone with 
you, perhaps a sister or a 
mother or some friend. Don't 
be ashamed of your feelings, 
but ask for help. This is a 
phase many young parents go 
through. If it happens to you, it does not mean you are not 
a good parent, or that you will continue to feel like that. 

As a matter of fact, you may not have wanted the 
baby in the first place . These are thoughts you keep to 
yourself, trying hard to appear to be happy. But the 
coming of the baby may have interfered with your plans. 
You may feel alone, and abandoned by the father who 
seems to be interested only in school or his work. Or, if 
you are a father you may feel you were pushed into this 
marriage and th~s baby before you were ready. Parents 
who are honest with themselves have such feelings 
occasionally. 

, You will gr'adually develop a real feeling of affection 
tor your baby, and as you understand his needs better you 
can take care of him better. 

~\ 

If a baby cries a great deal at night and parents 
cannot get to sleep, but need to work the next day, some 
get very angry and shake the baby. This is very 
dangerous, especially if his heavy head (heavy by 

comparison with the rest of his body) is shaken from side 
to side. It's like the whiplash adults sometimes get in a 
car collision. It may injure some of the nerves in his neck, 
and there is some indication that the brain may be 
damaged . 

Sometimes such parents were mistreated themselves 
when they were young and that is their pattern. And some 
people find the cry of a child very upsetting, especially if it 
continues and nQthing will seem to stop it. They may 
become furious and lose control of themselves. Any 
parent who feels so upset should talk immediately with 
someone who can help. 

Every parent must understand that a young baby is 
completely helpless and very easy to injure, and that he 
cries because he has a hurting that will not stop. Later on 
he will learn words to tell where it hurts, but now he has 
only his cry to ask for help so he will feel better. 

At first, of course, the mother handles the baby most. 
She learns much about how to do this while she is still in 
the hospital. Since this is her first baby she needs to learn 
to handle him, to stroke him gently, and take care of his 
needs. 

The father these days shares in the care of the young 
baby. Of course, he may feel awkward at first. But he can 
soon become expert. This is not only satisfying to him, but 
gives the mother relief--which she is sure to need. The 
baby should become accustomed to being handled by his 
father from the very beginning. 

The baby should have a chance to be held and played 
with by other adults than just the mother and father. 
Grandparents and others who have had experience with 
very young babies should have the chance to cuddle the 
new baby, talk to him, rock him gently, and in general 
show affection for him. Teenagers who have had some 
experience with handling very young babies may wish to 
hold him and play with him. This kind of affection should 
be available to the baby even when he is very young, as 
long as those who show it are careful to hold the baby 
securely, especially his head. 

You two need to leave the baby with someone else 
once in a while and have some fun all by yourselves. You 
will feel so different, now that 
the baby has come. The 
mother can take long, natural 
steps once more, and is also 
pleased to get back her figure. 
You remember how it was 
when everybody noticed and 
both of you were proud, but a 
little self-conscious. Remem
ber how careful mother had to 
be not to fall. 

As soon as the mother is 
able to be out--and if the 
feeding periods are far enough apart--find some reliable 
person to look after the baby while you are away. A 
grandmother or an aunt, a friendly neighbor, or some 
other person who knows how to handle babies can keep 
him safe for that much time. 



When you two are out alone there will be old 
problems you will want to talk over again. and some new 
ones also. Many of the old problems may seem rather 
unimportant. now. considering all you have been through. 
Just the same. it is nice for you to talk things out and 
understand each other. When you are talking about the 
baby you ought to decide together the kind of medical 
service to have. and the use of money now that there is one 
more in the family. This will get you into the habit of 
talking with each other about the baby and making 
decisions that are acceptable ' to both of you. 

IF THe MC1lli~ Has TO GO rr ALONe 

As I write this message to you. three babies out of ten 
live in homes that are broken by desertion. separation. 
divorce. or death. If your marriage is in trouble you are 
first to know it. and this is a signal for you to get help. 
If you belong to a religious 
group. you may well want to 
call on the leader and ask for 
the name of someone who is 
good at marriage counseling. 
Or your physician may be able 
to do this . 'If you live in a place 
where there is a Mental 
Health Center. get an appoint
ment and go there for help. 
Going for consultation on 
marriage problems is as com
monplace these days as 
having a check-up by your. physician. and you may iearn a 
lot about yourself and your ,spouse that will be helpful. 

Sometimes a marriage does not work out and husband 
and wife are very unhappy. They may think they can solve 
their problem by breaking the marriage . But that does not 
make things easier. New problems arise . If divorce 
comes. the one to care for the baby will likely be the 
mother. This places an extra burden on her. for while 
many fathers a-re helpful . some are not. 

I do not need to tell you that our country is 
money-based. All modern countries are . Most families 
feel they need more money. and a mother living alone with 
a baby needs more than half the income the husband can 
provide. at least most young husbands. 

From time to time we shall have more to say to the 
parent who is bri~ging up a child without the help of a 
partner. 

If you should be an unmarried mother. you must 
decide soon--and the sooner the bett;::r--whether to keep 
your baby. If you decide upon adoption this should be ' 
done before you become too attached to the baby. Some 
mothers who allow their babies to be adopted do marry 
later and have other children. but of course the adopted 
child will continue to be brought up by somebody else. 
Mothers who decide to keep their babies run into many 
problems. bu~ some have been successful in rearing their 
children. However. it is not easy. whatever choice is 
made. You are the only person who can make the 
decision . and it must be given a great deal of thought. 
You may need the help of a counseling agency to see both 
sides of the matter and reach the decision best for you and 
the baby. 

PIEftRE .S MalL.SI> TO YOU: 

FqMIL..::{ PLClNNING 

Now is also the time for you to be thinking about tla,."--' 
number of children you want in your family . I used to ta' 
with mothers and fathers -
about this in a later message, 
but they Diten-wrote me and 
said, "We already have an
other baby on the way; by the 
time our first is eleven months 
old we will have another 
child. " So I decided to talk 
with parents about .the num
ber of children they want to 
have in my very first message. 
The first baby may not have 
been expected, but you can 
plan when you want to have the second . 
. In n~arly every country of the world there is a large 
IIlcrease III the number of people . In some countries that 
nu~ber will double in the next few years. You want your 
babies to have the best possible care, but they can't have 
it if there are too many of them. When a mother has 
babies too close together she can't give the best attention 
to the older one because the new one comes while the first 
is still an infant. And you are already beginning to know 
how much of the mother's and father's time it takes to care 
for a baby. Also, you have to think ahead to the question 
of whether you will be able to provide house space for a 
large family, even if you w:lIlted one, and whether there 
will be enough income for food and other expenses . And 
then there is education--for children will get along better 
in this 'modern wo, rid they are growing up in if they hal 
some education. ., 

So the best thing is for the two of you to talk tho 
whole matter over and then go to your doctor this very 
month . If you want a total of two or three children. and 
want each separated by about three years, tell your 
physician and ask him for information. He will be able to 
help you with birth control methods himself or he may 
send you to a family planning center for instructions and 
supplies. 

In some countries a father feels he is not manly unless 
he has a large family, and mothers may have somewhat 
the same feeling about womanliness . But this idea is 
changing fast, and people are asking not how many 
children a family has, but how well they are cared for. 
There is no nation or religion that disagrees witl? the idea 

. of spacing children, though there is some difference of 
-opinion an how it should be done. The world no longer 
honors the family which has more children that it can care 
for; it pities the mother, father, and children. 

During this last pari of my message to-day I've been taUdng 
about puents In trouble and may have given you the feeling that 
all familles ue that way. But I talked with such familles because 
their needs ue 80 great right now. Instead, th~ mldorlty of 
familles ue doing aU right. The baby Is healthy and the pue~ 
ue happy and will see to It that the baby makes a splen, • 
addldon to the famUy. They have Joined together In the greatest 
human experience, which Is growing a One person. 

f(E;6P ~ MeSSaGES ! ---.... 
------~~~~~~~~--~f w 

You may want to re·read them. They will be coming to 
you once a month for the first year. By then you will feel 
better able to care for your baby. so that thereafter they 
will come less often. 



Pierre's Message 

Is "Bright Eyes" Watching You? 

No.2 Second Month 

Pierre Talks About ... 

• Sight and hearing stimulation 

• Individual growth and changes 

• Reflexes 

• Eating habits 

• Thumb and finger sucking 

• Pacifiers 

• Bathing 

• Dressing with ease 

• Handlin'g 

• Employed new mother 

• Child care facilities 

Points To Ponder 

1. Mobiles attached to the crib give your baby something to look at and hear. This stimulates eye 
and ear development. 

2. Children grow and develop in roughly the same sequence, but no two babies learn similar tasks 
at the same time. Children are individuals, too! 

3. Do not "force feed" your baby or feed himlher too fast. This can cause gas bubbles or spitting up. 

4. Breat-fed babies have softer bowel movements. 

5. Sucking is a natural need which must be satisfied. It helps to exercise the mouth as well as draw 
milk. 

6. Gently clean your baby's nose and ears. 

7. Your baby needs to be held. Picking up your baby when he/she is crying does not spoil him/her. 
,It demonstrates your love. 

8. Mothers who work outside the home have some special problems. Good child care and shared 
household responsibilities relieve some concerns. 

9. Immunizations are a MUST. Go to your family doctor or your local health department for 
immunizations. 



Talking It Over At Home 

1. What can you put in your baby's room to make it a special place that provides a pleasing and 
stimulating environment? 

2. Do you use a pacifier to control your baby's crying outbreaks or to satisfy his/her slicking nl'l'ds '~ 

3. Do both parents share in the day-to-day care of the bahy? 

4. Do you try to cooperate with your spouse to re lieve each other of some respollsibilities so 
parenting will be easier? Does one parent ever want to do all things fill' the bahy and not share 
responsibility? 

For More Information 

Better Homes and Gardens Baby Book , Des Moines , Iowa: Meredith Corporation Puhlishers , 1969, 
(paperback). 

Infant Care, U. S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Office of Child Development 
Publication No. (OCD) 77-30015, (bulletin), small fee . 

Segal, Marilyn M. From Birth to One Year . Fort Lauderdale, Florida: Nova University , (paperhack). 

Check the reference list at the back of the Study Guide for additional information . 



IS II B~IGHT EYESIl 

WaTCHIN6 YOU? 

Pierre the Texas Pelican 
Interesting developments are taking place in your 

rt;rby. And by the time about one month has passed she 
':Will be looking at your face all the time while nursing. 
Mostly she will seem to be looking at the upper part of 
your face, especially your eyes. It won't be long before 
she can see differences between people, but there are 
some differences she can see already. Babies will look 
longer at one pattern than another, and apparently the 
human face is the most interesting pattern for the. baby to 
see, partly because it moves and changes. 

By now it is probably a good idea also to hang a 
brightly colored object over the crib for her to look at. 
Sometimes you might hang a 
small plaything near enough 
that when she waves her 
hands about she will strike it 
~nd make it move . The 
Ic...plaything is even better if it 

has a little bell securely 
fastened to it so it will ring just 
enough to hear . 

It is a good idea to change 
these things from time to 
time. You may even be able to 
tell within a few weeks what 
kinds of things the baby likes. Some parents turn on a 
radio or record player in the baby's room, playing music 
softly, for a half hour once or twice a day. You can tell the 
baby is beginning to take in the outside world. 

I guess your baby has changed a great deal. The facial 
coloring is different from . when she first came h0me . 
When you put her to your shoulder she can probably hold 
up her head for a while, but not for long. Does she smile 
for you? Does she turn her head a little and follow you 
with her eyes? If that doesn't happen, it soon will. 

Do you remember I said last month I am interested in 
the mental health of your baby? Well, her good mental 
health depends partly on good habits, both yours and the 
baby's. There are some important ones I want to talk with 
you about to-day. Among them are eating, enjoying the 
~by, rocking her , singing, dressing her, and thumb 
sucking. I also want to say a word this time about the 
mother working. 

Isn't development the most interesting thing in the 
!florid? Consider, for example, how your baby grew. She 
"matured" from a single cell smaller than you could see, 
to the size she now is. A great deal was going on even 
before birth . She certainly was moving her arms and 
legs·-the mother never doubted thatl The baby even 

worked her chest muscles getting ready to breathe-
thqugh of course she couldn't take in any air before birth. 

However, the baby continues to mature after she is 
born. This is very important to remember. A baby must 
mature to a certain point before she is ready to do 
particular acts. And it all unfolds according to a pattern 
"that is built into the baby. 

What you can do is to watch as carefully as possible 
and judge when a baby is ready for some activity. You will 
learn to do this as you go along, and I will talk about ways 
you can help in my later messages. From time to time I 
will say, "Don't expect too much too soon; don't get ahead 
of these internal growth processes . Study the baby for 
interesting changes." Here is an example: Sometimes a 
father is so pleased when the baby's hand clasps his finger 
strongly that he interprets this as showing the baby likes 
him, or is going to be an athlete. But, of course, this is 
just a reflex in the baby's 
hand. Later the little hand 
won't close around the fath
er's finger, but that won't 
mean the baby has lost 
interest in her father--in fact, 
if encouraged, she will have 
considerably more interest in 
everybody. What it does 
mean is the baby's hand has 
matured to where the reflex 
has disappeared. 

Learning about how babies 
grow helps the parent avoid "reading into" the baby's 
behavior what is not really there. 

GOOD FooD HClSrrS 
The young baby'sJife centers around food . Not only 

must she have food but she must learn about eating. And 
while this is going on, you are finding out a few things, 
too . You are learning how to stay calm yourself and how to 
keep the baby from getting upset and cross. You are 
learning not to worry about things that aren't really 
important. 

PIERRE ••• 
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Of course , as you look at the nursing baby now you 
may not see why there will ever be any problems 
connected with feeding, But there will almost surely be 
several, and you ought to know what some of them will be 
before they come up. 

I hope your baby has a good appetite and that she gets 
as much food as she needs. If she doesn't get enough, 
there will be crying and crossness before the next feeding 
time. As soon as she has had enough she will lose interest 
and stop nursing. You can be satisfied when she is. If you 
wait a few minutes and try again she may take a few 
swallows, but in ,the long run it is a mistake,to keep trying 
to get her to take more food. It may cause her to be less 
interested in food next time. 

Babies are the best judges of how much they want to 
eat. You can overfeed them in the same way you yourself 
can over-eat, and you know how stuffy you feel after you 
have eaten too much. The baby's sucking movements 
start again whenever something is put in her mouth, so it 
is hard to know when she has had enough. But when she 
stops frequently or learns to push at the nipple and tries to 
get it out of her mouth, you need to be careful not to try to 
get her to take more. You can over feed a baby, you know, 
so that she becomes fat, and this can be a pattern that is 
followed throughout life. Almost all babies occasionally 
"spit up" a little food. Sometimes a bottle-fed baby is fed 
from too large a nipple, she nurses too fast and will be 
more likely to spit up. If the amounts are large and 
frequent it should be discussed with the doctor. Parents 
sometimes complain that what the baby brings up smells 
sour. That is normal since the stomach sours the milk 
quickly as part of digestion. 

Food is also important as a means of regulating the 
bowels. When moth,ers complain that their babies have 
bowel movements ,that are not loose enough to be easy, I 
always say, "Ask your doctor what to do." They say, "I 
did, and he told me, but it didn't seem to do any good." I 
always tell them to report back to the doctor. If one thing 
doesn't work, perhaps another will. One mother found if 
she would give her baby prune juice it helped; ' others use 
apple sauce. Laxatives, enemas, suppositories and the 
like are to' be used only when the doctor tells you to do so. 
Babies who are breast-fed are more likely to have soft 
stools. 

Now, it is natural for babies to suck. (I don't know why 
adults like to suck, but they do, also. They suck on straws, 
cigars, cigarettes, pipes, chewing gum, and even on their 
own lips.) 

Nearly all babies suck or 
chew on something, even their 
thumbs or fingers. Some of 
them don't seem to get 
enough exercise with their 
mouths. If a bottle fed baby is 
given a nipple with a bit 
smaller holes, she gets more 
exercise and will sometimes 
suck her thumb less. 

If the baby sucks her 
thumb or fingers just before 
feeding time, it may only 
mean she is hungry. You may need to feed her oftener or 
see that she gets richer food. Ask your doctor about this. 

I wouldn't worry about thumb sucking. The main thing 
is not to let yourself get uptight (as you young parents say) 
because the baby puts her thumb or fingers in her mouth. 

Fifty children out of a hundred do it the first few years. It 
does' no good to jerk the hand out of her mouth: or to tie 
her hand away from the mouth, or put guards on the 
thumb. or to scold. You only increase interest in the hal- ' 
by such means. 

I know another reason why parents worry about thumb 
sucking. They wonder, "What will people think?" Well, 
the truth is that a great many people are coming to 
understand how frequent thumb sucking is, and they are 
quite willing for a baby to do what seems so usual with 
them. (A popular national magazine was first to show an 
X-ray photograph of a baby before birth--with a thumb in 
the mouth.) 

After babies get through nursing, their need for 
sucking may not be satisfied, so they will then suck 
anything they can reach. This may be their own thumbs or 
fingers, or even the bed clothes. Some doctors suggest a 
baby be allowed to continue to suck the breast or an empty 
nursing bottle that has been washed out thoroughly w ' "" 
water. They say, don' t be afraid the baby will fill up with 
air from nursing an empty breast or bottle. She won't 
because if you will notice she does not swallow while 
sucking that way as she does when getting milk. She is 
just having the fun of sucking. 

Instead of a thumb, some parents allow a baby to use a 
pacifier. Opinion seems to have changed about the 
pacifier during the last few years . Young parents 
nowadays often use the pacifier to quiet a child. It 
provides a good article to suck which is something she 
likes to do, and probably needs to do. If a baby seems 
restless and needs a pacifier, sometimes parents give one 
to suck ~>n until she goes to sleep. Then they quietf 
remove It. . ' 

Sometimes a baby likes to use a pacifier for several 
months , and it will often stop a crying spell--but not if the 
baby is hungry. Sooner or later most babies want nothing 
more to do with a pacifier and will refuse it. You can hear 
it hit the floor in the baby' s room when she gets rid of it. 

As the baby gets older, the need for active sucking 
seems to weakeD. This goes with an awakening interest in 
things in the outside world. It is more fun to play with toys 
and make them do things than it is to lie there and suck on 
something.' But when a baby is very small there is not 
much to do, and sucking at that period is One activity to be 
enjoyed. Different babies need different amounts of 
sucking. 

Bathing the baby is one of the first things a new 
mother ' is usually taught, so she knows how to do it. 

Most babies soon come to like the bath, particularly 
when they have a chance to 
get acquainted with it gradual
ly. But some of them do not 
like their bath in the begin
ning. They may even fear it 
because they don' t feel steady 
enough in the water. When 
that is the case, it is a good 
thing for you to put the baby 
on a towel for soaping, then 
carefully lift and hold her in 
the water for a quick rinse off. 
Usually if a parent is relaxed 
and talks cheerfully to the baby and smiles while 
bathing--the baby will feel happy, tool 



One reason why some babies come to dislike their bath 
is because their mothers try to clean their ears and nose. 
You usually don't have to clean a baby's nose inside. Nat· 

r -rQre does that. If there is a ball of dry mucus in the nostril, 
ln~u can remove it with the corner of a damp wash cloth or 
a twist of cotton. Also, clean only the part of the ear that 
shows. Let the doctor clean the inside of the baby's ear if 
it needs it. 

D~SSING THE- BqB~ 
Some mothers and fathers seem to be very good at 

changing the baby's clothes. They do it gently. Other 
parents have the baby fighting mad by the time they are 
half through with dressing. The important part seems to 
be to let the baby move. Do not bind arms and legs too 
tightly. When you dress a baby, make it a pleasant but not 
an exciting time. You will, of course, be talking and 
looking at the baby as you dress her. Take your time. If 
l"u move too quickly the baby may stiffen her body and 
Gressing will be even harder. 

Some of the clothes that are made for a baby have tiny 
buttons and little loops for button holes. They may have 
been a gift from somebody and are very cute, but they are 
hard on both the parents and the baby. Some dresses are 
small to begin with, and then the baby grows so fast! You 
will like larger, loose· fitting clothes with buttons big 
enough to be handled easily arid quickly. Zippers are nice, 
but you have to be careful that they don't pinch the baby. 

Remember this as the baby 
gets older·-when she finishes 
her aft~rnoon nap and is fully 
awake, she will probably be in 
a playful mood, more than at 
other times during the day. 
This will be a good time to talk 
with her and get her to smile 
for you. If she becomes 
restless as feeding time nears, 

pick her up and hold he~ for awhile. She will like that (and 
you will, too) and she can be more active at this time than 
just after a feeding. Of course, if she becomes quite 
hungry, it is no time to try to play with her. 

It is a good idea to start the day with the feeling that 
this is going to be a day to enjoy. Some parents are always 
looking toward the future saying, "Next month will be 
better." And they miss the fun the baby can be right now! 

Just about everybody likes to be rocked. I take my 
little pelicans out on the water. They like to sit there and 
be rocked by the waves. 

Many young parents these days are bringing back old 
fashioned rocking chairs into their homes. The parent sits 
in the rocking chair when feeding the baby, rocking ever 

gently. You may even rock her to sleep occasionally. 
But here you have to be careful, for if you always rock the 
baby to sleep she may come to like it so much she will be 
unable to go to sleep without it. And the time may soon 
come when it will not be convenient for you to do the 

~king. In general, it is a good idea to have some variety 
Jl the daily schedule for the baby-·for example, sometimes 
rocking her to sleep, and sometimes putting her directly to 
bed. 

You probably feel like singing to the baby at times. Go 
right ahead. The baby will enjoy it whether you have a 

good voice or not. Mothers usually like to sing. Fathers 
sometimes sing too, and they often sound quite good when 
they sing softly. Their singing wiJI be at a lower registeJ;', 
and this provides the baby variety. It is hard to know for 
sure when babies begin to learn music, but certainly they 
learn something (perhaps rhythm and the difference 
between speech and song). Singing is pleasant for them 
and brings parents and children closer together in a way 
they both enjoy. And, of course, talk to the baby a great 
deal. You are showing her the sounds of words which she 
will later use. It may surprise you to hear me say that the 
baby probably learns more during the first year than any 
other year of her life. 

It is important to hold the baby, but it is also important 
to be able to put her down! 

I've noticed that human mothers seem to be one of 
three kinds when it comes to holding the baby. Let me tell 
you about three such mothers: 

The first mother held her baby all the time . Pretty 
soon the baby got so she liked to be hdd very much. In 
fact, she got so she would cry ~~ 
every time she was put down. . ~~ . f , ,~ 
When the baby cried the " _ ':>(\ ' 

mother would pick her up : ' 
again. This went on for hours : Ii j 
until the mother was tired, 1 Jl : 
and at the same time began to -..l.~ . _' -
feel sorry for herself, and a ~ "(-Y'l"':J 
little angry because she just ~ ~ 
couldn't get her work done. 
She began to feel that holding the baby so much was not 
good. However, every time she put her down the baby 
cried and th~ mother didn't know what to do. 

The second mother decided from the start she wouldn't 
hold her baby. She loved the baby, but. she was 
misinformed, and was afraid she would " spoil her." She 
said, ''I'm going to put my baby in her bed and leave her 
there." She said, "Babies are just like little animals . You 
feed them and keep them warm and change their diapers 
and leave them alone. " Such a mother does not have the 
present day understanding of the growth that takes place 
when mothers show an active interest in the baby. 

The third mother picked up her baby and held her and 
showed her love . This happened several times during the 
day, especially toward the end of the time when she was 
awake. Then the mother would put her down again. 
Sometimes she would cry a little when put down because 
she really liked to be held , but the mother went right on 
with her work and didn ' t pick up the baby to stop her from 
crying. The baby soon found out the mother meant it 
when she put her down, and so she didn't cry any more. 

A few young parents are so worried about whether 
they are doing everything properly that they forget to 
enjoy the baby. They have heard other parents talking 
about the troubles they have had with their children and 
have not heard these same parents talking about the 
pleasures they have with them. Somehow, people will tell 
you stories about their trouble with children, but seem to 
feel they ought not to talk too much about the pleasures 
within the family. 

You go right ahead and enjoy the baby. These can be 
wonderful days. You will never have the same experi
ences again--the first few months with your first child. 



Take lots of snapshots or movies. Also, it is a good idea to 
keep a diary of what the baby is doing. It is so easy to do if 
you keep a small notebook handy. Write down some notes 
on how she likes the bath, what makes her smile--all kinds 
of things . Always put down the date. Later you will enjoy 
going back to see what you have written. If you want a 
more complete record, you can find a baby book at most 
department stores or book stores. A seven-year baby book 
called, "Our Baby's First Seven Years," calls for 
information on kinds of development in the child, and can 
be bought.from the University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 
Illinois. This book is also in some department stores. 

IF M01l1PfZ WO~ 
I'd like to take up with you again the topic of the 

mother working. Now I know that many mothers must 
work outside the home. They just must, if the family is to 
get along. Sometimes' the father has a rough time of it in 
making enough money to 
support the family and the 
mother has perhaps worked 
before the chi ld was born, and 
they have gotten the habit of 
looking forward to two pay 
checks instead of one . I know 
all that, and I also know that 
many young couples these 
days think they must have just 
about everything immediate· 
Iy. They want furniture, and clothe~, and a new car, .an? 
television, and perhaps a house Tight away. But If It 

means the mother has to work and be away from the baby 
to get these things, I would think twic~. , 

A plan that sometimes fills the need IS for the mother 
to work part-time and later when the child is older, return 
to work full time. 

Sometimes there is no father, and in that case often the 
mother must work in order to have the income it provides. 

Then there are some mothers who get rather far ahead 
in business or a profession and don't want to stop and be 
at home all the time after a baby comes. If this is the 'case, 
it is probably better for her to work. Or, she may look 
forward to the time, months or years later , when she can 
return to work once more. 

If the mother does work outside the home , the parents 
should be careful to provide good substitute care fot their 
baby. A working mother should not feel guilty or t~ink she 
has given up her responsibilities, just because she IS not at 
home all day . She may still spend time with the baby that 
is enough to take care of her needs and the baby's . 

Day care centers are available in most places , and are 

licensed by the State Department of Public Welfare . Many 
infants and other children are placed in "family day homes" 
- where a mother or another adult woman looks after six or 
fewer children. Texas requires that these homes b~ -..., 
"registered," that is, that they meet certain standards (, 
sanitation and safety. For a list of the centers and family day' 
homes in your area and a copy of the standards for these 
facilities, call your local Department of Public Welfare office. 

If the mother does go to work outside the home, it is 
essential that the father help her at home in every possible 

way. Some fathers are good ~~ 
about this, but some are not. r.~,,::, ._ H .. 
Some will not do "women's '\- lI,J 
work," but they may be ,,,--< 
willing for their wives to go ' C- -
outside the homt; to help with ~ , ~~ 
the income. To-day husbands , 
of working wives often help _ ~= ' 
get the laundry done , clean ':- -:-
the house, and buy and bring . .. -
home the heavy bags of 
groceries. What is more, when husband and wife work 
and take care of some of these chores together, they have 
so much more fun! Also, they get the feeling that they are 
catedfoT and cared about . Such feelings help a marriage 
grow strong. 

IMMUNIZ&moN 1 YES .' 
The Texas Department of Health is trying to 

help remind you that y,our baby needs immunizatio~s . They 
or your local health' department will send you a notice soon, 
stating the best times for getting these vacci~es. Be sur~ ~o_ 
take your baby to your family doctor or a public health clmrl 
at the recommended times. Then send the notice back to the 
health department so they will know your baby is protected. 

PI6R.Re f<eCOMMBNDS 

If you want to read an excellent little book, try Infant 
Care. Write to the Texas Department of Health 
Austin, TX . 78756 for a free copy. Or order it from the 
Superintendent of Documents , U . S. Printing Office, 

, Washington, D. C. 20401. Tell them Pierre the Texas Pelican 
recommended it. Also, you can get Dr. Spock's book, Baby 
and Child Care, at a book store or nearly any place where 
they sell paperbacks. It is inexpensive, and if you will look in 
the index at the back, you can find nearly any topic on child 
care. 

Pierre the Texas Pelican 
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Pierre's Message 

A Quarter Of A Year Has Passed! 

No.3 Third Month 

Pierre Talks About ... 

• Talking to your children 

• Your baby's eyes - color and use 

• Playing with your baby 

• Fear and security 

• Exercise and muscle control 

• Cleaning and diapering 

• Chewing and biting 

• Trust 

• Your baby may test your marriage relationship 

• Bottle feeding safety 

• Single parents 

• Choosing a babysitter 

Points To Ponder 

l. Talk to your baby as much as you can and respond to his/her sounds by imitating them. This 
helps develop language. 

2. 

3. 

4 . 
5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Your baby likes to be around other adults and have new experiences. The 3-month-old is not 
afraid of strangers unless they're quite loud. 

During the third month, your baby will begin to turn his/her eyes toward a new sound and to put 
hearing and sight together. 

Never toss your baby in the air at this age. It is both frightening and dangerous. 

Around the third month, your baby will begin to lift his/her head and push with arms and legs 
when lying on his/her stomach. 

Bowel movements and urination cannot be controlled. 

Change dirty diapers immediately. 

Chewing on fists or objects is often preparation for teething. 

The babysitter for a 3-month-old should like the baby and be responsible, kind and aware of the 
baby's daily routine. 
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Talking It Over At Home 

1. Do you enjoy being with your baby? Do you make the most of your time together? 

2. How do you deal with moments of frustration , anger, self-pity or fatigue? 

3. How do you plan time to be together as husband and wife? 

4. It is helpful to discuss your beliefs about discipline and the kind of values you want for your 
children early in their development. As parents, you should try to reach some agreement on your 
philosophies before a specific problem occurs. Caregivers also need to know this information . 

5. If you are a single parent and need help, have you considered seeking counseling, help from your 
doctor or some qualified professional? 

For More Information 

From I to We, U. S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare Publication No. (OHD) 
76-31033, (pamphlet), small fee . 

One Parent Families, U. S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare Publication No. (OHD) 
77-30044, (pamphlet), small fee . 

Serving Infants, U. S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare Publication No. (OHD) 
76-31056, (pamphlet), small fee. 

Check the reference list at the back of the Study Guide for additional information . 



A Q.U~RI5~OF A y~~ 

H-qS ~SSE:,D f 

Pierre the Texas Pelican 

~ I expect you worried a lot about whether you were 
doing the right thing with the baby during the first three 
months . That may even be a sign that you are a good 
parent. Most young parents are anxious about their first 
baby, but by now you have probably gotten to the place 
where you feel you can do a reasonably good job of 
bringing him up. 

You see now that the youngster develops rapidly but 
that it will be a long time before he can do many things. 
You have gotten to the point where you can handle him 
easily. 

Also, you have found he has a little mind of his own 
and knows what he likes and 
what he does not like. 

Jiill Of course, the baby is 
.lls coming more and more to 

seem like a person, and will 
continue to be more and more 
interesting as time goes on. 

~ 
Talk to him whether he 

~ 
responds to your voice or not. 

.... . . In that way you are helping . 
him get started toward speech 
by the process of listening. 
When the baby makes sounds, 
imitate him to show you have 

heard and are trying to .. communicate" with him. This 
will please and probably surprise the baby. He will feel 
happy that you can "talk his language," so you must think 
it is important I 

I hope you will spend a reasonable amount of time with 
your baby every day when he is very young. He will 
change almost from day to day. Watching your baby grow 
is about as much fun as you will ever have in this world. 

TIE Bg&{S E.:iE-S 
Some people seem to be more interested in the color of 

the baby's eyes than anything else. But there is 

Fit"Stliome Pa,...en~ 
DOYOUwaNTME.~ l' 

IF "104 WaNT TO ~t=:IVe 0Tl\E:.~ 
Ple.~ NEWSL$Trf~ - Ai No COST" 
To you. (O~ IF YO/..l H~"~ MOVe.p) 
~1l.N "rH~ cNCI.-OSEP Cq FU>. 

Para recibir otros noticieros de Pedro, mandanos la postal 

something more important, and that is the way the baby 
uses his eyes. You have noticed already that he looks 
straight at you when he can. You are the most important 
person in his life, b~cause you are the human grown-up 
who looks after his needs. He depends on you. He is 
interested in learning just as much about you as possible. 
This will incrt~ase as he gets 
older. He will hardly take his 
eyes off you. One reason I 
know eyes are so important is 
that when children are older 
and are beginning to learn to 
draw a picture of a man they 
will make a circle for a head 
and will put two big circles 
within it for the eyes, and that 
is about all they will draw. 

Children come to under
stand what you want them to do by the way you look at 
them, and that is mostly a matter of your eyes. 

SHoWI NG MO~ INTERESr IN PEOPLf:. 
Along about the fourth month the baby begins to show 

more interest in people. He likes to spend time out of bed. 
He seems to like to see new things, and to be pushed 

around in a buggy. or be raised a little in the infant seat. 
He likes it when his father picks him up, but he does not 
like rough handling. He is a friendly soul and will usually 
let anybody hold him. This is partly because he hasn't 
quite learned to make out the difference between parents 
and strangers. but this will take place before long. 

PI.£R'ING wrrn THE- B~BS1 
You're probably playing quite a bit with the baby these 

days. This is usually the month when real smiling begins, 
and the baby starts to make different kinds of noises. 

You will notice that when the baby begins to smile, he 

©' 
/ / 
//-

will smile for nearly anybody. 
You can play by moving your 
head and nodding. and talking 
to him. and opening and 
closing your eyes. This is the 
month when he begins to tum 
his eyes toward a sound, 
which means that he IS 

putting hearing and seeing 
together. He will gradually 
put all his other senses of 
touch and taste and feeling 
together with hearing and 
seeing. 



In spite of everything you do, some fears are almost 
certain to develop in your baby. It's often hard for parents 
to know what their. baby is naturally afraid of, and what 
fears are learned, or how they are learned. Let's try to 
answer some questions about a baby's fears. 

Is your baby "naturally afraid"? Every parent wants 
to know this. The answer is that your baby does not have 
to learn to be afraid any more than to learn to swallow. 
However, he is not actually afraid of very many things. 

If someone makes a very loud noise close by a young 
baby may throw his hands over his head or show in some 
other way that he is afraid. He may wrinkle up his face 
and cry. He did not have to learn this fear. 

Parents should not toss the baby up into the air. The 
very young baby will not like this. It is natural to be 
frightened when he feels that he is falling, and it is not 
good for him. When quite a bit older he will like a certain 
amount of rough play--but not now. 

Also, as I said to you last month, when a baby is very 
young, you must be extra careful not to let him slip or fall 
in the bath_ When you give the bath, hold him so you can 
always see his face. 

Good parents don't want their baby to be afraid, so 
when your baby is frightened, you must let him know that 
everything is going to be all right. It is a duty of parents to 
protect the baby as much as possible from anything that is 
frightening. 

If you will study your baby carefully you will notice that 
there is a natural time for so many things. Sometimes you 
can help out as the baby develops. For example, it is a 
good plan a few times each day to place the infant face 
down on a pad or other clean floor covering and give him a 
chance to lie on his stomach and exercise on a surface. 
Yau will notice that he will soon lift his head and push with 
his arms and legs. This strengthens muscles in arms and 
legs and back and prepares 
the baby for crawling, sitting, 
creeping on all fours, and later 
standing and walking. 

You cannot teach a baby 
how to bring himself into a 
sitting position. He will 
somehow work that out him
self when he is about six or 
seven months old. However, 
you can sometimes hold him in 
a sitting positionfor a short time only. Perhaps that gives 
the baby an idea of what it is like to sit up, but it does not 
mean he is ready to sit up by his own efforts. 

There are other natural changes that take place in a 
baby. Bowel movements and urine flow take place when 
the bowel and bladder are filled and something "pushes 
the button" as you humans sometimes say. A very young 
baby probably does not know when the bowels move, or 
when urination takes place. But he soon does, mostly 
because he is uncomfortable when wet and cold. 

He cannot control bowel movements for many months, 
and there is no reason for you to think you can "train" 
him. As the baby gets older there will be fewer diapers to 
change, and that is something for which you can be glad. 
Finally, the time comes when the baby can hold off a 
bowel movement for a short time and then, much later, 
can cause a bowel movement to take place. 

One of these months I will spend most of my message 
on bowel control. Promise me until then you will go along 
with the baby. Make diaper changes when they are 
needed. Clean up the baby at each change, and don'~ 
listen to some mother who thinks she has trained her bal 
during the first few months. This is perhaps the best case
of "waiting on Nature" . 

CHe.WING AND BlllN6 

The little fellow has a real need to put things into the 
mouth and suck them. We talked about this last month, 
but I think I should remind you again that this will be a 
need for several months. 

But he also will soon begin to bite. He seems to need 
this just as he needs to suck. Perhaps Nature is getting 
the baby ready to chew. This is especially so from the time 
"teething" begins which is long before the first tooth 
appears--anywhere from the third to the sixth month--un 
he has cut his full set of baby teeth. Give the baby 
something to chew on. If you will notice, he often bites a 
toy quite hard. That is probably because his gums hurt or 
itch, and it seems to help to bite something. 

Babies often bite their parents' hands or face while 
they are going through this period. They do not know they 
are causing pain. They must not be punished. Just don't 
let a baby bite you . It is very easy to keep this from 
happening. You can turn his head gently away from you. 

Many articles can be 
bought at the store for the 
baby to chew on. It is better to 
get two or three of these new 
articles of plastic or rubber 
such as rings about as big 
around as a milk bottle, and 
toy animals four or five inches 
long. They are easy to wash 
and keep clean. Get articles 
small enough that parts of 
them can be put into the 
mouth but are too large to 
swallow. If a baby does not have some of these , he will 
probably chew on the bed, clothing, or his fingers. But be 
careful--don't get thin plastic things that can be broken or 
that have sharp edges or from which pieces can be bitten. 
Be careful to find out whether painted objects are 
non-poisonous. 

First, what do people really mean by .• security" for the 
baby in the home? They mean a feeling of being loved, 
and wanted, and knowing that his needs will be taken care 
of on time. It also means knowing that parents are fond of 
each other and get along well. 

These days we are sure thar the baby understands in 
his own little way what is going on in the house. If he is 
. really loved, he will soon knl 

it by the manner in which he is 
cared for . He does not have to 
be told in words one way or 
the other. Parents who treat 
the baby kindly and patientl.~ 
and really love him, make hi. 1Q 
feel secure. This feeling of 
security is most important to 
the baby. 



HoW AF!f. YOU 1Wo pq~ SElllNS Al.DN6~ 
Notice that I ask that question right out loud. 1 do it 

~ecause some couples are getting along just fine, but 
l:n<:~)me aren't. I don't know whether you realize it, but a 

great many couples begin to have troubles of a personal 
sort after the baby comes. There are many reasons. 
Sometimes, it's financial, for there is expense in taking 
care of a baby, sometimes more than the young couple 
ever thought likely. Then there is the matter of being 
"tied down". You are not as free to come and go as you 
used to be. And, of course, some couples didn't want the 
baby in the first place. Also, some couples have babies 
because they think it will hold together a marriage that is 
about to fall apart. 

If you have serious problems, and you ever had the 
idea that children could help solve them, you have found 
?ut by now that it won't work. While a baby usually brings 
fiY, he can also add stress to families, and if there is 
.., JJ d . . . d anea y stress, It IS mcrease . And, of course, when there 
is more than one baby the strain is further increased. 

Under these. conditions, the modern couple gets expert 
help as we suggested in the very first message. Nearly 
~very community has a mental health center or trained 
counselors and therapists. Or there may be a family 
agency near you that uses the services of persons trained 
to help when there is family trouble. 

The~e is a ~ot o.f work in looking 'after a baby, and it is 
the easiest thmg 10 the world for either the husband or 

tfid.w!fe not to be willing to do his or her part. A husband and 
11 )elfe who love each other share in the work so that one 
'\..:person does not have to do it all. 

If a man is fond of his wife 
and sees her having too much 
work to do, he will usually 
help her, no matter what kind 
of work needs to be done. 
Sometimes a father will help 
while the baby is very small, 
but then when he is a little 
older the father loses interest 
sometimes by the time th~ 
baby is three or four months 
old. He begins to think of the mother as having full care of 
the baby since the idea of a baby isn't new any more. 
Somebody ~a~ to keep o~ lo~king after the baby, you 
know, and It IS awfully DIce if the father will keep on 
helping without having to be asked to do it. 

So~e fathers won't share any of the disagreeable work 
of lookmg after the baby. They may be very good at taking 
care of him as long as he is clean and fed, but they don't 
want any share of looking after the messy side of child 
care. They say this is a woman's work. Differences 
,J?etweeR the work of men and women seem to be 
~creasing all over the world and it won't hurt a man to 

change the baby part of the time, or learn to feed him. It 
will give him a very good idea of what the wife has to do 
most of the time anyway. 

Sometimes, too, one finds a mother who acts like a 
r:?oiled child after the baby is born. She wants her 

. usband to do more of the work around the house than it is 
fair to expect of him. Sometimes a wife who has never 
~een a :very tidy housekeeper or prepared the food on 
time, Will use the baby as an excuse, saying she has to 

devote so much time to him that she can't get her work 
done. 

The nicest way of all is for husband and wife to do 
some of the work together, beginning together when they 
can and finishing at the same time. Pleasant conversation 
and interesting topics make the work lighter. 

You will find many instances of overlap in the care of 
your child. You don't stop something one day and start 
something entirely different the next. But you will overlap 
them. This goes on throughout all early childhood--and in 
fact may appear in adults. An example is in drinking from 
the cup. You don't stop breast or bottle feeding one day 
and start with the cup the next. (We will talk about this 
later.) Nor do you give the baby milk for a certain length 
of time, and then begin to give him solid food only. That 
would be foolish, wouldn't it? You see wh ... t I mean? 

In somewhat the same way the duties of father and 
mother overlap. You can't fully parcel out what a wife 
does and what a husband does. A wife may often help her 
husband in his work. She may even help him by making 
everything easier for him. In complicated, modern life · the 
husband doesn't go out and kill wild animals for food, and 
turn them over to his wife to cook. Modern life is much 
more complex. and there is an overlap between the work 
of men and women. The work of men has been mainly 
wqat we call that of the "bread winner" and the work of 
mothers is mainly that of the "homemaker". But this is 
changing. Large numbers of women work outside the 
home at all kinds of jobs formerly filled by men. This 
increases the "overlap" in what they do and calls for more 
sharing or work within the home. 

A TEMPlemON FOJ<:. A ~f<E.N\ 
If the baby is fed from a bottle the parent may find that 

the time will come when he holds his hands on the bottle. 
Then when the bottle is lifted a bit so he can get more milk 
he feels the bottle lift. He is learning something. Then he 
learns to give the bottle a lift himself. It is surprising that 
he learns this, but he does. 

However, this is not the time to decide that you can put 
him down on his bed and let him operate his own bottle 
which is propped up on a pillow or some gadget, while you 
do something else. Instead, just keep right on with the 
practice of holding him and helping him. He really can't 
control a bottle, just because he tugs at it. He can easily 
choke if left alone. So the best way is for you to continue to 
feed him in the same way, helping him with the bottle but 
holding him in your arms at the same time, because that 
way he feels safe and loved. 

Of course, if the baby is breast-fed, there is no 
problem. 

MlJ~ ABOUl SINGI-E ~f<eNn.\OOD 

Sometimes a young mother who is left alone with a 
baby "wakes up" about the time three months have 
passed and begins to see what life is going to be like. The 
newness has worn off. Just feeding and keeping the baby 
clean gets tiresome, and there is more crying than she 
realized a baby would do. She remembers life before the 
baby came . 

The father has deserted after promising to marry her. 
He had promised also to take care of the hospital bills, 
and now she has to try to borrow money to pay them. She 
can expect no financial help for the baby. 



She may look at the baby--who just may resemble the 
father, and if it is a boy she may worry about how she 
could bring him up and whether he would be like his 
father. 

Suddenly she wants out of all this. She doesn't want to 
return home, and if she did somebody there would have to 
take care of the baby while she worked, and might not be 
very pleasant about it. 

Looking toward the future as she views it now, life will 
be rather dreary . She might like to return to sch6<?I, but 
that would be too difficult ~ 
unless she had unexpected . 
good luck- -that 'is, some way 

turned up to help take care of ,.-' ... D. DOl 
the baby. .a ~~ 

In the first letter we talked " ., '. ~ 
about adoptions, and suggest
ed that single mothers give 
some thought to it, for there 
are many good homes waiting 
for the chanco to adopt babies. 
If you are a single mother you may still wish to adopt your 
baby. As we said in the first message, this is something 
you have to decide for yourself, and you should be 
perfectly sure.of what you want to do. If you keep the baby 
we will have suggestions from time to time that should be 
helpful to the single parent. ' 

On the other hand, sometimes a father is left with a 
young baby. The mother goes away or refuses to have 
anything more to do with the baby or the husband. She 
may drop out of sight. Under these conditions, very few 
fathers will continue to care for the baby, though some will 
and will be successful. Sometimes a grandmother is 
young enough and willing to help, or a married sister. 
Again, the possibility of adoption should be considered. 

Now let's talk some about "baby sitters", a new term 
with you humans, though parents have left their children 
with other people since the beginning of time, I suppose. 
I want to talk with you about "sitters" --something about 
what they should and should not be like. The best baby 
sitter would be just like you, so the child would never miss 
you. But that is impossible. So I think you will be safe if 
you will find somebody who is somewhat like the person I 
am going to describe : 

Try to find someone who likes children and who has a 
smooth, even disposition. You want to feel the sitter not 
only likes children, but that she can like your particular 
baby. For an older child, it is nice if a child seems to like 
her. . The sitter should be kind but firm, just as a parent 
should. You need to tell her all about feeding the baby. 
and how you put baby to bed and when. If the sitter is 
young and inexperienced, it would be a good idea if she 
could watch you do these things at least once. 

I wouldn't encourage too much play with the baby, 
because the quiet time has usually arrived when the sitter 
reaches your house and the baby may be asleep already. 
Of course, even when the baby is young it is better that he 
become acquainted with the sitter, if he is still awake. 
This way he will not be frightened by waking up a.nd 
finding a strange person. You should arrange for the 
sitter to spend some time with the baby while you are still 
at home if you can. The sitter should always be told how to 
find the parents, call the doctor, or get someone in an 
emergency. 

Un COllsejo Para 
HPapa" Y uMama" 

Antes de entrar a fondo en los problemas del nino, me gush 1 
hablarles a los dos, al padre y a la madre. acerca de sf mi.mos. 

Oe vez en cuando, tenirjn Uds. que dejar al nino 'al cuidado'd. 
una tercera persona para salir a distraerse solos. Se 10 digo d. verasl· 
S" que su nino es algo maravilloso pero asf y todo Uds. necesitarjn 
separase de "I de vez en cuando y ya veran como todo ha 'Cambiado 
con el nacimiento del nino. La madre podra andar otra vel a paso 
natural y verj con agrado que r.cupera su "linea". 

ran pronto como la madre est" en condiciones de salir, (si el 
nino toma su alimento a intervalos suficientemente largos), convien. 
.ncontrar una persona de confianza que se encargue de .1 en su 
ausencia. Una abuela, una Ha, 'una amiga de la vecindad 0 cualquier 
otra persona que sepa cuidar ninos, podra encargarse de "I sin peligro 
durante ese tiempo. 

Cuando vuelvan a salir Uds. dos solos, tendran deseos de 
hablar de nuevo sobre algunos problemas de antes y otros nuevos. 
Muchos de los primeros les parecerjn casi ridlculos a la lUI d~"'" 
que ha pasado. As! y todo, les sera agradable hablar otra ~"I 
de sus asuntos y comprenderse mutuamente. Cuando hablen del nino 
tendran que decidir juntos 10 que deben hacer por el. Por ejemplo, 
el tipo de supervision medica que "I necesita y el uso del dinero, ahora 
que hay un miembro mas en la familia. Esa compenetracion sera 
muy beneficiosa para el nino y para ustedes que se acostumbraran 
a cambiar impresiones acerca de su hijo y a tomar decisiones acept
abies a los dos. 

Yeo que en estos tiempos muchos padres jovenes sacan a sus 
hijos a la calle desde los dos 0 los Ires meses de edad si no 
encuentran quien 10 cuide en la casa. Para Iransportar a sus hijos 
eslos padres usan sillitas especiales de plastico que pueden instalarse 
encima de una mesa y elevarse un poco para que el nino tenga 
ocasion de mirar 10 que ocurre a su alrededor. 

Cuanlo menor es la edad de un nino mas facil es IIevarlo de un 
lado a olro; por ejemplo, a caso de unos amigos donde los padres 
pueden pasar una velada agradable mienlras su hijo duerme en U' 
cuna 0 en una cama. Paro es. facllidad no dura mucho liempo; 

i. Le gustarla recibir el resto de los noticieros de Pedro en 
espanol? L1ena la tarjeta que Ie hemo, mandado y mandela a 
nuestra oficina. Les aseguaramo~ que muy pronto disfrutanl 
de los consejos de Pedro el Pelicano Tejano. 

But you have some duties regarding the sitter, too. 
And here they are: agree on the payment in advance and 
be careful of the time. If you have been gone four and a 
half hours, don't "sponge" on the sitter and call it four. · 
Be honest as to time. And then, if you have said you 
would be home by 12 o'clock, be there by that time. And, 
of course. you will see that the sitter gets home safely. 

In a later letter I will talk about baby sitters for older 
children. 

As each day comes to a close it is a good idea to ask 
yourself, have I given myself a chance to enjoy the baby 
today? There will be days in the life of every mother and 
father when they enjoy the baby very little. He will be sil) 
or irritable and will cry a great deal. and when he gets 
older there will be •• off days" when somehow nothing 
goes well with the baby. And you will have such days 
yourself. Not all is pleasant in taking care of babies. but 
most of it is. And most of my messages will end happiln -, 

I r . 
If You Move, Let us Know! 

Send your new address and zip code, along with all the 
information on the mailing label, to Pierre Project, 103 
Lantern Lane, Austin, TX 78731. 
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~c M8 PRESENTE I 

Pedro el Pelicano 
,Soy Pedro el Pelicano, un personaje parecido e los de W.lt 

Dl>ney, que da consejos a los padres j6venes acerca de sus hijos. 
Ustedes se preguntaran c6mo h. sabido que acaban de tener un 

hijo. La mayoria do las veces recibo los nombres de recien nacidos del 
Registro Civil. 

'tengo mucho interes en el desarrollo de su hijo pero no les h.blare 
mucho de su cuidado frsico. Sobre este punto, Uds. necesitaran 
mantener un contaeto estrecho con su medico 0 con su enfermera en 
todas las cuestiones relacionadas con la salud fisica. Lo que me 
interesa especialmente de su hijo es algo que Uds. no esperarian de 
un pelrcano como yo: la salud mental del hijo que acaba de nacerles. 
Quiero que, cuando creIca, ese niib s ... fel;I y afable y este en 
condiciones de desempenar su papel en el mundo y de disfrutar de 
todo el carino y todos los solfcitos cuidados que se merece. So, que 
a ustedes les interesa 10 mismo. 

En cuestiones de salud mental es necesario prever los problemas 
con mucha anticipaci6n pues la manera como empiecen Uds. • 

<dar a su hijo probablemente no cambie durante anos y anos. 
5.bien hace falta tener previsi6n en cuestiones de salud fhice, pero 

en ', este caso, es mas facil saber cuando hay algo que no anda bien. 
Si el nino no esta bien . Ie veran Uds. lIorar irritado 0 tendra fiebre y, 
de una manera u otra, sabran que no est. bien. En cambio, cuando 
se trata de su salud mental. las maneras que tiene el nino de hacerles 
saber si esta bueno y sano y si ustedes 10 cuidan con acierto, no 
siempre son tan claras como las manifestaciones de una enfermedad 
fhica. Por esa raI6n. pienso venir a charlar con Uds. una vel al meso 
para decirles en los meses pr6ximos todo 10 que aprendi de salud 
mental con los entendidos en la materia. Asl Uds. pod ran evitar mu
chos problemas sabiendo de antemano las causa; que pueden 
motivarlos. 

A prop6sito, tienen Uds, un nino 0 una nina1 Confieso que se 
me 0lvid6. Nacen tantos ninos ahora! La verdad es que 10 mismo 
los ninos que las ninas colman todas las ilusiones de sus padres. Si 
no les importa, al hablar de su nino siempre dire "el nino" cualquiera 
que sea $U sexo. pues todo 10 que diga para los varones tambien se 
aplicara a las ninas. 

las necesidades del nino son las mas importantes 
desde el primer momento. 

Dondequiera que Uds. vivan. cualquiera que sea su raIa. su religi6n, 
su color el regimen de gobierno de su pais, las necesidades de su 
hijo en los primeros anos seran identicas a las de todos los demas 
ninos de su edad. No ocurrira 10 mismo mas adelante, pues e 
medida que los ninos crecen las costumbres del pars y del medio 
cultural en que viven tend ran gran influencia en su desarrollo. 
f'ySabemos ya. por ejemplo. que el. nino debe .costumb.rse de,de 

.,,11. nactr • ,I' cllidedo por vari .. peraonas y no 1610 por su madre. 
De cuando en cuando, veran ustedes que una madre joven no deja 
a n.die tomar en brazos a su hijo, darle de comer, cambiarle los 
panales 0 vestirle. Esa aditud resulta ya muy anticuada; se ha com

bado, en efecto. que los ninos se desarrollan mejor si toman carino 
o'nfianIa a muchas peraonas, 10 que se consigue si el nino e' muy 
.~ .no acostumbrandolo a que varias personas Ie den de comer, 10 

tomen en brazos y se ocupen de ponerl; c6modo. Cuando el nino 
creIca podra asl distraerse con mas personas y aprender algo de todas 
ell ... 

EI padre debe participar en el cuidado de 'us hijos recien n.cidos. 
Es~ participaci6n no s610 Ie resultera muy satisfactoria, sino que repre-
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sentara para la madre un alivio muy necesario. EI nino se debe acos
tumbrar tambi;,n desde el primer momento a que su padre se ocupe 
de el. 

Aprendan ustedes los cuidados que necesita 
el nino. 

Una. gata sabe por instinto natural los cuidados que necesitan sus 
gatitos, pero en el caso de las personas los instintos no son sufieientes. 
E1 necesario aprender a cuidar a un nino como se aprende cualquier 
otra cosa. Pueden ustedes considerarse afortunados si han tenido la 
suerte de ver ninos bien cuidados por padres solfcitos. Lo que hayan 
visto les servira en cierto modo de modelo. Acaso 'uno de ustedes haya 
tenido ocasi6n de convivir con hermanos y hermanas menores. En 
.Igunas escuelas se ensena a los j6venes a cuidar a los n,nos; ese 
proceder e, muy acertado pero no esta muy difundido todavla y 
debera generalizarse mucho mas en los anos venideros. 

No faltara quien les diga que pueden ustedes fiarse de su buen 
juicio para conseguir resultados satisfadorios. Pero el buen juicio 
depende de la uperiencia y la que ustedes tengan se debera en parte 
• 10 que hayan podido observar. ConOICO en efedo a muchas personas 
instruldas que tienen dificultad para criar a sus hijos y a otros que. 
~ gran instrucci6n, sa ben hacerlo . Los conocimientos que no tengan 
".ci6n direda con los problemas de la infancia no son una garantla 
JJ.uy U9ura de facilidad y acierto en el cuidado del nino. 

' Claro est.> que ya saben ustedes algo acerca de esos problemas; 
que han observado a los ninos y que han hablado con much as madres. 
unas j6venes y otras men os j6venes. Su medico es ' una fuente de in
formaci6n segura y las mujeres que han sabido criar a sus hijos en 
cfebida forma pueden dar tambien muchos consejos Utiles. Existen 
ademh numerosas publicaciones como estas cartas que han empeIado 
e recibir ustedes. Por ultimo, no deben desdenarse los artfculos sobre ' 
cuestiones de BUericultura que publican las huenas revistas ilustradas 
ni los Ii bros serios de que hablaremos mas adelante. 

A veces, su ijo orara muc 0 0 rec aIara su comi a 0 es im
pedira dormir por la noche y tomar el descanso que necesitan. Cuando 
asi ocurre , los padres pueden pensar que habria sido mejor que el 
nino no naciera y acaso lIeguen a preguntarse si de verdad quieren a 
'u hijo. Si se ven ustedes en esa situaci6n, habra lIegado el moment<> 
de ir a ver a los padres de otros ninos .mayores. que han aprendido a 
cuidar a sus hijos con facilidad. y de sentarse a charlar con ell os sin 
Iimitaci6n de tiempo. Por 10 que a mi respeeta . puedo da,les la 
,egurided de que, segun vaya el nino acostumbr&ndose a su horario 
Ie, dara menos molestias y se ha,. querer mas d. ustedes. Si en 
.Igunas ocasiones el nino "Ies pone los nervios de punta ". bus'luen la 
compenla da alguien. acaso de su hermana , su mad,e 0 una amiga, no 
'e averguencen de sus sentimientos y pidan ayuda. Esta es una fase 
por I. que pasan muchos padres j6venes si se cuentan ustedes entre 
ellos, no quiere decir eso que sean malos pad,es 0 que su mal humor 
vaya a durarles toda la vida . 

Poco • poco ir'n ustedes tomando verdadero afedo a su hijo y 
cu.ndo empiecen a conocer mejo, sus necesidad.s , sabran cuidarle 
con mas ac:ierto. 

Cuanto mas sepan ustedes acerca de los nino's, tanto mas les in· 
teresara el suyo. Pero no se dejen mete, nunca en la cabeu. la idea cI. 
que crie, un hijo es cow Ucil; no 10 es paro ustedes pueden hacerlo. 
Aprender mh sobre la crianu de los hijos es cosa que est. a su 



alcanee y que en rulidad no se parece a ninguna otra forma de 
ap,endilaj_. 

Con cuanta frecuencia debe alimentarse a un 
nino recUm nacido 1 

Si se reuniera a cinco mad res de ninos recien nacidos para en
terane de los horarios de comidas de sus hijos, se verla probablement. 
que cada caso era diferente de todos los dem&s. Antiguamente .. 
pensaba que el horario de comidas de un nino de pecho era al90 
rlgido e invariable. Pocas .personas siguen creyendolo. 

Por otra parte, casi todo el mundo prefiere ajustarse a un horario 
y los ninos de pecho no son una excepci6n. Lo importante es establec.r 
gradualmente un horario bastante regular, pero al mismo ti.mpo 
bastante flexible para que pueda cambiarse si surge una situaci6n 
desacostumbrada. 

AI principio, los ninos suelen preferir' que se les aliment. eon 
mucha frecuencia, pero despues van acostumbr6ndos. a un regim.n 
que dejar& mayores intervalos entre las comidas; la du.raci6n 6ptima 
de esos intervalos parece ser de 2 6 3 horas al principio y .. hores m&s 
adelante. Pero 10 que importa sobre todo e. alimentar al nino cuando 
tiene hambre. Piensen ustedes que el hambre de verdad ha de ser para 
el una ser,saci6n muy dolorosa. Claro esta que no tienen uste~es que 
darle de comer cada vez que 1I0re, porque el lIanto no .ignifica 
necesariamente que tenga hambre, 10 que querr& • veces ser' que I_ 
cambie" los panales, que 10 banen en agua templad. 0 que Ie den u" 
chupete. Sin embargo, cuando lIore con todas 1.5 fuenas de sus put
mones y ninguno de e,os recursos baste para acallarlo, ser& mejor que 
se apresuren ustedes a darle de comer. 

Como ya he dicho, pronto verb ustedes que el nino se acostum
bra a un horario; para que adquiera esa costumbre con m&s rapidel 
convendr& darle de comer a intervalos regula res, aun cuando no haya 
manifestado su hambre lIorando. Esta solicitud de parte de los padres 
ser& para el nino una sorpresa agradable y Ie permitirAi acostumbr."e 
mAis facilmente a comer a sus horas. 

Los padres modernos, sin embargo, hacen alardes de ingenio para 
entenderselas con sus hijos recien nacidos y tratan, por ejemplo, de 
que el nino se pase la noche entera durmiendo. AI principio, ningun 
nino puede pasar tanto tiempo sin tomar alimento; en realidad, 
tendr"n ustedes suerte si su hijo duerme toda la noche "de un tir6n" 
a las ocho 0 las nueve sema"as de nacer. Algunos ninos necesitan 
alimentarse de noche durante varias semanas 0 varios meses despue. 
de esa edad. 

Pero, si el nino no se acuerda de su comida nocturna, no Ie 
despierten para darsela. Claro esta que por la manana se despert.,AI 
1I0rando con un hambre de lobo; cuando aSI ocurra, lev&ntense sin 
tardanza para darle de comer y agr.dezcanle que Ie. haya dejado 
dormir en paz casi toda la noche. 

La leche materna y el biber6n 
Hay muchas razones en favor de que la, mad res den el pecho a SUI 

hijos. AI fin y al cabo esta es la forma m&s natural de alimentaci6n 
del recien nacido y representa para el nino y para la madre una .x
perencia muy satisfactoria, de la que nace un sentimiento de u"16,, 
estrecha y de seguridad. Otras razones para preferir la ladancia 
natural son la facilidad de la alimentaci6n, la insuperable calidad hi
gienica de la leche materna y hasta su baratura. 

Algunas madre~ no pueden dar el pecho a sus hijos 0, por u"a .. 
otra raz6n, no quieren hacerlo. A veces, la madre no tiene basta"te 
leche para alimentar al nino. Es muy importante que, en estos eaSOI, la 
madre no tenga I. impresi6n de haber faltado a su debe, por no 
haber podido dar el pecho a sus hijos. 

Si se alimenta a un nino con biber6n. la madre puede tenerlo e" 
bralos del mismo modo que si Ie diera el pecho, infundiendole 
identicos sentimientos de carino y seguridad. 

Por otra parte, el nino puede disfrutar tanto con e. DID.run .... " .... 
con el pecho de $U madre si esta 10 toma en sus brazos con carino y 
10 vigila atentamente para cerciorarse de que efediv.mente tome t. 
leche y de que no la tome demasia.do a prisa. 

Lo que hay que saber del biber6n del nino 
Su medico, su enfermera u otra persona capacitad. les .nseiia" 

cuanto hay que saper sobre la importancia de la limpieIa del biber6", 
sobre la preparaci6n de la mezcla y sobre su conservaci6n en el reo 
frigerador a ba;a temperatura. La cuesti6n que sa plantea seguidame"te 
e, si conviene 0 no calentar el bibe16n antes de dAirselo .1 nilio. 

la mayorSa de los p.dre. y de los medieos .iguen pensando qu .. 
debe celentarse la leche hasta la temper.tura del cuerpo, m', 0 ' 

menos. Pero, por extrano que parezca, 101 ninOl .e acostumbran pronto 

8 tom8r 141 lech. frra, a la temperatura a que sale del refrigerador. 
Poco • poco, podr6n ustedes ir calent6ndola cada vel menos y 
pronto su nino tomar' el biber6n frio, pues, como ustedes, preferira 
I. leche fria a la leche tibia. No tengan miedo de causarle c6lir .... 
101 estudiol efectuados en fecha reciente sobre ninos prematuros ~ 
gra" hospital demuestran que la salud del nino no se resiente eh .• 
m's mfnimo aunque .e Ie alimente desde el primer momento con leche 
frla. Es posible. sin embargo, que su medico les recomiende d"r ~I 
nino leche tibia; en cualquier ceso, cuando su hijo deje parte de la 
leche e" el biber6n tiren 10 que queda 0 col6quenlo inmediatamente 
en el refrigerador si han de vorver a usarlo. 

o ay para un nino e pec 0 momento mas agra a e que e e 
recibir lU alimento; Ii al darle el pecho 0 el biber6n, la madre 10 
edrech. e,. sus brazos, ta felicidad del nino sera insuperable. 

Conviene, sin embargo, hacer dos advertencias. La primera es que 
la mad,e debe abstenene de fumar mientras da de comer a su hijo; 
ha h.bido casOl de ninos con lesiones en los ojos causadas por la 
cenna y hasta por la punta incandescente de los cigarrillos, mientras 
tomaban su .limentaci6n. La seg';lnda advertencia es que nunca *'Pe 
deja"e solo a un nino de pecho mientras que toma su biber6n a~ ,ue 
este suietado con Ufta almohada u otr.o objeto. Mas adelante les dire 
• u.tedes cuando puede hacerse esto sin riesgo; los factores princi. 
palel Ion 141 edad del nino, su fuena f\sica y su desarrollo. Un nino 
reei'" "acido al que se deje s610 con el biber6n en la boca puede 
atragant.rse y h.sta ahog."e sin que sus escas,u fuenas Ie permitan 
hacer nada para evitarlo. 

A.r pues, tomen ustedes al nino en brazos y tarden todo el tiempo 
que haga falta para darle de comer. hasta media hora en caso 
neee.ario. Lo demit puede esperar. Segun el nino vaya creciendo, 
ver6n Uds. que tarde menos tiempo en tomar su alimentaci6n. 

C6mo inculcar al nino buenas costumbres en 
materia de sueDo 

En mat.ri. d. suelio es muy importante que se incul. 
quen al "ilio buena. costumbres; cuando su hijo tenga 5 6 b me,e. 
Ud •• verb con m&s daridad la importancia de e$la cuesti6n, r.-
pien,en que .1 nilio invariablemente se duerme tan pronto com ' 
10 pone ." 141 euna a la hora de la siesta. En las primeras semant's, es 
muy pOlible que se quede dormido inmediatamente, pero a medid. 
que veya creciendo querr& contemplar 10 que ocurre ~ su alrededor 
y .eguir' delpierto por algun tiempo. Cuando Ie acuesten para dormir, 
deben ustedes dejarle s610 sin perjuicio de asomarse a su cuarto. Por 
ejemplo, de dos en dos horas 0 en el momento de irse a la cama, para 
comprobar que todo es*, en orden. 

A la edad que ahora tiene Sll hijo probablemente se pase durmi· 
endo la mayor parte del dra. Cuando lIegue a los 6 meses dormir' 
al,ededor de 15 horas diarias y cuando cumpla un ano, 1.04 horas poco 
mas 0 menos. Dentro de 2 6 3 meses volvere a hablarles de las cos
tumbres del nino en materia de sueno; si Uds. saben acostumbrarlo • 
bien, todo tes resultara mucho mas facil. 

Cuc§nto debe lIorar un nino? 
Nunea me cansare de decirles que los ninos no son todos iguales • 

y que, por el contrario. se diferencian mucho unos de otros. Algunos 
ninos apenas si 1I0ran, tom"n su alimento sin dificultad y se duermen 
inmediatamente despues (me refiero naturalmente a los ninos de pocos 
drat 0 pocas semanas). En cambio otr~s de la misma vecindad, seran I 

"ninos 1I0rones" que atronar&n la casa con su lIanto. Generalmentc, 
hay razones que expfiul) esa diferencia. EI nino silencioso se siente 
c6modo y el nino lIor6n tiene alguna molestia, acaso algun dolor en 
una u otra parte del cuerpo, 0 no digiere bien sus alimentos. Si les 
pareca a ustedes que su nino 1I0ra demasiado diganselo al medico sin 
omitir ningun detalle. Acaso el pueda ayudarles. 

Como he dicho, los ninos 1I0raft! cuando no se sienten c6m ,s y 
a veee. relult. diffcil saber 10 que les molesta. Algunos ninos parecen 
•• r natur.lme"te irritaHe. durante los do. 0 los tres primeros meses de , 
.u vida 0 tt."en c6lir'os. La r8l6n de que unos ninos teng8n c6licos y 
otro. no, .s todavl,.' un verdadero misteflo, pero ser. un consuelo ' p'lflt. 
105 padre. laber qu. esa. anomalfa, no tienen, a 10 que par"., 
Mcuelas desfavorable.. ' 

Naturalment., si un nino 1I0r. porque s~. pan.les estb moj.~ ~ .. 
sucios, I. caUM deJ lIanto se descubre sin dificultad. Otra. veee, e! 
nino tendrAi d"ma,iado calor 0 gas., que Ie molestan en el est6mago. 
Una, palmaditas en la espald. Ie ayudarb • expulsarlos; en realidad, 
podrb ustedes ahorrar a I .U hijo much.s mol.stia. si repiten I.. pal. j 

maditas despues d. cada comida. Como ya les he dicho, si el lIanto del 



nino les molesta de verdad, tendran ustedes que buscar un remedio. 
pues algunos padres no pueden soportar el lIanto excesivo de sus hijos. 
Busquen quien les ayude parte del dla y alejense del nino para 

scansar un rato. Las abuelas j6venes suelen ser muy utiles en e,tos 
. s, si no viven demasiado lejos de los padres de la criatura. 

netJi~------------------~------~--------------------
~uanto tiempo debe usted dedicar a su hijo? 

'":..F los ninos recien nacidos duermen la mayor parte del dla, incluso 
en los intervalos entre dos comidas, y vale mas no despedarlos muchas 
veces para tomarlos en brazos. Pero, al cabo de pocas semanas, el 
nino pasara despierto cada vez mas tiempo y querran ustedes tenerlo 
a su lado mientras no esta dormido. Hablenle con dulzura, t6menlo en 
brazos de cuando en cuando y jueguen con et. sobre todo si se porta 
bien. A veces sera util que 10 tomen en brazos cuando lIore 0 cuando 
este irritado pero no esperen siempre a que em piece a lIorar pera 
consolarlo. T6menlo en brazos mientras esta tranquilo y el nino 10 
aceptara como una recompensa a su comportamiento. Algunos padres 
temen malcriar a sus hijos tomandolos en brazos y demonstrhdoles 
afeeto. Lo ciedo es exaetamente 10 contrerio. Demostrar afeeto al 
nino les hara bien a el y a Uds. La unica manera de que su nino sepa 
que Uds. 10 quieren es observar 10 que hacen. Esto quiere decir que 
Ud deben hablarle, acariciarle y demostrar gran interes por el, aun 
el n primeros meses de vida. Claro esta que tambien deben mani
festarle su carino en otros momentos, por ejemplo cuando Ie den de 
comer, 10 banen 0 10 muden de ropa. 

Es indudabl~ que ' se pueden exagerar las manifestjlciones de carino 
si el nino pasa demasiado tiempo en los brazos de sus padres, jugando, 
con ellos. De ningun modo necesitan Uds. dedicar todo su tiempo al 
nino que, por otra parte, dara segura mente senales de cansancilol si _se 
Ie presta demasiada atenci6n y se juega mucho con el. Volvere a 
hablerles de esta cuesti6n el mes que viene. 

EI parecido del nino con sus familiares 

Muchas veces los ninos se parecen a sus familia res cuando son 
muy pequenos. pero el parecido fSsico no indica que el nino vaya a 
ser como esta 0 la otra persona. No pueden ustedes esperar que su 
nino vaye a tener buen ceracter porque se paretca a una Ha que 10 
tenge. Tampoco su parecido con una persona de mal genio, peretosa 

oco aseeda significa que el nino vava a tener ninguno de esos 
Id ctos. De todas formas, los ninos se parecen a personas distintas 

'~ 1'iferentes epocas da su vida. 
No asta de mils decir que los ninos no se crlan solos sino que 

necesitan la ayuda de sus padres. Criar a un hijo no es, sin embargo, 
como hacer un muneco de barro. Probablemente Uds. hayan descu
biedo a estas alturas que su hijo tiene deseos y gustos. propios V 
suponen que cuando sea mayor, tendril 'tambien sus propias ideas 
50bre muchas cosas; deben ustedes procurar que asi ocurra y que el 
nino tome sus propias decisiones, pero no olviden que Uds." tendran 
que ayudarle para que no se equivoque. 

La Iibertad de movimientos el nino 
Desde los tiempos mils remotos hasta nuestros d'as. existe en 

algunos pahes 141 costumbre de atar a los ninos 0 "cincharles" hasta 
que apenas puedan movefle . En realidad conviene dejar al nino en 
la cuna a veces echado de espaldas 0 boca abajo, con la cara vuelta 
hacia un lado, pero en completa libedad de movimientos, Incluso es 
util echarle de lado durante un rato corto. Los ninos, com9 los adultos, 
han de cansarse de estar constantemente en la misma postura; mirar 
al techo resulta poco divertido al cabo de un rato. En una de mis 
pr6ximas cartas les dire c6mo puede hacerse mas interesante la vida 
del nino , pues sa'bemos va que su oido y su vista son mucho mes 
aqudos de 10 qUI! antes se cre'a. 

EI carino que se tengan los padres entre sl es 
beneficioso -para los- hijos 

10 hace responsable al nino de su abandono. Tambien puede ocurrir 
10 contra rio, si el marido hace mas caso del nino que de su mujer. 

Planificaci6n de la familia 
Tampoco .stara de mas que empiecen ustedes a pensar sobra el 

numero de hijos que quieren tenere Hasta hace algun tiempo, no solfa 
yo plantear est. problema a los padres. pero muchos me escribian 
para decirme: "estamos esperando va otro nino" 0 "cuando nuestro 
primogenito cumpli6 once meses naci6 su primer hermano". He de
cidido por tanto hablar a los padres, en mi primera carta, del 
numero de ninos que quieran tenere Es posible que el primero les 
haya venido por sorpresa, pero podran ustedes fijar el momento en 
que quieran tener el segundo. Igualmente puede que Uds. decidan 
que sus condiciones econ6micas 0 el estado de salud de los padres 
no seen los mas apropiados pera ~ener ~ijos. 9uerrh ustedes,. cuidar 
a sus hijos 10 mejor que les see posible, pero no podrh hacerlo si 
tienen demasiados. Cuando una madre tiene varios hijos demasiado 
leguidos, no puede darles toda la atenci6n que debiera. porque antes 
de que uno cum pia un ano, ya habra nacido otro. Ya empinan ustedes 
a saber por experiencia el tiempo que la madre y el pal re han de 
dedicer al cuidado de un nilto. 

Tambien tendrlln ustedes que pensar de antemano si les sera 
posible alojar holgadamente en su casa a una familia numerosa, en el 
supuesto de qll'e quieran tener muchos hijos y de que su alimentaci6n 
no vaya a plantear ningun problema. Otro asunto en el que habra de 
pensar es la educeci6n de sus hijos; en efeeto. los ninos se abriran 
camino mucho mejor en el mundo moderno en que han de vivir si han 
podido recibir una instrucci6n adecuada. 

Ast pues. 10 mejor ser. que ustedes dos hablen con detenimiento 
de todu esas cuestiones y que vayan despues a su medico este mismo 
meso Si quieren ustedes tener dOl 0 tres hijos con intervalos de unos 
tres anos, dlganselo al medico y pidanle consejo; si il 10 consider~ 
oportuno les aconsejar. 10 conveniente 0 les enviara a un centro de 
planificaci6n familiar. No es necesario que los maridos acompanen a 
sus mujeres en esta visita al medico, pero muchos de ellos prefieren 
hacerlo. 

En algunos palses 101 homb'res creen que una familia numerosa es 
la unica prueba posible de su virilidad y las mujeres pueden tener 
idees parecidas acerca de su feminidad. Sin embargo, esas aetitudes 
empiezan a cambiar y, en vez de indagar cuantos hijos hay en una 
familia , la gente empiexa a preguntarse c6mo los estan criando SUI 

padres. Es muy raro que los padres deseen de verdad mas hijos de 
los que, a su juicio, pueden cuidar y querer, dedicandoles ' el tiempo 
necesario y dandoles una educaci6n adecuada. No hay naci6n ni 
religi6n que condene los nacimientos espaciados, aunque haya 
opiniones discrepantes sobre las maneras licitas de espaciarlos. Lo 
esencial es que el racien nacido sea esperado con carino y amor. 

Cuando lean ustede, estas IIneas, hasta los habitantes de los 
palses mas remotos conoceran ya la existencia de "Ia prldora" y de los 
"pesarios" 0 "anillos" que se insertan en el utero de la mujer y que, 
por rezones desconocidas todavia, impiden la concepci6n mientras no 
se retiren. Ambos metodos de planificaci6n d. 141 familia son de 
empleo fAdl. de costo muy reducido V de gran eficada si se siguen 
cuidadosamente las instrucciones. Otra soluci6n es el lIamado metodo 
"ritmico" 0 de Ogino. Algunos de e50S metodos de espaciar el 
nacimiento de los hijos son mas eficaces que otros. Tener m.h hijos 
de los que pueden criarse en buenas condiciones ha dejado de se, 
motivo de admiraci6n. Lo que se siente en estos casos ., I.htima 
por la madre, por el padre y por los hijos. 

Deben ust-edes lIevar el nino al medico 
aun cuando este bien? 

Claro que deben! Deben ustedes lIevar a su hijo a que el medico 
10 yea a intervalos regula res. Hay muchas cosas que necesitaran 
ustedes aprender sobre la manera de criar a su hijo. especialmente si 
Ie tr.t. del primog8ni~o. EI medico sabe todo 10 que debe hacerse 
por el bien del nino: tiene que hablar con la madre sobre la alimen
taci6n que este recibe, sobre el buen funcionamiento de su intestino y 
50bre el aspecto de sus deposiciones. Tambien sabe el medico c6mo 
debe cambi.rse I. dieta del nino para evitar dificultades en el 
funcionamiento de su intestino. No debe darse al nino ningun laxante 
para que "se Ie mueva el vientre". a menos que 10 ordene el medico. 

Tambien la madre debe volver al medico para que este I. Yea. 
todas las mujeres deben someterse a ellamenes adecuados despues 
del nacimiento de sus hijos; si 10 hacen, su salud sera mejor y tendrb 
menos problemas en caso de que vuelvan a dar a luz. 

Guarden ustedes mis cartas! Durante el , primer ano de vida de 
su hijo les escribire una, vet al meso Transcurrido ese tiempo, ,e en
contraran ustedes en mejores condiciones para cuidar al nino y 

empetare a espaciar mis cartes. 
Buena surete! Hasta el mes que viene. (51~e. ~ \q f4,1~ 12-) 
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Dear Parents: 

Congratulations on your new baby~ 

After many weeks of waiting, you 
are a parent. As a parent ~ are 
the most important person in your 
child's life. You are your child's 
first teacher. When you have ques
tions, you will turn to your own 
parents, your doctor and others whom 
you respect for advice. 

Another helper is Pierre the 
Texas Pelican, a set of 28 news
letters about how a baby grows and 
learns. Here are the first three 
of these newsletters. As you will 
see, Pierre gives useful information 
for day-to-day child care. 

If you are a first-time parent 
and if you wish to have us send the 
rest of the newsletters to your home 
without charge, be sure to send us 
the postcard included in this l~tter. 

The State of Texas is providing 
Pierre free through the Texas De
partment of Community Affairs' Early 
Childhood Development Division. The 
Texas Association for Mental Health 
and Texas hospitals are cooperating 
in giving you Pierre. 

Pierre has been used by thousands 
of ' Texas parents. We hope you will 
find Pierre as useful as they have. 

Sincerely, 

Queridos padres: 

. iFelicitaciones par su recien 
nacido! 

Despues de muchas semanas de 
esperar, son padres. Como padres, 
ustedes son las personas masimpor
tantes en la vida de su criatura, 
son sus primeros maestros. Cuando 
ustedes tienen problemas piden 
consejos a sus padres, a su doc
tor, 0 a otras personas a quienes 
respetan. 

Tambien pueden pedirle ayuda a 
Pedro, el Pelicano Tejano. Pedro 
es una serie de 28 noticieros que 
les informa como crece y aprende 
una criatura. Aqul encontraran 
los primeros tres noticieros. 
Como ustedes se daran cuenta, Pedro 
da informacion util sobre el cuidado 
infantil de dla a dla. 

Si acaso son padres por primer ( 
vez y desean que les mandemos el ( 
resto de los noticieros a su hogar, 
sin costo, asegurense de mandarnos 
la postal incluida en esta carta. 

El Estado de Tejas distribuye 
gratis las copias de Pedro a traves 
de la Division para el Desarrollo 
de la Ninez del Departamento de 
Asuntos de la Comunidad. La Asoci
acion para la Salud Mental y los 
hospitales de Tejas les traen a 
ustedes , a Pedro. Pedro ayuda a 
miles de Tejanos. Ojala ustedes 
encuentren a Pedro tan util como 
10 encuentren ellos. 

Jeannette Watson, Director 
Early Childhood Development Division 

y 

IEL8L SI!X;J~ 'u!lSnv 
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Pierre's Message 

Talking Starts by Listening 

No. 4 

Pierrette Talks About ... 

• Listening to your baby's sounds 
\ 

• Parental agreement 

• Babies mimic parents' speech 

• Babbling is first speech 

• Bi-lingual families 

• Parenting fads are seldom tested 

• Older parents with a new baby 

• Preparation for walking and sitting 

• Too little to spank 

• Your expectations for your new baby 

Points To Ponder 
1. You should try to agree on the ways you want to rear your children. 

Fourth Month 

2. Speaking clearly to your baby and not using baby talk serves as a good speech model. 

3. 

4. 

5 . 

6. 

7. 

8. 
9. 

10. 

Your 4- to 6-month-old baby is in the babbling stage oflanguage development. Try repeating 
these babbling sounds to your baby. 

If two languages are spoken in your family. it may take your baby longer to learn both languages. 

You need to be willing to try new parenting ideas, but "new" does not always mean "good." 

Older parents may have special adjustments but also may have special capabilities for parenting. 

Your 4-month-old can practice standing if held in a standing position for a short time. 

Your 4-month-old baby's behavior cannot be controlled by spanking or harsh punishment. 

If your baby is doing something you do not like (wriggling while you change a diaper), offer a toy 
or object to distract him/her. 

Help your baby try new things. 



.. 

Talking It Over At Home 

1. How do you, as parents, try to enrich your skills and abilities in dealing with your baby? 

2. What do you say when you talk to your new baby, even though he/she is too young to respond? 

3. Do you expect too much from your baby and get frustrated by accidents or failures? Do you ever 
get disgusted with your own lack of skills? 

4. Do you feel you are getting better as a parent and developing more patience and understanding? 
Does the baby still feel "new" to you? 

For More Information 

B-1269 Babies Touch, Taste, and Learn, Texas Agricultural Extension Service, free from county Extension 
office. 

Language Is For Communication, U. S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare Publication No. 
(OHD) 76-31035, (pamphlet) small fee . 

MP-1084 Talk With Baby, Texas Agricultural Extension Service, free from county Extension office. 

Check the reference list at the back of the Study Guide for additional information . 



No.4 

Talking Starts by Listening 
Fourth Month 

I'm Pierrette. My husband, Pierre, asked me to 
come in his place this month. 

I have some notions of my own about taking care 
of children. Pierre told you in his last message how 
important it is to make the child feel safe, and to see to it 

~that he has as few fears as possible. He barely mentioned 
toilet-training--which I hope you don't start until the baby 
is many months older. Do you remember what he said 
about the baby putting things in his mouth? I agree with 
what Pierre said on these matters. In fact, he and I always 
work things out to the point where we agree if we can. We 
know this is good for our babies . Oh, we squabble a bit 
sometimes, but the first thing we know we find we are not 
so far apart after all. 

Has the baby begun to learn words? 
I know what you think--you think it is a little early to 

take up the subject of talking, but it isn't. Your baby is 
already learning speech from you although he probably 
hasn't yet had the idea of trying to use it himself. He is 
getting ready by listening. Have you noticed how he 
watches you when you speak? It will be many months of 
course, before ' he actually says any words but the 

, important thing to remember is that he is learning from 
you even before he speaks any words. So, go right on 
talking to him whether he responds or not. He is learning 
all the while. He is already making sounds. That is a good 
start. 

,,-:.... You will wan~ the baby to speak clearly so that people 
can understand him, won't you? Well, it will help if you 
will speak clearly yourself so that he will have a good 
chance to learn. The baby is learning to pronounce words 
even before he starts to talk, and you are helping him or 

"'-"holding him back by your own way of speaking. 
Here are questions for you to ask yourself: 
Do we talk a normal amount at our house 1 No child 

ever learned to speak from looking at the back of a 
newspaper with a silent parent on the other side, or one 
who was watching television and did not want to be 
interrupted. 

Do we parents enjoy talking with one another.' If you 
do, the baby will want to get in on the fun . He will soon 
learn what it is like when one 
person makes a remark or asks 
a question, and the other 
person answers. 

Do I speak clearly myself.' 
Many adults mumble their 
words. They may not have 
had good examples when they 
were young, so it is difficult 
for them to talk well. 

Learning to speak is very 
personal. It is mostly between 
an adult and the baby. Respond immediately when the 
baby makes a sound. That is what helps. No television 
can answer back. In fact, parents who expect their 
children to learn to speak by hearing talk on television are 
going to be disappointed. That is not ~he way learning 
takes place. Of course, when children are older, quite a 
bit older, they will learn some words from television--some 
of which you'd rather they didn't learn--but for now it is a 
matter of baby-to-parent, and parent-to-baby. One of 
these months when the baby is older we will have quite a 
bit to say about television and its relation to child 
development. 

, If You Move, Let us Know! 

Send your new address and zip code, along with all the 
information on the mailing label, to Pierre Project, Box 276, 
Austin, TX 78767. 

A baby Is like a babbling brook 
What I mean by "babbling" is that the baby just lies 

there on his back and tries out different sounds. Most of 
the sounds just happen. He is lying there full of good 
food, with not a care in the world, and all of a sudden out 
comes a sound. The sound he makes depends partly on 
the shape of his mouth at the time, and he is probably as 
much surprised as you are when he makes these sounds. 

It so happens that when the baby makes a sound he 
will probably make it over and over again. This seems to 
be something he did not have to learn. It just came 
naturally. Sometimes he looks as if he enjoys it, and 
sometimes he blinks his eyes as if it were unpleasant. But 
he keeps right on making the sound anyway. When he 
babbles, it is a good thing for you to talk back to him, 
using the same sounds, and perhaps saying them a little 
more strongly. In that way you show him you understand 
he is trying to produce sounds and you like the idea very 
much. 

By the time he is six months old, he can make the same 
kind of sounds as you can, though of course he doesn't put 
them together in words. You may sometimes think he is 
imitating you, and it certainly seems that he does, but 
probably he is answering you with a sound he has learned 
all by himself. 

Later on, when he starts to use words, you will find 
that he says them over and. over again. You may even get 
tired of hearing them, but probably he does too. The time 
will come when he will learn to put on the brakes and say 
the word only once at a time. But it takes a while. In the 
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meantime, it is good for him to babble. He ought to be. 
encouraged to make as many different sounds as he can 
for this will help him to get ready to speak words. It takes 
quite a long time for him to get control of his breath, lips, 
mouth and .throat in order to pronounce words . 

Should baby learn two languages at once? 
In many homes the baby has a chance to learn two 

languages at once, such as English and Spanish. There is 
always the problem of whether it is better to have him 
learn both languages at once, or have him learn them one 
at a time, or have him learn only one language. People 
have different ideas on this subject. Some believe the first 
language should be fairly well learned--by the third 
year· -before another language is introduced. 

It is wonderful when a baby has the chance to learn two 
languages. This is especially important now that people 
can fly from one part of the world to another just as we 
pelicans do. Of course, your baby may not speak as 
quickly or as well at first if he has to learn two languages . 
You yourself know that it is difficult to learn an extra 
language. But the best time for him to learn is when he is 
young. He will remember better, too, if he keeps on using 
both languages. 

However, if the baby is going to hear two languages 
spoken all the time, he must learn both. While the baby is 

learning, it will help a great 
deal if the two languages are 
spoken by different persons. 
For example, if the baby is to 
learn Spanish and there is 
a Spanish-speaking grand
mother who can teach him, 
she will enjoy doing it, and the 
baby should learn that lang
uage from her. He will be 
proud when he grows up that 

he learned the language from his grandmother. It would 
be better if his own mother did not ' speak both languages 
to him if she expects him to learn quickly and easily . He 
gets mixed up. You would, too . 

As I said before, it will take a little longer for him to 
learn to speak if he is learning two languages, but it is 
. often so helpful for a person to know more than one 
language that it does not matter even if the child does take 
a bit longer to learn both. I know you will agree that the 
language the child is going to use more should get the 
greater amount of practice. If the child is going to live in 
the United States, it is very important that he learn to use 
the English language well. 

Speech Is a great sldll 
You have seen great skill in games such as baseball, 

tennis, skating, and golf, or the juggler and the tight rope 
walker, and you have noticed 
the very great skill of the 
musician. But I want to tell 
you that a babr learning to 
talk is learning a very great 
skill also. You humans call it 
"co-ordination. " It requires a 
very wonderful co-ordination 
of many parts of the body to be 
able to talk. 

A skill of any sort is 
sometimes disturbed and can't be learned when a person 
is all upset. That is still another reason the child's life 
should be reasonably calm--he will learn better and faster. 

The baby Is learning social behavior, too! 
The baby is learning to smile when other people smile. 

He is noticing whether you speak pleasantly to each other, 
or whether you are sharp in the way you answer questions, 
or shout at each other. At first, the baby has great 
difficulty in understanding this , but he soon learns. He 
finds out that it is sometimes better to be quiet. He learns 
when to talk and when not to talk. He has to learn to be 
serious and not to laugh when other people are not 
laughing. All this takes a long time to learn. As a matter 
of fact , you continue all your lives learning to say "just the 
right word at the right time in the right way." 

Fads In chUd care 
Every once in awhile you will hear that there is an 

" entirely new" way of taking care of babies. or that 
something has been found 
that will solve all the problems 
of child care. 

Now, I, Pierrette the Peli
can, have not discovered any 
very different ways of taking 
care of children which have 
not been used by good parents 
ever since I can remember. I 
am not opposed to learning 
what is new. In fact, I am very 

strong for it. and for what you humans call research. But I 
like to examine carefully any so-called "new way' : of 
caring for'babies. I want to be sure that the "new way" 
seems to go with what I already know about babies. 

It would be a good idea for you always to ask yourself. 
how does any new idea seem to fit in with my other 
knowledge about babies? There is a strange notion among 
some people that just because something is "new" it is 
good--just as there are some humans who say that because 
a thing is old. it is good_ Well. you have to keep an open 
mind and use the best judgment you can. 

About one and one-half generations ago many people 
were bringing up babies on a strict schedule, and letting 
them cry hard for a long time. 
and never piCking them up. 
And then about one genera
tion ago they began to "cud
dle" their babies more and 
pay no attention to a schedule . 

Both ways were too ex
treme. I hope you will be able 
to follow a more reasonable 
course, which is in between. 
You have to expect babies to 
cry some, and it is good to pick them up some, for you 
shouldn't allow a baby to cry and cry and not be picked up 
at all. As for a schedule, Pierre has already told you that 
the baby will help you establish a schedule which both you 
and he will like. 

Parents are getting better 
As I fly around the world and study young parents 

these days, I think they are getting better. I really believe 
they do a better job of bringing up their children than 
parents did years ago. I think the reason is not that they 
love their children more. but there is gradually getting to 
be more scientific knowledge about babies. and parents 
are learning more about them. 

For one thing. I believe young parents are thinking 
more about what is required to rear a child. They bring up 
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questions of child development with their doctors. They 
talk with each other, and nobody seems to feel he has the 
only answer. They read a great deal, and get helpful ideas 
from newspapers, magazines and books, and some radio 
~'nd television programs. I still caution you, however, to 

Je sure that the new knowledge seems to fit in with what 
you feel sure of when it comes to the care of children. 

Are you older parents? 
Sometimes couples have been married for quite a long 

time, and for some reason they just don't have babies. We 
pelicans have that situation. If you will look over Pelican 
Island you will find pelicans sitting on eggs that never 
hatch. We don't know why. And then after a while these 
same pelicans may have a nest of eggs that hatch, and 
naturally they are pleased. 

That is the way it may have been with you. Or you may 
have married later, and have just now had your first child. 
Possibly you can be a better parent than a younger person. 

- Y ou are likely to be more patient than a younger parent, 
and not expect too much of the baby too soon. By now 
parents who are older have brought together the things 
that go to make a home; they may, in fact, have a house of 
their own which is paid for. The father may have a good 

. job and be established in his work, with some savings in 
the bank. However, an older mother may have a career of 
her own and this must be considered. One thing in their 
favor is that parents who are older have had a chance to 
watch other parents and learn quite a bit. 

Give him an idea 
Pierre and I keep talking about "internal develop

ment" and the importance of "waiting for the child to 
"....-. grow naturally," but that .,~ 

doesn't mean it isn't a good 
thing to let the baby see how It 
feels to perform certain acts 
that are beyond him for the 
present . 

. For example, probably few 
if any children can sit up at 
four months, but it is nice 
every day to hold the baby in a 
sitting position for a short time 
and let him see what it is like to sit. He will enjoy this for a 
few minutes, but don't let him fall over or get tired. Prob
ably, as I have said before, he likes to see the world from a 
little different position. 

Now you can put him down on the floor each day on a 
bed pad or something, and let him move his arms and legs 
as if he were crawling. He won't be moving forward or 
backward, but he's making a start. 

When he is older, eight or nine months old, it's nice to 
hold him in a standing position and watch his legs 
straighten out. Most babies can't stand at that age, and 
his legs will buckle under him if you don't hold him under 
his arms. But it gives him a chance to begin to practice 

rDushing his fee~ down arid starting to balance. 

The joy of eating 
We've already talked a great deal about feeding. It is 

such an important experience for the baby--just as it is for 
r-"~rownups. But it's even more important for the baby. 

Nhen his mother or father holds him and feeds and 
comforts him he likes it very much. He is learning that 
there are at least two very nice people in the world, and he 
is learning to love them. If other people look after his 
needs and are kind to him, he will think of them as being 

friendly, and will soon include other people in his life and 
learn to love them also. 

On the other hand, if 
feeding is not a pleasant 
experience, if the parent who 
feeds him is always cross with 
him or tries to cram food in 
him, he will come to think that 
other persons are. that way. 

Next month Pierre will talk 
with you about staiting to use 
foods other than milk. 

PieRette's ideas on hitting and spanldng 
Did you know that there are parents who are hitting 

and spanking their babies by the time they are four 
months old? You may have thought that sort of thing had 
disappeared from the world, but it hasn't. And an even 
larger number are spanking their babies by the time they 
are six months old? 

Now, I know perfectly well that it is important for a 
child to obey his parents, but the parents must be 
intelligent when it comes to discipline . 

First of all, you must be sure that the child 
understands what you want, and no baby the age of yours 
can understand what you tell him, or control his actions 
enough to do it. Nor will he be able to for a long time to 
come. Parents often expectfaT more than the baby is able 
to understand or perform. Spanking a baby who is very 
young does not necessarily mean low intelligence of the 
mother or father who spanks, but it does show a very poor 
understanding of the nature of a baby. It is often done by 
parents who were harshly handled whC!n they were young. 

I, Pierrette, promise you this. Pierre will talk from 
time to time about discipline, because the topic is 
important to you as a parent. But if you find yourself 
hitting the baby within the next few months, you are the 
person who needs help. 

More likely, it's just that you don't understand how 
little a baby can .do at his present age. He's barely 
beginning to understand things, and punishment of any 
kind only holds back his development. When he is older, 
it's a: bit different. But promise me this--that you will 
never spank your child until Pierre has had a chance to talk 
with you about it. By that time, you may find better ways 
to get your child to obey you. 

Distraction and substitution 
I think you will find two of the most useful ways of 

controlling the behavior of a baby, or later a child, will be 
through distraction and substitution. These are two big 
words that are very closely related, as I will show you in a 
minute. You can use distraction for several months, and 
substitution for a few years. 

For example, if a baby is too active when you are 
changing hiin, you talk to him or whistle for him or turn 
on the radio softly, and he gets interested in what you are 
doing and becomes quiet long enough for you to complete 
the process. This is distraction. 

Later on, when you have to take a toy away from him 
for some reason, you won't jerk it away, I hope, but will 
give him something else instead. You will get him 
interested in a different toy perhaps, and then remove the 
first one. That will be substitution. When he is a year and 
a half old he may be beating on a pan and making too 
much noise. You'll find you can get him interested in 
something else and remove the pan--if you really need to 
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do so, or give him a wooden bowl to bang on. 
I don't know how you humans would get along without 

being able to make these kinds of "trades." You use this 
method as a child gets older. When a child of four is 
making too much noise, you suggest taking a walk. When 
he is outside playing in the cold, and doesn't want to go in, 
you suggest a cookie and you and he go inside, and he 
forgets all about the outside . When older children get to 
quarreling too much, you may suggest a different activity 
where there won't be so much of a chance to quarrel. 

So, you see you move from distraction in a baby to 
substitution in a child. It's mainly getting his attention on 
something else. This is an intelligent, human way to 
handle many problems. 

Old-fashioned kindness: that's it 
The word I hear most as I wing my around the baby 

world is "kindness ." People who know are saying that if 
parents will be kind and gentle with their babies, it will 
help more than anything else . You started off being kind 
to him by helping him hold up his head, then it wasn't long 
until he could hold up his own head. Be kind to him when 
you dress him, move his arms and legs gently; and when 
you pick him up, lift him carefully. Oh, he won't 
remember all this, but one thing leads to another; and if 
you ' re kind to the baby when he is small, it will help you to 
be kind to .him when he is a toddler. A lot of boys and girls 
of high school age would benefit from kindness, you know. 
It's a good word and a good attitude to keep in mind. 

I think parents are trying to understand their children 
more these days, and that is a good thing. With 
understanding is likely to go kindness. If there is more 
kindness in the modern home, I think the result of it will 
show up in future generations. 

Also, young parents these days seem more willing to 
trust their own judgment. They seem to feel that 
everything is going to work out, and it usually does . 

Is the baby what you expected? 
Now all good parents have dreams of how they want 

their children to be. Sometimes their dreams are 
reasonable. Sometimes they are not. But parents need to 
ask themselves: what is my child really and naturally like? 
Pierre advises you as the years unfold to study your child 
to see what is most natural with him and then make over 
your dreams to fit him, and I agree with Pierre. 
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There are such differences in children, you know, and 
Pierre will be talking much about this . Babies sit up, 
crawl, walk, talk, and do all kinds of things at such 
different ages that it is almost impossible to say what is/") 
"normal. " You certainly don't need to worry if some 
friend reports what his little girl or boy is doing··and yours 
isn't! Besides, you know how it is, people brag, and 
sometimes their imagination gets the better of them. 

One test of a good parent 
As the years roll by, one way to judge good parents is 

whether they are willing to allow a baby to do things for 
himself. For example, even now when he tries to change 
his position in bed, let him have a chance to do it for 
himself if he can. Of course, if he tries and can't do it, and 
begins to cry, that is a call for the help you can give. Here 
is a good point of view for you to keep in mind, 
however··let hiin do for him· 
self what he is trying to do- -if 
he can. You stand by to help 
only when necessary. This is 
very important to keep in mind 
for the next two or three years . 
By that time you will have the 
good habit yourself of allowing 
him to do what he can for 
himself· 

Who's sending Pierre's message to you? 

The Texas Department of Community Affairs , Early 
Childhood Development Division, is sending you Pierre'r '\ 
messages, in cooperation with the Texas Association for 

. Mental Health. 

Dear me, I see I must be winging along. There are so 
many young parents. And they all seem to need help. I 
will leave you now and turn everything back to Pierre, and 
he will be with you next month. It was real fun having this 
chance to be with you and talk about talking and some 
other subjects. 
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Pierre's Message 

Some Topics of Special Interest 

No.5 Fifth Month 

Pierre Talks About ... 

• Right and left handedness 

• One-parent homes can be good homes 

• Employed mothers vs. caregivers 

• Leaving your baby crying at the sitter 

• Introducing solid foods 

• Drinking from a cup 

• Shyness may start 

• Keep toys small but safe 

Points To Ponder 

1. Let your baby use whichever hand he/she naturally prefers. 

2. All children need both male and female models. 

3. Employed mothers should find a person who will provide consistent care for the baby. 

4. At about 6 months, your baby knows you and may get upset when separated from you. 

5. Slowly introduce solid foods one at a time. It is unnecessary to force-feed your child. 

6. When feeding your baby mashed solid foods, do not use the same spoon to taste the food. 

7. Avoid foods which can cause choking, such as peanuts, apples, carrots, bread, etc. 

8. Letting your child cry endlessly causes feelings of anxiety and mistrust in him/her. 

9. Around the seventh or eighth month, some (not all) babies can be removed gradually from the 
bottle or breast. 

10. When your baby is ready to drink from a cup, use a small plastic cup with no handle and pick a 
~: safe" spot in case of a spill. 

11. Shyness is a natural expression of uncertainty about new situations or new faces. 

12. Your baby needs toys which are safe and will not fit in his/her mouth. 



Talking It Over At Home 

1. Do you follow food safety principles when feeding your baby? 

2. Are both parents still sharing in responsibilities? 

3. Is your baby beginning to babble and show signs of language development? 

4. What will you do if your child is left-handed? 

5. Will children raised with only one parent grow up "different" from other children? 

For More Information 

B-1232 Babies Look and Learn, Texas Agricultural Extension Service, free from county Extension office. 

L-1481 Tips for Toy Shopping, Texas Agricultural Extension Service, free from county Extension office. 

Check the reference list at the back of the Study Guide for additional information. 



No. 5 Fifth Month 

Some Topics of Special Interest 

Here I am again, Pierre the Pelican, to talk with you 
about some matters which are coming up fairly soon. Re
member , it helps the baby to be healthy mentally if we 
give some thought to such things before they come up, 
and get ready for them. 

My wife, Pierrette, came in my place last month and I 
hear she brought up several important topics for you to 
think about before the baby begins to talk. She told you to 
encourage the baby to "babble" and to make the same 

,...---.. nds back to him that he has made . 
She told you to keep your own words clear and distinct, 

so that the baby will have a good model to imitate when he 
is ready to use words. 

She told you that if he is going to learn two languages 
he should hear most the language that he is going to use 
most. And it would be better if he could learn the other 
language from someone who generally speaks only that 
one language to him . Pierrette and I both hope you will 
take plenty of time to talk to the baby and play with him. 
It is good for him and for you. 

More than anything else , the baby likes to have you 
respond to him . One of the most enjoyable experiences is 
when the baby begins to make special kinds of noises. 
such as cooing. This is the time for the parent to respond 
by smiling and showing approval and making the same 
sound back to him. 

The important thing is to talk to the child, and in that 
w~y show him you know he has tried to talk to you. Later, 
when he really begins to talk, I 
will have a few suggestions 
about teaching him. 

Perhaps I should say just a 
word about using th.e right and 
lef""hand. I believe young 
parents of your generation are 
less concerned about handed
ness than their own parents 
were , and that is good. Both 

'ds work so wonderfully in 
rything you do; but let the 

baby use whichever hand he prefers . This is something 
that seems as natural as eye color and you should not try to 

you about today, and I will seem to move rapidly from one 
to the next. There is no particular connection between 
these topics, but they may have a special importance for 
some of my young parents. 

One-parent homes 

There is an increasing number of homes these days where 
the father or mother is not present. Sometimes, when parents 
are not getting along well with each other, they don't go to 
anyone for help. Even if they do, they may not be able to 
make a success of their marriage. The causes for this are too 
numerous to mention, but when the problems become so 
great usually the father and mother separate or divorce. The 
baby then lives most with one parent. In most places of the 
world, this is the mother, but today this could be the father. 

This does not mean that the other parent stops caring for 
the baby or stops providing money for his needs. And the 
absent parent may want to continue to visit the baby so that 
the child will not feel forgotten. 

If a family has decided to separate, there will probably be 
changes and adjustments for each member of the family -
parents, baby and grandparents as well . Both sides of the 
family may have hard feelings. In other cases the father's or 
mother's family may be able to help the parent who is 
responsible for the care of the baby. The important thing for 
the child is to have adult men and women who can be models 
for positive behavior. 

Young mothers do not worry quite as much if their 
child is a girl, since little girls model to some extent after 
their mothers and perhaps it is less of a problem for them, 
though if a girl has a good relationship with her father. it 
will help her to get along well with other men as she grows 
up. 

However. in most places of the world male children are 
expected to behave somewhat differently than girls. 
These differences are important to children, so that is why 
a mother may begin to worry. especially about boys who 
grow up in one-parent homes. A mother can have some 
satisfaction in knowing that boys learn to be boys by being 
treated as boys by their mothers, and also that they model 
after other boys. 

The true answer is that mothers assume most of the 
responsibility in the rearing of children anyway. and in 
more homes than we would like to think the father shares 
little in the baby's care. For one thing. a father may leave 
for work before the baby gets up in the morning. and come 
home after he is put to bed. They see each other on 
weekends and holidays, and often the father doesn't 
understand his baby very well because he has not been 
with him as changes in growth take place. 

And then some young mothers lose their husbands in 
traffic and industrial accidents, and from illnesses . For 
others there may never have been a husband. These also 
have to get along the be~t they can. 

change a left-handed child to right-handedness. What can a mother do to help bring up her child when 
There are several different subjects I want to talk with there is no father in the home? One thing she can do is 
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join su\h groups as the one called "Parents Without 
Partners '-"" and attend their meetings. This organization, 
or one like it, can be found in many places. If there is no 
such group, a mother can help form one. If you are in that 
situation, ask some organization to provide you with a 
discussion leader and invite two or three friends who are 
in the same situation as you to come together. to discuss 
problems. They, in turn, can invite others and pretty soon 
you will have several mothers, and perhaps a few fathers. 
Sometimes also thi~ will lead to a widening of friendships 
as well as give each mother some understanding of the 
common problems they all seem to have. 

About mothers working 
In my second message we talked about the mother 

working. If the mother plans to work outside the home 
there should be an arrangement whereby some loving 
person can take care of her baby, and that person should 
be one who is not going to be changed from week to week, 
or month to month. While a baby needs to learn to trust 
many people, he also needs to love and depend upon some 
one adult person. If there is a change about the time he 

becomes fond of the one 
person who cares for him 
most, he feels a great loss. 

Ideally, the very young 
baby should stay in his own 
home if his mother works. As 
a practical matter, this is 
hardly ever possible. Usually 
he has to be taken to some 
other place. One way to get 
ready for this change is to 
have the caregiver come to 

his home and look after his needs a few times. Then when 
he is taken somewhere else for day care he will k:tow at 
least one person. Prett} soon there will be others who will 
look after him, but it is better that there always be one 
person who is primarily responsible for him, and that 
person should not be changed any more than is absolutely 
necessary . 

When a mother works she may find her baby responds 
to the caregiver very much as to her. This is because the 
baby has learned to love and trust someone else. In fact, 
this may be helpful in case mother should be sick, or for 
any rt'ason have to be away for a time. The baby will have 
learned that other people can love and take good care of 
him, too. 

A'lso, very soon the baby becomes attached to certain 
objects, such as a particular toy, a stuffed doll or a blanket 
which he regards as his very own. He depends on these as 
familiar objects, particularly when he has to go to a 
strange place. He should be, allowed to 'keep' the object 
'rith, him. 
• , If you decide to place your baby in a center or family day 
home, visit it first during regular working hours. Make sure 
it is licensed by or registered with the State Department of 
Public Welfare. Next, make sure that you and the caretaker 
agree on how to me~t your baby's needs. After you place your 
baby in the center or home, continue checking to be certain 
that your baby is receiving loving care. 

When mother and child are separated, 
what are the effects? 

While your baby is still very young, he isn't so aware of 
who takes care of him, just so his needs are satisfied. 
However, as we have been telling you, he can make out 
differences in visual patterns and by now he can 
undoubtedly see and feel differences in people. Some 

babies miss their mothers by the third or fourth month. 
But beginning about the sixth month he really knows 

the difference and may show a strong preference for his 
mother. This attachment seems especially strong during 
the second half of the first year. ' 

Of course, much depends on whether he has beer 
alone with his mother most of the time. If there are othe 
people who have helped with his care, he may not show 
quite this strong attachment to his mother, nor be quite so 
dependent on her presence to feel secure. 

Food is fun 
Some of your important habits have to do with food. 

Mo.st men and .women like to eat and find this a topic in 
which they are Interested. You have many kinds of foods, 
and you often have what are called "feeding problems." 

I· have talked with you 
quite a bit about food before, 
and now is a good time to 
review what we have said an 
put down some rules for the;.
future. The baby started off 
with only milk, but pretty soon 
the physician suggests other 
kinds of foods. 

First, give a new food, 
probably soft, mashed banan
a, in a small amount at first. 

Probably.only one "bite" is enough the first time, and you 
can conSider you have done a good job if he takes one 
"bite." And remember that a baby's bite is much smaller 
than that of a grown person. It's about a quarter of a 
te~sp?on. (An ice tea spoon is often used for feedings of 
thiS kind .. Put the food a little farther back on his tongue, 
and he Will swallow it more easily.) Praise him a little the 
fir.st few times he takes a bite, but you don't need to keep 
thiS up after he becomes used to solid food. 

Second, give the baby only one new food at a time. 
Wait until he gets to know and like one new food before 
you start on another. Your physician may want to continue 
that one food until he can know whether it is right for your 
baby. 

. Third, try to find out when the baby likes to take the 
s~hd ~oo~l. Some babies like milk so much they must be 
gIVen It first and then other foods. A baby soon finds out, 
h~~ever, that solid f?Dds will help satisfy hunger, and is 
wllhng to take them fust, followed by milk. There is no set 
rule. Usually, however, as the baby gets older it is better 
to give solid food before the milk. 

Fourth, don't force on the baby food he doesn't like. 
If he won't eat a certain food, don't offer it to him day after 
day. He will get the habit of turning you down. Wait 
aw~ile, perhaps several days or weeks, and then offer it 
a.gam. The baby may surprise you by liking it the second 
t~me .. If you are c~reful in the way you handle the 
sItuation, the baby w111 probably learn to like most foods. 

. Speak~ng of forcing, when the baby gives you some 
kmd of slgn--such as turning his head away from the 
f~od--that shows h~ has had enough, stop trying to fee 
him more. Sometimes people keep on coaxing because 
they think the baby needs more food, or they want to use 
up all the food in the dishl 

Fifth, taste the baby's food. If it is bitter or too hot or 
i~ some way not good to you, the baby may not lik~ it 
either. (Of course you will use a different spoon than the 
one ,the baby uses.) 

~ixth, r~~I ,mber that ~ussing at the baby, coaxing, 
forcl1g, talKing too much, with too many people around 
during feeding, are not good for the baby. You do not 
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have to entertain the baby while he eats. Food · is 
enjoyable by itself. It might be a good thing for you to 
check up on yourself to see how much you are talking. 
It excites the baby if talk, is going on while he is eating, 
especially if several people are talking. The meal should 
,r- a quiet and happy time for the baby. 

When the baby begins to sit up in a high chair, it is 
time to introduce the idea of finger foods. They can be 
soft foods which the baby can 
pick up such as small pieces of 
banana, or little pieces of an 
orange that have had the 
membrane removed so the 
baby won't get choked. But 
don't give the baby anything 
such as shelled peanuts or 
anything that is solid. A few 
pieces of a breakfast cereal 
that dissolves easily so the 
b~y won't get choked turns 
o ..10 be very suitable for finger food. These finger foods 
help the baby get the idea of feeding himself, and give him 
something to do while the mother is getting other food 
ready. 

When the baby is older you will find his appetite will 
be better on those days when he plays a lot and has a good 
time. Even taking him out in his stroller while he is young 
seems to help. 

Seventh, don't get discouraged. Do the best you can 
and feel sure that the problem will be worked out. When 
you put the first spoonful into your baby's mouth, he is 
probably very much surprised. He may act as some 
people do the first time they eat a raw oyster. But you will 
notice that he will be more and more willing to have 

/ =-ferent foods . 
As he gets older, there may be certain foods he will not 

like in spite of your training, just as there may be some 
foods you don't like even now. Don't insist that he eat 
them. Find a substitute. I know it is not always easy. 
But there are many tricks you can use if a baby will not eat 
food you think he ought to have. Later, if he decides he 
doesn't like milk, you can put it in custards and puddings, 
which most children like. You can grind up vegetables 
and strain them and put them in soups. Vitamins will also 
be taken care of in drops, milk, cereal, and fruit. It won ' t 
be long until solid food (mashed up to be sure) can be 
taken from the family table. 

ChUdren worry If not fed when hungry 

and too much. They are restless, or toss in their sleep . 
perhaps because of bad dreams . They have upset 
stomachs in ways you don't expect. Other anxious 
children are very quiet, won' t play, and don ' t seem to 
enjoy themselves. 

One thing is certain, when you have an anxious child, 
you have a situation where there is need for love and 
affection. Show such a child you love him . Try to keep 
him comfortable and happy, and help him to have a feeling 
of security. 

Do you have grownup food habits yourself? 
If you have good food habits yourself, the baby stands 

a better chance. If you enjoy all foods, you can ' t help 
showing it and the little fellow will learn from you. If you 
don't like certain foods, you are likely to show it , too . And 
in that way you will be teaching the baby not to like the 
food you yt>urself don't like. 

I am not talking about what the baby eats. That is for 
you and the physician to work out. But I am very much 
interested in how he takes his food and how you go about 
feeding him. You see, you are fo~ming habits too, and 
they are likely to stay with you. From time to time you 
need to ask yourself such questions as; " Am I forcing 
foods on the baby he shows he doesn't like,?" " Am. I 
giving him more food than he wants?" "Am I clever and 
skillful in the way I introduce new foods? " " Am I keeping 
the feeding time pleasant and quiet?" "Does the'baby get 
the right amount to eat at the right time? " 

Getting acquainted with the cup 
When the baby begins to drink from a cup, here are 

some ways that will help: Use a cup that is not too large. 
The baby does not like to have too much of his face go into 
the cup. He will hold his hands on the cup, just as he 
learned to hold his hands on the bottle or the breast, and 
pretty soon he wants to hold the cup himself. Some babies 
do better drinking milk from small plastic juice glasses, as 
the handle of a cup gets in the way . 

Drink out of a cup yourself 
(not his cup , but another one). 
Let him see you drink from a 
cup, too. 

Let him play wi th the 
empty cup, and then put a 
little milk in it. Let him see 
you pour the milk into the cup. 
He will take a swallow or two . 
Sometimes you might start 

It may seem strange to you that babies should ever us~ng the cup by having sweet 
bf'come worried about anything. They arc so small, and juices in it, and I think it helps 
you think they don't have any clear ideas. Well, perhaps some, though juicesa,r-e not the same as milk . One good 
they don't, but they have feelings. And if you let a baby plan is to have a different colored cup (or glass) for juices . 
cry for food for a long time, he may get the feeling you He will probably spill a few times, but don't worry 
don't care very much about him and that people aren't about that. He ~ill soon learn to use the cup by himself 
very reliable. And he wants very much to be loved. and will enjoy doing so. Don't worry t.oo much about 

Now as babies get older there are other reasons why spilling. Have the baby dressed and located so it doesn ' t 
they become anxio~s, and sometimes I see the worried matter if he gets some milk on his clothing or the floor. 
10, s on their faces .';- Sometimes it is because their parents (Don't, for example, feed him over a rug that won't clean 
are always threatening them. Sometimes a parent will easily.) Remember, the baby doesn't know he is "messy" 
say, "If you don't do thus and so, I'll leave you .. . " Now, I by adult standards. 
know most parents don't mean it when they. say such Give him the first part of his milk with the cup and 
things, but the child doesn't know, and it worries him a finish with the bottle or the breast. 

, '-'\ Be sure that as a good pa.ent in the days ahead 'you Praise him when he tries to drink from the cup, 
l' t fill the air with threatening remarks as a way of whether he is very successful or not. It doesn't take long 

getting your child to do what you want done . There is until the baby likes the cup. He is able to get liquids a lot 
always a better way. faster that way. 

What we have been talking about is sometimes called Don't make too big a fuss about it if the baby chokes a 
"anxiety." Some children who are anxious cry too easily little. He sometimes chokes on milk from a bottle, too. 
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Usually he gets his throat cleared easily, but if he is badly 
choked , sit down and place him on your knees, with his 
face down and pat his back gently . This will help him 
drain out the milk that caused the choking. 

A little patience is required, but where everybody is 
calm and friendly , the baby will soon learn . After all , he 
probably notices other people drinking from cups and 
glasses , and that may help him wish to learn. 

Finally the day will come when he picks up the cup and 
empties it himself, spilling only a little. Last of all he will 
pick up his cup and not spill even one drop, but will drink 
all the milk in it and set the cup down and look up at you 
and smile . (However , several mouths must pass before 
this happens .) 

Some babies are ready to give up the breast or bottle at 
seven or eight months . (We call it weaning.) Others will 
refuse a cup until fifteen months. 

Some mothers try too hard to get the baby to give up 
the bottle:·before he is half willing. Other mothers make 
the opposite mistake. They give many bottles a day, all 
through the second year, to cheer him up every time he 
fusses. This delays growing up . 

Always remember that babies learn in small stages. 
When you begin something new with a baby you are lucky 
if you get him to be willing to start to do the new thing 
right away . Be content with a small success . In a day or 
two he will go a bit further with you . And a few days later 
a little more . Don ' t give up, but don't insist when he turns 
you down . Try again later, but try again. If your baby is 
breast-fed it took a while even to learn to nurse well--you 
remember now , don't you? 

Shyness may come, and later disappear 
From time to time a child will show shyness . He will 

not go to people when they hold out their hands . Instead, 
he will pull back toward his 
mother or father, and perhaps 
even hide his face . When this 
happens I hope you will use 
good judgement and not try to 
force him to be friendly when 
he som ehow is not ready. The 
thing to do is to change the 
subject and quickly get the 
focus of interest on something 
else other than the child. 
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Shyness probably means your baby' now understands 
more . He has learned that new situations have to be 
examined carefully before they are accepted. A stranger 
is , in a way, a new situation and he doesn ' t accept one 
right away . 

Sometimes a relative come sputtering in, sees the baby 
for the first time , and expects the baby to receive her (or 
him) with open arms . The baby does not know this new 
person and pulls away. 

The parents must step in and protect the baby from the 
unwelcome kissing and attention and efforts at developing 
quick friendliness. Sometimes the parents can do this by 
explaining that the baby needs a little time to become 
friendly. 

If these shy periods are handled well they disappear , 
and a few months later the child becomes willing to be 
friendly with strangers . Usually shyness appears from the 
age of six to twelve months . Then it may gradually lessen . 
But many children become shy again around two years of~ 
age. All children, regardless of age, tend to be shy in 
those situations in which they feel uncertain. 

Playthings for now 
I hope you are providing adequate playthings for the 

baby. These can be simple such as small stuffed animals 
or dolls, a rattle , a small 
aluminum pie plate , a bell, 
some two inch cubes brightly 
colored , a soft ball too large to 
go in the mouth , and other 
things yo~ find the baby likes . 
As the baby gets older play 
will become increasingly ~ 
important , and we shall be 
talking about this from time to 
time. 

Next month my message will be principally for the 
father. 

If You Move, Let us Know! 

Send your new address and zip code, along with all the 
information on the mailing label, to Pierre Project, Box 276, 
Austin, TX 78767. 
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Pierre's Message 

A Message for Young Fathers 

No.6 Sixth Month 

Pierre Talks About ... 

• A father's time with his family 

• Work and office worries 

• A father's interest in the baby's growth 

• Discipline 

• Independence 

• Showing affection for wife and baby 

• Helping at home 

• Nakedness 

• Baby's room 

Points To Ponder 
1. As a father, you need to spend time with your children in play and quiet time; this is important 

for your child's development. 

2. You should try not to bring your problems or anger home to take out on your family. 

3. Children this age are growing and changing fast, acquiring new behaviors and shedding old ones. 

4. Discipline involves a careful balance of love, freedom and control. Too much of anyone is not 
good for a child's emotional development. 

5. Children need opportunities to explore their environment to learn more about it. Young children 
like to climb, get dirty and try new things. 

6. Displays of affection are an indication of your love. Kiss, hold, cuddle and play with your baby. 

7. Husbands and wives can share household responsibilities and have more time for each other. 

8. Keep the romance in your marriage. 

9. Reasonable nakedness teaches children to accept their bodies. 

10. Your baby needs a private room. 



Talking It Over At Home 

1. Have you ever discussed as husband and wife what your values .are about work and family? 

2. How do you spend your time away from work? What kind of family activities and individual 
activities do you enjoy? 

3. Do you show love and physical affection openly to your wife and children? 

4. A child needs time with both mother and father. Do you try to spend time daily with your ' child? 

For More Information 

L-659, L-660, L-661 and L-662 Is Your Baby Safe at Home?, Texas Agricultural Extension Service, free 
from county Extension office. 

Gordon, Ira J. Baby Learning Through Baby Play: A P.arent's Guide for the First Two Years : New York: 
St. Marlin's Press, 1970, (paperback). 

Check the reference list at the back of the Study Guide for additional information. 



No.8 Sixth Month 

A Message for Young Fathers 

Your baby is about six months of age now and I, Pierre 
the Pelican, am with you again to talk about situations that 
are here now, or that are going to come up in the months 
ahead. 

Today I will talk mostly to you, the father, but I know 
women--the moment they see something intended for us 
men they become interested. So I will put your wife at 
ease by saying that it will be all right if she reads this 
message, too. I hope you have read all the others, also, 
but please pay particular attention to this one. On the 
ther hand, if there is no father in the home, there is 
laterial in this pamphlet which the mother will surely 

want to read. 

Father's time with the famlly 
I have been watching fathers all over the world the last 

few years and have noticed that some of them are with 
their families less than they ought to be. They start off 
early in the morning to factory, field, or office and get back 
after the baby is put to bed. (Sometimes when fathers 
come home they may say they feel they have earned the 
right to sit in front of television and not be disturbed by a 
wife who wants to talk or a baby who wants to be held.) 

now, but as I have so many times told you before, we have 
to think not only of the present but a long way ahead in 
mental health. 

Throwing off work cares 

It is a good idea each time you come back home from 
work to decide to leave your work worries outside the 

p_M. -
front door, if you can. Many 
fathers tell me there is even a 
certain street or roadway 
where they "leave their work" 
and "return home. " Home is 
a place that is different from 
the world of work. Children 
are too young to understand 
your work worries any more 
than you understood your 
father's. In fact, you are 

probably just now beginning to understand what some of 
your own father's work worries were when you were small. 

So, leave work troubles elsewhere when you come 
home. You will be a much better parent if you do, and 
bringing them home won't help. 

I know that talking things over with an understanding 
wife may be useful if you have work problems, and as a 
general · rule it is good to be ~ 
able to talk things over, but if ' 
you aren't careful when you do , 
this at home you will get up,et ? 
again, just as you may have / 
been during the day. 

Perhaps the worst thing a 
man can do is take out his 
anger on his family. He may 
have been criticized by his 
boss and didn' t feel he could 
answer back. Now, when he comes home the family may 
be victim to his anger. A man, being physically the strong 
member of the family, can cause fear and suffering in the 
family. What is needed here is for someone to point out to 
him what he is doing, and maybe I, Pierre the Pelican, am 
the one to call your attention to how hard it is on the family 
when the father acts that way. 

Waiting for the baby to grow 

Fathers usually say that first 
of all they have to make a 
living, and they will give what 
time they have left to the 
family. Actually, this plan 
doesn't work out very well. 
The father gives less and less 
time to his family, as the 
demands of his work become You must be surprised at the way your baby is 
greater and greater. developing. Maybe you see also that you have a part in the 

Some fathers say they child's development, but you don't know exactly what. 
"--' n't afford to gi~e so much time to their families. Now Well, it's partly a matter of 
tne truth is that nobody can place a money value on the timing. You don't want to 
father's time spent with the family. After all, both little start to teach things the baby 
boys and little girls get some of their ideas of what grown is not ready to learn. On the 
men are like from the father. When a little boy gets to be other hand, you don't want to 
our or five years of age he wants to be just like his father, wait too long. Good timing is 
,1d a little girl of the same age will say she wants to marry the idea. 

nim or somebody just like him when she grows up. Unless You may be amused at the 
the father spends some time witb his children, talks with man who wanted his b9Y to 
them, plays with them, goes on picnics with them, they learn to shoot a shotgun at three years of age, but a lot of 
don't have much chance to find out how nice a person a fathers make the same mistake in a smaller way. They get 
father can be. Of course, your baby is only six months old ahead of the child's development in what they want him to 
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do. As I say, the smart man keeps his timing in mind in 
these matters. 

New activities of the baby will interest a father. Some 
fathers come home each day and ask, "What did the baby 
do today?" The father is especially interested in the new 
thing. Yes, the baby changes. But parents sometimes 
forget that he stops activities when they are no longer 
useful. We don't pay as much attention to what the baby 
has stopped doing. However, sometimes to stop 
something is as important in its way as starting a 
completely new activity. 

What Idnd of father are you going to be? 

That is a good question for you to ask yourself; and 
you've probably already done so from time to time. While 
still young, your baby is easy to play with. He likes to 
smile for you, and you can hide your face behind a paper 
and play peek-a-boo; and you can play pat-a-cake. You 
have to experiment and try out different ways of playing to 
find what the baby seems to like and understand, even 
though he is still very young. 

Not all fathers are kind and gentle with their babies. 
They may have had harsh care themselves as they were 
growing up, and that was their family pattern. There are 
all kinds of fathers, with all kinds of backgrounds. 

When. you get fathers together in a group the first 
questions they usually ask, even when it comes to young 
children, are related to discipline. So let's talk about it, 
even though your baby is only six months old. 

Shall I restrict him or let him 
do what he wants to do? 

Just as soon as the baby begins to move around, to 
investigate his environment, the knotty problem of 
" discipline" comes up. People interpret the term so 
differently. We know that a child cannot be given 
complete freedom. There are all kinds of reasons for this. 
To begin with, it wouldn' t be safe for him to be allowed to 
do just anything he wants to do, such as put a marble in 
his mouth. As he gets older, he has to learn to "behave 
himself," as we say. That means he is to learn the habits 
expected of him at his age, and is not to get in the way of 
the rights of other people who also want a pleasant life for 
themselves. 

Deciding on just how much freedom to give a child and 
how much to control him has been a problem of all parents 
of all ages--and always will be. 

Some men think of discipline only in terms of 
punishment, but that is a very narrow view. (I will be 
talking with you much more in la.ter letters about 

' punishment and its effects on children.) 

Let 's see what our goals are in child rearing. Most 
men want their children to develop as much as they are 
able. They want a baby to be happy, and they want him to 
be happy later as ~ child. But when he gets old enough to 
understand they want him to obey them, and the' 'rules of 
the game," as they are fond of saying, and that means he 
must be reasonable and fair in his dealings with other 
people. Of course, all of this takes a lifetime to learn and 
when you think about it, you are still learning some of 
these ways yourself. 

Fathers and mothers want their children to obey, but 
they don' t want to suppress them. They don't want a child 
to fear his parents so much that he cannot love them. All 
this is hard to explain, and I would like to try to show what 

I mean by using the face of a 
watch like your grandfather's. 
but which has four hands. 
Think of the face of a watch, 
with one of the hands at 
twelve o'clock, another at 
three, and others at six and 
nine. Now we have a way of 
thinking about discipline. 

Let's call 12 o'clock Love. 
That includes friendliness, 
affection and other like words in the language. Now, let's 
move down the hands toward 6 o'clock. Things begin to 
change as you move down, and by the time you reach 6 on 
the watch's face you have gotten to a cold, hostile area 
where the parent is without affection and may even dislike 
the child. . 

Then, we follow the other hands across from S o'clock 
to 9. At the S o'clock end is what we might call "Freedom. 
The child's needs and wishes are considered. He 
allowed some choices and the chance to try out different 
ways of doing things. Nobody tries, for example, to force 
him to learn before he is ready. 

At the 9 o'clock end there is just the opposite. It is 
control, real control. The parents tell the child exactly 
what to do, mostly what not to do. There is punishment 
and harsh discipline, and very little chance for a child to 
learn by himself. 

Let's now number these quarters I, II, III, IV, and 
consider in which ones you would like to have been 
brought up yourself. 

The worst quarter is probably III. In its extreme form 
there would be hostile parents who are annoyed by the 
child and try to control him completely and mostly by 
punishment. Children brought up under such conditior 
may become unfriendly, hostile themselves, delinquent (k 

emotionally maladjusted. 
The next worst area would be II, where the parent has 

very little love for the child and little interest in him, but 
gives him almost complete freedom. Such children have 
little love at home and little control. They turn to person. 
outside of the home and, having no supervision, get into 
trouble. Sometimes they are given freedom because the 
parent does not care much what happens to his child. 
Such children often become easily upset, selfish, unable to 
adjust to other people, or get into serious trouble. They 
are likely to have little sense of right and wrong and to be 
lacking in responsibility. 

Just where are the best areas? They are in the upper 
half of the watch; parts of areas I and IV combined. It's in 
the area where there is affection but it is not over-done; 
where there is a reasonable amount of freedom, but not 
complete freedom, because children don't need or want 
too much freedom. Instead, they like to feel their parent. 
regulate the home. They like to be firmly guided 
themselves, but not completely. However, they don't 
want to "get by" with trouble making. They will try out 
their parents as they get older, but they want parents who 
will make them obey. 

But you may ask, since children are so dependent, wny 
not control them completely while they are very young, 
and that way they will be easier to handle when they get , 
older. Consider the next section: 

Restriction venus freedom 
In general, research seems to support the idea that too 

much control during an early age will have undesirable 
effects--that such children may do what they are told to do, 
but may be timid when they are with other children. Also, 
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they are likely to be dependent on their parents and other 
adults, and may show less willingness to try to master 
problems, including physical and educational skills. 

If too much control is . continued, the opposite may 
l>pen. Children, especially boys, may rebel and tum 
linst their parents. Often, resentment toward the 

parent disappears as the child grows into maturity 
himself, but there is no guarantee of this. 

Some parents brag about how well behaved their 
children are, and if they don't brag, they expect other 
people to. "Good behavior" does not always indicate a 
mentally healthy child. He has been so restricted that he 
is afraid to try out anything. He will become timid and 
fearful of doing the wrong thing, and will let others do his 
thinking for him. 

There must be a reasonable amount of freedom for 
children. They should be given a chance to explore, to 
experiment, to try out skills, to get dirty, yes and to get 
other things dirty, to climb, to learn to go into a quiet 
, 'eet if there are other children in ito-except that most 
streets are not quiet; they are, in fact, dangerous. It is 
essential for young children to play in protected areas. 
Only when children are older may they be entrusted to 
play in streets. 

I will be talking with you more about discipline in 
several letters. But I wanted you to begin to think about it. 

Yes, fathers should show affection 

Not long ago I flew over Europe to find out what people 
are thinking about how to bring up children. I flew down 
Great Ormond Street in London where I met a great doctor 
who wrote one of the books your own baby doctor may use. 
When I asked him how men could be better fathers, he 

...-uid, "For one thing tell them to be sure they show 
affection for their children." 

Now, some fathers think. it 
is unmanly to show affection 
toward their children, particu
larly little boys. But I assure 
you it is not. Babies want to 
know you love them, and the 
only way for them to know for 
sure is for you to show it. 

Sometimes I notice that 
fathers are too rough in 
handling children, and I 

always wonder whether such fathers are trying to hide the 
fact that they would really like to be showing their love for 
their children instead. Babies do not often like rough 
handling, and you have to be very, very careful not to 
overdo it, and judge what the baby likes by the way he 
acts. Love and affection for the baby are very important 
d,uring the first year. He must have love and affection just 
as he must have food. If you give him plenty of this during 
this first year both you and he will be better off, and you're 
likely to continue it. 

As children get older they will need less fondling. 
There are exceptio!}s, however, for some children continue 
tr- want physical expression of affection such as a warm 
hug of greeting, or an arm around the shoulder. Usually 
the older child will be "on the go," and will be more 
interested in moving around and getting acquainted with 
new things. By then children know you like them by the 

- ""y you talk with them and smile and laugh with them. 
.8 the years pass they will express fondness for you in 

various ways, and you will do the same with them. A child 
grows up to show affection by liking to be with you, by 
compliments given you, or pleasant conversations with 
you. 

Here are some ways a father can help at home 

Help keep things pleasant around the house. Try to 
take some of the mother's worries off her mind. A father 
has the opportunity to do this. The mother is often alone 
with the baby while he is young, and she gets to worrying 
about what happens to the baby. She may not have 
anyone to talk to, and little problems seem more important 
than they should. You can have a more balanced view of 
things, because you are out in the world with people. You 
can help her also to see what is real trouble and what is 

not, but you must be careful to 
take her worries seriously. 

One way to help is to take 
the initiative in seeing that 
thi1Jgs are pleasant. You can 
sometimes tell beforehand 
that tensions are beginning to 
develop. For example, you 
can see that your wife is tired, 
and you can suggest that she 
rest while you do some of the 

housework, and look after the baby. Especially if his wife 
works outside the home, the modem husband does his 
part with chores of all kinds I 

You can bring home interesting conversational topics. 
Some husbands make a ~ental note during the day of 
about three things they want to tell their wives when they 
come home at night. And they find they like to do it. A 
wife who does not work outside the home is mostly by 
herself, and she gets tired of being alone. Oh, of course, 
there are magazines, and television and radio, but that is 
not the kind of personal response she wants. Mainly she 
wants you to pay some attention to her anyway, and if you 
are fond of her, you will want to do it. Wives are better 
mothers--and wives--when they feel loved and under
stood. 

Show her a good time once in awhile. Let her know 
that you have the same romantic feelings toward her that 
you had three years ago, that she's the same girl. Many 
husbands and wives even come to use words in a 
particular way all their own, so that they can give signals 
to each other when they are out in pUblic, and when they 
are alone they use words that have a special meaning. 
Their romance continues to grow, and in ways related to 
their own experiences and their own personalities. Even 
so, every wife likes for her husband to think of her 
sometimes as she was before they were married. 

Do your share of work in 
keeping the house straight. I 
notice a great deal of diff~ 
ence in husbands on this 
point. Some husbands pick up 
their own clothes, and keep 
everything pretty much in 
place. They seem to do it 
naturally. They don't think. 
much about it. Other hus
bands tend to leave everything 
just where they used it last. After they have been in a 
room half an hour, it has to be straightened up and usually 
the wife has to do it. This is an extra burden instead of a 
help. 

Do some talking when you get home. As your child 
gets older you can help develop his vocabulary, even 
without trying. You bring a few words he will probably not 
hear from his mother. They may be from sports, shop, 
business or farm. 
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What about going around 
without clothes at home? 

I'm glad my message is to men today, for I want to say 
something about nakedness and I can talk more freely to 
men than to women. You humans are brought up very, 
very differently in different families and in different 
countries. Some people don't approve of nakedness, and 
are quite uncomfortable when others are that way. They 
have opinions about nakedness which their parents and 
others have given them, and they would be upset if they 
were to go about without clothing. 

However , I notice that some of you feel differently 
about it . A lot of you go around naked at times in your 
homes. You seem to enjoy being without clothes. Men 
seem to think less of nakedness than women. You are that 
way in the gym, or have showers together after athletic 
contests , and sometimes swim without clothes. Women 
are coming to adopt these practices, too. 

Where there is a reasonable amount of nakedness, 
children will grow up to think of their bodies more 
naturally. In fact , children brought up that way may not 
think so much about such matters, (You know how it is , 
when you make a big secret of something, it becomes so 
much· more important.) That's the way it is with 
nakedness. When you have seen naked people now and 
then, it doesn' t seem important. 

I don' t think there is any " right" or "wrong" answer. 
Each family will have to decide for itself what plan to 

adopt. What would not be 
good for one family would be 
quite all right for another. 
However, I am perfectly sure 
that children should know sex 
differences from an early age. 

It is helpful if very young 
children see each other, and 
you can easily arrange that. 
Let boy and girl babies have 
the fun of taking baths 

together. They can do that while they are very young. 
The time will come when they would be self-conscious in 
doing so, but you can .tell when it is time to .stop. Seeing 
each other will help to keep them from being too curious 
later. 
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A room for the baby 
It is important for the baby to have a room of his own, if 

possible. Up to now the baby may have slept in the sam 
room with you. But now he should have a room of his ow'" 
At least, he should not sleep in the same room with hI .. 
parents. You will find that he will sleep better if he is not 
disturbed by other persons using the room, and he will not 
require as much attention if he sleeps in a room by 
himself. 

Husband and wife should have the privacy of a room 
anyway. There are times when they want to be alone, . 
completely alone. Their sexual relationships would only 
be confusing to a baby, who could not be expected to 
understand. (I must admit, however, that in some 
countries where children sleep in the same bed with their 
parents from birth they do not seem to be disturbed by the 
sexual activities of their parents. However, please note, 
they sleep with their parents in the same bedroom all t . 
time or none of the time.) 

Father's a very Important person 

Yes, you are a very 
important person. I will be 
talking with you from time to 
time, but in the meantime I 
hope you will read all my 
messages. Read them for 
what you can learn, and not to 
"check up" on your wife, as 
one father .told me he was 
doing. (Maybe he was tryin~ 
to be humorous.) Instead, 

hope fathers read them because they want to learn how to 
be better fathers . 

If You Move, Let us Know! 

Send your new address and zip code, along with all the 
information on the mailing label, to Pierre Project, Box 276, 
Austin, TX 78767. 
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Pierre's Message 

Some Special Situations that May Arise 

No.7 Seventh Month 

Pierre T IIlb AJ.out ... 

• Adoption 

• Twins 

• Handicapped children 

• Separation and divorce 

• Step-parenting 

• Time spent with children 

Point. To Ponder 

1. Be prepared to respond when your children ask about adoption and natural parents. 

2. Treating twins as two-of-a-kind encourages them to think of themselves as the same person and 
discourages their development as independent, self-reliant individuals. 

3. Each individual needs to feel competent and self-sufficient, including the very young, the elderly 
and the handicapped. 

4. No family is completely free of the possibility of having a handicapped child. 

5. The arrival of the first child in a family is often a critical time in family relationships and requires 
many adjustments and some sacrifices on the part of both parents. 

6. Occasionally, step-parents need the chance to share worries and concerns with other step-parents 
or with a person trained in family relationships. 

7. Mothers or fathers who devote too much time and energy to a baby are not doing themselves or 
their baby a favor. 

Talking It Over At Home 

1. When should adopted children be told they are adopted? What impressions should they be given 
about their natural parents? 

2. When should twins be encouraged to develop separate interests and to have different 
experiences? Should twins be dressed alike? If so, until what age? 

3. What does it mean to treat a handicapped child like a child who is not handicapped? 

4. Why should parents talk to deaf or near-deaf children? 

5. How are children of different ages affected by separation or divorce? Children under three? 
Children over three? 

6. What are some things step-parents can do to prevent or minimize possible problems? 

7. How can activities and interests away from a baby help you be a better parent when with the 
baby? 



For More Information 

Salk, Lee. What Every Child Would Like His Parents To Know. New York: Warner Paperback Library, 
1973, (paperback). 

You and Your Adopted Child, Public Affairs Pamphlet No. 274. Public Affairs Pamphlets , 381 Park 
Avenue South, New York, New York 10016, (pamphlet), small fee. 

Check the reference list at the back of the Study Guide for additional information. 



No.7 Seventh Month 

Some Special Situations That May Arise 
it will not have so much meaning for him, and you need 
the practice in telling the story. You will probably have to 
tell it many times, and the idea of what "adoption" means 
will change as he grows older. 

If you don't tell the young
ster he is adopted, somebody 
else is certain to do so. It is 
impossible to keep such a 
secret. A child who suddenly 
learns from somebody else 
that he is adopted will proba
bly be unhappy and may be 
depressed. He will wonder 

'1 why his adoptive parents have 
kept this a secret from him. 
He will also want to know what his natural parents were 
like, and why they were willing to give him up. In talking 
about the natural parents one should never give the child 
the impression that his parents were undesirable people. 

What If yOUI' chlld I. adopted? If you have a child of your own and want to adopt one, 
I have noticed that most babies who are adopted are there should be a difference in age of two or three years. 

loved just as much as those who are the parents' own. I If the children are of the same age, comparisons will be 
think this is wonderful. made and one child may seem brighter, or stronger, or 

Now there are certain points I want to make about the better looking, or have a more pleasant nature. 
care of adopted infants. First, let me say that those who I have noticed that adopted children love their adoptive 
are adopted are exactly like other babies. The only parents just as much as natural children do. And I think it 
difference is that if you adopt a baby you may not be given is a very wonderful thing. 
charge immediately after birth. Perhaps this is just as You are probably helping the child a great deal by 
veIl . If a reasonable amount of time is allowed to pass, adopting him. Not all natural parents are prepared to care 
_he adoption agency's physicians and psychologists can for their children properly. Of course, you will never know 
give greater assurance that the baby is healthy and this for sure, and so of course you would never suggest to 
normal. There are legal problems, too, depending on the an adopted child that you had done him a great 
state you live in. Perhaps if a baby is "adopted" too favor--which you might do in a moment of anger at 
young the natural parents may change their minds and ask something he does as he gets older. Also, in a real sense, 
for his return. However, the judgment of most child the adopted child is favoring you by giving you the 
placing agencies can be depended upon in these matters. satisfactions of having a child--the very thing you so much 

Persons who adopt children should always do it wanted. 
through some authorized child placing agency. Those who Sometimes as an adopted child gets into his teens or 
run such agencies are trained and will tell adoptive older he may want to meet his natural parents. At present 
parents what they need to know about the natural parents, this is an unsettled question both legally and in terms of 
without telling their names. It is better for adoptive the effect on the child. Sometimes the natural parents and 
parents not to know anything about the natural parents of the child will feel attracted to each other, and this causes 
a child except such information as comes through a good problems. Sometimes the natural parents are a great 
agency. disappointment. There is no easy answer to all this. 

In times past the people who handled the adoption of Something about twin. 
children usually tried to see to it that the adoptive parents Twins don't come along very often, but I think most 
looked somewhat like the natural parents, and had parents are interested in some of the problems that go 

7 somewhat the same body build. That is because they with having them. First of all, 
thought the adoptive parents would feel closer to the if they are "identical" twins, 
children, for friends sometimes make the remark, "Why even the parents may have 
the baby looks very much like you." Usually, the adoptive some difficulty in making out 
parents allow such a remark to pass, but it pleases them. which is which, and certainly 

·hildren, often {Vithout knowing it, take over from their other people do. However, 
adoptive parents" facial expressions, gestures, posture, usually the mother bows, 
and ways of laughing and smiling, which in time make because of some special shape 
them like their adoptive parents. of an ear, or a birthmark, or 

Adoptive parents have to be ready some day to answer from slight differences in 
r'""'some serious questions which natural parents do not have appearance or behavior. Pret-

:0 face, such as, "Are you my very own mother and ty soon it is not difficult for the parents to tell the 
father?" And, "What do .people mean when they say I'm difference, but it may still be for others. 
adopted?" You need to be ready with the answers, and to Nowadays parents try to see that twins have as much 
tell the truth. chance to develop as separate individuals as do ordinary 

Of course, the best way to do it is for you to tell the brothers and sisters. You have seen some twins .who are 
child about it from the time he is very young. At that time always dressed alike, have similar names, and are always 
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seen together. But this is not done so much now. Treating 
them always as a unit. as "the twins .... encourages them to 
think of themselves the same way. Then they feel 
incomplete without one another. At school they should be 
put in different rooms where that is possible. so they will 
have different experiences. and will be more interesting 
company for each other. They are even sometimes put in 
different schools if they are too dependent on each other. 

Some problems with handicapped chUdren 
If you do have a baby handicapped at birth. of course 

you experienced a very great shock when the baby was 
shown to you the first time. or later when he had an 
accident or illness that caused the handicapping. You may 
have accepted the situation by now and any bitterness you 
may have had about the matter has turned into sympathy ' 
and affection for the baby. You have probably already 
made up your own mind that you will treat the 
handicapped child as nearly like a normal child as you 
possibly can. 

What I mean is. don't help him any more than he 
needs to be helped. A child who is limited in the use of a 
hand or arm 'and who wants to feed himself should be 
allowed and encouraged to do so. I have noticed that 
people open doors for handicapped people who would like 
to open them for themselves, so it is especially important 
as the handicapped child is growing up that h~get the idea 
that he can do things for himself. for he will feel better if 
he does. Everyone needs to feel competent and 
self-sufficient. and people often do not realize that every 
time they help a handicapped person when he does not 
absolutely need it, they are undermining his feeling of 
competence. 

This does not mean you are hard hearted. It means 
you are looking a long way ahead. and you are thinking of 
the child's very own good. Some people will think you are 
not sympathetic enough. ,but you can solve this problem by 
doing most of your teaching when there are no other 
people around. These same people may be surprised 
when they see the child doing things for himself, if they 
have not observed the learning process through which the 
child went. 

Normal and handicapped children learn to play well 
together, except of course you have to arrange it so there 
is no great risk of injury for the handicapped child. 

In every state there are special programs for handicapped 
children. To find the program nearest you. contact your local 
public school. If you need additional information. call the 
Texas Regional Resource Center for Handicapped Children. 
toll-free, 1-800-252-9668, or write them at 211 East Seventh 
St., Austin, TX 78701. You may also write the Texas 
Education Agency, 201 East Eleventh St., Austin, TX 78701, 
for information about special classes and instruction; the 
Texas Department of Health Resources, 1100 West 49th St., 

• Austin, TX 78756, for information about health services; the 
State Commission for the Blind, 800 City National Bank 
Building, Austin, TX 78701, for information about programs 
for preschool children with vision problems, and the Texas 
Department of Mehtal Health and Mental Retardation, 909 
West 45th St., Ailstin, TX 78756, for information about 
programs for retarded children. Of course, your first source of 
information is your family physician. I hope you depend upon 
him a great deal. 

Problems of Hearing and Vision 
The very young infant has so many new situations to 

adjust to that parents often don't think very much about 
whether he can see and hear. They assume he can, and in 
most cases they are correct. 

The eyes of a child don't always turn the same 

direction.at the same time when he is very young, and this 
may worry some young parents. However, the difficulty is 
usually overcome within a few days. 

Blindness or near blindness will be discovered in an 
infant of two or three months when his eyes do not turn to 
his mother as she comes to feed him. or deafness will 
apparent before many months have passed, if he does 1_ ~ .. 

turn his head in response to his parent's voice. 
Those who know most about such limitations say a 

diagnosis should be made as soon as possible by a 
competent physician and that thereafter the handicapped ~ 
child should be treated as much like a normal child as 
possible. This means, for example. that the parent should 
talk to a deaf child, even though he does not hear. He will 
be learning the beginnings of lip reading. However. he 
should be talked to near his ear part of the time. because 
he might be able to hear some. and making out differences 
In sounds is very important. 

Retardation 
Some people will say it is too early to bring up a subj 

such as mental retardation so early in my messages to you, 
but I think I should do it. I will also be talking about this 
matter in a later letter. Perhaps it is a good thing that 
parents do not realize suddenly that their child is 
somewhat retarded. They learn to love the child first, and 
then they begin to see his limitations. They will notice 
these at first in little comparisons with children of his age. 
He may not smile and respond as other children do. Grad
ually the parents will realize that "something is wrong." 

Then they will seek out their physician and discuss 
their observations with him. Modern physicians are 
willing to discuss with the parents the nature of the 
difficulty, if it is known, and will advise them as to the 
child's care. However, there are some physicians wh 
take the position that the child will "grow out of it. " A 
tually, this hardly ever happens unless there is a physic .. _ 
condition that is present and which can be remedied. 
Sometimes there is an absence of the right kind of normal 
family stimulation such as talking which the parents can 
correct if they are told what to do and will do it. 

It comes as a shock to parents when they are certain 
they have a retarded child, but, as I say, they have 
probably reached that conclusion gradually--but still it is a 
shock when they hear it from a specialist. 

Some parents are angry, asking themselves, "Why did 
this happen to me?" Others blame the physician who 
presided at the birth of the child, but it is rarely his fault. 
Sometimes the husband and wife are angry with one 
another, blaming each other's "family tree" for the 
difficulty. It is true that some families have more retarded 
members than others. but I think it is fair to say that there 
are no families that are completely free of the possibility of 
having a retarded child. On the other hand, some of tp.e 
best parents in the world are parents of retarded children . 
It is true that they have to ' 
make sacrifices; they have to 
spend more time and super
vision with the retarded than 
the normal child. However. 
often they grow as individuals 
and become better parents of 
any normal children they may 
have later. There is a risk, 
however, that a mother (or 
father) will feel so much pity 
for the retarded child that less attention is given to the 
other children than they would normally receive. 

Retarded children can be loving and rewarding to their 
parents, and good companions. Working within their 

.. 
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limitations they should be expected to do what they can, 
and not helped more than they need. Like all children they 
should have the satisfactions of success, of being able to 
solve problems within their range of abilities. 

For information about a local parent organization offering 
. lervices and counseling, write the Texas Association for 
Retarded Citizens, 833 Houston St., Austin, TX 78756. 

If parents leave each other 
It isn't a very pleasant subject to discuss, but the first 

year of the life of the first child in a family is often a critical 
time in family relationships, and requires many 
adjustments and some sacrifices on the part of both 
parents. It may be that 
parents decide they married 
before they came to know each 
other well enough, or they 
expected more out of marriage 
than they are getting, or they 
are unwilling to work hard to 

"'""' make the necessary compro
mises that go with most 
successful marriages. 

Very young children up to 
the age of three do not seem to be affected too much or too 
long by separation or divorce, but if it takes place in the 
years thereafter they miss badly the parent who is no 
longer in the home. ... 

Sometimes as a child gets older hIS parents 10 their 
anger at each other try to get ~im to "be on .their si~e.:' 
This is hard on everybody, particularly the chIld, and It IS 
very unfair to him. The child wants to love both of his 
parents, and any attempt to catch him in the cross-fi~e 
between two strong adults who are angry at each other IS 

~bad. 
Another thing which parents sometimes do is to try to 

"buy" the friendship of the child with favors. Each parent 
may want the child's preference so much as to go to 
unreasonable extremes to try to secure the child's 
affection. 

When separation or divorce comes in a family, it 
cannot be explained to a baby and it is very hard to explain 
to a child who is older, for example three years. He can't 
understand why his parents no longer want to live 
together. It is very important to explain to him that both 
his parents still love him, if they do, but they are unhappy 
when they live together. 

Sometimes it is the plan when parents have left each 
other for the child to stay with one parent for awhile, and 
with the other parent for a similar length of time. This 
hardly ever works out. It is better for the child to consider 
one place his home with an occasional visit to the other 
parent. This may not be too good an .a?,an~emen.t, but 
nothing is ideal when parents are not hvmg 10 a fnendly 
way in the same house. 

Before parents separate, they should be sure they wish 
to do so. They should in most cases have a trial separation 
of several weeks, and see what life is like. Then if they 

".decide to "try .:again" they should do so wi~h ~he 
.. nderstanding that both will get help from a psychIatnst, 
a psychologist, or a trained marriage counselor--to try to 
find out what seems to be wrong with the marriage, and 
how they can overcome their problems. 

When divorce comes, either parent may marry again 
---- anll then we may have: 

Step-parenthood 
Say, that's a big word--step-parenthood--and it's a big 

job to be a step-parent. Among those of you who are 
re~ding this message, there may be some who have 

step-children, and all parents need to know the kinds of 
problems which stee-parents face. Here are some things 
you can do which will help. Some of them will be "do's" 
and some will be "don'ts." 

If you can do so, get 
acquainted with the child 
under pleasant surroundings, 
perhaps long before you are to 
live with him. This should be 
easy to arrange. Picnics are 
nice, or trips to the park or the 
circus. This works for either a 
step-mother-to-be or a step
father-to-be. Give the child a 
chance to get acquainted with 
you and like you. 

When you do become a member of the household, 
change things gradually if they need to be changed at all. 
Some step-parents rush in and begin to change 
everything, throwing away , many articles, refinishing 
furniture and making things look different, as for example 
putting new wallpaper in place of the wallpaper that may 
remind the child of pleasant days. (Somebody may have 
made up stories about the wallpaper on a child's.room, for 
instance.) Sometimes when you are throwmg away 
things, you are throwing away something very precious-
for example, a stuffed animal back in a closet. Be careful 
until you find out what things a child especially likes. 

Be friendly, but don't force yourself on a child. Let 
him take the initiative in friendliness. When he begins to 
be comfortable with you, he will begin to show you his 
things. You can show your interest. However, don't try to 
get too close to the child's. life too quickly. If you do, you 
may feel him draw away from you. 

The last and worst thing one would ever do would be to 
move in with a heavy hand and start "laying down the 
law." That is the surest way to lose love. A gradual 
process which involves cooperation is the only way. At the 
other extreme it won't help for you to be timid or 
apologetic. The child should be able to respect you as a 
reasontlble and strong parent from the start. 

Other problems may come up if you are a step-parent. 
For one thing, you may have children of your own .. Then 
you are faced with the perfecdy natural questIon of 
whether you can love the step-child as much as you love 
your own. The honest answer is that to start with, you 
may love your own children more; but step-parents rmd 
they soon come to be fond of their step-children, 
sometimes as fond as they are of their very own. 

So then I would say it is not easy to be a step-parent 
and it is not easy for a child to adjust'to a step-parent. I 
have often thought that a step-parent neec:\s a chance o~ce 

in a while to go over WOrrIes 
and concems with sOlJle per
son who is especially trained 
to help in family relationships. 

Trying to bring together . 
two families with children ia 
very difficult to work out, and I 
will not try to taUt about it 
here. Probably it will never 
concerp you and only a f~w of 

. your friends. Great pauence 
and faimess are required, and every effort should be made 
to see that the children of each family m'ClO11I.tl have a 
chance to like each other. 
"I'm going to glve .aII my time to my baby" 

I hear a mother once in awhile say Ju,t that. Well, I am 
sure the baby will certainly enjoy having his mother', full 

, ... \ Pierre is brought to you by the Texas Depar1ment of Conununity Affairs Early Childhood Development Division, 210 Barton-Springs Road, Austin, Tx. 78704 
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attention-oat least for awhile, by then he'd rather have 
some time with other people or even be by himself part of 
the time. 

A mother who devotes too much attention to the baby 
is not doing him a favor in the long run. She will be a 
better mother if she continues an interest in some outside 

activities. Oh, I know, she has 
all kinds of new duties, but if 
she has enjoyed hobbies or 
special skills, going to wo
men's clubs or to religious 
services, or playing games, 
she should certainly continue 
doing so. It is easy for a 
mother to become child cen
tered to the point where her 
entire time is concerned with 

the baby and his well being. Also, the problem may arise 
of the father being jealous of so much attention lavished 
on the baby. 

Some mothers will say, "If you have a baby, you don't 
have time for anything else." I would say, in answer, that 
you can give all your time to anything. You can give all 
your time to thinking about your appearance. Some 
people do. You can give all your waking time to thinking 
about perfecting some game such as golf or bridge--a lot of 
people do . The question is whether it is better for you and 
the baby to give your full time to him. I'm only saying that 
as the baby gets older it is much better for you to divide 
your time between him and other interests. 

Some women are a little bit on the timid side anyway, 
and not very much inclined to enjoy being with other 
people. Having a baby gives them just the excuse they 
need to stay at home and never b.e with other adults. 

If I were a mother of a young child, I would make a 
special effort at least once a week to be in the company of 
my friends without the baby being around. 

In fact, short separations from the mother may be a 
good thing for both. When this occurs, as we have said 
before, the baby should be left in his own home with the 
person who is to care for him, or he should be left with a 
grandmother or some person he has come to accept. In 
either case he should have a familiar toy or stuffed animal 
or something he likes to have with him. 
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You want your child to come to accept and like many 
persons and one way to do it is to be away from him for 
short periods of time and leave him in the care of someone 
else. 

Some pointers to keep In mind 
Your baby is probably sitting up by now. This is 

something he very much likes to do; it gives him a 
different view of the world, and makes him feel he is 
important. 

Have you been letting him 
drink from a cup or small 
glass? (By now you may find 
he can hold a bottle with his 
hands and lift it out of his 
mouth when he wants to. If he 
can do these things, it is all 
right to let him feed himself 
from a bottle occasionally.) r'"'\ 
But by now some babies take 
all their milk from a cup. Per
haps your baby is doing this. 

Forget about bowel training for a time. The baby just 
can't get the idea so early. He has no control over his 
bowel muscles at this time. When his bowels move, they 
move, and there is nothing he can do about it. But I 
promise in my 12th message to talk about bowel training. 
I do it even then only because so many parents are 
unwilling to wait a little longer when it would be easier. 

There may be two front teeth by now, and the baby 
may say "Ma-ma" or "Da-da" when his parent has said 
it. Remember to continue to talk to the baby and when you 
touch his toe, say "toe." Show him his stuffed dog or a ~ 
doll and say the word that goes with it. Be sure he has '\ 
toys he can lift, and squeeze, and bite. Some should be 
brightly colored and he should have something he can uae 
to make a noise. 

If You Move, Let us Know! 

Send your new address and zip code, along with all the 
information on the mailing label, to Pierre Project, Box 276, 
Austin, TX 78767. 
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Pierre's Message 

Sitting Up Is Wonderful To Do 

No. 8 Eighth Month 

Pierre Talks About ... 

• The use of walke rs 

• Crawling 

• Mealtime - feeding oneself 

• Cleanliness 

• Bad days as a parent 

• When the baby is sick 

• Expectations of children 

• Learning to talk and communicate 

• Acceptance of childre n 

Points To Ponder 

1. Walke rs may slow the rate at which your child learns to walk by decreasing the amount and kind 
of exercise obtained. 

2. Teasing does not be nefit babies. 

3 . Your childre n will be pleased when they successfull y accomplish a task. Reinfo rce the ir p leasure 
by communicating your joy and delight. 

4. The amount of punishment necessary to cause a child to be a "little lady" or "little gen tleman" 
may also cause him/her to be a worried , unhappy child . 

. 5. There may be times whe n you feel you do not like your child or that your child does not like yOll . 

6. You will nearly always have other chances to correct mistakes that have been made in pare nting. 

7. ) 1' yo u accep t your child , the child is more like-Iy to accept himself/he rself. 

8. There are great differe nces in the rates at which children learn to speak. 



Talking It Over At Home 

1. Can walkers and playpens slow the rate at which a baby learns to walk? 

2. When is the best time to teach a child? 

3. How do young children respond to quick changes? 

4. Do you communicate to your child that he/she is lovable only when clean? What effects can these 
feelings have on your child? 

5. If you treat your children nicer when they are sick than when they are well, what are you 
encouraging the child to do? How can you communicate that you care for a sick child without 
encouraging hislher illness? 

6. How can you help your children be prepared to take the "hard knocks" of life? 

7. How do children learn language from other children or adults? 

For More Information 

Spock, Benjamin. Baby and Child Care. New York: Pocket Books, 1968, (paperback). 

"Your Child Goes To The Hospital. " Ross Laboratories, Educational Services Department, 625 Cleveland 
Avenue, Columbus, Ohio 43215, (pamphlet), small fee. 

Check the reference list at the back of the Study Guide for additional information . 



No.8 Eighth Month 

Sitting up is wonderful to do 

We have already talked about the variety of ways in 
which babies get themselves into a sitting position. Some 
push themselves back from lying on their stomachs; others 
lie on their backs and lift their legs and turn sideways and 
use their arms to push themselves into a sitting position. 
(You may wonder how she does it, as you do when you see 
a champion diver doing fancy twists and turns.) There is 

'--" 'le you can do; the baby will have to work this olit as she 
AS to work out many problems in the future. 

Using a walker 
When the time comes that the baby can sit up well, 

some parents think they will get rid of crawling and put 
the baby in a "walker" instead. They think this wil~ 
enable her to learn the walking movements by pushing 
herself around in the "walker." Actually, I think it will 
slow down the rate of learning to walk. 

Oh, the baby seems to like the walker, because she can 
extend her legs and push herself around fast in a room 
that doesn't have too much furniture. She may seem 
pleased, and at the same time a bit frightened. 

In using a walker a parent is by-passing some natural 
stages in development. While the baby is ' in the walker 
she should probably be down on the floor learning to 
crawl, for this is a normal stage of development. 

Crawling 

But you have to be reasonable about this. If you keep 
taking the toy away from the baby she will burst out 
crying. She has tried so hard and you never let her reach 
and keep itl JOr she may simply stop trying. She can stand 
only so much thwarting. Babies do not like to be teased 
any more than grownups do. When she gets better control 
of crawling, she will be able to get the toy easily and you 
can make a little game of it. , 

Feeding oneself with a spoon 
Along about now, when the baby is up in her high chair 

and you are feeding her with a spoon, she may take hol~ of 
it. That means she is getting the idea that she would like 
to feed herself. But really being able to feed oneself is a 
long way off. 

Most mothers, I notice, give the baby another spoon to 
play with while they feed her, 
and sometimes she dabs it into 
the food which she tries to put 
in her mouth. And when she 
does, she is so pleased I And 
you should be, too. 

But it takes a long time to 
develop the skill of feeding 
oneself. At first the baby will 
want to have a try at it, and 
then there will be weeks when 
she doesn't seem interested, and then she will want to try 
again. You will notice she can do it better after the waiting 
period. 

But it is a difficult undertaking when the baby begins 
to feed herself, unless you have understanding and a 
sense of humor. You have to be patient and encouraging. 
Some mothers simply won't allow the child to try to feed 
herself. They don't want to put up with the "mess." But 
this is a mistake. The baby \las to learn sometime, and 
when she is interested is a good time to start. But it is 
better to wait until the baby sh~ws some interest. Some
times the baby drops the spoon over the side of the chair. 
In a way this is a wonderful accomplishment, for up until 
that time she has been holding on to things. Now 
sometimes she can let go of something. For a baby, 
letting go is a harder skill to learn than to grasp. And the 
time will come when she will learn to throw things. That is 
really an accomplishment. 

When the baby feeds herself she should be praised, 
Babies crawl in all sorts of but that does not mean she is now completely ready to 

ways. Sometimes they start feed herself. She will have to be fed for a long time even 
out by pushing themselves after she begins to take little bites by herself. What is 
b:>-~kwards. Occasionally they more, she gets tired of feeding herself and wants some 
g" . where they waht to go by help until ' she shows you she has had enough. 
rolling over. Some babies You have to remember that young children do not like 
push with their legs; others quick changes. In fact, there are very few adults who can 
mostly pull with their arms. change quickly. So, keep in mind that when you want to 

ome get up on their hands do something new with a child, you should plan the 
d knees before long. But change in advance and do it gradually. I have even heard 

,JU can see the baby trying out various ways. It is a of some parents who fed a child every day for her first two 
wonderful experience for adults to watch. Sometimes years, not allowing her to feed herself at all, and on her 
parents will put a toy just out of reach and watch the way second birthday handed her a spoon and expected her to 
the baby gets to it. Then they will take the toy from the use it. How unreasonable I Gradual is the word for most 
baby and let her try again. changes in child behavior . 

. Approved by American Medical Aaaoclatlon (CounCil on Mental Health) 
and the Texas Pediatric Society 



Oeanllness 
I would like to talk with you a little about cleanliness. I 

often see parents who overdo a "fondness for 
cleanlines.s. .• The.y want their children to be spick and 
span. not to get dirty. not to get anything else dirty. and 
later on not to make mud pies. not to play on the grass or 
in the dirt. They want them to keep their fingernails 
clean. keep their shoes free of mud. and perhaps even 
wear gloves to keep clean. 

It takes a good parent to admit that babies are just 
naturally " messy" by adult standards and then let them 
go on and be that way. They aren' t old enough to 
understand the meaning of cleanliness as we do. 

There are mothers who just can't stand a spot on 
anyt~ing . There are fathers who are the same way. 
though there are probably fewer of them. Such parents 
will change the baby' s shoes and socks the minute they 

get dirty. and may bathe the 
baby two or three times each 
day. (Such parents are just 
the opposite of those neglect· 
ful parents who do not change 
the baby's diaper as soon as it 
is soiled. who do not cleanse 
the baby's bottom before 
putting on a new diaper and 

. who do not bathe the baby 
-- .... - daily .) 

It is much better for parents to know that there is a 
period when a child is learning. and that crawling and 
early walking and self-feeding are bound to bring many 
dirty clothes. and soiled hands and face . 

You would think by the way some parents act they 
couldn ' t love a dirty child. and indeed it looks at times as if 
they can·t. If a child feels this. she may decide in her little 
head that the only way she can get love is to be spotlessly 
clean. If that happens. she may be upset when she gets 
dirty. and will not do what a child usually does to get 
acquainted witl. the world around her. 

You can make a baby so uneasy that at one and a half 
01" two years of age she will come crying when she gets a 
spot of mud on her shoes. And you can bring up a child so 
that she is quiet. and is a "little lady" or he a "little 
gentleman." But is it worth it? I am sure it is not. For to 
get neatness at this early age you have to use a lot of 
punishment of one kind or another. and you might find you 
have a worried. unhappy child. 

You have to be willing for the baby to get dirty. Some 
of the things she will do will get her that way. Oh. you will 
need to clean her up 'now and then. such as before meals. 
before naps and at bed ~ime . but it is part of her 
experience to get dirty. You can make things easier for 

1 yourself and her if you dress her in simple clothes that are 
easy to wash. Also. it helps if you put papers under the 
chair when she feeds herself. and if you put a big bib on 
her at mealtime. 

Yes, every~y h .. bad clays .. a parent 

There will b~ days when it looks as if everything goes 
wrong. But that is not limited to family life. for you had 
such days before the baby came. It· s just that life now has 
more problems. 
. There m~y be times when you feel as if you don't even 

hke your chtld. I hope there won't be many of them. but 
they do come. However. husband and wife may 
sometimes have the same feeling about each other. and if 
y.ou·ll recall your childhood you certainly will remember 
times when you didn't like your parents. It is natural for 

people who live close together in a family not to like one 
another now and then. Don't blame yourself too much for 
your feelings. You may not be able to control them as 
much as you wish. but you can keep trying. And the more 
you understand them. the more you can control them 

When the baby Is sick 
It is no fun to be sick. Babies don't like to be sick. and 

~ob~y expects them to like it. Sometimes parents are 
irritable while a baby is well. and then if she gets sick they 
become so concerned about her that she may very 
well wonder if it isn't better to be sick. 

Parents should be nice to a 
baby when she is sick. just as 
they are nice to her when she 
is well. but not overdo it. 
They should take the attitude ' 
that it's too bad the baby is 
sick. so let's do everything we 
can to get her well quickly. but 
not make sickness too attract
ive . I knew one father who al
ways brought a new toy each 
day while his two-year-old child was sick. but once she was 
~ell he stop~ed bringing them. He had been rewarding 
Sickness. It IS any wonder the child pretended to get sick 
again? 

I am talking about short illnesses. such as those that 
l~st a couple of days or a week. Now when it comes to long 
slc~nesses. a month or three months or a year. that is 
qUlt~ an?ther matter. The sick child gets awfully tired of 
staymg 10 the house. perhaps even in bed. You need to 
make life as normal as possible. Try to bring within her 
play s~ace the things she w?uld find best for her age 
group If she could be more active. Then for an older chi! 
there are now such aids as radio. television. and recor, 
players . 

It is not easy to handle the problem of the child who is 
sick over a long period. For one thing the child loses a lot 
of time when she would be developing as other children 
d~. She may become weaker physically. so that later she 
Will not be able to take her place in the games children 
usually play. Also. looking ahead. the older child who is 
sick may drop behind in her school work. When she gets 
well she may feel she has lost contact with other children 

. Special i~lnesses produce special problems fo; 
chtldren. and If you ever have such a sick child over a long 
period of the years ahead you would do well to go over 
some of these problems with your doctor. Most doctors 
have a great deal of understanding of what the child is up 
against when .she gets sick. and the effects on her when 
she gets well again. 

"I want my chlld to be different" 
I hear parents say, "1 want my child to be an 

individual. I don't want her to be one of the herd. I 
want . .. •• 

Now I .never know what people mean when they make 
remarks hke that. Do they want their children to w 
bac~wards . or pass people on the wrong side of the street. 
or Violate the laws. or use words improperly? When I ask 
th~m these questions they say. "Why. no. I don't want my 
chtld to do any of those things." 

As it turns out. you humans do thousands an 
thousands ofthings in much the same way. So when I as 
p~rents what they mean by wanting their children to be 
different. they usually are thinking on ahead and want 
their children to learn some unusual skill such as music or 
tumbling or balancing. or they want them to learn 
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something at an early age which is usually learned later. 
I feel it is very important for a child to be quite a bit like 

other children as she grows up. do most of the same things 
they do. be dressed about the same way as they are. and 
. teres ted in the same sorts of games. When she is older 

.ere will be plenty of time for her to develop special 
,nterests and skills. 

Now. I would never dress a 
child very differently from 
other children as she grows 
up. She will know she is 
dressed differently. and so 
will the other children. And 
dress is important. particular
ly if even a few years from now 
it makes a child feel unlike 
other children. 

This does not mean a child 
does everything with other children. or knows exactly 
~hat other children know. or believes everything other 
cnildren believe. But in matters of common behavior she 
should not be too unlike other children of her age. 

Nature is on the side of the normal • 
I often watch human parents and notice how hard they 

"work at the job" of being a parent. They seem to believe 
that the whole future of the child depends upon a few early 
decisions. Now I don't think that is true. Many mistakes 
are going to be made. But things can still be worked out. 
The effects of a mistake do not always last. A good parent 
who tries to learn will nearly always have other chances to 
correct mistakes that have been made. 

Also. I notice some of the parents who "work at the 
job" of being a parent too hard don't seem to have as 

/"" ,uch fun out of their families as I think they should. It 
lould be a fine thing if parents could have as much fun 

with their families as some people do from attending a 
football game. It's a different kind of fun. but it can be 
just as enjoyable. The development of a baby is such a 
pleasure to w<'.tchl 

All through these letters you will notice I am talking 
about the enjoyment of the family (I guess that is because 
Pierrette and I enjoy our own so much.) I know that where 
children grow up under pleasant conditions. where people 
are tolerant of each other and where there is a sense of 
humor .. these children will be better able to take the "hard 
knocks" of life later on. 

Can you be completely consistent parents? 

yourself. "Oh. well. I've had such a good day that I don ' t 
want to let anything spoil it, I'll let the child get by this 
time." 

So you won't be a wholly consistent parent. But you 
may find yourself getting better and better on this. You 
will find that it will be easier all the way around if you are 
consistent. And the baby will like it better too, even 
though sometimes things go against her . She will know 
she can depend on you. 

Talking with the baby 
If you were a scientist of the sort that studies sounds , 

you would notice that your baby nowadays is making many 
different kinds of them. If you were to listen all day you 
would hear most of the kinds of sounds that adults use to 
make words. You don't think about this and you simply 
call it "babbling." Babies should be e:ncouraged to do 
this. It is the beginning of speech. For a baby must be 
able to manage her lips and tongue and mouth and vocal 
chords in the ways she wants to, at the time she wants to 
do it. The whole effort is a very complex one . 

You can begin to teach a 
baby to speak long before she 
does anything but produce 
what seem to be accidental 
sounds. For instance, hold a 
doll before the baby, and say 
"doll." The baby will prob
ably say nothing, but she is 
learning. It is the same with a 
foreign language. A teacher 
holds up a book and calls it by 
a name you never heard .before. You have learned a 
little by hearing. Even as an adult you may not be able to 
pronounce the word if it is a language very strange to you , 
but you have heard it and the next time it won ' t seem so 
strange. 

In much the same way the baby needs to hear you 
speak and name things. There are all kinds of objects 

. around: a spoon, cup, bottle, blanket, shoes, fingers , 
hand. arm. toe. plate, doll. dog, teddy bear. 

You don't have to make a formal lesson of it. but when 
you are playing with the baby it is a good idea to pick up 
one of these things and call it by name , clearly, several 
times. Then another, and another. Make a game of it. 
She will begin to look at you when you speak, because she 
knows in her little way that-you are talking to her, and that 
you would like for her to try to answer. 

This may go on for several months. You are teaching 
the baby but it is a one-sided affair. Then one day to your 
surprise she will say something that sounds a bit like 
"doll. \ , 

Now is the time to show that you are pleased. So 
repeat the word. "doll" and speak clearly. The way for 
her to learn is for her to imitate you. 

Speecb and age 

I'll be talking with you from time to time about being a 
consistent parent. That means, for example. that if you 
are a friendly parent at one time, you will be friendly most 
of the time ; and that if you won't let a child do something 
today. you won't let her do it tomorrow. This does not 
mean you may not change your mind. and think of some 
other way as better. It would be a mistake to hold to a 
certain rule just because you have made it. You might as 
well admit your ~istakes, for as a child gets older she will There are some parents who can't wait for a child to 

.'-' ~ aware of them: anyway. The kind of consistency that is speak a few words, and I will admit it must be wonderful to 
best is where a problem is carefully thought out be able to speak.(We pelicans make only two squeaky 
beforehand, and where plans have to be changed very sounds, but of course those sounds have meaning for usl) 
little. There is a great difference in the rate at which children 

Now, I'm doing a good bit of talking about being a learn to speak. Some of them speak several words clearly 
consistent person, but still I know you aren't going to be by the time they are a year old, and others don ' t speak 
.hat way all the time. You're going to have your own ups until much later. 
and downs, and that will affect the rules you follow with Some parents think that being with other children will 
your child. Some day you'll be happy about something help. But it won't. Children who are three or four years 
that has happened. and your child may not want to do . old don't speak much with a baby. and besides they may 
something you think she should. So you will say to still be having some difficulty with speech themselves . ...... '" 
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You have to be the one to teach the baby, and it would be a 
good thing for you to remember to speak with her several 
times during the day. 

When your baby does begin to use words, which may 
be several months from now·· but it will come sooner than 
you think· ·you will find the words improve with use. At 
first, you are the only one who can understand what the 
baby is saying , but after a time other people will be able to 
understand, and then will begin the thing that you humans 
these days are talking about all over the world, and that is 

Verbal Communication 
It is very important for other people to be able to 

understand a child when she begins to speak. Have you 
ever noticed how much better people seem to like a child 
they can understand.' It is the same everywhere with 
adults. People who can speak the same language 
understand each other so much better in all kinds of ways. 

But speech comes slowly. At first the baby will learn to 
use only one or two words. These may show up around the 
end of the first year. And she will gradually accumulate 
words' to please her parents, if they take a special interest 
in teaching her. On the other hand, she may seem to be 
simply observing, and some time about her second 
birthday, will surprise you by the number of words she 
knows. She had been learning them all along--by 
listening. So it is important for you to speak clearly and 
distinctly while the baby is learning sounds. And be--sure 
to speak often with herl 

Do you love your baby as she Is? 
Oh , I know what you will say. You will say, "Why, of 

course I love herl" But that wasn't the answer, for I 
asked, " Do you love her as she is'" That's a somewhat 
different question. For, you see , some parents have in 
mind changes they are going to make in the baby. They 
have a notion of what she ought to be like, and sometimes 
it is impossible for the baby ever to be the kind of person 
her parents want. 

So, I ask again, do you love the baby as she is' It is 
important that you do . She will know it if you do. Just as 
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grown· ups know when they are accepted as they are. 
Some adults never quite accept another person. They 
have in mind changes they are going to try to bring about 
in the other person all the time . All people know when 
they are accepted for what they are, and not for changes 
somebody is going to try to bring about in them. 

You see, if you accept the baby as she is , she will more 
nearly accept herself. And it is very important that she 
feel other people accept her. She will then think of herself 
as desirable, and will think , " Well, other people like me, I 
can like myself." 

It makes the child feel 
good all over if you accept her 
for what she is. She feels like 
a free person, ready to like 
other people, and to try out 
any number of skills . 

But if you hold back and 
show her you are never really 
satisfied, that you wish she 
were different, that she would 
be more tidy, or were strong-
er, or prettier, or smarter, or that she wouldn't look so 
much like Aunt Jane, well then she knows you don't 
accept her as she is. 

You can accept the baby as she is, and at the same time 
look forward to growth and development that is natural for 
her. You accept her now, and for the future you can 
foresee the time when normal changes of the sort that take 
place in other children will probably take place in hc!r. 
And you will accept her then! 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

If You Move, Let us Know! 

Send your new address and zip code, along with all the 
information on the mailing label, to Pierre Project, Box 276 
Austin, TX 78767. 
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Pierre's Message 

Let's Think about Discipline 

No.9 Ninth Month 

Pierre Talks About ... 

• Punishment 

• Positive and negative controls 

• Conscience 

• Self-discipline 

• Spanking 

• Parents as models 

• When to say" no" 

• Discipline or guidance is a must 

• Gradual change means less discipline 

• Playpens 

Points To Ponder 

1. Discipline teaches a child self-control. 

2. Rather than "exploding" at your child for breaking prized possessions, it is better to put them 
away before he/she is interested in them. 

3. Punishment means only negative control that hurts the child physically or mentally. 

4. A goal of parenting is to help children learn acceptable ways of behaving and to follow these ways 
by choice . 

5. Some parents "whip the baby with words" and then are pleased to tell other people they have 
brought up the child without "every laying a hand on him/her." 

6. It i.s possible to say "NO" too often. Place emphasis on what a child can do rather than what 
he7she cannot do. 

7. You should say "NO" as few times as possible, mean it when you say it and be consistent - say it 
for the same situations. 



1 .. 

Talking It Over At Home 

1. Children need both freedom and control. What are the two kinds of controls? Give examples of 
each. 

2. Which is more difficult to use - positive control or punishment? Why? 

3. What is positive control or discipline? 

4. Why does Pierre discourage making a baby stay in his room or playpen beyond the time he is 
content to do so? 

5. Give some examples of ways you can "keep ahead of problems," such as pulling books out of 
shelves. . 

6. When should you say "NO" to children? 

7. How can you teach a child to be gentle without telling him not to be rough? 

8. Can you expect a child to learn by being told once? How do individuals learn? 

9. What is the difference between nagging and repeating requests for certain behavior? 

For More Information 

"Be Consistent," Positive Parent Booklet Community and Family Education, Southwest Educational 
Development Laboratory, small fee. 

"Children Learn By Watching And Helping," Positive Parent Booklet, Southwest Educational 
Development Laboratory, 211 East 7th Street, Austin, Texas 78701, (pamphlet), small fee. 

Ginott, Haim G. Between Parent and Child . New York: Avon Books, 1965, (paperback). 

Check the reference list at the back of the Study Guide for additional information. 



Ninth Month No.9 
Let' 8 think about discipline 

Discipline is a word people use with different 
meanings. Let's agree at the outset a baby needs both 
freedom and control. There are two kinds of control: 
positive and negative. A baby learns faster who has both 
kinds of control. In my message to-day I will be talking 
about both. 

For some people, however, discipline means not only 
negative control; it means punishment. And many good 
paren~s are worried about whether they sould use 
punishment with their young baby. Usually they mean 
nanking the hands or bottom. 

By the ninth month, some parents are hitting, 
:;panking and slapping the baby. You can hardly believe 
this, but it is true. You wonder what kind of parents they 
will be later on when the child begins to try to make some 
decisions for himself. From time to time I will have more 
to say about discipline, for it is one of the topics in which 
parents are most interested. (If you go to a child study 
class for parents, again and again a question asked after a 
speaker has finished is how to "discipline" children. So 
there is much interest.) 

From the baby's point of view, it must be very hard to 
understand why parents who were so kind when he was 
younger now begin to punish him, mostly by spanking. It 
must seem very unfair to him that a great big, all-power
ful "giant" hurts him and he cannot protect himself. 

Crawling and pulling up 

the problem yet, but it is just ahead of you. 
Some people spank the baby's hands when he gets into 

things and say, "No, nol" The baby cries and draws 
back. He doesn't understand. Up until then he had 
always been encouraged to touch everything, and now he 
gets hurt for doing it. He may decide to stop touching 
things to find out what they are like if he is going to get 
hurt. It may make him timid if you hurt him for trying to 
find out for himself, and he needs to touch and taste and 
feel in order to learn. 

Some parents seem to thi~ they can tell a child one 
time what not to do, and thereafter he will not do it. Don't 
you remember your own parents saying, "I've told you a 
thousand times..... Well, maybe a thousand was an 
exaggeration, but they told you over and over again what 
you might not do. 

Sometimes parents explode emotionally when their 
baby does not immediately obey, and strike the child, 
sometimes many times. You read the papers, don't YOIl? 
It's called child abuse, and sometimes a baby is terribly 
injured. At this point things get completely out of hand; 
the baby needs to be hospitalized and the parent needs 
mental therapy. 

A better way for you to do 
when the baby begins to get 
into things is to go around the 
rooms of the house and decide 
what is to be put away. Make 
a little ceremony of this, 
husband and wife together. 
Put away anything that breaks 
easily, if it is within the baby's 
reach. Of course, some things 
can be put high on shelves or 

pieces of furniture. But put them away before the baby 
gets interested in them. Don't go around in front of him 
snatching ,articles and putting them up high at just the 
time he becomes interested in them. That isn't being 
polite even to a baby. 

This does not mean the baby gets everything he wants. 
He has to learn what "no" means, and that other people 

have rights, but it will be a while before he can understand 
this. The difference is that good parents, for ·example, 
lock the door of a desk they don't want opened instead of 
hitting the baby for opening it, They kno:w the time will 
c.ome when the baby will lose interest in reaching for 
things and opening desk doors. By that time they can talk 
to him and he will understand. But they also know that 
some time will pass before this happens, 

"Discipline" often starts when the baby becomes a 
g.ood crawler and is able to go about the house and begin 
to get into things. For example, he may pull off table 
cloths, or overturn vases. When the baby crawls and later 
walks, you have to decide what you are going to do when 
he begins to get into things. You will have to decide Negative control and punishment 
whether to put away the pretty presents you got when you Punishment means only negative control that hurts the 
v. ~·e married, or ;which you baby physically or mentally, You try to get a child not to 
bought with hard earned do something, and you spank him or hurt his feelings, so 
money--or punish the baby that he won't do again something he has done. When a 
and make him stay away from parent uses punishment, he's not being very helpful. He 
them. In addition, there may is just stopping the child in what he is doing, without 

..--.." ash trays, bottles of aspirin helping him to find the real solution to the problem, 
_td other medicines, or sharp whatever it may be. 

things such as knives, scis- Some parents look at punishment in a very narrow 
sors, or letter openers which way, They think only of stI'iking the child, either his hands 
the baby must not handle. or his bottom. But there are many kinds of punishment. 
You may not have had to face For example, one mother got angry at her child and stayed 
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angry for half a day, and was unwilling to talk with the 
little fellow. When parents make a child unhappy over a 
considerable period of time 
they are punishing him men· 
tally. 

Now there are many times 
when you have to use negative 
control; in fact, there is quite a 
bit of it in every family and 
certainly there are many 
things we have to learn not to 
do in this world. But you can 
stop the child from what he is 
doing without hitting him. 
You can show your disapproval of his act, and tell him he 
" must not do that." At his age you can move him to a 
different part · of the room. He learns from your 
disapproval. 

Discipline also means positive control. Such control is 
somewhat harder to use than punishment. The parent 
who uses positive control thinks ahead. He tries to work it 
out so the child will want to do what the parent considers 
to be the right thing. In the messages that follow there 
will be many examples of working with a child rather than 
against him. 

All parents must control their children, but it makes a 
great deal of difference to the child and to the parent 
which method of control you use, whether punishment 
which is mostly slapping and spanking the child and 
hurting his feelings, or positive discipline, which is getting 
him to want to do something that is acceptable. 

Some parents want absolute obedience, and not to be 
bothered. They mostly use punishment with their 
children. Other parents, and I think they are the more 
able ones, want the children to find out what the better 
ways of acting are, and follow them from choice. Now this 
last takes a long, long time. Meanwhile you are going to 
have to make many, many decisions for your child, and get 
him to obey you, and not allow exceptions to occur. But, 
all the while, you should have in mind the long range goal 
which is for the child to control his own behavior. 

I'm going to say this several times and in several ways 
during the next few months- -what you really want, if you 
are a good parent, is for the child to grow up to decide for 
himself what he should do and what he should not do and 
then follow his own decisions, This is the final step. It is 
self-discipline. You call it "following your conscience" in 
a grown-up. But children develop consciences, too, and 
sooner than you expect--a little bit at one and two years, a 
little more between three and five, and a lot after six. 

Should the baby be kept in his room? 
1 Some mothers think they can solve the problem of the 

,baby getting into things by keeping him in his room. But 
he won't want to stay in his room all the time, even if you 
do put toys there and try to make the room attractive. The 
baby wants to be with you. At least, he wants to know that 
he can come to yo~ at any time he feels the need of doing 
so. He wants to feel that you 
are close, and he doesn't like 
it when 'he can't get out of a 
room to a place where he can 
see you. 

Some parents solve the 
problem for a time by putting 
the baby in a play pen. In that 
way they say the baby can be 
in the living room or kitchen 
where the mother is and yet 

not get into things. Even when the mother is using the 
play pen she should not keep the baby in it for too long a 
period at one time. Sometimes it helps to put only certain 
toys in the play pen, so that the baby will look forward to 
handling them. It will help for a while, but after a few 
months the baby will get so he hates the play pen, and 
when he does it is time to fold it up and put it away. 

Keeping a house orderly 
The truth of the matter is that families where there are 

young children can't have houses that are always in order, 
as some families are able to do where ther are no children. 
Where parents think first of the baby there must be a 
certain amount of freedom for him to handle things and 
move them about. This is the way he learns. Whenever 
this happens there is likely to be a certain amount of 
disorder. 

If friends are coming in, 
baby's things can be put 
away. Also, during the second 
year you can begin to teach 
the child that certain shelves 
and boxes are his and his 
things are to be put there 
when he gets through playing 
with them. As he gets older 
and is walking and shows he 
can understand, he will enjoy 
helping put some of his own things away and will learn 
that toys he is not using are put away before others are 
gotten out, although I wouldn't insist too much on this if I 
were you. 

Keeping ahead of problems 
Some time ago I was talking to a young mother of two 'v' 

boys and a girl, and I asked her the question, "Do they 
ever cause you any trouble?" "Well," she said, "not too 
much. We try to keep ahead of them." She had the right 
idea. I watched her and found that her family always had 
interesting things to do which both the parents and the 
,children enjoyed. 

However, instead of spanking, him for breaking glasses 
and the like, they put all these things up high, and 
furnished the baby with playthings suitable to his age 
instead. They gave him old pots and pans to bang 
together. They gave him some old picture books of his 
own befor.e he got interested in pulling the books out of the 
shelves. But they wouldn't have gotten excited if the baby 
had pulled out the books. 

Before the child got big eno~gh to run out onto the 
road the family had built a fence around the yard. They 
didn't wait until he had tried several times to get into the 
street at too young an age. This is a good example of 
discipline by positive control. 

Remember, that right now the baby is getting 
acquainted with the world and he is using his hands and 
mouth and all his senses to do it. When you stop him from 
touching things and pulling and twisting them, you an 
keeping him from getting acquainted with that world. 
What is more, he would like for you to be pleased that he 
is getting out and learning more and more. 

But I do not mean to avoid the question of spanking, so 
let's face it squarely. 

Should you spank a baby? 
Here are some reasons I have noticed why parents 

spank children: . 
First, some parents don't know how to control their 
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little ones in any other way. 
Perhaps they were spanked as 
children themselves and · have 
heard their parents talk about 
it and that is the only way they 
know to get children to do 
what they want them to do. 

Second, when parents 
spank their children too much 
or too hard they are some
times not getting along well 

with each other. They are really taking it out on the baby. 
They are hurting each other by hurting the baby. I 
understand the reason, and I wish they could understand 
it, too. 

Third, another thing I discovered about spanking is 
that fathers and mothers sometimes do it when they are 
unhappy themselves because they feel they are not doing 
so well in the world. I know there are times when it is not 
t-\e. But I do believe that the better satisfied the father is 
1 .. what he is doing to make a living, and the better he is 
getting along with other people, the easier he win be on 
his baby. The same applies to mothers. 

Fourth, some people spank their children just because 
they think other people feel they should. They do it to 
please their relatives or their neighbors, because that is 
what they think will convince these people they are trying 
to do a good job with the child. 

Fifth, parents spank their children because they want 
quick results. Usually they can force the child to do what 
they want done by spanking him, but in the long run they 
usually decide there is a better way. 

Sixth, parents are sometimes just having temper 
tantrums themselves, you know, when they spank the 

"\by. 
I suppose at some time most human parents use 

5panking as a form of negative control. They get to their 
"wit's end" as they say. The important thing is for the 
baby to feel that in spite of the spanking, his parents still 
love him. I am .not going to say much more about 
spanking. If you do it, I hope you will have the good 
judgment to wait until the baby is older before using any 
such method. By that time you may have worked out 
better ways of controlling t~e child. 

A form of negative control that is very bad for the little 
fellow is for the parents to be always cross and unpleasant 
with him, and to make cutting remarks about him and to 
him as he gets older. Some parents "whip the baby with 
words" and then are pleased to tell other people they have 
brought up the child without" ever laying a hand on him. " 

that day and time also thought tomatoes were poison. I 
hope my Pierre the Pelican parents of this generat~on will 
make up their own minds as to what is good when it c~mes 
to bringing up their children. 

If You Move, Let u s Know! 

Send your new address and zip code, along with all the 
information on the mailing label, to Pierre Project, Box 276, 
Austin, TX 78767. 

There has to be control 
I think every person who counsels with parents will 

agree that there has to be contr.ol in a family, and it has to 
come from the parents. But at 
times I think getting along 
with children is harder than 
getting along with adults who 
usually can understand the 
reason when you ask them to 
do or not to do something. 
Some of the discipline of very 
young children is negative 
control. As I have said, 
however, more of it could be 
positive. But there are times when you have to say " No!" 
You can't anticipate everything a child is going to do and 
you have to stop him. 

When to say "No" 
Sometimes the baby gets near something that will 

injure him, as a hot stove, a sharp object, ora cross 
animal. Or, as he gets older he may run into the street, 
pull out electric lamp cords, get near electric fans , or into 
water that is too hot. Then you must say, "No" and either 
remove the baby or remove the thing that is causing the 
danger. 

When you do have to say' 'No, " say it firmly and let 
him know you mean it. Then quickly give him something 
else in which he can become interested, or find something 
else for hi,m to do if you can. This is especially important 
when the baby is young. Of course, when he gets older it 
is harder to get him to be willing to take something else, 
but he ' will understand more by that time. 

I notice that some parents say "No" too much~ By the 
time the baby is fIfteen months old (which is about six 
month!. from now) they say it all day long. The baby may 
hear it ri~arly every time he tries to pick up something. 
There seems to be so little he can do. Such a baby must 

Modeling after one's own parents become very tired of it. He may let cranky or irritable or 
1 Once in a while I hear young parents say, "What was cry often. If this is the case, the parent had better ask 
good enough for my parents is good enough for me," himself very seriously whether he is stopping the baby too 
though I don't hear it as often these days as they must much at what he is trying to do. 
have said it fifty years ago. You modem parents are more Of course, a parent has to say "No" at times. There 
likely to want to think through a situation and decide for are so many things we must not do in the world if we are 
yourselves . You ~ve to ask yourselves what is the best to keep any friends. A child can't be turned loose to do 
i ,Jrmation you ha.ve on any topic that comes up. Now, I everything he wants to do. But many times when you say 
wouldn't say that just because a thing ' is new it is also "No" you really don't need to. Parents sometimes get the 
good. You have to examine each situation with your full habit of saying it almost without thinking. It is a good 
understanding, and do the -best you can. Every day you must thing to stop and ask yourself every now and then, "Why 
make decisions, and I hope every time you do, you are , did I say 'No' that time? Did I say it merely from habit, for 

,- '3.king those decisions in the light of all the information you my own convenience, or was it · really necessary for the 
Ave. baby's good?" 
- That goes for punishment, too. Many years ago it was There is another thing to remember about saying 

the fashion to punish children severely. Oh, not all "No." Say it always whep the same situation comes up. 
parents did, but many thought it was a good way to bring If you fail to do it that way, the child cannot depend upon 
up chi!~en. But you must remember that some people in you. 
~~ . . ". ;. ! glP,erre 18 brought to you by the Texas Department of Community Affairs Ear!y Childhood Development Division, 210 Barton Springs Road, Austin, Tx. 78704 



So, 
1. Say "No" as few times as possible. 
2. Mean it when you say it. 
3. Say it for the same situations. 

When you have to say "No" or stop the child in what 
he is doing, it is a good idea to tell him why you are doing 
so. You don't have to go into a long explanation. 
Sometimes, you will find there is a good rea:;on, and 
sometimes you will be surprised to find there isn't a 
reason really at all. You were upset yourself, or not 
feeling well, or were tired of the child, as every parent 
gets sometimes. Just the same, I think it is good for you to 
explain even to a young child; it will give you the practice 
you are certainly going to need later. 

Sometimes instead of saying "No" teach the child how 
to handle something. If a baby reaches for a plant or a 
book, guide his hand to touch the "pretty flower" gently. 
Praise him for acting gently or correctly with a plant, a 
family pet, a book .. 

Yes, there has to be discipline . 
There has to be discipline in a child's life. He has to 

learn gradually to conform to the rules which the country 
in which he lives has developed. 

At first you are the one who has to require this 
conformity, but you can gradually transfer this 
responsibility to the child until he is the one who chooses 
what to do. This does not come suddenly, and discipline is 
something that goes on during all of life. In fact, you are 
having to discipline yourself when it comes to the care of 
the baby even now. Once, you liked to sleep late, but now 
you have to get up to look after the baby and in a way this 
is a form of discipline for you, but it is something you have 
chosen to do because you like your baby and want his 
needs cared for. 

You may feel that discipline is mostly negative while 
the baby is very young, but you will soon see evidences of 
cooperation. For example, the little fellow will soon want 
to put his own hand through the sleeve, and show you that 
he can participate a little bit when it comes to dressing 
himself. 

Gradual change means less discipline 
My notion of teaching children is that they should 

hardly know when they go from one way of doing things to 
another. Take milk as an example. First, it's an breast or 
bottle. Then, breast or bottle--and a little from the cup. 

Then litHe breast or bottle, and more from the cup. 
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Finally he takes all his milk from a cup. You see, the 
change was gradual, and that is the way babies like 
things, and I think it is good for everybody I 

Also, remember, a child must be told many times. 
Learning is not something that comes all at once. It comes 
slowly, and the parent must be willing to say over and ove~ 
again what must be taught. 

Also, sometimes when he is playing he doesn't hear 
you, particularly if you have a way of saying "No" too 
often. 

If you punish the baby too much, and stop him in what 
he is trying to do, you may soon be bothered with a child 
"throwing temper tantrums" and when this happens you 
are the one who has a problem, not so much the child. You 
have not learned the fine art of substitution. You are 
stopping the child too much in what he wants to do, and 
are punishing him too much. But we will talk about 
temper tantrums later. 

Don't Go to Extremes. " 
Sometimes I notice that parents who are over enthusiast.~ 

about one thing or another try to force it on their child. You 
hear of parents who are interested in nutrition or exercise. 
They believe in giving the baby only certain kinds offoods, or 
they talk all the time about vitamins, or they think the baby 
should be given certain kinds of exercise from birth. 

The parents I worry most about are those who make a fuss 
over something with their children and never say much 
about it to outsiders. But the children know it and suffer from 
it every day. Sometimes it's fresh air, or becoming skilled in 
some sport, or music, or learning to swim early, being polite 
or complete obedience. A certain kind of activity or way oflife 
becomes very important to such parents probably because of 
their own needs! or they got recognition that way. It's ofte 
all right for parents to have a lively interest in something, 
long as they don't insist that their children become wrappeu 
up in it, too. 

I like the idea of a balance, not only in interests but also 
in discipline. Discipline is necessary and it takes both 
positive and negative forms. A balance of positive and 
negative control helps children learn best, but I like to think 
my Pierre the Texas Pelican parents solve most of their 
discipline problems with positive control. 
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Pierre's Message 

For Parents and Grandparents 

No. 10 Tenth Month 

Pierre Talks About ... 

• Special suggestions for grandparenting 

• Babies first steps 

• Accident prevention 

• Talking and playing with the baby 

• Understanding children's fears 

• Deciding how to use money 

Points To Ponder 

1. The affection which grandparents show to a baby may be the greatest contribution they can 
make. 

2. Pierre suggests that if grandparents live in the home with grandchildren, they should strive to 
stay out of parent-child conflicts. If grandparents come between parents and children, friction can 
arise. 

3. Children learn to talk in much the same way some people learn a foreign language. One of the 
steps is to hear the language for hours and hours. It is important for you to talk to and with young 
children. 

4. If an adult shows fear, children will learn to be afraid. 

5. The child who is afraid may not make friends easily, may stay to himself and may not be willing 
to learn new things. 

6. A child will go to sleep in a dark room in a few minutes ifhe has been brought up that way. 

7. Fears are real to children and should be respected. 

Talking It Over At Home 

1. What can grandparents provide for children? 

2. What are some changes that have occurred in how children are reared since grandparents were 
children? 

3. What is one of the chief causes of death in children? 

4. How can accidents be kept to a minimum? 

5. How can a parent help a baby get rid of his fears? 

6. It is a good idea for both husband and wife to have an amount of money to spend as they choose 
:~ach week. What is the importance of this? 

7. How can money create friction or stress in a marriage? 



For More Information 

Ilg, Frances and Louise Ames. Child Behavior From Birth To Ten. New York: Perennial Library, 1955, 
(paperback). 

"Read To Your Child," Positive Parent Booklet, Southwest Educational Development Laboratory, small 
fee. 

Salk, Lee. What Every Child Would Like His Parents To Know. New York: Warner Paperback Library, 
1973, (paperback). 

Check the reference list at the back of the Study Guide for additional information. 



No. 10 
For Parents and Grandparents 

Tenth Month 

Young parents don't seem to pay very much attention 
to the advice of their own parents these days, when it 
comes to child care-oat least, by comparison with former 
days when young couples lived with or close to their own 
parents . 

There are some good reasons for this, some bad. Let's 
take the good ones first. Many studies of children are 
being made throughout the world, and there is more 
understanding of them than was once the case. This is 

ecially true of foods and diseases. The person who is 
1st likely to know of these studies is the physician who 

advises on the care of the child, and of course gives 
instructions to the mother. This advice may be contrary to 
that of the grandmother. In earlier times, grandmothers 
tended to rely more or on home remedies in medicine. For 
diarrhea they would give overripe scraped apples, and 
many lives were saved by this remedy. But today the 
doctor will give a new medicine which will take care of 
even a dangerous diarrhea in a few hours. 

Young parents think of themselves as being more 
"modern" in their approach, and perhaps they need to 
feel this way. (Such, however, is not always the case. The 
same reading sources are available to grandparents as to 
young parents, and grandparents have more time to read 
than do the parents.) The world changes so rapidly, and 
what is modern today will be out of date tomorrow. This 
applies particularly to medical care. So, in a way, young 
parents feel they must rely on the physician rather than on 
their own parents or others. In most of the countries of the 
world the physician and the scientist, on whose work his 
practice is based, are' becoming the authorities upon 
whom parents feel they can confidently depend. 

Thank goodness, you humans have passed the 
"r-nitation stage""_ when you thought everything in the 
rOvm ought to be a~ sterile as in an operating room at the 
hospitaL I have known young mothers who were 'so 
meticulous when it came to cleanliness that they wouldn't 
let a grandmother who' might have on a soiled apro~ pick 

,?-'-Q the baby. At the other extreme, there are some young 
,thers who are not so clean themselves, and do not keep 

",eir children clean. They will allow a baby to stay soiled 
or keep on a wet diaper for a long period of time_ 

But there are some reasons rwt so good why young 
parents are unwilling to listen to advice from 
grandparents, and one i. that young people are being 

married earlier and earlier, and some of them are still 
trying to establish their independence of their own 
parents. To put the matter more bluntly, they "are still 
fighting their own parents." So when they have children 
of their own, they may tend to do the opposite of what the 
grandparents suggest. Young parents may not be clearly 
aware they are doing this. 

There may be other reasons also why young parents 
are unwilling to take suggestions from their own parents, 
but I have noticed as these young parents grow older, 
they are. more likely to accept their parents' point of view. 
As all get oUier the parents and grandparents are likely to 
move closer 'together in matters that relate to the care of 
the children. 

Special suggestions for grandparents 
It's nice to be a grandparent, and I want to take a little 

time today--at least half of this message--to talk with you 
grandparents. 

Yes, it's nice to be a grandparent. (I, Pierre the 
Pelican, ought to know, because I have grandchildren and 
great-great-great-grandchildren back to twenty-three 
generations which are still alive_) You have to learn to be 
a grandparent just the same as you had to learn to be a 
parent about twenty to thirty years ago_ It wasn't easy 
then, but your new job is easier now. 

There have been some changes, when it comes to 
rearing children, since your parents brought up you. I 
suppose one of the most important changes ' centers 
around showing affection for the baby. Some of the people 
in your generation were actually afraid to show affection 
for the baby and give him lots of loving care because they 
thought it might not be good for him. Of course, some 
parents paid very little attention to what was being said in 
those days but many of them took it quite seriously. How
ever, by now there have been great changes in thinking on 
this point and young parents of the present generation are 
urged to show their full affection for their children. I do 
not think this present point of view is going to change_ 

Here is something else--you were strongly encouragrd 
to follow a strict schedule and" honestly, some of you 
grandparents, who were parents in those days, got to the 
point where you paid more attention to the ticking of a 
clock than you did to the cries of a hungry infant. You 
were told you were being "scientific." Remember how it 
was? That is changed now so that young parents are 
urged to consider the differences in children and try to 
feed them when they are hungry, knowing full well that 
babies will soon settle down to a schedule, for they like a 
schedule in the same way that 
other people do. In fact, I 
often say that babies and 
grandparents are very much 
alike because they want to 
follow a certain way of doing 
things and they don't like to 
have too many changes. 

I have only one or two 
suggestions to make to grand
parents. I think it is very nice 
when the children can se~ their grandparents frequently 
enough to learn to like them and so that grandparents may 
have the pleasure of being with the children, and seeing 
them develop. Grandparenta can add a lot of affection to a 



family, and that is good. They are remembered by the 
baby as part of the family and this is very fine for 
everybody. I am sorry about the way parents must 
sometimes move around from place to place and get the 
family so separated that children hardly know their 
relatives, particularly their grandparents. As a matter of 
fact, I think the affection which grandparents can show to 
the baby may be their greatest contribution to his 
development, and they can hardly overdo it. 

Some caution8 for grandparents 
The baby we are now talking about is not yours, you 

know, and you do not h~ve the final responsibility for him. 
Naturally, you might feel like saying to your son or 

daughter, "Look, you don't know the least thing about 
bringing up children. I made many mistakes, but I've had 
a lot more experience than you have. So pay attention to 
my advice." I know how good grandparents feel. 
Sometimes they say, "I would like to have another chance. 
I think I could do it better now." But, you don't have this 
chance. It has passed from your hands to those of the new 
family . Each generation has to do the best it can at the 
time. 

Anyway, I am not sure you would do things very 
differently if you were starting allover again. You 
probably did the best you could under the circumstances. 
Going to an opposite extreme in some regard might be just 
as bad as starting all over again. 

You have to let this present 
generation of parents bring up 
their children in the light of 
the best information they have 
and according to their own 
nature. 

Here is so~ething else I 
would like to suggest. I think 
it better if you do not have too 
much of the actual handling of 
the child. As you get older, 
you have less energy. Even if you are in your early forties 
or fifties , very young parents can do things without 
becoming as tired as you do. Anyway, as I say, the time 
has come for you to take it easy and allow the 
responsibility to pass. 

When it comes to baby-sitting, I hope the young 
parents in your family are thoughtful on this point, and do 
not ask you to spend too many evenings as a baby-sitter, 
particularly if this means loss of sleep. I know how it is, 
we of the older generation require our sleep just as 
babies do. 

Grandparents, be respectful of the rules that the 
parents follow for the baby. Let's suppose you are a 
visitor in the home··you don't want the young parents to 
feel you make it harder for them when it comes to rearing 
!heir baby. You don't want them to feel relief when you 
go, because you haven't co· operated with them, 

One thing to remember also is that children have very 
short memories, and if you do not see a grandchild often 
he will 'lot remember you, and it is better when you see 
bim next to allow a Jittle time to pass before you show very 
much affection for' him, or expect affection from him. 

If you live in the home, you will want to be sure you 
don' t find yourself in the middle, between parents and 
child. That causes hard feelings, and helps nobody. 

A grandparent can be of wonderful assistance in a 
family by way of talking things over. GraI?-dparents are no 
smarter than young parents, but they may be somewhat 
wiser. After all, they made some mistakes, and they also 
had some successes. 

There are differences also between the way you 
yourself were reared, and the way you brought up your 
children. For example, you 
may have been reared in " the 
old country," and you think 
young parents should bring up 
their children as it was done 
there. But there Clre differ
ences, as parents find when 
they go to other countries. 
They have to learn the ways of 
the new country. Even when 
you travel from one part of a 
country to another, you find there are somewhat different 
ways of bringing up children. 

Something about walking 
Some children walk so much sooner than others that I 

think I ought to talk with you a little about it now that your 
baby is 10 months old. After children have learned to sit 
up and to crawl··or sometimes before they crawl--they w~ 
be wanting to pull themselves up into a standing position 
and then to walk. 

The mother will sometimes hold the baby in a standing 
position for a short time, to give him a feeling of what it is 
like. Of course, if his knees buckle and he drops down 
immediately, he is not ready to stand even with help. But 
when he can finally stand it must give him a great thrill. 

Usually the next stage is for the baby to pull himself 
up. He is often in his crib when he does this for the first 
time, or he may pull himself up by a chair. But when he 
stands up, he doesn't know how to let himself down again, 
and it is no fun when he gets tired. You will have to help 
him down. 

After he has been up several times, he will tend to "let 
go" when he starts down, and this is the time when yor 
have to be careful. He may bump down too hard, and tha. 
will discourage him. However, some children don't mind 
a tumble and will get right up and start again. 

That is the way it starts. Pretty soon he can get down 
by himself, often by just letting go. Soon he is up and 
down, and you would think he 
would wear himself out. 

J'hen after the baby has 
been pulling himself up for 
some weeks he can be encour· 
aged to try walking. He won' t 
really walk until he is ready, 
but the mother can give him 
some idea of what walking is 
like by holding him and 
"walking" him along, holding his . hands carefully. Then 
somewhat later, when he seems ready she can kneel in 
front of him and let him take a step or two toward her and 
catch him before he falls. This is a very exciting time for 
both baby and parents··when the youngster takes his first 
steps. 

This is the beginning of the eager· beaver stage, the 
time when he will be into'everything. Now is the time for 
you to check again to see what articles are dangerous a 
remove them from the tables, and see what must be 
protected from prying fingers. 

Chlldren and accidents 
I think you ought to know now that fewer and fewe. 

children die because of disease. Doctors are learoing 
more and more about the control of diseases of all kinds. 
But, accidents are still one'of the chief causes of death. I 
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think we ought to talk a little about these accidents, for so 
many of them take place right in the home. 

You have been cautioned about the baby's bath. No 
young child should ever be left alone in a bathtub. He may 
slip on the soap and go down and not be able to get up 
~ain. A child is badly frightened when he falls and his 

,e goes under w~ter. He does not know which way is up. 
Even when there is not much water in the tub it is a bad 

experience. 
And then there are sharp objects. They should be kept 

away from a child. Scissors are especially bad if they are 
heavy ones. If he pulls them toward him they may fall and 
drive a sharp point into his face. Matches and drugs 
should be put away and kept high out of reach. Crawling 
babies also need to be kept from pulling electric light 
cords out of sockets. Tape plugs so they won't pull out 
easily. 

Most hot objects give a little warning; the baby can feel 
the heat before he gets there, but not all hot objects do. 
He may fall against a stove or start to cross the grating on 
.,.A.x>r furnace and get frightened and fall down. Handles 
01 pots and pans on the stove should be turned in so he 
can't reach them. 

I want to say more about drugs. Each year small 
children suffer great harm by getting hold of and eating a 
bottle of aspirin tablets, or 
other pills or bottles of liquid 
medicines. Kerosene, gaso
line, lye and cleaners are very 
dangerous. Be sure to put 
containers that have poisons 
of these kinds out of reach of 
the baby. Cigarettes and 
cigarette butts should also be 

~ept out of his reach. 
, Guns and hunting knives 

__ ,ould be carefully put away in a place where children are 
not allowed to go, and it is much better to lock them up. If 
you haven't done it, do it now. Sometimes when parents 
are away a youngster who is four, five-or older, gets out a 
gun or knife and shows it off to a visiting child, and 
sometimes you know what happens- -you read the 
newspapers, don't you? 

I have talked with you about streets before. You surely 
know that it takes a long, long time before a child can be 
trusted in the street. While he is young you must know 
where he is every minute when he is near the street. 

I'm talking with you about these things before your 
child gets into trou'ble. Because it will not be long until he 
begins to move about rapidly and that is when accidents 
begin to happen. 

Talking and playing with the baby 
1 Did you know that for the purpose of learning a new 

language, some. modern teachers talle the language, or 
play records in the,language, or use movies in it, for hours 
and hours before they allk the students to spealt. any werds 
in the language? That is why you should talk with a baby 
several times duri~ the day for a few minutes. This is 
br- ~ done by sitting down and playing games with ,the 
baby's toys. You can hold up a doll and name it. Then you 
can cover it with a handkerchief, and ask, • 'Where is the 
doll?" Then merrily uncover it. You can think up all kinds 
of interesting simple games to play . 

. ------ As I said to you in my last message, you should show 
' . ,ctures in the simplest children's books, and name the 
animals and other objects in them. The baby won't be 
able to name things--but you are getting him ready just as 
the college students listen to a foreign language lona 

before they speak it. 
Later I will be talking with you about the fun you can 

have by getting the baby acquainted with the names of all 
kinds of vegetables and fruits 
and other items in the super
market. 

Back to grandparents for a 
moment--they can be great for 
talking with babi~s, too, show
ing an interest in the toys, and 
going through picture books 
time after time, pointing to 
different animals and all the 
things that make up the 
picture world of the baby. 

Fear--new kinds 
Fears are like weeds and grass--they spread. In other 

words, if a child starts out with a natural fear, he may soon 
learn others. For example, if a child gets frightened by a 
barking dog, he may then become afraid not only of dogs 
but also of cats and cows and horses. If a child becomes 
frightened because a stranger picks him up and tosses him 
into the air, he may become afraid of all strangers. 

Never frighten a child even in play. For , instance, 
never hide behind a door and then jump out to scare a 
child, and never scare him in the dark. It is quite different 
to play peek-a-boo with children. Adults like it, and the 
youngsters like it, too. It means hiding, and then 
suddenly coming out into the open again or peeping 
around something. But that does not frighten him for he is 
expecting to see you. 

The child who is afraid does not make friends easily. 
He stays to himself. He is not willing to try to learn to 
solve new problems. 

Are you easily frightened yourself? Most pare,nts 
themselves have fears they wish they didn't have, like fear 
of the dark or of being left alone, or of deep water, or 
thunder storms. They may be afraid of their own parents 
or of their employers, and they may be afraid of not being 
able to make a living or of what is going to happen in the 
world. Of course, some of these fears are reasonable. But 
most of them are not, and every person wants his child to 
grow up as free of fears as possible. Life is much more 
pleasant, and we get more done, when we are not afraid_ 

What do your fears have to do with your baby's fears? 
If a grown-up person shows fear, the baby soon feels it. A 
parent may tell the baby that a barking dog will not hurt 
him, but if the parent is afraid of dogs, he will almost 
surely show it. It doesn't take the child long to understand 
that his father or mother is afraid. I don't really know 
what to tell you to do about this, exeept to do your best not 
to pass on your fears to your child. One mother who wa. 
badly frightened by something that had happened, found 
that she had to stand still and quiet herself before she 
could pick up her baby without upsetting him. However, 
she learned to do itl 

How can you help your baby get rid of his fears? If a 
very young child is badly frightened, it helps to pat him 
and tell him that everything is all right. The best thing 
you can do is simply to keep him away from whatever it 
was that frightened him, though this is sometimes hard to 
do. It seems that babies forget fears when they are very 
young, unless they are frightened again and again in the 
same way. 

When babies get older and don't forget so easily, you 
will have to try to get rid of fears in a different way. This is 
an example. If some day you start up a vacuum cleaner 
and it frightOl1l the baby badly, it doe. not help very much 

~~, . 
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to try to tell him that the cleaner won't hurt him. It is 
better for you to wait until he is doing something that he 
likes to do, and then start the vacuum cleaner in some part 
of the house that is far away from where he is. Don't allow 
the vacuum cleaner to be used close to the baby for weeks 
or even months . Never get it close enough to him to 
frighten him so that he cries. You will find that after a 
while he will decide that the cleaner is not going to hurt 
him, but he has to decide that himself. 

Many children are also frightened by pets such as dogs 
or cats . A dog may have barked too loudly close to the 
baby, or a dog or cat have scratched him. If this should 
happen to your baby, try letting him watch a dog or cat 
through a window, or at a distance, while he is doing 
something pleasant. You will find that somehow the 
enjoyment will help get rid of the fear. You can easily 
overdo this , however, if the dog gets too close too soon. 

A child goes to sleep in a dark room in a few minutes 
after he has been put to bed, if he has been brought up 
that way. But some youngsters have learned to be afraid 
of the dark . There are many reasons for this, but the 
important thing for us is what to do about it. 

When a child has become 
afraid of the dark and does not 
want to go to sleep in his 
room , the only reasonable 
thing to do is have a small 
light in his room, or better 
still , in the hall outside··and ~~ 
leave the door open . It can b~ 
a very small light and still ~ 
satisfy the child. You may . -~ - .. . 
even decide to leave it on all - . 
night , although this should not be necessary. It is only fair 
as an act of kindness to do what will make him feel safe. 

Your child may want you to stay in his room while he 
goes to sleep. This is hardly ever necessary. If a child is 
really anxious about being separated from his parent, you 
may sit with him for a time, but should not try to entertain 
him or allow him to entertain you. Make him feel safe; sit 
quietly, while he goes to sleep. It will not be long until you 
can move out of the room. Soon it should not be necessary 
for you to stay at all. He knows you are not far away 
anyway, and can call you if he really needs you. There are 
exceptions, of course. for example, if you should move to 
a new home there would be a new and strange bedroom 
for the child, and you might sit with him for a while. 
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There are other tears Which come from frightening 
stories, but I will talk about them later. 

The problem of money 
One of the big problems young people have to work out 

is how to use their money wisely. Few young marrie 
people feel that they have enough. This is particulal 
likely to be true if the wife has worked before the baby 
came. She may have added to the family income, but 
when the baby arrived she couldn' t work any more, or 
chose not to do so. 

When the use of money 
becomes a problem, the best 
thing to do is to keep a record 
of how you spend your money 
for a couple of months. Then 
sit down together some even
ing and see how you think you 
could spend your money more 
wisely in order to make it 
stretch further. """ 

Then, each month, set 
aside a certain amount to be spent for food, clothing, 
housing, etc . , and stick to it as closely as you can. You will 
find that you don't follow your plan completely, but it will 
help if you have one. Each of you should probably have a 
small amount each week that you spend as you wish. If 
you don't do this, you will find yourself coming to dislike 
the whole idea of a plan. 

The wife is usually responsible for spending more of 
the money than the husband. She buys groceries and 
clothes and household things, and usually she can make 
better buys than the husband. This is not always the case, 
however. 

'Remember that young people who work out their 
money problems are more likely to be happy than thol'~ 
who spend unwisely and come to the end of the month, 
the year in debt. If they find themselves short of money, 
they may blame each other, and that is bad. 

Moving? 
Moving? Don't get lost in the excitement of packing and 

finding a new home. Keep your issues of Pierre coming so you 
can continue helping your child grow and learn. Send your 
new address and zip code along with all of the information on 
your m ailing label to P ier re Project, Box 276, Austin, 
TX 78767. 
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Pierre's Message 

Even A Baby Needs the Friendship of Other Children 

No. 11 Eleventh Month 

Pierre Talks About ... 

• Babies need friends 

• Helping the child enjoy different people 

• Developing good habits 

• Changes in emotions 

• Temper tantrums 

• Masturbation helps the baby learn about his body 

• Learning to bite 

• When parents feel down about being parents 

• Play is a tool for learning 

Points To Ponder 

1. Babies do not play with other children, but are stimulated by them. Therefore, it is important 
that babies be around other children. 

2. Next to parents, other children may have the most to do with the kind of person a child turns out 
to be. 

3. Babies should be given the opportunity to know and like several people. 

4. It takes a lifetime to develop good or so~ially acceptable habits. If we learn unacceptable habits , 
it may take time to relearn acceptable ones. 

5. Pierre suggests that parents strive to raise a child in an environment with few situations that 
cause the child to become angry. This is not to say that a child should not get angry, just that 
parents should not add unnecessary frustrating situations if they can prevent this . 

Talking It Over At Horne 

1. How can you help your children have friends? At what age do babies need parents to find 
playmates for them? 

2. What are some positive ways to look at and cope with a friend of your child's whom you do 
not like? 

3. Is it easier for a child to get along with people who are younger, older or the same age? What are 
some reasons for this? 

4. ;,Should babies be expected to behave perfectly in social situations? How much learning is 
{necessary for children to learn acceptable behavior? 

5. Do your attitudes about how other people act and think influence what your children believe 
about other people? 



6. How can you help your children change anger into constructive behavior? 

7. What can you do to help a child stop temper tantrums? 

8. Why do children masturbate? 

For More Information 

Ilg, Frances and Louise Ames. Child Behavior From Birth To Ten. New York: Perennial Library, 1955, 
(paperback). 

"Practice What You Teach," Positive Parent Booklet, Southwest Educational Development Laboratory, 
small fee. 

Check the reference list at the back of the Study Guide for additional information. 



No. 11 Eleventh Month 

Even A Baby Needs The Friendship of Other Children 

Have you noticed lately that your baby is interested in 
other babies? He reaches out to touch them. He probably 
understands in his own little way that other babies are 
more like himself than grown-ups. He likes to look at 

Aem and watch what they do. When they reach for toys 
wants to play, too. He doesn't play with other children, 

and won't for some years, but he is stimulated by them. 
So today let's talk about friends. 

He should be with other babies now and then at his 
present age and certainly by the time he is two years old 
he must have a chance to play in the company of other 
children. His friends will in time become very important, 
because, next to you, they will have the most to do with 
the kind of person he turns out to be. You surely want him 
to be a child who will have many friends. And if you are 
good parents and see that he has chances to play with 
them, he is likely to have good friends. 

Even when he is at his present age he probably enjoys 
seeing other children and making noises with them. 
When a child is as old as two yearS he usually still plays by 
himself when he is with another child, but if you will watch 
him you may find that he puts more into it; he plays more 
vigorously. And all the while, he is noticing the other 
child, to see what he is doing. 

We don't have much information about children who 
are not allowed to play with other children, but there are 
interesting experiments with little monkeys which suggest 
that it is very important to their future development that 
t9-e.y have friends t;heir own age when they are very young. 
\ .lr baby, beginning now, or quite soon, should have the 
chance to be with other children. 

Helping the child have friends 
As parents there are some ways in which you can help 

----, baby have friends. First, you can make it a point to see 
.<it he has the chance to be with other children. This is 

especially important from now until the time he starts to 
school. I know that means a good bit of bother. Other 
children cause trouble. They are not brought up exactly as 
you are bringing up your baby, and you will probably think 

your ways are much better. But remember your youngster 
enjoys the young visitor. 

Second, see to it that your baby has a good time when 
he first begins to play with other children . You know what 
I mean. For instance, see that his first playmates are not 
older, rougher children who may hurt him. However, 
some older children are very protective of babies during 
play. You will have to decide which children are suitable. 
You will find that if he gets started right it will help him to 
enjoy playing with children a great deal. 

Third, as a child gets older, let him work out his play 
problems as they come up. In that way he will learn to get 
along with other children. 

Of course, while your child is very small you will 
always be near at hand when children are playing. You 
wouldn't leave a baby alone with another young child, 
especially one who is known to hurt other children, but 
there is little of that. In fact, there is so little danger that 
you wouldn't think of keeping your child from playing with 
other children for such a reason. Just the same you have 
to keep an eye on younger children at play. If one of the 
children bites, or pushes too hard, or takes advantage of 
the other children, you will probably know of this in 
advance, and should be right there while they are playing. 

Fourth, have the children at your own home. When 
your child is older he may 
choose children as his friends 
whom you consider undesir
able. If he does, it is better 
that you have them in your 
own home. There your own 
child may see that the visit
ing child does not measure up 
to the standards of your home. 
But sometimes--and this is 
important--you will find that 
the child you thought was bad is really a grand little 
person. There will be something about him that your child 
will like which you may not see. Parents are often looking 
at dirty faces and hands and overlook such qualities as 
friendliness, play skills, bravery, and a good sense of 
humor, which your child will like. If something is 
undesirable about the visiting child, you may even have a 
chance to help improve him. 

I often hear parents say a child gets along nicely with 
older people and with children younger than himself, but 
that he has difficulty with children his own age. Of course, it 
is easier for a child to get along with adults. Most adults 
understand and make allowances. And it is easy for a child to 
get along with younger children. They know he is older and 
let him make decisions and are pleased to have the' attention 
of an older child. The real test, and value, comes in the child 
getting along with other youngsters the same age. Keep this in 
mind. This is what you should work toward. 

If You Move, Let us Know! 

Send your new address and zip code, along with all the 
information on the mailing label, to Pierre Project, Box 276, 
'Austin, TX 78767. . 
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The baby should Uke many people 
Most mothers and fathers like to feel that their baby 

likes them best. This is all right but it does not mean they 
are. the only ones with whom he can be happy. The baby 
s~Id from the beginning, have the opportunity to learn 
to lIke several people . He should not have to be with his 
mother and father all the time, but should get along well 
with other persons who are friendly with him. With this in 
mind, it may be a good plan for someone else to feed the 
baby now and then and take care of ·him. 

An older child of three or four may cling to his parents 
and be unwilling to have anything to do with other grown
ups , if he has not learned-to like and trust other people. 
So, from now on, if you haven't done it already, give your 
baby a chance to learn that other people like him, and that 
they are not going to hurt him. 

Friends are important, because they open the' way for a 
child to begin to move out from the home. Probably there 
will be two or three of his friends who will influence -hint 
more than all the others put together . These close friends 
will be the ones whom the child learns to love. 

The risk here is that the parent will become a little 
jealous of the child's friends, for ' some parents cannot 
stand the idea of their child becoming fond of other 
people. However, developing friendship with other 
children is natural and important, so find a way for the 
child to accept people outside the home. 

, Taking your chUd out In pubUc 
Some parents think so much about what other people 

are thinking that they are self-conscious when they take 
their children out in public. They are so afraid the child 
will do something "wrong" that they worry about it, and 
say, . 'I'm never going to take my baby out again until he is 
older and has learned how to behave . Why people just 
stared at me' " 

You can't expect perfect behavior from a child 
ever, and you don't want to bring him up in a place off by 
himself. As a matter of fact, you will find that when you 
take a baby on the train, airplane, or a bus, and walk him 
up and down the aisle to let him move around a bit, people 
will smile at you. They understand. When the child is 
older he can walk up and down the aisle by himself without 
risk, and it is all right for him to do so. Some of the 
passengers will be friendly with him, others will act as if 
they would like to play with him but are afraid you would 
not want them to. 

What I am saying is that 
people are far more friendly 
than you think, and they want 
to feel that you are a good 
parent, that you are doing 
¥our very best in bringing up 
the baby. Most people have 
real love and understanding of 
babies and young children-
just as you do. They will make 
allowances even ;' more than 
parents do. If you{are at a restaurant or cafeteria, people 
don't mind hearing the spoon drop once, although they 
don't like it if you just keep handing the spoon back to him 
to drop again. Just leave it, or push it under his chair with 
your foot. Naturally people don't like it if a baby screams 
and makes unpleasant loud noises . After all, they have 
come to the restaurant for a pleasant meal, too. If that 
situation arises you will have to smooth over the situation 
as best you can, try to find the cause, and solve the 
problem if you can. 

Good hablts--why have them? 
You want your baby to have good habits. But as you 

know, i.t takes a lifetime to develop them. Here you are, 
mayb~ m y~)Ur 20's or 30' s and you may still feel you aren' t 
satisfied with your own habits . You know how it was wh 
you were first married, you had to improve some. YL 
didn ' t realize how "sloppy" you were in some , respects. 
Y~u had to learn to .be more prompt about doing certain 
thm~s , such as gettmg up early and getting meals ready 
on time and paying bills on time. 

Now give the baby a chance with his habits. It will take 
a long time for him to acquire them. The main reason for 
having good habits is to make life simple when something 
has to be done often. If you have good habits , you do what 
needs to be done with little thought. Good habits are like 
good manners. They make life easier, and that is the 
reason for having them. 

Nearly everything changes, even anger! 
Nearly everything about the baby changes as you b 

along. For example, your baby naturally gets angry when 
something stops him. At first it may occur when he is 
being dressed. You have to hold his arms and legs for a 
few moments when you dress him. But he doesn' t like 
that. 

Pretty soon he will get angry at himself. You will feel 
like laughing at him. He will try to do something and he 
will be unable to accomplish it, though it may not be 
anything more than trying to get both his hands in a cup at 
the same time . 

And then when he is a little older, he will begin to get 
angry about having to learn to do things for himself, or in a 
certain way. 

I have a suggestion to make to you about anger. T 
this out in your home. Get a piece of paper and jot down 
line or two each time the baby gets arigry during the day. 
Write down each time when it was that seemed to cause 
the baby to be angry. It won' t take long, and you will be 
interested in what you have written at the end of the day. 
(But, of course, do not do this at a time when the baby is 
cutting teeth or is ill.) 

I notice there is a big 
difference. Some parents say . 
their babies hardly ever get 
angry at all, some say two or 
three times a day, and some 
say a large number. 

After you have kept a 
record for a day or two, of 
what makes the baby angry, 
see what you can do to reduce 
the number of situations that 
seem to provoke the baby. This will be interesting for you 
to try to work out. Try to do it without the baby knowing 
what you are doing. 

Then two weeks later make a record again to see if the 
number of anger situations has become smaller. You are 
likely to be pleased with the results. Sometimes paren~ 
are amazed when they look at the written record of wh~ _ 
seems to get their children upset. Some of the situations 
<eould be corrected right away, and life would be so much 
more pleasant. 

You see, it is not a good thing for the baby or you or 
~nybody to have ~nger flare-ups too often. People don' 
hke a person who IS always getting mad. It does not make, 
for friendships, and it is hard on the members of the 
family, but most of all it is hard on the person himself. 

Try this "anger check" with your baby and see how 
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you come out. (And then you might want to try it: on 
yourself!) 

Some parents say they want their children to exper
ience anger and learn to "control" it, but I say to you that 
this is not easy. It is better to see that there are as few 

~ nger-producing situations as practicable in the child's 
environment. You can probably never get rid of all anger 
producing situations but you can reduce their number. 

Temper tantrums 
You will find that the baby mostly gets angry when he 

is not allowed to do what he wants to do. Usually he cries. 
And then some parents punish him. What is he to do? 
There is no way out for him. So what he does is drop on 
the floor and scream, and then his parents and others say, 

"He has temper tantrums." 
When a child has a temper 

tantrum he .. goes to pieces" 
for awhile. He doesn't muffle 
his cries or bite his lips and try 
to keep from getting angry. 
No, indeed. He stomps and 
throws his hands and other 
things around and screams 
without control. 

When this happens--if it 
ever does--it is a good time for 

you to calm down. Don't be afraid the child will harm 
himself. He will probably quiet down, too. If you think he 
is going to hurt himself by hitting his head against the wall 
or the floor, hold him, but do it like the doctor would--that 
is, calmly and without anger. (One of my pelican friends 
says this may be a good time to hold yourself.) 

Sometimes a child will have a temper tantrum just 
ecause he has seen some other child do so, or because he 
as had one in times past and has gotten what he wanted 

because of it. I'm not concerned about children who have 
an occasional tantrum, say one or two a year, but 
something is wrong when a child has a tantrum every day 
or twice a week, or even twice a day as some children do. 
One of two things is true: the youngster is running into a 
wall of "Don'ts" every time he tries to do something, or 
he has found out he can manage his parents by throwing a 
tantrum. 

You have to look into the matter of the number of 
"Don'ts" you are giving him. Try to reduce them to 
one· third to start with. See that he is allowed to do what 
he wants to do whenever it is halfway reasonable. And 
don't reward him for throwing a temper tantrum. Some 
parents almost say, "Oh, well, if you're going to have a 
tantrum, I'll give you what you want." Children sense 
this, and use it as a way of controlling weak parents. One 
rule to follow is: Don't reward a tantrum. 

On the other hand, begin at once to examine your own 
behavior as a parent. Are you stopping the child in what 
he is trying to do, and being rather unreasonable about it? 

If a child has a temper tantrum it may be a good thing 
to take him into another room because it is not pleasant for 
~er people to b({ present when this happens--but stay 
~.ch him, and don't scold. While you are waiting for him 
to quiet down, you can do a little self examination to see 
what caused the tantrum, and whether it could have been 
avoided. 

Substitute If you can! 

maybe you don't like anyway, with which you can let him 
play. . 

You do not need to fill up the child's play space with 
toys--in fact, that is nata good thing to do. The number of 
articles in which a Vtry young child is interested, at any 
one time, is small, but as he grows older there will be 
more. 

Also, you will notice as he grows older his attention 
will jump from one thing to 
another. The attention he will 
be able to give to something 
will be very short. For 
example, he may play with a 
stuffed doll for a few seconds, 
then go to the window and 
look out, and then go to the 
kitchen and ask for a drink, 
then return to his room and 
begin to play with books. This 
sort of changing goes on all day long. The baby is not able 
to give attention to anyone thing very long. 

A few words on masturbation 
As I said to you in my second message, babies are like 

adults, they like to touch the sensitive parts of their 
bodies. Then I was talking about sucking. I was talking 
about how adults like to put things in their mouths, and 
chew gum, and smoke, and rub their lips. 

Pretty soon babies find other sensitive parts to their 
bodies such as their sex organs. Sometimes by the time 
they are a year old, sometimes not until they are two or 
three or even older. But sooner or later most children 
discover their sex organs and finger them just as they 
learn to play with their toes much earlier. 

Parents think it is "cute" when babies begin to play 
with their toes, but they get upset when a baby begins to 
"play with" his sex organs, as they say. I think you know 
the reasons parents get upset. So many of them have 
really suffered because they have been frightened by 
adults while they were very young. And they don't want 
their babies to have the same trouble. 

There are probably still a few parents these days who 
believe masturbation by a young child is harmful, but that 
idea is very old fashioned and most young parents know 
better. 

The answer again is to try 
to develop a more interesting 
play life for the child. Let him 
enjoy playing with sand, wa
ter, dough, crayons·-or any 
kind of material in which he 
shows interest. If he doesn't 
have other play opportunities, 

~~ he tends to play with his body. 
- =i:..J Instead of masturbation he 

-e::J'""" ~ may rock himself or his crib, 
or stroke his hair, etc. As with masturbation, it is only if 
these activities are very persistent or excessive that they 
need to be discussed with the doctor. They usually 
disappear as a child gets older, especially if he has 
chances to be with other children. 

Babies learn to bite 
As I said to you some weeks ago, all babies tend to 

bite. Even my pelicans bite things and they can be pretty 
In an earlier letter I tried to say to you that the way to rough about it, too. 

avoid so much frustration is to have interesting things for A baby bites naturally, and I expect he is proud of it. 
the child to play with. If he is interested in pots and pans, His mouth gives him a lot of pleasure, and now that .teeth 
surely there are a few which you aren't using and which are coming through he doesn't know what to make of it. 
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At first people seem to think biting is cute, especially 
before babies have teeth. After they cut their teeth, it 
hurts if they bite somebody on the hand or the face. 
Babies still don't know they have teeth, of course . And, 
by the way, that is one reason they bite·-their mouths are 
sore and it seems to help to bite on something when they 
are cutting teeth. It is better to be sure they have 
something to bite on, as I have told you before. 

Some parents punish a child for biting. A very few 
even bite back, thinking they are teaching the child not to 
bite. Now, that is very confusing to the baby, and the only 
parents among the animals which I see biting their 
children are the sharks. I can look down in the water and 
see them biting at their little ones. I'm sure no good 
human parent wants to be classed with sharks. All you 
have to do to keep the baby from biting you is to turn his 
head away from you, or move away from him or give him 
something to chew on. 

Children who are older and who bite, often do it 
because they are trying to defend themselves from bigger 
and stronger children, and that is the only way they can 
hold their own. But that has nothing to do with those 
babies who are lea'rning to bite. 

Self -pity comes to most parents 
Sooner or later most young . 

parents feel sorry for them
selves, at least once in awhile . 
They don't like it because they 
feel house-bound and over
worked and the baby seems to 
be getting more and more 
troublesome. He has increas
ing wants of one sort or 
another. Some mothers feel 
tied down and think back to 
the old days when they were free to come and go. Now, 
they can hardly ever get out in the afternoons. 

Fathers, too, feel inclined to self-pity. Formerly, 
week-ends were free for driving or sports. Now, it is 
getting harder to take the baby along, and the weather 
must be considered because of the possibility of taking a 
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cold, and well, you're just tied down more than you 
realized you were going to be . 

I have no easy solution to this . Children really do make 
demands, but parents have needs , too, and the):: must r 
think of their own needs--they will be better parents if they 
do . They ought to work it out so that their own special 
interests can be included in the family plan . I'll talk with 
you again about this in my next message. 

But I think it is a good thing to admit that families are 
confining, and that nearly all people have to change their 
way of living some when they have children. 

Words--Toys and Games--Plctures 
Remember each day to talk with the baby, using such 

words as ball, box, doll, baby, fish, dog , spool, shoe, toe, 
paper, touching or picking up the object and saying the 
word at the same time. The baby probably will not be able 
to name anything at this time, but he is learning. 

Play games with the baby. Cover a toy with a cloth and~ 
see if he knows how to get it; if he doesn't, show him by 
removing the cloth yourself, or help him to do so. Babies 
at this age love to fill up an old sauce pan with objects of 
all kinds, dump them out, and then fill it up again. They 
will hit blocks together, and sometimes stack one on top of 
another, but no high stacks can be expected . You will find 
yourself inventing peek-a- boo games, and hiding behind a 
door, with part of your clothing still showing, and then 
coming out and saying, "Peek-a-boo." (But you'll find 
you can't stay behind the door very long or the baby will 
lose interest or get anxious.) 

By now you can begin to collect three or four children's 
books, all illustrated, but with not too many words to the 
page because later you'll be reading the book and a young 
baby can't give attention to one page more than a few· 
seconds. At first, just turn through and name the animab 
and other things in the book. And then when the' baby is 
older , two or three months, you may find he can point to 
the dog when you say "dog." And then quite a few weeks 
later he will use the word "dog" himself. 

It is great fun for a parent to find the level of 
understanding of a baby and then move along as 
improvements take place. 
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Pierre's Message 

Your Baby's First Birthday Has Come and Gone 

No. 12 Twelfth Month 

Pierre Talks About 

• Toilet training 

• Encouragement and praise 

• Pets and children 

• Allowing the child to help himself 

• What children need 

• Needs of parents 

• Employed mothers 

• Shoes for babies 

Points To Ponder 

1. Having a bowel movement in the potty chair or toilet is a real accomplishment for a child and is 
worth sincere praise. 

2. Once training is begun, children should not be expected to have a bowel movement in the potty 
every time. Accidents will continue. 

3. Children should enjoy bowel movements. 

4. If a baby resists the potty chair too much, it may mean that he/she doesn't understand what is 
expected ofhimlher. A delay in training, possibly another month, may be necessary. 

5. The death of a pet is a very sad experience for children, but parents can help children cope with 
the death by encouraging open discussion and expression of feelings . 

6. It is important for children to learn to depend on themselves. You can provide opportunities that 
encourage independence. 

7. Children need to play with other children so they can learn to like each other. 

Talking It Over At Horne 

1. What are some considerations to keep in mind when deciding how many friends to invite to a 
child's birthday party? 

2. Between what ages are most babies ready to begin toilet training? 

3. What should you do when your child fails to have a bowel movement in the potty? 

4. How old should a child be when a dog or pet is added to the family? What are suitable pets for 
babies? 

5. Why is it recommended that you be patient and allow your children to do for themselves? 

6. What interests and activities do you and your spouse have away from and separate from the 
baby? 



7. If your child is left in a child care facility, is it licensed? Are the caregivers friendly with the 
children? Are the children happy? Have you checked with the Department of Human Resources 
(agency which licenses child care facilities) about your nursery? 

For More Information 

"Developing Toilet Habits ," Ross Laboratories , small fee . 

"Expect the Best From Your Children," Positive Parent Booklet, Southwest Educational Development 
Laboratory, small fee. 

Ilg, Frances and Louise Ames . Child Behavior From Birth to Ten. New York: Perennial Library, 1955, 
(paperback). 

"Your Baby Becomes a Toddler," Ross Laboratories, small fee. 

Check the reference list at the back of the Study Guide for additional information . 
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No. 12 Twelfth Month 

Your Baby's First Birthday Has Come and Gone 

I didn't forget it, but my twelfth message nearly 
always reaches homes a few days after the baby's first 
birthday. Now birthdays are nice when you are young. 
It ' s only when one gets as old as I am that one wants to 
~rget them. 

Your baby didn't understand much of what was 
nappening on,his birthday. Next year, when there are two 
candles on his cake he'll understand more. He may even 
be able to blowout a candle, though it may not make sense 
to him: "After aU," he'll think, "why blow candles out 
when we've just lighted them? Besides, they are pretty 
while they are burning--so why blow them out?" 

When the baby is three he'll be able to blowout the 
candles and will enjoy doing so. Why am I thinking so 
much about birthdays? Well, there are some reasons. 
For one thing, birthdays are times when you can "just 
see" the growth that has taken place in your baby. You 
will remember what he was like last year at the same time. 

Keep a record of the baby's birthdays. Take 
photographs of him and his friends. When he is older 
he (and you) will be much interested in them. 

When he is two he should probably have two friends 
for his birthday celebration. When he is thre~ he may 
have three. Each year you add one more. That's about 
the right number and they increase faster than you think. 
Don't make the mistake of having a large number of ten or 
twelve children when he has his second birthday. It's too 
noisy, too confusing, and tiring on everybody, especially 
tlle mother. Birth<!ays are wonderful for young families. 
'. :ey are times of high enjoyment and are long remember
ed, especially by the children. 

Now, let'~ get practical and keep the promise I made 
some months ago to talk about toilet training. 

r-- Some suggestions about toUet training 
A few babies are ready for toilet training by the age of 

one year, most are not. Really you should wait until the 
baby is at least between fourteen and eighteen months 
old. Some authorities think twenty-four months is best, 
but I know many parents are unwilling to wait that 

longo-even though everything would be easier--and will 
talk about it to-day. 

Usually by now the baby has bowel movements once a 
day and at about the same time. However, some babies 
have them twice. You can tell when the baby is beginning 
to have the movement. You will begin to notice the signs. 
Sometimes he will get quiet and you will hear him grunt, 
and he will begin to strain, and turn red in the face , or he 
will have the movement almost immediately after a meal. 

The toilet chair 
My preference is for a small toilet chair which has a 

potty underneath that can be slipped out and emptied. 
Sometimes the chair is made of wood, sometimes of plastic 
or some other material. The baby should be able to put his 
feet on the floor so he can push. There should be a guard 
in front for boy babies. It is better for the baby to be well 
acquainted with the chair but to learn soon that is is for a 
particular purpose and not something to be used all the 
time to play with. Most parents like to keep it in the 
bathroom. If you do use a seat which attaches to the adult 
stool and which has a foot rest, you should be sure to stay 
with the baby since the height may be frightening 'to him. 

When'the baby begins to give the first signs that his 
bowels are going to move, you can quickly slip off his 
diaper and put him on the chair, talking quietly and telling 
him it is time for him to have "B.'M ." or whatever term 
you have decided to use for bowel movement. Decide ' on 
one term and continue to u~e it. 

You'll be lucky! 
Yes, you'll be lucky if he has a bowel movement the 

first time you put him on the .potty chair. In fact, he may 
have had the movement before you could catch him. But 
he got the idea, at least a little bit. Talk to him, tell him 
that the potty chair is for him to have his bowel movement. 
He will begin to understand. 

It will not be long until you 
are successful, if you just 
don't rush him. In general, I 
would say it is much better if 
the mother is quiet most of the 
time while the baby is trying 
to have his movement. That 
way his attention is not drawn 
away from what he is doing. 
There should be encourage
ment, but very quietly given 
and pauses in between. (Some children are so active they 
won't sit quietly, and it becomes necessary to try out such 
things as reading softly to them, which may be the least 
distracting plan you can follow.) 

If it is clear that the baby is not going to have a 
movement and begins to fret and wants to get up, try to 
get him to think about something else. Even so, you may 
have to let him get up. He may have a movement almost 
immediately afterward. But this is something over which 
he hasn't been able to get control. 

He may even let you know after it is too late that he has 
had a bowel movement, but this is progress, for he is 
getting the idea. 

Always, always encourage! 
When the baby is successful it is worth sincere praise. 
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Tell him how fine it is that he is learning to have a bowel 
movement in the potty. But don't expect him to be able to 
do as well every time .. You have to be willing to accept 
failure as well as success. When the baby fails, say 
nothing, but when he is successful, praise him. Later on, 
when he is older his failures can be discussed with him, 
but about all you can say now--and he\won't underst.md .. 
is, "Maybe you can do better next ~me." 

Stay with him while he is on the p~)tty. He will get up 
and leave if you go away. Just quietly say to him what he 
is to do. Some mothers grunt or give a sound of strain to 
imitate the sounds the baby makes, and that seems to 
help. Be sure the room is lighted, especially if you have to 
leave him for a moment. 

Gradually he gets the Idea 
At first it will be a race to get the diaper off ~nd catch 

the movement, but he will soon associate the chair with 
the movement and sitting on the chair will start the 
movement. Scientists call it conditioning. When this time 
comes you are really making progress. 

Some children want to pick up the bowel movement, 
when they are very small. It is better to say something like 
this, "Yes, I see it. You have done well. Now, let's not 
bother with it any more." And you can cover it with toilet 
paper, but don't hurry too much to do it and don't scold 
him or say, "Dirty, dirty." Then go ahead and clean up 
the baby, and by that time he will be thinking of 
something else. You can then discard the bowel 
movement. 

If everything goes well, children enjoy bowel 
movements. After all, it's getting rid of a certain amount 
of discomfort, and they feel better after it is over. 

What If he fights the chair? 
Sometimes babies cry and want to get up the moment 

they are put on the chair. This is the time when the 
mother should do her very best to calm him by talking with 
him. This may be a time to give him something to hold, 
although as the usual thing, you do not need to give him 
something to entertain him. He has a job to do, but 
sometimes at first you have to compromise a little. 

One thing that may make him cry is that the stool is too 
hard and it hurts when his bowels move. As the usual 
thing, of course, bowel movement is pleasant for the baby, 
particularly when he has completed it. So you will have to 
see to it that the baby's stools are not too hard. Milk 
seems to be constipating for some children and they have 
less trouble with bowel movements as they have more 
solid food. There are foods such as apple sauce, prunes, 
pears, and others which your doctor can recommend. 
These may have to be given to the baby daily. You will 

,soon learn what it takes to make his movements easy, just 
• as you have learned yourself that some foods make a 

movement easier for you. 
If the baby resists the chair 

too much it may mean that he 
doesn't understand what is 
expected of him;i and some 
more' time will have to pass. 
Try him again in another 
month. 

Babies often learn some
thing about movement by 
seeing other members of the 
family sitting on the toilet. 
Tell him you are having a bowel movement, and this will 
gradually help him to understand what is expected of him. 

Never, never punish! 
Even experts disagree on whether there is a place for 

punishment in the life of a child, but I never heard of an 
expert or any sensible parent who punished a child for 
being unable to have a bowel movement. It is har 
enough to get the idea and to be able to perform, witho 
being punished for not performing, or for having a
movement after being dressed again. 

The potty chair will be good for many months, perhaps 
for years. By then the young child will want to have his 
bowel movements, using the same toilet as adults. When 
that time comes, you can get him a seat with a foot rest 
which fits on the adult stool. You have to help him get up 
on it and get down. He can't do that before he is about 
three and a half years old. Also be careful not to flush the 
toilet while the child is still on it. Some children are badly 
frightened- by the rush of water under them. 

By the age of about eighteen months some parents use 
"training pants" which seem to make the baby more 
aware of bowel movements and urination when they occu 
and also seem to make him feel more as if he were gettine 
older and more is expected of him. 

You will remember that we said to give the baby only 
one task at a time to learn. That goes for bowel 
movements and urination. Probably he will urinate when 
his bowels move, but he has to get clearly in his mind that 
he is learning to have a bowel movement. Let him work on 
that for several months until he has good control of it. La
ter he will understand the difference between bowel 
movement and urination. I will be talking with you in a 
few months about training for urination. 

Some day he will take you 
by the hand and ask to go to 
the bathroom, or even when 
he is older will pull down his 
training pants and go to the 
potty himself. Then he will 
come back and tell you, and 
there is reason for a real 
family celebration. 

But don't expect perfec
tion. Sometimes the baby will get so interested in playing 
that his bowel will fill up and he will have an accident. 
However, these will occur less and less often until finally 
the problem of bowel control will be established. 

Are bowel and bladder control important? 
Some parents take the point of view that they will wait 

for the baby to "break himself". Others start too soon and 
give everyone a hard time. The answer is that much 
depends on the country in which one lives and the customs 
that people follow. If one lives in a house where the floor 
is the ground, it is not so difficult to clean up after a baby 
has had a movement on the floor. Or if a grass mat is 
used, he can be taught to go to one side of the mat, or later 
outside the house. But if you have a nice new rug on the 
floor, or a beautiful Oriental one, you as a parent will nnt 
welcome soiling it by the baby. Some cultures such as t. 
North European feature good housekeeping, and want 
their babies trained as soon as it can be done sensibly. 
Others are willing to wait until control is easier. 

However, sometimes it seems that a parent may wait 
too long, and the child gets so accustomed to soiling hi 
clothing that this becomes his pattern, his way of acting. 
and he hesitates to give it up. So there is probably a good 
time .. perhaps around 14-18 months, when it will be 
easiest to start training. 
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In some places a child will not be admitted to a play 
school or nursery school if he is not trained to c.)ntrol both 
bowels and urination. However, some play schools are 
relaxing on this requirement, and may be helpful to the 
mother in teaching controls. 

,r--. 

Pets 
Probably I should write you about pets now, because 

some people get them so early for their children. Of 
course, we pelicans don't have pets, but you do, and you 
get very fond of them. I have seen some parents get a 
little dog for a child no older than twelve months. Almost 
always, such parents expect the baby to act toward the pet 
as if he were four or five years old. 

I have some suggestions 
about animals, and just be
cause I've started talking 
about them, I'll continue to 
talk about dogs. 
1. Do not get a puppy before 

role child is at least two and a 
half years old. 
2. Take care of the puppy 
yourself, because the child 
can't. Don't expect the child 
to accept the full time care of 
the dog even when he is six years of age. 
3. Be careful about letting the dog into the street alone. It 
is a very, very sad experience for a child if his dog is killed, 
and it so often happens I 
4. Be sure you can afford a dog. ·At first, the amount of 
food consumed is small, but later it gets to be more and 
more, and levels off when the dog is grown. 
5. Animals are nice, but they don't take the place of 

umans. The child must have human as well as animal 
iends. 

oJ. Remember that with a young dog there will be soiling, 
and unless you are willing to put up with this and accept a 
long period of training, you ought not to start. If you have 
a big back yard and the dog is an "outdoor dog" this prob
lem- is not so serious. 
7. Remember that dogs are usually wanted at first by the 
parents and not by the child. 

Giving the baby a helping hand 
It is much better if the parents allow the young child to 

solve his own problems, and give him time to do it. He 
enjoys seeing what he can do 
for himself. I know it is hard 
to stand by and watch a child 
try to learn to do something 
that you know is easy for you 
to do. For example, the baby 
tries to eat custard with a 
spoon. Most of it slips out of 
the spoon and gets on his bib 
or on the floor. You want so 
much to help him, and maybe 

):eu want to save tpe custard and the floor. But it is better 
" let him keep ; trying, and give help only as it is 
necessary. Be sure there is enough custard for some to be 
spilled and that there is something to protect the floor. 
You may turn the spoon in his hand so it will be right side 
up, but if you leave him alone he will learn that. too. 
~ 

What every chDd needs 
Now you would think I was silly if I said every child 

needs food and drink and fresh air and sunshine. You 

know that already, although not all children are fortunate 
enough to have all of these they need. But there are other 
things which every child needs and I want to go over a few 
of them once more. 

Every child needs to have 
the chance to learn to use his 
senses. By that I mean the 
child needs to touch, taste, 
see, hear, smell and handle 
things. 

He also needs the fun of 
action. He enjoys using his 
muscles to move about and 
later to run and climb. (You 
want him to be still sometimes, but a child who is always 
still has something wrong with him. Somebody has stilled 
him, perhaps.) 

Every child needs to have the opportunity to learn. He 
wants to find out for himself if he can. This means that his 
world changes every time he learns something new. 

One way you can help the child is to encourage him. 
You do not need to overdo it. Just let him know by words 
that you are pleased that he is learning. Later on you will 
find that you do not even have to say it with words. He can 
tell by your manner that you are pleased when he learns to 
do something new. 

Another way parents can help when a child is trying 
unsuccessfully to solve a problem, ' is to start ,him out a 
different way. The young child usually tries the same way 
over and over again. Show him a new way that will help 
him, and then turn him loose to work by himself. 

You see, in all this you are making the child 
independent, even early in life. He is learning to depend 
upon himself. Remember, I always say that the way you 
start out is the way you are likely to continue. If you allow 
the baby to learn to do things for himself you will be glad 
later. He will be better able to take care of his own school 
work, choose his friends, earn some money and you will be 
very proud of him. 

Now I know that some parents don't want the child to 
be able to do things without them. They want to tie a child 
to them so closely that he will 
not be independent. They 
don't admit this, even to 
themselves, and sometimes I 
think they don't understand 
what they are doing. Try to 
watch that, won't you? 

I know what I am talking 
about--Pierrette and I have 
had so many families. And we 
know how nice it is for a little . --..-. 
bird to learn early in life to do things himself. 

A child needs to be with other children, so that he and 
they may learn to like each other. 

As I have said many times before, a child also needs to 
have love. While he is still very young the love of his 
parents will take care of the need. B~t in time he should 
have the affection of many other people, among them 
some children. 

Now, when I say a child needs something, I mean just 
that. I didn't say, wants something. 

Wanting something and needing it may be different. 
Some children about a year old want to be with their 
mothers every minute, but they don't need to be with their 
mothers all the time. It's the same with grown-ups .. they 
don't need everything they want, and certainly they don't 
get everything they want . . You have to think of it the same 
way with the baby. 

<JI. ..... ,.~ 
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You parents have needs, too! 
You continue to have needs yourself. Just because you 

have a baby it does not mean you have to give your 
complete attention to what he wants or n~eds. 

You should have some time for recreation. You need to 
be away from the baby occasionally, and you'll probably 
be a better parent if you are . You may want to read or 
study or paint or sew, or you may be learning to play some 
musical instrument or work in your church, or do some 
volunteer work in the community. 

The trouble comes when your needs and the baby's 
needs are in conflict. You feel that your need can't be 
satisfied if the baby's is. Now, if you will work it right, 
there won't be many times when this is the case. But if 
there is a time when your needs and the baby's can't be 
satisfied together, I would usually give in to the child's 
needs, particularly when he is young. But it has to be 
some real need of his. However, as I say, if you are smart 
you can usually work it out so as to take care of your own 
needs as well. 

For Mothers who plan to work 
Earlier in my messages I suggested if possible mothers who 

plan to return to wo"rk outside the home try to delay until the 
baby is about a year old. Many mothers need to work to earn 
money and others have careers to which they wish to return. 
Here are a few suggestions for such mothers: 
1. Make as careful a search ·as you can to find a good 
arrangement for your child. Just because a nursery has a pretty 
name.or cunning cut-outs over the entrance is no guarantee of 
quality of care. 
2. Ask the people who license child care faCilities ' at the State 
Department of Public Welfare about any' nursery in which you 
become interested. Ask friends who have used it or others who may 
know this particular nursery. 
3. Visit the nursery. Ask yourself such questions as "Do the 
children seem to be happy? (Look directly at the children, one at 
a time and ask yourself the question.) Then inquire about how 
many children there are per caregiver for young children? For 
older children? 
4. Would there be one caregiver primarily responsible for a 
child? 
5. Do the caregivers seem friendly with the children? You may 
be able to judge by the way the children approach them. 
6. If possible, the principal caregiver' for your baby should spend 
some time in your home, and have the entire .care of the baby for 
several hours, so that when he is moved into a new situation 
there will be at least one familiar person. 
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7. If you can arrange it, have the hours of stay in the nursery 
short at first, and gradually lengthened. 
8. Cleanliness is taken for granted in a good nursery, but you'd 
better check. 
9. There will be days when the baby is sick or has a cold. This 
requires special arrangements for care. Work out in advance a .,..-...,... 
plan you can use when this happens. , 

What about the baby's shoes? 
It is important to watch the baby's shoes. He will be 

much more interested in walking if his shoes are 
comfortable. See that they are 
long enough and wide enough. 
Have you noticed how the 
baby's feet are growing these 
days? Be sure his shoes keep 
ahead of his feet in size. 
Shoes should be longer than 
his feet when he is standing in 
them. 

When the baby's first little 
shoes get too small for him, you should put them away. 
You will enjoy looking at them later. There are a few 
souvenirs of babyhood which parents may want to keep for 
their very own. 

Did you ever thank those 
who send you my messages? 

When the baby was four months old I remember I 
asked you whether you had ever noticed who is sending 
my messages to you, and mentioned that it might be a nice 
thing to do if you'd write and thank them. Did you ever do ' 
it? If not, now that the baby's first birthday has passed Y") 
you' might want to do so--or even send old Pierre a picture 
of your baby I Send it to me at the return address printed 
on the front fold where your name appears, but if you send 
a picture, send me one I can keep. 

If You Move, Let us Know! 

Send your new address and zip code, along with all the 
information on the mailing label, to Pierre Project, Box 276, 
Austin, TX 78767. 
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Pierre's Message 

Children Talk Back 

No. 13 Fourteenth Month 

Pierre Talks About ... 

• Seeing things through your child's eyes 

• The meddlesome age 

• Not a baby anymore 

• Learning to say "no, no" 

• Beginning thoughts about potty-training 

• Learning by mistakes 

• Comparing children 

Points To Ponder 

When a child reaches fourteen months of age, he or she has undergone many changes. 

1. Your child will begin to eat less food, but puts everything in his/her mouth. 

2. He/she drinks less milk, but adds solid foods to his diet. 

3. Your child is curious and likes to explore everything. 

4. Learning to say "no, no" when meaning "yes, yes" is typical of this age. 

5. Your child can be introduced to a potty chair, but it is for motivation only. Diapers are still 
necessary. 

6. Learning to walk and climb is a task to 'be mastered now. 

7. The pacifier may become boring. 

8. He/she begins to "do it myself," showing signs of independence. 

9. Your child still needs routines and schedules. 

10. Your child needs cuddling, love and attention. 

II. He/she will repeat newly learned tasks over and over again. 

12. Every child is an individual and is unlike anyone else. 

Talking It Over At Home 

1. Is your 14-month-old a baby or a child? 

2. How do you provide ways for your child to change and grow? 

3. Do you really like a baby in the house? Do you try to keep your child a baby too long? Why? 

4{ If a 14-month-old is not ready for toilet training, what can you do to lead the way for this task to 
be more acceptable to you and your child? 

5. Can you accept the "downs" as well as the "ups" as your child learns more and more new tasks? 



6. I like my child because he is different from other children in these ways: 
a. 
b 
c. 

For More Information 

Better Homes and Gardens Baby Book, Des Moines, Iowa: Meredith Corporation, 1969 (paperback). 

Your Childfrom 1 to 6, Children's Bureau Publication, No. 30, Department of Health, Education and 
Welfare, Publication No. (OHDS) 77-30026. 

Ilg, Frances and Louise Ames. Child Behavior from Birth to Ten. New York: Perennial Library, 1955, 
(paperback). 

Your Child's Appetite, Ross Laboratories, small fee. 

Check the reference list at the back of the Study Guide for additional information. 



No. 13 Fourteenth Month 

Children Talk Back 

Pierre, our names are Marie and John, and we'd like to 
ask you to talk with our parents and try to get them to see 
things a little more as we do. 

For a year now you have been giving them advice, and 
they seem to like it and we think they have learned a lot. 
But there are some special matters which we wish you 

ould take up with them because it would make things 
.sier for us. We'll take turns. 

JOHN: You see, I can't talk very much yet, just say a few 
words , but I have some feelings which you understand, 
Pierre , and you can help my parents understand. 

I've been walking some, but I still don't enjoy it as 
much as I'm sure I'm going to later. Tommy, down the 
street, seems to enjoy walking more than I do. I still feel 
very unsteady. They tell me I will be nearly three years 
old before I can expect to be completely in control of 
walking. 
MARIE: Another thing, Pierre, I want you to tell my 
parents that I don't like to eat as much as I once did, and I 
think I may even come to eat less. I am getting more 
active and as I run around more I will get more slender and 
won't be a "plump, fat baby" as I once was. I'm not 
exactly going on a diet of the sort my mother keeps talking 
about for herself, but I simply want less to eat. I wish my 
parents would not become excited and think I'm not 
getting enough to eat. I don't want to be fat like my 
grandfather and the doctor says it starts with being forced 
to eat too much as a child. 
jOHN.~ I have the same problem with my parents. They 
don't seem to understand that I am just not as interested 
i food as I am in other things. My parents should see how 
e~.;jily other things ;get my attention. Why, if somebody 
comes into the room while I am eating, I turn to see who it 
is. When I was a very small baby I paid no attention, but 
now I want to be able · to see and hear what is going on 

?-round me. 
4RIE: I know, I am beginning to eat more like a 

6cownuP and I wish they wouldn't try to get me to drink so 
much milk. My father thinks I should have a quart of milk 
a day. He weighs eight times as much as I do, and if he 
drank eight times as much as I do, it would amount to two 
gallons of milk and I don't think my Dad would like to 

drink two gallons of milk a day. Another thing, why do 
they want me to h,\ve so many vegetables? I would like to 
have more choice in what I eat. There are some things I 
just don't like. But I eat most of what they give me. 
JOHN: The same goes for my sle~ping. My morning nap 
is getting a little shorter. I know it will be hard on my 
mother because she has come to depend upon having that 
particular time to do what she wants to do without my 
being around. I still like my long afternoon nap and I'll 
want to keep that up for three or four years. We children 
differ when it comes to sleep. My friend, Alice, next door 
doesn't seem to sleep as much as I do. We're different. 
MARIE: There is this about i;p" 
our naps, though. When we §: 'Y. 
want them, we want them. I 
don't like my mother to put me 
in the bed three days in the 
early afternoon, and then on 
the fourth day take me down
town. I can't keep from 
crying; I get so tired when my 
parents do this . Look for your
self, Pierre. In the afternoon 
on the street you will see people with crying children. 
They don't seem to realize that the chiJdren are tired and 
want to rest and sleep. 
JOHN: It is very important fpr me to have ~nough sleep, 
too, and to have a regular time for going to bed. While I 
was very young I dropped off to sleep even when there was 
a lot of noise. But now, as I get older and am interested in 
what is going on around me, I may stay awake longer 
when I am put to bed, but I rest anyway. 

My parents could help me go to sleep at night. They 
could see that everything slows down when it is time to go 
to bed. No patty cake games should be played, and the 
television and the radio should be turned down or off. 

They should allow the conver
sation to quiet down. (Some
times a story helps as I get a 
little older. Of course when 
they first read to me I was so 
surprised, I didn't know what 
to make of it, but pretty soon I 
will get more interested, and 
will show it, especially when 
my Mother or Father holds me 
and shows me pictures as they 
read.) 

MARIE: If I feel that I am just being put away so that the 
rest of the family can have fun, why then I don't like it. 
And if I can hear the family making a lot of noise after I 
have gone to bed, I think they are having a big time 
whether they are or not. I wish they would be quieter for a 
while after I go to bed until I am sound asleep. 

It will be a very good plan as I get older to ask me 
simply to lie on the bed at nap time and rest for a while, 
not too long, and not try to make me go to sleep. 
Sometimes, if I need it, I will drop off to sleep rather 
easily. 

Naturally, my parents .know that I should have a quiet 
place to sleep. Our house isn't large, so they push my bed 
from their room into the kitchen at night so that I don't 
wake them and they don't disturb me. 
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We get tired too! 
J.OHN: I know what you mean, Marie, when I was very 

small I could go to sleep any time I felt like it. I even went 
to sleep while people were looking at me. Probably I was 
tired and the world wasn't very interesting and I was 
bored so I just went off to sleep. 

Even when I am older I get tired, too, and why 
shouldn't I, because I am moving every minute I am 
awake. You've often heard grown-ups say that if they had 
to follow a child around, particularly after he began to 
walk, they couldn't keep up, and would be very tired at the 
end of the day. 

The world is getting more and more interesting. I see 
things I want to touch and handle. I am " into 
everything" . All of this is 
very tiring for everybody, par
ticularly for me. I get tired 
and don' t know it. I begin to 
fret and cry, without quite 
knowing why. But my parents 
can soon tell. They can see 
that it is because I am very 
tired. H they hold me and rock 
me for a while, it helps. I may 
go to sleep. Sometimes I am 
willing to lie down on a sofa and sometimes I do go to 
Ileep. Sometimes a drink of water or fruit juice helps. 

But don' t expect me to give up easily. I often "fight" 
Ileep. Even though I am very tired, I don't want to lose 
out on what is going on in the world around me. 

Most of the time my parents understand me rather 
well. They should never punish me when I am very tired. 
They may be a bit tired themselves, but they can control 
themselves and I can't yet. 

MARIE: I like to sit in my mother's lap and lean back 
against her while she reads to me. She reads special 
books for children who are about my age. I like to see the 
pictures of animals and hear what they do, and I can name 
a few. I like stories about other children. 

I like to hear stories read over and over again, if I can 
find somebody who is willing to do that. When we get to 
the end of the story, I like to go right back to the beginning 
and hear the story once more. (Pretty soon I will know it if 
some grown-up reads to me and skips a page now and then 
in order to get through in a hurry.) 
JOHN: I love to scribble. One day I got out my favorite 
book which is about Quacky, the duck. 

Also, I have learned to mark with a big pencil. Well, I 
marked up nearly all the pictures in the book about 
Quacky. My mother didn't scold me, but she put up the 
book where I couldn't reach it and gave me some big 
sheets of paper to mark on. Later she read the Quacky 

1 book to me even if it was marked up, and I still like to hear 
the story. 
MARIE: Also, I like wastebaskets. They are so much fun, 
and I never know what I am going to find. Mostly, it's 
paper which I pull out and throw on the floor. But 
sometimes I find;,bottles with caps screwed tightly on, and 
old flowers and little pieces of tin foil, tooth paste tubes, 
and little paper boxes and paper sacks. When Mother first 
found me doing this she said, "You've had a lot of fun, 
haven't you? Now, let's see you put everything backl" 
And you know what, it was just as much fun to fill up the 
wastebasket as it was to empty it, and I did it all by 
myself. But I noticed after that she had a big old 
wastebasket especially for me, and she would put new 
kinds of interesting things in it from time to time, as a 
surprise. It is still one of my most fun toys, more than the 

family wastebasket. Mother thinks by having me put 
everything back she's teaching me to be "tidy." Maybe 
she is. 

. People aren't .. nice .. us 
MARIE: For one thing, people don't seem to like me 
much as they once did. I think that is because I can no\ 
crawl and stand up and walk a little. Not many children 
who are a year and two months old can do as well as I can, 
but I think that is part of the trouble. My walking came as 
a bit of a surprise to my parents. 

When I began to walk I started getting into everything. 
People began to blame me when I was only trying to find 
out for myself. I wish they would put away some of those 
beautiful glass vases and shiny things on the low tables 
because I can hardly keep my hands off them. 

My parents say, "No, no" a great deal. I get awfully 
tired of it. I wish they knew more words. They just say 
"No, no" to most everything I do. 

I would like to have more things to play with--not fanc~ 
toys, but things like tin cans with the sharp edges turne 
down by a good rotary can opener so they won' t cut, and 
small pull and push toys and 
things my mother uses in the 
kitchen, and noise-making 
things. I would like a few 
things I can chew on. But 
mainly I wish somebody would 
sit down and play with me 
sometimes instead of saying 
"Go play with your toys". I 
wish they would understand 
that I like to play with those 
toys a lot better when they play with me. 
JOHN: It cet:tainly looks as if people are turning agains 
me, too. I am afraid there will be trouble for the next fe, 
months. I hope the folks won't be too hard on me, because 
I'm not going to give up too easily. Maybe we can work it 
out so that I can have my way some. and they can have 
their way some. I guess that is the better way. 

We say "No, No" • great deal! 
MARIE: Why Ihouldn't I I.y, "No" a great deal? Other 
people lay it to me so much. Besides, I'm getting 
independent and I want what I want. Sometimes I lay, 
"No" just from habit. I even say "No" when I really 
mean "Yel". Sometimes when I say "No", I'm jUlt 
trying them out to see whether they mean what they say. 
It may sound strange, but when my parents have already 
said, "No" I want them to be finn with me when I 
disobey, because it somehow makes. me feel more secure. 

.... 0 But I hope people under-
.. stand why I say "No" so 

much. It's because for my 
whole life of fourteen months, 
people have been doing thinga 
for me. They don't seem to 
understand that I now want to 
do things for myself, and for 
the first time I am getting 
I can do them. 
JOHN: Also, I can move a lot 

faster, and quick as a wink I'm into things, and that 
surprises my folks. I wish I knew what I am supposed to 
do and what I am not supposed to do. You see, tllat is pa 
of my trouble. Sometimes my folks are in a goOd hum,
and they let me do things one day which they won't let me 
do the next day. That makes it hard on me, because I can't 
learn where to stop if they are that W8v 
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They've started what they call "bowel control" 
JOHN: One day not long ago when I was just beginning to 
have my bowel movement, my mother quickly took off my 

iaper and placed me on a chair that had a hole in it. It 
asn' t a big enough hole for me to fall through, but I was 

.rightened because I had always sat in chairs that had 
solid seats. I didn't know what to do. 

She kept talking to me and telling me to go ahead and 
have a "bowel movement. " I didn't know what she meant 
really, but she talked to me quietly. She was very nice 
about it, but I couldn' t understand what she wanted. She 
kept saying the words. Then she would just be quiet and 
sit there and not talk much. And sometimes she would 
make a sound like a grunt or strain, the sort I make when I 
first begin to have a bowel movement. 

But everything was too strange for me. I couldn't 
understand. I am afraid I was rather ugly in the way I 
acted. I jumped up from the chair and when she tried to 
~et me to sit down I cried and was angry at the same time. 

Jne dressed me and I waited a while and when she was 
busy I had a bowel movement. She didn't scold me. Later 
I heard her say to Daddy, "I think he's too young. Let's 
wait a few months." He seemed relieved. 
MARIE: That's not the way it was with me, John. I 
noticed my mother watching me right after I had eaten. 
Then when I began to have a "B.M." as she called it, she 
slipped off my clothing quickly and put me on my potty 
chair. Everything was pretty well started, so I went ahead 
and did it, even though it didn' t seem right not to have on 
a diaper when I did it. But Mother seemed so very 
pleased. She told me I was a fine girl and that I had done 
well. She took me off the chair and hugged me and told 
me I was growing up. I didn' t understand why all this was 

important, but she seemed to think it was, and I like to 
lease her. 

But the next day was different. I had what some 
people call an "accident". When Mother got me on the 
chair it was too late. She didn't punish me, but she didn't 
praise me either, and I like to be praised. She just said, 
"Maybe next time you can do your bowel movement in the 
potty" . 

I got better and better at it, but many weds passed 
before she could be sure that I would not have an accident. 
Finally, one morning after breakfast when I wasn't even 
ready to have a bowel movement--she just put me on the 
chair. It was a big surprise to me. I began to grunt and 
strain, and pretty soon I did it. And that morning my 
Mother seemed especially pbased. 
MARIE AND JOHN: But we're both getting very tired 
and sleepy, so we'll turn the rest of this message over to 
you, Mr. Pierre. 

Pierre continues 
You see, of course, what we were letting John and 

Marie do. We were letting them tell you how it probably 
feels to be a fourteen-month-old-child. Of course, you 
have forgotten how you felt, but it probably wasn't 
Jiij'ferent from thejr report. 

In order tc) be Sure whether they were right, I wrote a 

onto the furniture, and getting 
into everything and trying out 
just about everything they 
think they can do. They do 
unexpected things such as 
whirling or even wanting to 
use a phone. It is also a nice 
time because they are learning 
to use words and may try to 
kiss people, or may even try to 
wink. Nearly every child has 

his or her own special accomplishments. Some learn to 
dance up and down. They want to go outdoors more to see 
what is going on. 

By now they have learned to handle a spoon rather 
well, and feed themselves. 

I notice they didn't say anything about temper 
tantrums, but when I talked with the mothers they said 
there is some of this. Of course, I have had something to 
say about temper tantrums already. It only means that the 
child is too much frustrated in what he wants to do. Some 
frustration is necessary in life, but you have to study the 
situation as 1 discussed with you in the last letter, and ,et 
ahead of the problem. Some parents say "No" far too 
often, and should think '~positively" as you moderns are 
saying these days. You get ahead of a problem partly by 
substitutin~ something which is all right to do. and you 
avoid as many clashes with the child as you can. 

The common problems that Marie and John listed are 
correct. Children of this age eat less, sleep less, are' 'into 
everything, " have trouble in getting toilet training 
started. (By the way, :'. difference of a few more months, if 
you are willing to wait a bit on toilet training, means just a 
few more diapersr Rather than have a running battle, why 
not wait a few months until the child can understand. 
Everything will be a lot easier. That's the way modern 
parents view the problem.) 

Some mothers said the baby had discarded his pacifier: 
That would seem a quite reasonable thing for a child to do 
when he ha.s no more use for it. But mainly parents are 
worried about the child getting 'into things--into garbage 
cans, dresser drawers. liking to play with cigarette 
lighters, matches, eating dirt, soap, eating only one thing 
such as meat, taking only liquids, having too many toys, 
throwing things when angry, being afraid of the dark or of 
strangers, slapping the parents, or wanting to help wash 
her own hair. 

Well, I think any perceptive parent can go through the 
list and suggest an answer to nearly anyone of th~m. You 
can close your eyes, and by now you can visualize the 
behavior that has led to the practice. I won't suggest the 
answers to any of these. but will ask you to go back to the 
previous paragraph and suggest a "reasonable solution" 
to each problem. It will be a good experience for you. 
Remember that the fourteen month old children are only 
trying to learn about the world by seeing and touching. 
tasting, and testing the things around them. 

Mistakes are a pari of leamIDa 
hundred mothers of their exact age and asked them what I've said it before, and I say it again, "Mis-
their children were doing and what problems they were takes are part of learning," I don't think children could 
having. John and Marie are about right. learn to walk without falling down a few times. They 

r-... For, you see, the next twenty months will usually be would never know what it is like to fall down, if they never 
le time when families face some of their hardest did, and would always be afraid that they would. When 

problems. They are hard because the child is coming into they fan they learn how to break the fan and also find that 
the adult world. After the third birthday it is usually it isn't so bad after all. 
easier. But ri~ht now is difficult. They are learning to As children get older they learn more and more precise 
walk and to clunb. For the present, that means getting meanings for words by making mistakes in using them. 

~,.,.'~ . . 
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People laugh when a word is improperly used or 
pronounced, but that isn't 
very nice for a child is trying to 
talk in the best way he knows 
how. It is better to repeat 
what the child has said--but 
correctly. With this kind of 
friendly help, a child learns 
more easily. Learning to use 
words and pronounce them 
probably never stops . It is 
part of the teaching which 
every home does, and it goes (m as long as you live. 

(You've probably noticed that I've started to say 
"child" instead of baby. That's just a custom. We 
usually speak of a "baby" while he's still in a cradle or 
lying on the floor. But when he begins to walk and talk a 
little and makes his wishes known, we speak of him as 
"child." That means more is expected of him, and he 
certainly expects more of himself.) 

Learning has Its ups and downs 
Une thmg that will surprise you is that a child forgets. 

He does this even after he has learned something quite 
simple. So you have to teach him again. Pretty soon, 
though, he remembers. 

One thing a child does is to generalize. For examp1e, 
when he learns that something hot will hurt him, he avoids 
everything hot. Later, he learns that his mother likes to 
hear him talk, so he tries out talking with everybody. Soon 
he may find that there are some persons who don't want to 
hear him talk, but he has to learn this. As I said, learning 
what not to do is really as important as learning what to 
do. 

When you make comparisons 
When you make comparisons between children, 

somebody always loses out. If there are two children, one 
is made to seem better than another. If there are several, 
one child is usually singled out as being the .. only one" 
who does not keep up with the others or who does not 
conform. Or one child may be held up as a model for the 
others. 

Now it is the easiest thing in the world to make 
children unhappy as soon as they begin to understand that 
comparisons are being made, and it is very impolite, too. 
It's just as if among adults you began to talk about who is 
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smarter, or who plays bridge better, or who is more 
honest. You just don't do such things. You don't want to 
hurt another adult's feelings. You may have the idea, but 
you don't say it aloud! 

That's the way it is with 
children. You would be wise 
to keep comparisons to your
self. Just remember that 
every time a comparison is 
made somebody's feelings will 
be hurt. The child who loses 
out in the comparison will also 

+ 
begin to accept your assess- .... 
ment of hini. And many 
studies have found that when a child thinks he is no good 
at something he will stop trying to learn to do it. 

Comparisons are out of place when it comes to bowel 
training, too. Parents need to realize that just as with the 
development of other skills, children differ in their ability 
to learn to have bowel movements at the appropriate tim 
and place. Parents .should try to feel comfortable aboL 
their baby's gradual progress in learning this skill, and not 
become too anxious, with the result that the child also 
feels so worried he cannot learn. So often this becomes a 
battleground between parent and child, which creates 
conflicts which run over into other areas of living and spoil 
some of the enjoyment parents and children can have with 
each other at this age. 

Change takes place slowly 
One thing to remember about children and the way 

they grow is that change comes slowly. With the 
exception of fears, a youngster does not learn something 
all at once. You may thjnk he does, but when you take the 
trouble to find out you will discover that he has been . 
working at it a good while. ~ 

Children do not develop courage quickly, nor do the) 
overcome their fears quickly. In fact, it would be safe for 
you to assume in all your dealings with your child at this 
age that change takes place slowly. 

If You Move, Let us Know! 

Send your new address and zip code, along with all the 
, information on the mailing label, to Pierre Project, Box 276, 
Austin, TX 78767. 
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Pierre's Message 

Peek-a-Boo Days Are Going Fast 

No. 14 Sixteenth Month 

Pierre Talks About ... 

• Listening to toddlers 

• Testing parents 

• Learning language - teaching children to speak 

• Encouraging the child to potty-sit 

• Learning through toys and play activities 

• Temper tantrums 

• Discipline - obedience, guidelines, limits 

• Importance of posture 

• Mastering one task at a time 

Points To Ponder 

1. Your child no longer looks like a baby. 

2. He/she tests everything - parents' endurance, their knowledge and skills , their tact and 
patience, their love and affection. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

You have a beginner in language development - he/she is trying new words, sounds and 
motions. 

Parents usually try to see how close the child is to beginning toilet training. 

Sitting in the bathroom with your child helps himlher sit on the potty chair. 

Parents are their children's best teachers. Play is the foundation of a child's learning, so you will 
want to keep play active and challenging. 

Tantrums are a natural release for emotions. Uncontrolled exhibitions, though, need parental 
control and discipline. 

You as a parent will want to set limits for all behavior and misbehavior. 

Lots of exercise and physical skills in early childhood build the erect posture needed for good 
health . 

You will want to take your child's changing behavior as a signal of growth. 

Talking It Over At Horne 

1. Is· your child talking back to you or just trying out something he learned from you? 

2. T~ke time to talk to your toddler. How many new words did you hear himlher use this week? 

3. Have you had the courage to see if your child is ready for toilet training? You may be pleasantly 
surprised. 



4. What triggers your child's tantrum? How do you handle the situation? 

5. Do you help your toddler deal with one problem at a time, or is he/she presented with too many 
"new" things to learn or too many rules? 

For More Information 

MP-865 Child Guidance Techniques, Texas Agricultural Extension Service, free from county Extension 
office. 

When Your Child Is Contrary, Ross Laboratories, small fee . 

When Your Child Is Unruly, Ross Laboratories, small fee. 

Your Children and Discipline, Ross Laboratories, small fee. 

Check the reference list at the back of the Study Guide for additional information. 



No. 14 Sixteen Months 

Peek-A""Boo Days are Going Fast 

In my last messages I allowed the children to "take 
over," and they had a few things to say for themselves. 
That was a good start. When your child gets older and can 
~~ally talk and explain things to you,. be sure to take the 

me to listen. If you do that, you will learn much about 
him that you cannot learn in any other way. 

I noticed from the way both Marie and John talked last 
month they feel people don't like them quite as much as 
they did. That is easy to understand. Now they are 
getting into more things. They are on their own. Peek:a
boo days are going. A child still n~eds to si~ and pl~y WIth 
you, but for shorter periods of time. He IS on ~IS way, 
trying to learn about his world, pulling and pushIng toys, 
learning to use arms and legs and every part of the body, 
and is having a great time doing it. 

Writers used to talk of the period from fourteen to 
eighteen years as being a time of "storm and stress" 
because then the young person is trying to become an 
adult. In the same way, from the time a child is from 
about 14 to 18 months of age he is trying to get control 
of his body and make choices as to what he will do, and 
learn a great many new skills. It may be a very trying 
lime. Much depends upon kind firmness in handling 
situations. If this is the way you approach problems, you 
are likely to have it easier, for by the time your child is two 
years old you can talk with him and be reasonably certain 
that he understands. 

The present{ls the testing time for parents 
It was easy to be a parent when a baby was still in the 

crib. He just lay there and occasionally cried, but the real 

are not being given enough attention. Although children 
of this age want their independence, they also want a lot of 
help and love, too. 

What is more, things are 
not going to be as orderly in 
the house for a few months : 
You can count on that, so it 
won't help to worry too much. 
As I said in my twelfth letter, 
furniture might be soiled, so 
make slip covers for it. If they 
get soiled, you can wash them. 
You can't take the time to 
notice every time a baby with 
dirty hands wants to climb up in a chair. It will mate a 
wreck of you if you do. This does not mean you're going to 
turn the house completely over to the child, and allow him 
to do everything he pleases. You shouldn't. But you can 
work it out so as to allow a child to do what he needs to do 
and still run a household that feels right to you. 

Teach the child to speak clearly 
This is a wonderful time for parents to show interest in 

language. If your child has not begun to use ~any. words 
he will soon do so, and a great deal of learmng IS now 
taking place. This is the time for you to speak clearly so 
that the child will learn to speak clearly, too. However, 
there is no need for you to be over-anxious for him to 
speak before he is ready. There is a chance, you kn.ow, 
that you will make him anxious in turn about speakIng. 

One reason for the child to speak clearly is that other 
people talk to him when they can understand him. If they 
can't make out what he says they will stop trying. They 
will be embarrassed, and what is worse, the child will be 
unsure of himself and will not try so hard to speak to other 
people. 

Of course, the parents must be careful never to shame 
the child if he cannot speak clearly. This is probably the 
worst thing a parent can do when it comes to learning 
speech. 

In general you reward your child by recognizing it 
when he speaks clearly, and when he speaks poorly you 
say nothing about it, but repeat the words as they should 
be spoken. There is a reasonable limit to this, howev~r, 
because nothing spoils the use of spontaneous speech hke 
being stopped constantly for corrections. 

Does knowing a word give a chUd control? 

test is now when the child starts moving around the house One thing I hear is a parent saying, "He knows better, so 
nd making himself a member of the family. The big test why doesn't he do better?" Now I understand the difficulty, at 
,r the parents is whether they can work out a place for least part of it. The child has learned a word for something 

nim so that he can have rights and be happy. As I fly and the parent thinks because the child knows the word, he 
around the country I keep my ear cocked for those families 
where the sixteen months old children cry too often. It ought to be ~ble to do what he has talked about. . 
probably means that the child is being stopped every few But nothIng could be further from the truth. ~ will try 
minutes from doing what he wants to do. Or maybe they to illustrate what I mean. You adults use a lot of bIg words 
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these days. You talk about 
computers as if you really 
know something about the 
way they work. (Now, I know 
that some humans do, but 
really not very many.) That is 
the way it is with the child. 
He soils himself and then 
comes running and tells you 
about it. You think. he should 
have been able to control _ 
himself better just because he can talk . Or, he will 
pun something from the table and ~rea~ It and tell yo~ 
about it. But he had no way of know1Og 10 advance that It 
would break. So you see, knowing words at this age has 
very little to do with controlling what will ~appen. Later 
on, when he is older, however, language w111 help a great 
deal , as he learns what causes things to happen. 

A few more words about toUet training 
Parents write many letters to Pierre the Pelican, and I 

notice that along about now many of them refer to toilet 
training. Some parents start too soon and have to stop for 
a time. Others would like to just look the other way and 
forget the whole matter. But by the eighteenth month I 
would certainly try out the child to find whether he is 
ready. If it is clear he doesn't understand and resists 
strongly, I would wait two or three months and then try 
agam. But once you feel the child understands and you 
begin to get results, it is better to keep right on. 

When you pick up a cue--and sometimes it is easier 
than you think.--get the child on the potty quickly, but 
gently. Don't frighten or startle him. He may go right 
ahead with the movement. As I said in my last letter, this 
is the time for you to encourage him, tell him he has done 
well. but don't expect it will happen so easily every time. 
It may not. 

Sit with the child while he is trying for a bowel 
movement, and be quiet, making only little imitative 
sounds of the sort the baby makes. 

ToUet training and personality traits 
Some people have thought that the way a child is toilet 

trained has a permanent effect on his personality. I doubt 
very much that this is the case. What is more likely, 
however, is tha, the harsh parent who punishes the child 
for soiling is likely to be a harsh parent in other ways as 
well-·before and after toilet training. If a parent expects 
the child to do things before he is ready, this will be found 
not only in toilet training, but in other ways. If, on the 
other hand, the parent waits too long for toilet training, it 
may mean that he waits too long on most of the behavior 

7 expected of a child. 
Toilet training should never be allowed to become a 

battle ground between parent and child. The child has a 
hard time learning "voluntary" control of his bowels. 
"Voluntary" means that he can determine the time and 
place of the m.ovement, and this takes quite a bit of 
learning. { 

ChOdren are eager to learn 
Sometimes I think. you parents don't realize how very 

much children want to learn. Even before they can talk 
they are handling things, trying to find out what they are 
like. And then when they can talk they begin to name 
things. They want to know, "wha' dat?" And you have 
the fun of teaching day after day until the child knows the 
names of many, many of the objects in the world about 
him. At a little later time he will want to name the parts of 

his body, and that is fun, too. 
Children like to scribble 

with a pencil, smell different 
odors, walk on tiptoe, push a 
pedal to lift the top of a 
garbage can, and empty ash 
trays- -all kinds of interesting 
experiences. 

When he gets a little older 
a child wants to know what 
makes things work, and wants 
to help make them work. There are some toys that can be 
taken apart and put together again. Wheels can be put on 
cars, boxes within boxes, little cups within cups. Blocks 
can be piled, but with no design, of course. They are 

simply to be piled up and then 
pushed over. This is a chance 
to be a good parent, in helping 
the baby develop vocabul 
and in helping him to unde.
stand how things work. This 
will give a feeling of knowing 
more about the world in which 
he lives and will give him 
great satisfaction. Some 
children seem to develop their 

investigative spirit at this age, and carry it along through 
school, and into their life work later. 

Of course, one big help you can give will be in showing 
your child that it is fun to learn and that you yourself enjoy 
learning. This will be particularly the case when he is 
older. 

Extra energy 
As everybody knows, children of this age seem to have 

a lot of extra energy. They move most of the time. They 
are into things, poking and pulling and tugging. That is 
the way it is with all young animals. An example is our 
young pelicans. They move around rapidly and we have a 
hard time getting them to stay close to us. We even peck 
them lightly to get them to come back under our out
stretched wings, so they will be in the shade. and be quiet. 
This is important when the temperature is 150 degrees as 
it sometimes is on the mud lumps in the Gulf of Mexico 
during the summer. 

All you have to do is look at a young child, moving most 
of the time while he is awake, and then look at a 
grandfather sitting in a chair reading. He looks like a wax 
statue, for he may not move for several minutes. People 
tend to quiet down as they grow up. Some day, when you 
have the time, go to a school where there are rooms from 
kindergarten through high school. Look at the children in 
kindergarten and notice how they move around. Then 
peek into the room of the first graders, and then the 
second, and on up through high school. Keep in mind just 
one thing, moving around. You will find that there is less 
and less motion as you go up the scale. Even in a sch 
where there is freedom to move around there is k~a 
movement. Probably children move less and think more 
as they grow older. 

There will be times when your child is growing up-
times, particularly when you are tired--that you . 
wonder at the energy he shows and will also wond 
whether he will ever slow down. He will, and at the tim" 
that is right for him. 

If you slow him down too much by restricting his 
freedom of movement now, you will not do him a favor. A 
child who is quiet has sometimes been "squelched". And 
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while some children get quiet from squelching, others get 
more and more restless . . 

.A second look at temper tantrums 
If you say "No" too much and keep stopping the baby 

from doing what he wants to do, it will make him angry, 
just as it does any grown-up who is constantly being 
stopped from doing something. It also hurts the baby's 
feelings so. that he cries and cries. W~en he is angry and 
screaming at the same time we call it .il temper tantrum. 

As parents, you won't like it if the child has a temper 
tantrum. He may drop down on the floor and scream and 
kick. You must not give him what he wants when he tries 
to get it that way. I would remove him to another room 
and stay with him. He will not cry long when he finds that 
he will not get what he wants by having a temper tantrum. 

But the important thing for you as a parent is to ask 
yourself if you could have worked it out so he would not 

r--\ave had a tantrum. Were you unreasonable in what you 
wanted the baby to do or not to do? Could you have gotten 
him to do something else instead, something that was all 
right for him to do? It is much better to see that he gets 
what he needs by being a pleasant person. Go to a little 
trouble yourself to see that he gets what he needs when he 
is pleasant. It is not good for a young child to get what he 
wants by crying or getting angry, but he may have to use 
that method unless you see that he gets it by being 
pleasant. Children are more likely to have temper 
tantrums when they are tired and hungry. You can 
prevent some tantrums by seeing that your child gets the 
rest and food he needs. 

Discipline again 
~ Let me say again, I hear the word "discipline" a lot 

these days. It means different things to different people. 
I think some of them mean they want their children trained 
so that they will do what ·their parents want them to do 
when they want them to do it instantly--and not ask 
questions. 

Some people want their children to obey just like 
trained animals. Now I thought you people had the idea 
that you wanted adults to think for themselves. It seems a 
little strange to me for you to expect a child who is trained 
to obey without question ever to have much of a mind of 
his own. He'll expect somebody to tell him all along, 
won't he? He will have a hard time learning to think for 
himself. 

Other parents permit more 
freedom but want a child to 
obey without question in a few 
situations. For example, if a 
parent calls to his child to get 
out of the street because of 
danger, he wants him to come 
out of the street quickly, and if 
the parent tells him to stay out 
of the street he wants him to 
'tay out of the street. 

There is a certain amount of that kind of behavior 
which you as a parent must insist on for your child's own 
good. But if you are not careful you will extend the "do as 
I say" attitude to all a child undertakes during the day. 

~ There will be many times when a child must conform, 
when he must behave in certain ways. You can and should 

youl' judgment. If you feel unsure of yourself anyway, 
then when your child stages a revolt you won't like it. This 
is nothing new, for you have it with other people, and you 
parents even have it with each other. You know how it is 
about clothes, for example. A husband will get downright 
angry when his wife tells him he'd better not wear a 
certain necktie. You see, he had some doubt about 
wearing it himself, but he didn't want anybody to tell him. 
And it's the same way with a dress which the wife puts on. 
The husband had better not say anything about it not 
being nice, for his wife already knows it isn't. Well, you 
like to think of yourself as managing your child, though of 
course you sometimes feel you may be wrong. Every 
parent feels that way. When the child objects or rebels, 
it's like the necktie or the dress. You come to your own 
defense in a hurry. . 

Controlling chUcken 
Maybe you have gotten the impression that I think 

children should be allowed to do entirely what they please. 
No, no, I never said that or even thought it. Parents must 
be able to guide and control their children. They must 
work it out so that the parents decide important matters. 
Children expect this, and are unhappy if their parents 
don't have any rules which are to be obeyed. What is 
more, parents are unhappy if they lose control of their 
children. 

You see, it comes around to this. You have almost 
complete control over children when they are very young. 
As they get older you give them opportunity to decide 
some things for themselves. This does not mean you are 
losing control of them. It means that you are allowing 
them to attain gradually the independence they must have 
in time. Gradually you give them certain other decisions 
until when they are seventeen or eighteen years of age 
they will really be making most of the important decisions 
themselves. It is a very gradual process, but at no time 
will the modern parent feel he cannot participate in the 
decisions if good judgment is not being shown. Older 
children will feel that they are safer when they have 
parents upon whom they can depend for help in 
controlling themselves, and that is something they like. 
Of course, you need to set a good example by controlling 
your own feelings and actions. 

SettlogUmlts 
I hear you people using the term" setting limits" these 

days. It means that there is a limit beyond which a child 
cannot go. For example, he may play with paints on 
paper, but not use food in the same way. He may play in 
the yard, but not in the street. I like the idea of some 
limits. ·It means a child cannot go on and on, and have no 
limits to what he is permitted to do. But it also means that 
within those limits he has considerable freedom. 

To me the idea is sensible, for as children grow up they 
will find that they have to conform to some extent. They 
will find it in the school, in traffic, and in all kinds of jobs. 
It is helpful to them if they begin in their way to learn 
something about how far they may go. I think this is one 
way parents can begin at an early age to have secure, 
confident children. But as you teach your child to stay 
within limits, it is important that you be patient and kind. 

The chUd accepts responslbWty for mistakes 
explain to him why--right then, or later. But there will still There are some strange parents in this world. One 
be many times when you will give him as much of a chance type is the sort that say's, "The baby is so little and 
to make his own decisions as possible. helpless, he doesn't understand. We must shield him 

One reason it makes you so angry when your child from his mistakes such as spilling milk, and falling 
doesn't do what you want him to do is that it challenges doWIL" Now, how do you think a child can learn if he does 
!.~\ Pierre is broul/ht to you by the Texas Department of Community Affairs Early Childhood Development Division, 210 Barton Springs Road. Austin, Tx. 78704 



not know when he has made a mistake? 1 have said that 
over and over again to you. You don't have to tell him he 
has made a mistake. He usually knows it, and already 
feels bad about it. Don't "rub it in." 

But worse, when you "protect" a child from his 
mistakes you usually try to make excuses for his failure. 
You "soften things" for him, you blame somebody else, or 
you may even say you were responsible when you weren't 
at all. It is good if the child learns early to take 
responsibility for his own mistakes . Because of your 
experience and your superior wisdom, sometimes you will 
feel like saying, "I told you so," but he will like you less if 
you do, just as you hated to hear your parents say the 
same thing. 
It is not so hard to admit 
mistakes as an adult if you 
learn to do it when you are a 
child. Some grownups can 
hardly admit they make mis
takes. They always have to be 
right. They will not admit 
their poor judgment. They 
have to blame their failures on 
somebody else or on some 
situation . Such persons 
should not be in positions of influence, but they sometimes 
are, and then they cause trouble for everybody. When 
your child makes a mistake, try to find a way for him to 
make up for it--such as helping to wipe up spilled milk. 

What is 'posture' in a chlld? 
Some parents look at their children and see they are 

pot-bellied, and wonder if they will ever be any other way. 
Yes, they will. I can assure you. A baby lies down during 
most of his first year. While doing that he isn't making 
the muscles in his abdomen strong, just as you wouldn't if 
you lay down for a year. Also, some of his organs inside 
are bigger by comparison with the rest of his body than 
they will be later. When he begins to walk he begins to 
develop his "standing up" muscles. They pull his 
"stomach" into place, and by the time he enters school he 
has hardly any pot belly at all. The same goes for posture. 
Children will gradually straighten up in most cases, if they 
are getting the right diet, and a reasonable chance to play 
and grow strong. Posture comes with growth. But you 
must remember that just as people don't have the same 
size and shape, in the same way they don't all have the 
same posture. 
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Unfortunately some children continue to have poor 
posture , and it handicaps them throughout life. The right 
kinds of exercise help . During 
the time when a child is 
growing rapidly and changing 
physically he should have the 
experience of doing all kinds 
of muscular actions. This is 
running, jumping, climbing, 
carrying, swinging, hammer
ing, building, and a lot of jllst 
running around and rough and 
tumble (though not too much 
rough and tumble, if somebody is gomg to become 
frightened or badly hurt.) All this will be good for his 
posture . If you want your children as they get older to 
have flat stomachs and good posture, you would do well to 
see that they have the advantages of plenty of active play 
while they are young, and it ought to be all kinds of playr. 
Then remember that over-fed, fat children get that way 
when they are young, and continue fat as adults. 

One problem at a time 
The child likes to work on one big problem at a time 

such as walking or bowel control, until he has a good start 
on solving it. For one thing, there is quite a bit of 
excitement in starting to learn something new. You will 
remember what 1 said in one of my other messages about 
babies liking to stay with their old habits. And when his 
parents want him to change, there is a certain amount of 
upset in learning the new way. If a child is asked to start 
work on two or three new problems at the same time, it 
may be too much for him. He may have great difficulty in 
solving any of them very soon. 

That is probably why the next few months art. 
considered difficult ones. There is so much new learning 
to be done, and the tasks tend to "pile up" so that one is 
not fully mastered until a child is asked to do something 
new. 

Moving? 
Moving? Don't get lost in the excitement of packing and 

finding a new home. Keep your issues of Pierre coming so you 
can continue helping your child grow and learn. Send your 
new address and zip code along with all of the information on 
your mailing label to Pierre Project, Box 276, Austin, 
TX 78767. 
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Pierre's Message 

Dear Parent, Keep a Level Head! 

No. 15 Eighteenth Month 

Pierre Talks About ... 

• The charm and challenge of 18-month-olds 

• Immunizations are important 

• The child begins toilet training 

• The child loves mother and wants her nearby 

• Experiencing failure for the first time 

• Learning lots, talking lots, "cussing" a little 

• Television and its influences on learning 

Points To Ponder 
1. At a year and a half, your child will challenge you in every way - poor eating habits, erratic 

behavior, biting and maybe bad language. 

2. Failure at a task may be a learning experience for your young child. 

3. Your child is exposed to both constructive and destructive behavior from the television programs 
he/she watches. 

4. Your child needs lots of time outdoors fo~ exercise, learning about nature and trying new things. 

5. The foundation for your child's health is established now. You will want to provide health care 
and protection for himlher. 

Talking it Over At Home 
1. How up-to-date are your child's immunizations? Do you keep a record? 

2. When do you enjoy your eighteen-month-old the most? The least? 

3. List in order the five most difficult problems you have with your child. Ask your spouse to do the 
same. Compare lists and talk about the differences. 

4. How will success or failure in childhood affect your child's life? 

5. How do you handle profanity and unacceptable language? 

6. Write a broadcasting network or a local station if you dislike shows provided for children's 
vie~ng. 



For More Information 

Ilg, Frances and Louise Ames. Child Behavior from Birth to Ten. New York: Perennial Library, 1955, 
(paperback). 

Parents'Magazine, Parents' Magazine Enterprises, Inc. 

MP-1084 Talk With Baby, Texas Agricultural Extension Service, free from county Extension office. 

Your Baby Becomes a Toddler, Ross Laboratories, small fee. 

Check the reference list at the back of the Study Guide for additional information. 



No. 15 A Year and a Half 

Dear Parent, Keep A Level Head! 

These may be difficult days for a parent. Some say 
eighteen months is the hardest time for parents and child 
to understand each other. Certainly the time from now to 
about two and a half is likely to be trying. Your child is 
making an effort to be on his own just as much as possible. 

You want to help him, but he doesn ' t want to be 
helped . You see him try to lift things that are too big for 
him, and he gets angry because he can't. You don't know 
what to do . You're a modern parent, and you want to give 
him a chance to see what he can do and let him have the 
satisfaction of doing it. But it takes up quite a bit of your 
time . You could do the tasks so easily for him yourself. 

r- , you could stop him from doing lots of things, but you 
--In ' t want to do too much of that, either. 

So , what can you do? Well, you will probably decide 
first to let him try to see what he can do . You won't help 
him too much, because he will then get the idea that he 
can do more than he can, or he may get the idea he can't 
do anything alone . You ' ll try not to stop him too many 
times . But what is perhaps more important , you ' ll try to 
keep your sense of humor these days . It won't be long, 
really, until this part of the child's development will be 
over . You will have to think of all kinds of ways to handle 
situations as they arise. I wish I could be there at your 
side to make suggestions , but you can probably do the job 
better by yourself. 

On the other hand, this is a charming period, and the 
development of your child is a delight to watch. There is 
so much new learning that is taking place . Not everything 
is as bad as my first paragraphs sound. 
1 

Immunization Reminder 
A year ago, I urged you to start taking your child to your 

doctor or a public health clinic for immunizations. If you have 
been doing that acc()rding to the recommended schedule, your 

ld now should qave received all the boosters necessary 
until the kindergarten years. To be sure, check with your 
doctor or a public health clinic. Even though such diseases as 
diphtheria, polio, whooping cough, tetanus, measles and 
rubella are fairly uncommon nowadays, they can flare up 

""'-""ain if too many parents forget to have their babies 
.tmunized. 

What is your child doing? 
I've asked parents what their eighteen months old 

children were doing, and here is what they said: 

"He gets his coat or shirt and says, 'Bye , bye ' ... 
"She tries to sing now." "Is interested in watching 
television , especially cartoons ." "She puts two words 
together to form sentences ." "He blows on his food when 

it is hot." "He has started to 
do what I ask him to do. " 
"Brings her pillow to show us 
she is ready for bed. " "Likes 
to turn on faucets . " " Moves 
chairs to cabinet and tries to 
climb." ' ''Tries to say any, 
word I suggest to her." 
"Looks at his own picture and 
calls his name." "Enjoys 
songs like ' Old McDonald Had 
a Farm '. " "Does not like dirty or wet diapers ." "Tries to 
brush his teeth," " Tries to climb out of baby bed." 
"Loves shoes and shows everybody when she gets 
something new ." "He can eat his own food by himself." 

What are your problems? 
But then, I asked, "What kind of problem-s are you 

having with your children? " And the parents had plenty 
to say on that point also . They reported such problems as : 
"Toilet training." (Yes, it is a problem at this age, and 
we 've already talked a great deal about it. If you have 
begun, be gentle and reasonabl<: and expect the child to 
perform for you, and he probably will.) By the age of 
about eighteen months some parents use "training pants" 
which seem to make the child more aware of bowel 
movements when they occur, and also seem to make him 
feel more as if he is getting older and more is expected of 
him. 

Other problems were such as the following : 
"Getting him to drink his milk ." "He now slaps back 

when slapped." ("And where did he learn to slap? " asks 
Pierre.) "Wakes three or four times during the night." 
"Will not go to bed before 9 or 9 :30. " · 'Very, very active 
and bad temper. " "She has a temper and she is bad, too; 
slaps at people, which she gets a spanking for." (Interpret 
that one, too, dear reader.) "Getting her to remain in her 
bed all night." "Eats furniture . Eats paper and books." 
"Wants all my attention." "Likes to bite." "Pulls things 
out of pantry." "Doesn't eat well all the time." 
"Sometimes eats a - lot and then she eats hardly 
anything. " "I can't get her to eat vegetables." "Wean· 
ing him from his bottle ." " She won ' t drink enough milk 
from her cup." "Whining and crying when I leave her; 
this stops as soon as I get away." "Insists on putting his 
full cup down on the mat· 
tress . " "He doesn't want any 
clothes on, except shoes and 
socks." "She is into, on, 
over , around, under, and part 
of everything." "Is not eating 
as well as she used to." 
"Wants to eat too much 
between meals." "I can't get 
his bottle away from him. He 
seems to need it for security. ' , 
"He used one bad word .and he can't seem to forget it." 
"He won't sleep anywhere but in his -bed, so we have to 
stay at home most of the time." "Won't go to sleep 
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without somebody in bed with her." "He wants to touch 
everything in the house and break it." "Wants to be held 
when I am cooking." "Thumb sucking while twisting 
strand of hair." 

Maybe you thought you had problems, but as you read 
the list you see what other parents consider problems, too. 
Also, as you read the list you have enough understand
ing of children by now to see how some of these parents 
have dropped into a way of behaving with the child that 
has allowed some very unpleasant habits to develop. If 
you wr.!!!d go back through the list of "problems," I 
suspect you could give an explanation to account for at 
least half of those that have arisen, and you could suggest 
what the parent might now do that would help. 

There are all kinds of words that are sometimes used to 
describe children at this period. They are called willful, 
stubborn, hard-headed, and negativistic. A child who was 
pleasant enough to live with a few months ago may not be 
that way any more. "What is wrong?" the parents will 
ask. The answer is that your little child is growing up. He 
wants to decide a few things for himself. Scientists call it 
the "struggle for autonomy." He is experiencing a 
growth stage, and it is one of the most extreme ones that 
you will find during his life. Don't take all of this too 
seriously, but just go on as if the things that have to be 
done are going to be done·-eating, and bathing, and going 
to bed. He will say "No" and then go ahead and do what 
both you and he know has to be done. Generally speaking, 
you humor him into wanting to do what you want him to 
do. 

And then sometimes it is all right for you to let him lose 
out on something that is fun when he keeps saying' 'No." 
Not much of this, though, but enough to show him that he 
has to think ahead a little before he says "No." The nice 
part is that the "No" period is likely to pass. Youwon't 
notice when it does, but your child will say the word less 
and less. One good practice is to avoid asking questions to 
which his answer is certain to be "No." Just go ahead and 
do for him or have him do what needs to be done. 

Attachment to mother 
If a child of the present age of yours has always been 

taken care of by his mother only, and then is separated 
from her for a long period, it is very, very hard on him. (I 
am not thinking of an hour or so, or a day, but several 
weeks or permanently because of illness or death or some 
other reason.) He had always been able to call on his 
mother to take care of his needs, not just for food; he now 
feels the lack of her love. And, in spite of his desire at this 
stage of his life for "autonomy" the child is closely 
attached to his mother. Without her he will become very 
sad and unhappy and there may be strange effects. At 
tjrst he may cry a great deal and get angry, trying to find 
,out why his mother is not near him. 

If somebody else takes the place of his mother and she 
returns later he may not want to have anything to do with 
her-·she had deserted him. 

If he is taken c.,re of by another person for a time, and 
then another persop, and then another--always losing the 
person he had come to love·-he may become very 
depressed and stay that way. 

The children who do not show this upset at being 
separated from their mothers are those who were brought 
up partly by other people than their mothers. These might 
be grandmothers, or other adult members of the family, or 
friendly outsiders. Perhaps it would be possible to say 
that when a child is brought up that way his love had been 
attached to many persons instead of just one, his mother. 
So, it would seem reasonable, when one considers that 

every family is subject to risks of one kind or another and 
life plans change, that all children should be given 
opportunity to develop affection for several other 
people--in addition to the mother. 

Learning and forgetting in a chUd 
You sometimes think that because you can learn 

quickly a child can, too. As a matter of fact, a child seems 
to learn and then forget, and you must teach him many 
times over. Don't be impatient because one of these 
days--I can be almost sure--he will have about as good a 
memory as you have. But that will be about ten years from 
now. 

The amazing thing is that understanding seems to 
unfold in the same way that growth of the body takes 
place. The child has to develop .strength to crawl and lift 
himself to a standing position, and only after many months 
have passed can he run well and have good balance. It is 
the- same way with understanding and learning. 

When the child fails 
Here is a caution, and I want you parents to remember 

itl Many times what you think of as a "failure" I don't 
think of that way at all. You see, when a person learns 
something, he learns what to do and also what not to do. 
When a child "fails" a problem, he has learned at least 
something of what not to do. In learning to eat with a 
spoon there are many ways not to do it. When we watch a 
child use a spoon nicely we forget how much he had to 
learn not to do. Those were the ways we considered 
failures at the time. 

Some parents get all upset 
and ashamed when their child 
fails to do something they 
think he should be able to do. 
This is very hard on the child. 
They blame him and offer ex
cuses for his failure to other 
people. A much better way to 
look at "failure" is that some
thing is only partly learned. 
When you think of "failure" 
this way, it seems less serious. No child fails completely 
to learn. 

If a child really fails quite often he gets discouraged 
and may become timid. Now I know there are many 
reasons why children are timid, but this much is true--no 
child can keep on failing without being damaged by it. 
Nagging a child when he fails or in other ways 
discouraging him is one of the big reasons why children 
get timid. Work it out somehow so that your child 
succeeds a good part of the time in what he tries to do. 
Children live up to our expectations for them. If we expect 
them to fail or act stupid or clumsy or stubborn--and tell 
them so--they will live up to the "picture" adults paint of 
them. 

The child is in a rather difficult spot. There are 
grownups all around him. They are bigger and stronger 
and smarter. He feels all this as he grows up. One reaSOl 
I know he feels it is because he boasts so much. By the 
time he is three or four he says that everything he has is 
"bigger" or "better" than something that belongs to 
somebody else. You know, of course, that grownups who 
boast are usually afraid they have failed or are going to fail 
at something. 

Try to see to it that your child doesn't feel too bad 
when he has failed at something. This is the important 
part. Praise him for trying. See if you can get him to feel 
he will probably soon be able to do it if he keeps on trying. 
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Enjoying learning 
.It.'s fun to !earnl And it's as much fun for grown· ups 

as It IS for a child. All over America these days grown· ups 
".,.-..... are continuing their education 

and are enjoying the learning 
of new skills and the getting of 
new information. But more 
than that·-it's good for the 
child to have parents who 
enjoy learning. 

The more you enjoy learn
ing, the more your child is 
likely to enjoy it, too. Later on 
you and your child may learn 

something together. For example, you may have always 
wanted to learn more about flowers, or gardening, or shop 
wo.rk--but this "learning together" will not be possible for 
qUite a few years. There are probably many things you 
\.q,ve wanted to learn to do as you were growing up, but 
<.Juldn't because you felt you didn't have the time or the 
money. Of course, I know that you may feel you have even 
less time at present, but decide now that you will start 
some new sort of learning yourselves. It is good for you. 

I need to say to you again what I've said last in my 
~welfth message, and that is·-keep up your outside 
mterestsl Don't feel you have to be with your child and 
think of him every minute. It will be better for him and for 
you if you will keep up with your friends by doing some of 
the th~ngs they do, by going to study groups and 
entertamments, by volunteering for service in hospitals or 
schools or churches, or doing some kind of community 
w~rk. Y?U will, of course arrange for good care for your 
hdd while you are away from him. 

This calls for planning. You have to think ahead and 
., ?rk it out so ~ou can do. these things. If you just go along 
without planmng you will find that somehow you will not 
be able to get away from family tasks. 

Something else is very important to remember these 
days, and that is your husband. Some husbands by now 
begin to feel left out of things. 
While the baby was very small 
the husband may have felt his 
wife's time could very well be 
given almost entirely to the 
baby. Now the time may be 
here for you to check up on 
yourself to see whether you 
and your husband are having 
the fun you should have 
together. As I've said before, 
children are wonderful, wonderful, but they are not 
supposed to take the place of the fine feelings that should 
continue between husband and wife. There can be both 
~~w. ' 

ne~ words. Make some comment that develops further 
the Idea he has expressed. Let him know in a nice friendly 
way that you a-xe pleased he is learning more and more 
words. 

As a child nears the age of two the increase in number 
of words used is enormous. One little girl I know used 
thirty words at the age of fifteen months, and by the time 
four and a half months had passed she could use seventy
five word~. One study showed that the average number of 
words which a two-year old can use and understand is two 
hundred and seventy·twol 

Profanity and rough talk 
By profanity I mean swearing and smutty talk (Did you 

notice one mother complained her child had learned a bad 
word which he just wouldn't forget? There were others I 
didn't quote.) There seems to be quite a bit of smutty talk 
these days. As I fly about the country I hear more and 
more of it. 

Most countries of the world have two kinds of 
language: street and family. Street language has dirty 
words that are not acceptable in the home. Using such 
words is often a way of showing off, or it may mean a 
person is not ~ble to say what he wishes with ordinary 
words, or that he enjoys shocking people. 

Now, I am not here to talk with adults about their 
words, but a child speaks the words he hears. When 
profanity and smutty talk come out of the mouth of a child 
it sounds quite different, and sometimes sets the mother 
and father back on their heels .. This is your cue to dean up 
your own speech, and you will be surprised at how soon 
the undesirable words will drop out of the vocabulary of 
the child. . 

Sometimes people outside the family take delight in 
teaching a child to use rough words, and they may even do 
it when the parents are not around, so as to give a big 
surprise to the parent{l. When this happens the parents 
are usually very much surprised, and they ~how it. The 
child sees he has said something unusual, and he says it 
again and again. 

The only thing to do now is to pay no attention to the 
use ofthe word, with a bored "Yes, I know" attitude, and 
not let any reward of any kind come as a result of the· use 
of the word. Pretty soon it will drop out. The child may 
use .the word for several days, but if nobody pays any 
partlcular attention, he will stop. To punish him would be 
strange to him since you have been liking it so much when 
he learned a new word. Just pay no attention, and that 
will be punishment of the better sort. 

Meantime, parents who are in such a situation should 
check to see if there are other words which the child will be 
using if they are not careful. This should be a signal for 
them to clean up the sort of language they are using at 
home, for that is what the child is learning. To repeat, 
use only words you want the child to learn. There are a lot 
of these. 

Talking Is becoming more Important The Influence of television 
.-. You've probab.ly noticed.a ne~ word every few days. One of these days we will talk about the enormous 

.Jere are great differences m chlldren when it comes to influence of television on children, some of which is good. 
speech, but most ?f them .by now have begun to enjoy the B~t t~levision is increasingly 
use of words, partlcularly if you show you like it when they brmgmg street language into 
!earn a new one. The child soon learns a word is the home and the parent has 
~por~ant. It. ge~s the other person to understand, and no way of knowing in advance 

metlmes usmg It takes the place of trying in other ways when these words will be 
get somebody else to understand. He can say "eat" spoken. Parents do not like to 

now, and it ~eans, "I am ready to eat," and he doesn't hear well known television 
hav~ to take his mother by the hand and show her his high personalities using words they 
chaIT. would be unwilling to use with 

Gi h'ld their children. 
~~~ ... e your c I every encouragement when he learns I.... Most countries of the 
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world have decided that television is too powerful a 
medium to be allowed freedom for individuals and groups 
to make up programs without supervision . In the United 
States, it was decided to take the risk, because it was felt 
the people who make up the programs would keep their 
ideas and language suitable for broadcasting directly into 
homes . But this self-censorship of television is breaking 
down. It needs lots of citizen interest. 

If you as a parent have found a program offensive and 
you feel it is harmful to your child, take down the names of 
the sponsors of the program -- there may be two or three- 
and write letters to the Presidents of the companies that 
sponsor the program. If you will call your public library 
and ask for the reference librarian, she can look up the 
names and addresses for you. Write a letter in an honest 
and straightforward manner and say why the show is not 
good for your child, and how it could be improved. Send 
copies of your letters to the Program Director of the local 
broadcasting station . Television officials say they offer 
the public what is desired , so you can have an active part 
in letting them know the kinds of speech and the kinds of 
programs you want your child to hear and see. If there is 
too much killing and brutality and hatred shown--say so! 

If all the young parents who receive my message 
to-day would take this suggestion seriously , they would 
see a great improvement in television language and 
programs . There would be less street language and the 
ideas that go with it. 

You will notice your child getting increasingly 
interested in television, and that is why attention will be 
given to it in some of my future messages. 

HGrowth from inside" and learning 
"Growth from inside" is development which takes 

place rather much without the parents helping at all. This 
is illustrated by such matters as swallowing, walking, and 
running. 

And then there are such skills as the use of words and 
numbers, which are certainly learned. 

The problem for the parent comes from not knowing 
which is which . When is a change due to "growth from 
inside?" When is it due to learning? Both are nearly 
always involved. If a child seems to learn something fairly 
easily it usually means he has matured to the point where 
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he can learn what you are trying to teach him. If learning 
is too difficult, you had better wait. 

You know children differ so much in what they can do 
at a particular time. Some children will always have more 
of certain abilities than others . You humans have ,........-.., 
phrase, " It takes all kinds of people to make a world. " 
And I guess it does. That goes for ability to learn, too. 
However, there are qualities to be considered other than 
how bright a person is . Some examples are health and 
vigor , pleasantness , persistence, friendliness and interest 
in particular topics . If I were you I wouldn 't think too 
much about learning ability . Let your youngster go along 
at his pace. At least, the rate at which children learn 
depends also on such things as interest , aptitude , and 
health . Teach him what he is able to learn without too 
much difficulty . There will be , a great deal of that. 

I have to laugh at you humans , sometimes. A man will 
fuss around getting just the right wrench to take off a nut 
or twist a pipe. And he will 
tell you he can't possibly do 
the job without the right 
wrench, and probably he 
can't. But that same man--or 
his wife--will expect a child to 
do something before he has 
the tools to do it with. And the 
tools develop from the inside; 
you can't see them. They are 
muscles and nerves working 
together. For example, you put a child of eighteen months 
on a tricycle and try to get him to push down and around 
with one foot while he relaxes the other , and then 
alternate. Well, a child at eighteen months can hardly do 
it at all and if he does , it will take a long time to really 

- learn. But when he is two and a half or three years old h 
has the "tools" inside his legs, and he can make a tricycle 
go all over the place, and learn quickly . See what I mean? 

Moving? 
Moving? Don't get lost in the excitement of packing and 

finding a new home. Keep your issues of Pierre coming so you 
Ican continue helping your child grow and learn. Send your 
Inew address and zip code along with all of the information on 
your mailing "label to Pierre Project, Box 276, Austin, 
'TX 78767. 
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Pierre's Message 

It Seems I'm Getting Absent-minded 

No. 16 Twentieth Month 

Pierre Talks About ... 

• Spacing children in a family 

• Bowel control still a problem 

• This period of parenting may seem difficult 

• Sleeping with parents 

.• Children's hurts and hospitals 

• Teasing - play or ridicule? 

• Leaving children behind on vacation 

• Reading and play activities 

Points To Ponder 

1. You may be thinking about having another child. Spacing is a part offamily planning. 

2. Bowel control is still not mastered. 

3. Your child will show definite signs of independence. 

4. Your child will test you to see ifhe/she can sleep with you. 

5. Your child will love the attention and bandages he/she gets over small scratches. 

6. You are a "must" if your child is in the hospital. Stay with the child, if possible. 

7. Teasing may be play and fun, but if your child is embarrassed or hurt, it is not appropriate. 

8. Your child still needs the security of having you near if possible. Postpone free-from-kids 
vacation. 

9. Twenty-month-olds like to be read to and to play with play dough, crayons, water and sand. 

Talking It Over At Home 
1. Is your family complete, or would you like another child? 

2. Are you letting toilet training master you or have you learned to let the child master this task? 

3. When a child is allowed to sleep with parents, who receives the pleasure and who receives the 
inconvenience? 

4. How do you feel about your child's hurts and illness? Can you handle them or do you want a 
doctor's opinion? 

5. How do you feel about teasing for yourself, your child or your family? What is too much? 

6. 00 you think parents deserve time alone, a night out, a weekend away and/or vacation from the 
children? 



For More Information 

L-1523 (PV) Discipline, Texas Agricultural Extension Service, free from county Extension office. 

L.1542 (PV) Expressing Feelings, Texas Agricultural Extension Service, free from county Extension office. 

L-1543 (PV) Growing Up, Texas Agricultural Extension Service, free from county Extension office. 

L-1522 (PV) Play and Your Child's World, Texas Agricultural Extension Service, free from county 
Extension office. 

When Your Child Is Sick, Public Affairs Pamphlet No. 441, small fee. 

Your Child and Sleep Problems, Ross Laboratories, small fee. 

Check the reference list at the back of the Study Guide for additional information. 



No. 16 One Year and Eight Months 

It Seems I'm Getting Absent-Minded 

Many families are already beginning to think about a 
second child. You will remember in my first message I 
talked with you about family planning. Parents will have 

decide for themselves how much space they would like 
have between children. Many parents seem to feel that 

three years is about right. That way the older child will 
have had a chance to develop a reasonable amount of 
independence and not be pushed off her mother's lap 
without having her early needs for full mothering 
satisfied. What is more, she will have a great deal more 
understanding if she is older. 

Of course, your first baby could have come as a 
surprise, and the second may come the same way. How
ever, such babies can be loved as much as those the family 
plans to have . In any case , families along about now begin 
to talk about the next baby and the appropriate time for 
having one . 

If a second child comes by the time the first child is still 
not two years old, there is not much you can tell her about 
the coming baby or explain to her, but she will have 
feelings about it. With older children of three or four or 
five, it is a good idea to get a child ready for the coming of 
a new baby in the family by explaining as much as you 
·can. 

Why be in a hurry for a second chUd? 

Baby." I hope you don't need it before then. 
There are other good reasons for waIting a while longer 

before having a second child. Your first child by then will 
be just about fully toilet trained, with both bowel and 
urination control and thC!-t will make things easier. Then, 
too, spacing children further apart gives husbands and 
wives much more time to enjoy their marriage , and to save 
money for their home and chjldren. 

Let's talk some more about bowel control 

As I look back over the letters sent me by mothers, 
they say that at twenty months bowel control is still a 
problem. So, in spite of the fact that we talked about the 
subject in my twelfth, thirteenth and fourteenth 
messages, let's talk some more about it. The topic is so 
important to parents . 

Some mothers keep reporting that the baby is putting 
up a very strong resistance to the potty. Sometimes a 
child is serious about this ; often she isn' t . Sometimes 
when she is loudest in her resistance, she is just about 
ready to change her mind, and work with you . Be 
pleasant, but kindly firm . As I said previously, find the 
time of day--often the first few minutes after 
breakfast- -and put the child on the potty chair when she 
first begins to strain. Later, you can put her on at the right 
time and she will start at once . 

If she has two bowel movements each day, as some 
children do, you will soon learn when the second one is 
coming, and can work with her on that, too . But you may 
not .have as good luck as on the morning movement. 

Act as if you expect to get results and she is more likely 
to cooperate. You will, of course , praise her when she 
succeeds. When she has a movement later , you can 
always say, "Next time , let's be a big girl and use the 
potty. " 

Although you can overdo the " big boy" or " big girl" 
approach, the child will gradually get the idea that she is 
supposed to perform like other people who are older. She 
wants very much to do what older boys and g irls do, and 
they all use the potty or the toilet. 

I wouldn't say too much about urination right now. It 
is hard enough to get the idea of a bowel movement, 
without speaking of urination as a separate process. 

She gradually gets the idea that there is a difference 
between the two processes, and later on when you begin to 
train her for bladder control she won't think she has to 
have a bowel movement every time she sits on the potty. 

You may say it will be good for the first child to have a But I would train for bowel movement first , and pay 
t>--other or sister. ;'. You may say that the older child will very little attention to urination. I would wait until the 
t ... ve tq stop being selfish or noisy, or so demanding of child gets the idea of a bowel movement clearly before.I 
attention_; But be careful! I can practically say for certain began to work on urination as something separate. You 
that having a new baby doesn't help; it may increase know -how it is, I keep saying to you that a child likes to 
problems with the older child. Unselfishness comes much learn one thing at a time. And you will find that when they 

ter , and not from having to give up things to a new baby. begin to work on urination, they may have a few mistakes 
nother baby is not going to make the older child on bowel movement. I wouldn' t be at all surprised. They 

pleasanter to live with or decrease her demands for get mixed up. 
attention. You don't force improvement in an older child Now is a good time to put your child in training pants if 
by having a new one. you haven't done so. There are several good reasons for 

When your child is nearly three years old I'm going to this. It makes her feel more grown up to have training 
have a special message on "Getting Ready for the New pants rather than a diaper. She is proud of her new 
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underpants which are somewhat like the ones Daddy and 
Mother wear. Also, she has more freedom to move around 
when she wears training pants, rather than a diaper. (Of 
course, you may still use the diaper at night for a time.) 

When the child has an accident with training pants I 
think she likes the idea less . You see, she had become 
accustomed to a diaper and had come to think of it as the 
proper place to have a bowel movement, but with training 
pants , a new requirement has come to her and that is to 
keep them clean. 

Most parents make too much of toilet traimng It's just 
one little part of life which a child has to master, and she: 
will get there if given a little time. 

Parents have much the same problems 
I'll bet my last message was a surprise to you. You 

didn't realize how many different kinds of problems 
parents have with their children along about now. You 
probably said to yourself, "Well, at least I don't have all 
those problems; maybe I'm lucky." Perhaps you are, but"! 
wanted to give you some idea of the variety of troubles 
which parents have··and I also wanted to give you some 
idea of what children are wanting to try to do these days. 

There doesn't seem to be much doubt about it, the year 
you are now going through is the hardest. The reason is 

simple; your child is trying to 
learn to. do things for herself 
and be a person in her own 
right, and that is wholesome 
and good. To a certain extent 
you want her to learn to be like 
other people, to develop food 
and cleanliness habits that are 
more like those of grown·ups. 
Although, she wants to be on 
her own, she doesn't quite 

know how to show you or tell you. So she screams, says 
"No," and "Don't," and seems at times to resist nearly 
every suggestion you give her. 

Of course, not all children are that way, but most of 
them offer resistance during their second year, and some 
of those who are hardest to deal with are "sweet as can 
be" (some of you mothers say) part of the time and you 
wish they "would be that way all the time ." I think a fair 
question at this point is to ask you whether parents are 
pleasant all the time . But maybe we ought to pass that up! 

At this age some children are trying to dress 
themselves, and help mother around the house. They are 
doing a lot more talking and forming sentences, not long 
ones, but sentences just the same. Turning light switches 
off and on is great fun for them, as is turning knobs of 
doors. Speech is becoming clearer, and the twenty 
month old child will go into the next room and bring 
something when you tell her to do so. 

1 She will pick up her toys (with some help from you), if 
you make a game of it, and will try to imitate nearly any
thing you do. By now she does 
reasonably well in feeding 
herself. She likes to Pry to 
count, but you caij.'t be sure 
she knows much about num
bers . She may want to try to 
comb her own hair and will go 
and get her coat. Sometimes 
she is willing to slide down a 
slide that is not tliV long, say 
eight feet. She likes for you to 
read to her from a book, but her attention span is very 
short; there shouldn't be more than a few lines to a page in 
young children's books. They like to turn pages quite 

frequently . (Hook your finger under the page you want 
your child to turn to or she may "turn" the w.hole book 
closed in the middle of your reading.) 

But your child !pay still be having trouble getting along 
with her parents. She may not want to sleep in the 
afternoon; she may bite people; she may still want he 
bottle; she may even bend her feet so it is hard to get he_ 
shoes on. Mothers complain that she still won't eat 
vegetables. Some will not drink milk, and some will drink 
only milk! Most parents complain that children of this age 
"won't mind." 

Wants to sleep with parents 
Sleeping with parents is something which is done in 

many places of the world. This is sometimes because of 
lack of warmth and also space. But wherever parents have 
two rooms and there is not too much cold, the parents 
nearly always choose a different room in which the child is 
to sleep. 

But, as we have told you from time to time, children 
like to continue any habit they begin, and if you allow thi. 
first child of yours to sleep with you, she will want to 
continue it for years . Some children will not go to 
sleep--even in their own beds--unless the mother lies 
down beside them until the child has gone to sleep. It all 
got started wrong, didn ' t it, if this is the case? Children 
should learn early to sleep in a room by themselves , or 
with other children. 

If you are in a situation now where your child will not 
go to sleep without you, you can explain to her that she is 
big enough now to sleep by herself, and go out and get 
busy at something else . Of course , she may not like this , 
but you must be firm. Leave the door partly open if this 
seems necessary for a time. After she is asleep you may 
close it. (Be sure to provide a favorite bed toy.) 

Some parents complain that their children wake up am 
wander around at night. Sometimes this comes from 
sleeping too much during the day--which the mother may 
be glad for her child to do because she is out from ' 'under 
foot" when asleep. Undoubtedly, also, children 
sometimes have bad dreams which wake them and they 
want to be reassured and made certain they are safe and 
loved before they go back to sleep--in their own beds. If 
you give enough calmness and story reading and lullabies 
at sleep time--in short, enough security and attention--a 
child will usually settle down quietly to sleep. 

When a chUd gets hurt 
By now your child is here, there , and everywhere. She 

stumbles and falls and hurts her toe, or bumps her head 
when she raises up under a 
table, or a bug bites her, or 
she cuts her finger on a sharp 
edge of some sort or a broken 
piece of glass you had not 
found, or picks up the wrong 
end of a match that has just 
been blown out. It hurts, it 
burns or bleeds perhaps, and 
she 'cries. What should you 
do? 

Nearly all parents soon learn how to handle the 
situation. If it's a small bump, a magic kiss and a little 
rubbing will help , together with something to call her~ 
attention away from the hurt. You can give real comfort t. t 
a child when she has been injured--first by doing , 
something to relieve the suffering, and at the same time 
by showing her you want to help her. A bandage is good if 
the skin is broken, and it calls her attention to the process. 
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But, be a little careful about too much sympathy. Your 
attitude should be , "Too bad, too bad, but let's fix it up so 
that you can play again right away." 

Going to the hospital 
r Sooner or later, I suppose some children will be gomg 

.. hospital for a shorter or longer period. When this time 
comes it may be very hard on a child. Even if it is a short 
stay it may seem long. The child may never have spent a 
night away from her mother in her life , and it is especially 
important to her to have mother near when she doesn't 
feel well. There are some hospitals where a parent is 
allowed to stay in an adjoining room, or even in the same 
room with the child. This is a splendid arrangement, and 
you should follow this plan if at all possible. In some 
countries all the members of the family come to the 
hospital to stay with the sick one, but in the case of a child 
the mother is the essential person. Many modern 
hospitals have the mother with the young child as much as 
possible . 
""" When you know your child must go to the hospital tell 

her so the day before. Explain that she is going to where 
the doctor works , and that she needs to be there in order 

that the doctor can make her 
well . She will not understand 
completely but will see that 
you are in earnest , and will 
feel better about the trip to the 
hospital. 

If you must take your child 
to a hospital where you can't 
stay right with her , it is very 
unkind to slip out of the room 
while she is not looking. It 

akes her very , very anxious when she sees she is alone 
h strangers. She feels abandoned and may not get over 

__ ..:f fears easily . Try to stay with her long enough for her 
to get used to the place and to the people who are going to 
take care of her. Show her you are friendly with the doctor 
and nurses and that they are fr iendly too and will take care 
of her. 

If you do have to leave her, explain exactly when you 
will be back, and then keep your promise. When you go, 
don't " drag it out. " Go promptly but let her know you 
love her and are not deserting her . The things to keep 
repeating are that she is in the hospital to get well, that it 
won ' t be for. long , and that you will be back . Some doctors 
think it ' s a good idea to leave and then come back briefly 

.to give the child the idea that you're not leaving her for 
good. 

Toys help. Bring along one or two of your child' s 
favorite toys and put them right in the bed with her. This 
will make her feel a little more at home . 

If your child has to stay in the hospital or is ill for many 
weeks or months , it is better if you talk with a doctor who 
has special training in the care of hospitalized children. 
He will tell you what to look out for , and how you can be of 
help to the child after she returns home. 

Teasing 
We pelicans l ik~ to sit on the posts out in the water 

along the coast of the Gulf of Mexico and enjoy the sun. 
Every once in awhile somebody comes along and throws a 
rock at us to make us fly away. That's teasing. We aren't 

ely to get hurt, but we don' t like it. 
That 's what teasing is , it ' s having fun to the discomfort 

of somebody else . I have noticed adults teasing children, 
older children teasing younger children, stronger children 
teasing weaker ones, and many children teasing one child. 
Teasing of this kind isn't good for anybody. 

Any person who is too much of a teaser is usually not 
making her way with people her own age. So she "takes it 
out" on somebody who is younger or weaker. Oh, she may do 
it in the name of humor, and may say she was only "kidding" 
when she makes a child cry, or may ask "Can't you take a 
joke?" But just the same she is actually enjoying hurting 
someone smaller or weaker than herself. 

You have to watch your child and protect her from too 
much teasing. Mild teasing borders on humor, as when 
one teases and gets teased in turn. But when it all keeps 
going one way and a child is losing out over a period of 
time, you had better think in terms of a different play 
situation, or a change in those who play with a child. 

Adults can be just as unpleasant teasers as children, 
and some youngsters are made almost hysterical from 
teasing, because they can't do anything about it , 
especially with adults. I guess the reason I wanted to talk 
with you a little about teasing right now is that it is a 
timely topic . Some adults seem to take a particular delight 
in teasing children about a new baby. 

Most people hate teasing, and so do I. We pelicans 
hate to be teased about our big noses . And we don ' t like it 
when you humans say, " His beak can hold more than his 
belly can. " I notice you don't like it either when 
somebody refers to your increasing waistline , or your 
slipping hairline, or some facial feature which you can't do 
anything about. 

Moving? 

Moving? Don't get lost in the excitement of packing and 
finding a new home. Keep your issues of Pierre eoming so you 
can continue helping your child grow and learn. Send your 
new addr ess and zip code along with all of the information on 
your mailing label to P ierre Project, Box 276, Austin, 
TX 78767. 

A vacation for father and mother?--not yet 
Some mothers and fathers get to feeling sorry for 

themselves about now. They have been pretty tightly 
cooped up since the baby came along about twenty months 
ago. Besides, sometimes they didn' t really get to take a 
honeymoon trip and they think now would be a good 
chance to do it. 

Be careful! This is not the 
time. Wait until next year. If 
you go now, you will go in the 
very midst of your child's 
greatest need for you, especi
ally if you leave her in the 
company of somebody she 
doesn't know. If you were to 
go, you would find when you 
came back that she would 
cling to you every moment, 

and wouldn' t let you out of her sight. This would give you 
an idea of how much she had missed you. 

If you must leave her, be sure your child is with 
somebody she knows very, very well. Maybe it will be her 
grandmother and grandfather. If they love her and she 
loves them, things probably will be all right. They will 
think of interesting things to do. You should allow her to 
take along some of her favorite toys to her grandparents' 
house, and that will be good. If she has a favorite stuffed 
animal or a soft blanket she uses to go to sleep with, be 
sure it is on hand. But never, never leave her for several 
days with complete strangers--no matter how capable they 
are--not at this age, unless there is a great emergency. 
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Playing with "messy" things 
I wonder if you adults have ever had the pleasure of 

modeling in clay? You may have, and for some there is no 
greater fun . Sometimes you can model a figure that is a 
comic, or you may wish to make a model that really looks 
like somebody. 

Children get the same fun out of working with creative 
materials . They like sand, because it can be piled up in 
such interesting ways. They like water and will sit and 
pour back and forth from one vessel to another. (Here is 
one caution, however, never leave a child alone for a 
moment when she is playing in water in the bathtub, or in 
a portable pool in the back yard.) 

A child the age of yours likes to make big lines on 
paper. One good way of doing it is to go to a wallpaper 
store and purchase rolls of a discontinued pattern. You 
can then let the child draw on the back of a roll to her 
heart's content-with a large pencil, chalk, crayola, or a 
narrow paint brush. Then you can tear off the section she 
has drawn and save (and date) it if you want to. As the 
years go by, you will be surprised at some of the drawings. 

And then there is mud in 
every country of the world, 
plain mud. If a child is given a 
small amount of water, she 
can mix it with dirt and have 
plenty of mud to roll into balls, 
to smear on some special spot 
you have given her, or to make 
"mud pies" or just have fun, 
squeezing and patting the 
mud. 

There are some play materials that can be twisted, 
shaped, pushed into a mold, rolled into a ball, or even 
hammered flat. All children like these formless materials 
which they can use . At first they will merely push them 
around, but by the time they are about three years old they 
will begin to make models, and when your child tells you 
she has made a horse, well, if you will use a little 
imagination, you can see that she has made a "horse." 
At the end of my message today I will give you the recipe 
for making the play dough so often used by nursery 
schools. 

Reading to a child 
There are many wonderful books for children of all 
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ages. Children love to have stories read to them, 
particularly if they are about little animals or people the' 
own age or just a bit older. 
When you read to a child you 
are teaching language in a 
very fine way, and at the same 
time entertaining the young
ster. When you are through 
the child will want you to read 
the story again and perhaps 
again. They seem never to 
tire of the same story, and that 
is one of the differences be
tween childTen and adults . As grownups, when somebody 
starts to read something to us which we've read before, we 
usually let them know we 've already read it. 

As a child gets older, the surprising thing is that YOl 

must read the story exactly as it is each time . If y<' 
change even one word the child may catch you. Some 
parents make a little game of this, and change a word now 
and then just for fun to see if the child notices the change. 
The better the story is known, of course, the more the 
child is likely to catch the change you have made . What 
does that tell you? It tells you that your child has learned a 
great deal. 

Children come to love the same stories in the same way 
they love their own stuffed animals or special toys . When 
you offer to read, they will bring you that favorite story. 
After all, you asked for itl Sometimes you may get bored, 
and can sometimes suggest other stories. 

You should take time to read some to your child each 
day. You may not have a great deal of time , but the till} 
you take will be appreciated by the little one. Read in yo~ 
clearest reading voice. 

Here is the recipe for making play dough which 
children so much enjoy. 

1 cup ordinary flour 
1 cup of salt 
1 cup of water 
2 teaspoons cream of tartar (level) 
2 tablespoons cooking oil 
Stir and stir and then heat till firm but not too hard. 

Take off stove and knead it with your hands until it is t~e 
same all the way through. Keep covered with tight lid 
when not being played with. Lasts about three weeks. 
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Pierre's Message 

Parents Ask Pierre Some Questions 

No. 17 Twenty-second Month 

Pierre Talks About ... 

• What to do about Santa Claus? 

• How can you help your child get a good learning foundation? 

• How can you help a slow or a bright child? 

• How does play help your child learn? 

• Do you feel your child will never learn to use the bathroom? 

Points To Ponder 

1. Santa Claus is the spirit of Christmas that teaches children to share. 

2. Bright and slow children need parental assistance. 

3. Play is a child's way of learning. 

4. Bladder and bowel control usually do not occur at the same time. 

Talking It Over At Home 
1. How important is Santa Claus, holidays or celebrations to you? To your family? 

2. When should your children learn about Santa Claus, the Easter bunny or the tooth fairy? 

3. Do you fear having a brilliant child or a slower learner in your family? What would you do? 

4. What benefit, if any, do you see in your child's play? Does active play merely keep the children 
out of your way? 

For More Information 
Helping Parents Teach Young Children, USDA, Publication No. PA-712, and lesson leaflets - "Fun With 

Circles," "Learning Through Touch," "Learning Different Shapes," "Books for Children," and "Teach 
Children to Listen," small fee. 

L-1544 (PV) Learning Every Day, Texas Agricultural Extension Service, free from county Extension 
office. 

Motivation and Your Child, Public Affairs Pamphlet No. 523, small fee . 

L-1520 (PV) Needs of Children, Texas Agricultural Extension Service, free from county Extension office. 

Your Child May Be a Gifted Child, Public Affairs Pamphlet No. 291-A, small fee. 

Check the reference list at the back of the Study Guide for additional information. 
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No. 17 One Year and Ten Months 

Parents Ask Pierre SODle Questions 

People are always asking me questions--all sorts of 
questions. I do my best to answer them. Here are some 
they have asked. See if you agree with my answers: 
PARENTS ASK: 

Pierre) our baby is nearly two years old and it won't be 
long until the holiday season will be rolling around again. 
What do you think we ought to say about Santa Claus.~ 
Should we go along with the Santa Claus story and teach 
the baby that Santa is real) or just what should we do.~ 
PIERRE ANSWERS: 

Now, of course, we pelicans. don't have any such notion 
of Santa Claus. 

But you do have a Santa Claus and have had one for a 
long time and are likely to continue, mostly I think because 
the grownups have so much fun out of the idea. I'm going 
to tell you about three families I know, and how they met 
the question, and then I'll teU you which one I favor and 
why. After that, it is up to you to choose which one you 
will follow: 

The first family taught Santa Claus as very real. They 
were very literal about Santa. They took their children to 
see footprints in t4e fireplace where Santa came down the 
: ...... imney. They w~ere very convincing to their children. 
When the children asked questions, the parents answered 
without smiling. 

One day a big boy told these children there wasn't any 
Santa Claus, and it was just -before the holiday season. 

hey came running to their parents and asked, "Is it true 
.1lere is no Santa Claus?" The parents said, "Yes, there is 
a Santa Claus." But the children could tell by the way 
their parents hedged that they were not exactly telling the 
truth. The children were disappointed, and one child who 
was five years old said, "Well, if you don't tell the truth 

about this, how do I know you are telling the truth at other 
times?" (He didn't say it quite that way, but that is what 
he meant.) 

The parents in the second family took the position, 
"This story of Santa Claus is just not true. We'll have 
none of it at our house." So they ta\lght their children 
from the beginning that there i~ no Santa Claus, and that 
they should not believe in him as a real person. Some
times the children in this family would laugh at other 
children who believed in Santa Claus. However, they 
enjoyed getting and giving presents. 

In the third family the parents told the children that 
Santa Claus makes a good story just as does Cinderella, or 
] ack and the Beanstalk. When the children asked them 
whether there is a real Santa Claus) they said, "Well, 
some people say there is, and some say not." They left it 
an open question in their children's minds. One of the 
parents, when asked outright, said, "Well, I don't believe 
there is such a person." (These children enjoyed their 
gifts. just as much as any of the other children.) 

Now, I do not 'have to tell you which point of view I 
would adopt. It is the last one. The children gradually 
became aware of the true nature of Santa Claus. Their 
parents did not mislead them. The children could say in 
later years, "Well, they didn't lie to me." The children 
never felt bitter. They didn't go around laughing at other 
children who did believe in Santa Claus. They enjoyed the 
Santa Claus idea just as much as the other children. 

If a child &eemed to be making Santa Claus too real, 
these parents would ask, , 'How is it that there is a 
different Santa Claus in each department store?" One 
child tried to convince his parents that there is a Santa 
Claus. 

If the parent can be mildly doubtful, he is on the right 
side. Later, the whole matter will make a nice family 
story. 

There are some good things and some bad things about 
what we have come to call "the Christmas season.' ~ The 
children can still have just as much fun during the holiday 
season whether they "believe in" Santa Claus. or not. I 
have seen it tried both ways. 

But two things worry me about Santa Claus. The first 
of these is the way parents force their children into the 
arms' of a strange Santa Claus in the department stores 
and thus spoil the whole idea, and when the children cry 
you would think from the parents' behavior that there was 
something wrong with the children. 

The other wrong condition is when children learn 
sooner or later they have been decieved. Sometimes they 
learn this gradually, sometimes quite suddenly; if 
suddenly, it comes as a shock. The same goes for the 
Easter bunny or whatever the folklore of your country 
happens to be. 

Of course, Christmas is a time when it is possible to 
learn to give as well as to get, and one of your sages has 
said, "It is better to give than to receive." The holiday 
season is a good time for the children to learn to bring 
pleasure to other people. This is the important part so 
often missed. 
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The next question - entirely unrelated to what we've 
been talking about - is one that is secretly in the minds of 
many parents. 

PARENTS ASK: 
Pierre, I think we have an unusually bright child - what 

does this child need? How can we bring out the best in him? 

PIERRE ANSWERS: 

Now I've watched you humans, and I am hardly 
surprised that most of you feel you have a superior child in 
your house, one who is brighter than other children., 
Actually, you can never quite compare your child with other 
children, and I wish you wouldn't try. Children show all 
kinds of differences. Some of them are better at handling 
things; some at talking; some at skills and sports. 

Parents of bright children are often so pleased with 
them that they spoil them by •• showing them off" before 
other people. The child soon begins to think that he is 
different from other children, especially if grownups keep 
telling him he is. I have seen parents boast to other adults 
about the accomplishments of a fast learning child·-while 
the youngster was standing right therel Now, I think it is 
a fine thing for parents once in a while to mention 
something about what a child has learned, but when it 
becomes a regular habit of boasting, I am worried. For 
one thing, it is so easy to show off a child. The bright child 
makes this especially easy by the speed with which he 
learns. So parents have to be careful that the child finds 
enjoyment in what he is learning, instead of 1earning in 
order to get ready to show off to somebody'. -

Other children will not like 
the .. show off" child, and he 
may have a hard time getting 
rid of his attitudes as he gets 
older. 

Bright children especially 
like to hear stories read to 
them and they l~e to read a 
great deal all soon as they 
learn how. They like to bt: 
with other children who are 
older than themselves. 

As they get older, these fast learning children are 
happiest when they can get to good books, and have 
materials with which to work. Many like numbers, and all 
kinds of equipment such as microscopes, telescopes, and 
laboratories. Usually, they like music and pictures, and 
they like to . make things and to work out all kinds of 
problems. But parents of bright children need to see that 
these youngsters learn to understand other people, and 
that they enjoy all kinds of sports. 
, If you do have a superior child, you are greatly blessed. 

... Learning in such children is very rapid, and can be a real 
pleasure. I will be talking more with you about such 
children before your child starts to school, which will be 
about four years from now. 

However, I no~ice another question coming up from 
parents these days, and it is quite the opposite-
PARENTS ASK: 

But my child seems to learn slowly. I worry for fear he 
might be retarded. What can I do to help him? 

PIERRE REPLIES: 
If you should see one hundred young children 

together, there wotfld be two or three who would be very 
slow in learning, and there would be quite a few Qthers in 

the group who would learn something more slowly than 
the average. 

It gradually dawns upon 
some parents that their child 
is slow to develop and learn. 
They begin to suspect this first 
when he does not respond as 
others do, does not learn 
words, does not excel in skills 
such as walking and running. 
The sorrowful fact begins to 
settle upon them that their 
child is not as capable mental
ly as other children. Parents can not be sure of this when a 
child is very young, but by the time he is three or four they 
become more certain. 

Some parents, when they notice this, become 
resentful. They ask, . 'Why did this have to happen to 
me? " They know that if he should turn out to be really 
retarded they.may have the care of the child all their lives. 
However, most parents become kind and protective of 
such a child. At first, parents may have .a little of both 
attitudes. Fortunately, the kind and 'protective attitudes 
usually become the stronger feeling. There is no more 
generous or big hearted person than the parent who in a 
dedicated manner looks after a retarded child all his life. 
Such parents have their activities restricted, but they 
sometimes develop a richness of character that would not 
appear if their child were normal. 

If your child should be especially slow in learning, you 
will have to be very patient with him. If you are not, he 
will feel the strain and it will make him unhappy, and it 
will cause him to be even slower in learning. 

Most children probably learn about as fast as they can. 
I know it may surprise you to hear me say that. I say it to 

. you because mimy parents thiok their children could learn 
much more rapidly if they wanted to do so. (Of course, 
they learn most rapidly when they are learning what they 
want to learn though that is sometimes not what you want 
them to learn.) 

Slow learning childrencomefrom all kinds of homes, 
and I notice that good parents love their slow learning 
children just as much as their fast learning ones. 

Retarded children need to be brought up like other 
children as much as possible. When they are unable to 
enter activities with other children, they should be put in 
special classes part of the time in order that the speed of 
the usual class will not be too discouraging to them. 

Children who are severely retarded will have to be 
supervised all their lives and a parent must accept this 
responsibility. When new situations arise, the retarded 
child is likely to have a great deal of difficulty in knowing 
what to do. Since new situations come up all the time it is 
necessary for parents to continue I.Upervision, or possibly 
accept institutional placement. 

There is one caution - parents' hearts are full of pity, 
they sometimes refuse to send a severely retarded child t ~ 
institution when it is clear that the home is being disruptf:>_ 
and perhaps other children in the family are suffering. Find 
out what services for retarded children are offered in your 
community by contacting your local Mental Health and 
Mental Retardation Center, or write the Texas Departmen 
of Mental Health and Mental Retardation, 909 West 45th St 
Austin, Texas 78756. For information about a local parent 
organization write Texas Association for Retarded Citizens, 
833 Houston St., Austin, TeXas 78756 or call 512-454-6694. 
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PARENTS ASK: 
It seems to me that my child plays all the time. Is there 

anything I can do as a parent to make this play period of 
his life better' 

""---"'f:RRE ANSWERS: 
It's true. I notice that children spend a large part of 

their time playing. They have all-kinds of things to play 
with, but I have noticed that they like the simpler toys 
best. 

One mother collected cans from the grocery--all kinds 
of cans from the smallest ones to large gallon cans in 
which she bought peaches. She carefully removed the 
tops and made sure there were no sharp edges on them 
before she turned the cans 
over to the children. The 
youngsters used them in var
ious ways, stacking them and 
arranging them. 

I have noticed also how 
.uch young children like 

blocks. They start out slowly 
and change in the many ways 
they play with them. Blocks 
can be secured in large num
bers. A father can cut them from a long piece of 2" x4" 
lumber. They can be cut any length. Remember to sand 
them carefully, to get rid of splinters. If a child has 
enough blocks, he cj.n build nearly anything. Some of the 
hous.es built by children in play are beautiful, and children 
enjoy the building a great deal. They should have five or 
six different sizes and shapes of blocks if they are going to 
introduce much variety into what they are building. I 
notice that when children are very young they orily bang 

e blocks together, but finally put them together in rows. 
and then begin to stack them. 
Only after many more months 
will they begin to build 
"buildings. " 

A child shows his feelings 
in building with blocks. He 
learns to put one block on top 
of another. Then he pushes 
them over with a loud noise. 
He likes to do this. It probably 
makes him feel grown up. He 

doesn't want you to push the pile over. That spoils all the 
fun. He likes to do it himself. 

Ups and downs are fun. You are lucky if your back 
yard has high and low places in it. Or perhaps you live 
near a park where there is a hill . Children love to go up 
hills and run down them . They also like to slide and roll 
down grassy slopes. 

1 Children love to dig in the ground. Sand boxes are also 
very popular with children. At first they just run their 
hands in the sand or throw it. But they don't usually do 
this very long. It isn't much fun to throw sand around, for 
some of it is likely to get on your own face or in your 
IJlQUth. Sometimes'. parents have to supervise a sandbox 
~ cause an older child may decide to empty a can of sand 
on a smaller child's head. This doesn't happen often, but 
you can judge by the way the children play whether it is 
likely to happen. Having dry sand poured on one' s head 
isn't the worst thing in the world, but it is not very 

........ 'easant. In sand boxes or at the beach, pails, shovels, 
.• ld molds to make sand shapes are great fun. Sand molds 

work orily if the sand is moist, of course, so the child needs 
the use of some water. 

o'trU ,.~ 

Girls usually love dolls and 
all that goes with dressip.g, 
undressing, and caring for 
them. Boys often choose dolls 
too, while they are young, but 
usually give them up when 
they are older. Both boys and 
girls like to drive nails into 
wood, and to use a hammer. 

There are so many kinds of 
play that children like. All you 
have to do is provide some of the materials for play and the 
children will soon learn to use them. 

You ask why I, Pierre the Pelican, am interested in 
play. I am eager to see YOtlOg children lea~n to have a 
good time with other children, and enjoy being with them. 
A child should learn those play skills that will enable him 
to take his place with other children. Play is one way for 
him to achieve this. 

PARENTS ASK: 
Play is really very strange when you think about it. 

I don't understand WHY it is so important. Why do 
children have to play so much' 
PIERRE ANSWERS: 

' I'm sure I don' t know exactly what play is, for even 
your philosophers can't seem.to be certain. All r can do is 
watch playas it goes on. I notice that kittens and other 
little animals play quite a bit, and babies do, too. They 
like to take hold of things, and release them, to find what 
has been hidden, to "play-pretend" that they are some 
other perSOll or thing ~ They like to push and pull toys. 
You have to try out various things to find olit what your 
child likes. 

I'm able to observe one or two things about play. First, 
it certainly adds to the enjoyment of living. It isn't play if 
it isn't pleasant. Many persons, even adults, would do 
well to keep the play element in their lives, for that very 
reason. 

I notice that children learn a great deal while they are 
playing. They learn to handle things, they learn to use 
words, to solve problems, and they get better control of 
their muscles so that later they can use them in other 
skills . . You will notice after a youngster has played quite a 
bit he will be able to move around less awkwardly. Of 
course, part of this grace comes from growth from the 
inside, but just the same I am sure play helps. . 

Sometimes the child plays out what he wants to be. 
Sometimes he plays and imagines at the same time. (Per
haps he always does.) He thinks of himself as being 
stronger than he is, or as being able to do what he knows 
he cannot now do. 

Children like to make decisions, and these decisions 
are often important to them even if they are not important 

to adults. What a youngster plays with, whether he plays 
inside the house or not, what he eats, what he wears, the 
stories that are read to him, may be important to 'him. 
These are opportunities for the parent to allow the child to 
begin to make decisions. 

It is a long way from the choice of a' story in a book to 
the choice of the college to attend or the person to marry, 
or a vocation, but the child is sooner or later going to make 
many of these choices. The sooner he learns to make good 
decisions the better it will be for everybody . 

Playing by himself is something a child sometimes 
does when he gets into trouble with his parents or children 

, .. '. 
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of his own age. He comes to play by himself where he can 
control things better. And then he tries to work out his 
problems in the world of play so that next time he will be 
able to solve his problems with people. 

Let's talk about helping the child with urination 
When you feel you have gotten started pretty ,,:ell with 

bowel control, and a child has learned what he IS to do 
when you put him on the potty--and you feel the ?abit .is 
pretty well established it is time to train him to unnate In 

the potty . You have noticed that he doesn't urinate as 
often as he once did, and this is due in part to the fact that 
his bladder is getting bigger. When he reaches the time 
that he goes a couple of hours without wetting his diaper 
or training pants , you can take him to the bathroom and 
put him on the potty and ask him to urinate, or "tinkle" or 
whatever word you have chosen, to show that you mean 
something different from 
bowel movement. (By the 
way, boys usually do not stand 
to urinate until they are three 
or four, and only then after 
they have seen their father or 
some other boy do so.) 

Sometimes a mother will 
turn on a faucet to give the 
idea , or even pour a little bit of 
water that is at body temper
ature on the child in front to give him the idea . This can 
become a habit and a game which you won't want to keep 
up, but you may use it at first as a starter. 

Just as in bowel control, the child may get right up 
from the potty, after being unwilling or unable to 
urinate- -and wet his pants . 

The first reaction of the parent is to be angry, and yell 
at him and say, "Why, I just put you on the potty, why 
didn ' t you tinkle for me?" And sometimes parents punish 
the child, bunhat is not the way to get success quickly. 

Praise the child when he performs. He will like that. 
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Then two hours later, try for another urination. You 
have to watch the intake of water and juices. If there is 
nothing going in, there can't be much to come out. 
However, a child is usually taking enough milk even at this 
stage that he will develop considerable urine . Weather 
makes a difference. Children have to go oftener during 
cold weather. 

It will not be long until the child will be able to take 
care of himself on the potty and will even empty it himself 
into the big toilet. When he is able to do this , you will 
need only remind him at the right time that he should go to 
the toilet. Else he will get to playing, and time will pass , 
and he will forget. Of course, he will still need help with 
his clothing. 

Even when children are trained for daytime urination , 
it may be some time before they can be expected to go 
through the night dry. But you can help by knowing when 
he beg-ins to wake up in the morning and can immediately 
help him get to the bathroom. Also, of course , the last 
thing at night is to develop the habit of going to the toilet. 

I must admit , however, that you humans are strange 
creatures. Sometimes a child will develop bladder control 
before he does bowel control. If this happens, I would not 
consider it a matter of importance either way. In far more 
cases, however, bowel control is established first, and 
then bladder control. In either case, I would try to get the 
training of one completed or nearly completed before 
beginning on the other. 

Have a Question? 
Is there a special question about your baby, or some 

problem in how you and the baby are getting along? Pierre 
wants to help you as much as he can,. but he does _not have 
time to answer personal letters. Instead, talk to your doctor 
or look in the telephone book for the number of the local 
mental health association or family service organizatior 
They will try to answer your question or tell you abou. 
someone who can. 

Moving? 
Moving? Don't get lost in the excitement of packing and 

finding a new home. Keep your issues of Pierre coming so you 
can continue helping your child grow and learn. Send your 
new address and zip code along with all of the information on 
your mailing label to Pierre Project, Box 276, Austin, 
TX 78767. 
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Pier re's Message 

Pierre Asks Parents Some Questions 

No. 18 Two Years 

Pierre Talks About ... 

• Teaching children how boys and girls are alike and different. 

• Who is affected by moving from place to place? 

• What do neighborhoods and family friends provide children? 

• Does it help or hurt a child for his father to be away? 

• Should dental care start with baby teeth? 

Points To Ponder 

1. Your baby is now a toddler, and he/she is aware of other children, the world outside his home, 
the neighborhood, new places, new people, his father and his physical body. 

2. Your 2-year-old learns about masculinity and femininity - being a boy or girl- by watching 
adults. 

3. You will want to know your child's playmates. 

4. Moving, illness and travel with a 2-year-old are challenges for you. 

5. Fathering is very important to young children. 

6. Baby teeth need attention for good permanent teeth and clear speech. 

7. A healthy diet and good medical practices continue to be important. 

Talking It Over At Home 

1. Are you comfortable teaching your children about the differences in boys and girls? 

2. Who in your family is bothered most by moving? 

3. Do you allow your child to play with everybody in the neighborhood? 

4. What do you do with your 2-year-old when company comes? 

5. Do you think the father's first responsibility is to his job, his own interests and leisure, to his 
children or to you? 

6. Are dental and medical care for your child a "must" or only needed when something is wrong 
with him/her? 

;; 



For More Information 

How Your Child Learns About Sex, Ross Laboratories, small fee. 

L-1545 (PV) Learning To Get Along With Others, Texas Agricultural Extension Service, free from county 
Extension office. . 

Playmates: The Importance of Childhood Friendships, Public Affairs Pamphlet No. 525, small fee. 

Sex Education: The Parent's Role, Public Affairs Pamphlet No. 549, small fee . 

Your Child's Friends, Public Affairs Pamphlet No. 285, small fee. 

Check the reference list at the back of the Study Guide for additional information. 



No. 18 Pierre asks parents some questions Two Years 

The last time I came, parents asked me several 
questions. Today I'll ask a ft::w questions of parents 
myself, and then try to answer them. Here we gol 

1. Does your little girl understand she is a girl, or your 
little boy that he is a boy.1 

~ My guess is that your child knows which he (or she) is. 
F or several months now people have been asking, "Are 
you a boy or a girl? " And the child has come to know 
which answer to give . 

It is very necessary for parents to attach equal 
importance to each sex, so that a little girl is quite satisfied 
with being a girl, and a boy with being a boy. 

There are very few sex differences at this age, but 
these will begin to show up between the ages of four and 
seven . And of course they become more apparent still 
when adolescence is reached. 

Most differences between the sexes no doubt come 
about because of the requirements of the particular 
culture in which a child is brought up. 

While sex differences are not considered as important 
as they once were, they should not be omitted entirely. 

Learning whether one is a boy or a girl seems to come 
in part from identification with the parents who are the 
first models for children. It is somewhat easier for a little 

1 girl , for she must only become like her mother to whom 
she already feels very close. Ifs harder for a boy, because 
at first he is'attached to his mother, and then he has to 
shift over and become more like the father. 

A father is important to his daughter, too. Girls 
-'lcquire feelings .'!Jf trust for men in their early relations 
~ith their fathers. Also, fathers who admire and treat 
their daughters as competent have the satisfaction of 
seeing them grow up to be more self-sufficient. 

2. Is it a good thing to move around from place to 
---.... place? 

better job in another place and it IS necessary for the 
family to move. Or he works 
for a big national or inter
national company of some 
kind that moves employees 
around . There are lots cif 
reasons why people move. 
Some seem hardly ever to 
know for sure how long they 
are going to be in one place. 

Moving makes very little difference so far as the child 
is concern~d while he is still young, during his first year. 
But when he gets as old as yours is now, it is hard on him if 

his world is continually being 
changed. His friends change . 
The house and the neighbor
hood change . Sometimes the 
furniture changes . Only his 
parents , his toys and his. 
clothing may remaIn the 
same. 

If you do move , please 
remember to take along as 
many reminders of the old life 

as you can. You may think that moving is a good time to 
clean house, but it is hard on the child, especially if you 
throwaway many of his things. Make the new place 
where you live as remindful of the old as you can, so that 
the child will not feel too strange. If there are pets, try to 
take them along even if it is hard to move them. And if it 
is possible, try to have the children he already knows visit 
him now and then for the first few weeks after you have 
moved. 

Another thing, try not to move at those times when 
difficult learning is taking place in a child's life, such as 
bladder .control, or perhaps when he is sick, or when other 
important events occur such as the arrival of a new baby. 
If he seems upset after the move, be extra patient with 
him, and give him some extra loving. 

Try to choose the neighborhood YOll like and do not 
keep moving around. I know that sometimes you must 
move, but try your best to see that it is done as little as 
possible. Big companies have now learned the importance 
of not moving their employees from place to place any 
more than is absolutely necessary. 

3. What kind of neighborhood should you select for a 
home.1 

If you think the time has come for the family to settle 
down in either a house or an apartment, you ought to think 
about the community where you are to live. These days 
people have to think of the safety of a community. Of 

I notice people move quite a good bit these days. The course, they quite naturally think also of how close they 
reason I notice it is that when I migrate over the same are to good schools, and to shopping centers. But tt",)' 
houses from year to year I see different families in them, ought to be especially interested in the families living ;1. 

I know there are many conditions that cause people to the immediate neighborhood. If you are to move YOII w:1l 
move. Sometimes it is the father's work. He may get a want to keep in mind such questions as the following 
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regarding the families that your children will be with 
most: Are these people rather like ourselves? Do they 
have about the same values--that is, do they think .the 
same things important? Are we likely to feel "at home" in 
this neighborhood? Are there children so ours can have 
playmates? Will our children be happy there? Is it 
reasonably near where the father, and perhaps the 
mother, work? If you can answer most.Df these questions 
with a "yes" you have probably found a spot that will be 
good for the family. 
. Familles which must move often have to learn to adapt 
themselves to a new community quickly. It is a little hard 
on the mother and the children, though some of them get 
so they can make the changes smoothly and well. 

If you must go from place to place to live, you should 
try to look upon moving as an adventure, as fun, and as an 
opportunity for the members of the family to learn about 
different parts of the country, and to learn to be tolerant of 
all kinds of conditions. Moving may help bring the 
members of the family closer together, because they will 
have somewhat less of an opportunity-oat least when they 
first move to the new location--to develop outside 
frierldships . 

4. What can be done about the bad children in the 
neighborhood " 

Parents often say to me, "Pierre, there is a bad child in 
this neighborhood. He is a 
little older than our child. He 
fights, and says bad words, 
and grabs. He doesn't always 
tell the truth, and I think he 
takes things. What am I to 
do?" 

Now I always have to 
answer that there are lots of 
reasons for a child to be like 
that. Sometimes the way his 
family members live has something to do with it. Maybe 
there are too many grown-ups within the family and they 
don't get along well with ea:ch other, and the child has a 
hard time. Maybe too many people tell him what to do, 
and- they don't always agree. 

I don't worry too much about bad companions when 
your children are very young. If you will think back over 
your own early childhood, you will remember several 
"bad" children whom you knew, but they didn't have any 
very lasting effect on you. 

One thing you have to remember is that the bad child is 
usually very unhappy. He is fighting against his 
environment in a strong way. Somebody is pushing him 
around. He is very dissatisfied with life. Maybe you can 
help him. You may even find that you can manage him 
more wisely in your own home, if he is to play with your 
child. He may turn out to be a more desirable fellow than 
you think. 

Of course, if your child is being made constantly 
unhappy or confused, or led into wrong habits by a "bad" 
child, that is another matter. You will have to arrange it so 
that your child does not suffer too much. But you know 
that already. You; will have to decide whether unfair 
advantage is being taken of him too often. 

5. What if your own child is "bad'" 
One of the things that makes big tears drop out of my 

pelican ey~s is when I heat a parent say to a young child 
over and over again, "You' re bad." Sometimes the little 
fellow will say it after the parents, ''I'm bad." And there 
isn't anything sadder in the world than a little child saying 
amid tears, "I'm bad," when he really isn't. It makes him 
feel guilty, and he doesn't know why. He thinks his parent 

is probably right. He feels pretty mean, and inferior. He 
becomes afraid, worried, and unsure of himself. 

Parents who tell children they are bad are likely to be 
the ones who threaten them that something terrible is 
going to happen. The child is told the police will get him 
so that instead of considering the policeman his friend, 
throughout life he trembles when a policeman speaks to 
him. Probably the worst threat which a parent can make is 
when he says to the child that he is going away and leave 
him. Being separated from the parent is hard at any time 
but it is frightening when the parent makes the threat in 
anger. 

Now, dear parent, if your child is really bad as he gets 
older, you have a problem to solve. The first part of the 
problem is to find out why. And when you lind out why, 
the solution will often suggest itself. 

Sometimes, I regret to say, the parents admire the 
badness in their children, and the children sense this. 

6. What should you do about your child when company 
comes.' 

Families differ considerably in the way they bring 
children into the picture when company comes. I have 
seen parents make the children the center of attention all 
the time the company was present. The youngsters got 
down on the floor and did all kinds of antics to attract 
attention. They danced, sang, and even turned hand
springs. When the adults tried to talk the kids grew 
louder and louder and conversation had to stop. 

And then there are other families where the children are 
put in a back room with a baby sitter, or by themselves, 
when company comes. Parents in such homes say, 
"When grown-ups come they deserve the chance to talk 
and not be interrupted by children. Children are not to be 
seen and not heard. When they are older and better 
'trained' they can see company." 

You can understand that neither of these ways is really 
good. Children have to learn how to behave properly in 
company just as they have to learn everything else. 
Children like to share the company, too. They like to 
participate. They want to have some excitement. They 
like to show what they can do, and the visitors always want 
to see the children. 

The best way is to have the children present when 
company comes. Let them be introduced to the guests and 
have the experience of meeting people and the pleasure of 
talking to them. You want your child to be at ease in 
meeting adults and in talking with them, and the best 
place to learn is in one's own home. 

If the children want to "do something" for the visitors, 
that may be all right, but limit this to a few minutes. 
Pretty soon the children may get tired of visitors, and the 
visitors may get tired of them. Before it reaches that 
stage, one of the parents should arrange for the child or 
the children to go to their room and stay there, or outdoors 
to play. (Naturally, it had been explained to themoobefore 
the company cameo-that they would be with the company 
only part of the time.) 

It is nice if the child can have someone to look after him 
when he goes to his room, particularly if there is fun goin ' 
on in the "company room" and he feels he is losing out. 

However, if it is in the evening and the parents have 
once taken the child to his room, they should be firm, and 
not allow him to return after he has said " good night." 
(Of course, it is not the time to start being firm for the first ~ 
time when company is there. If you have not been firm ~ 
before, you may be in a tight place.) 

The visitors and the pa;ents have some rights, too. 
And it is no fun to go to a house where everything is in an 
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uproar all the time, and the children run the place. Adults 
have some rights, and the children have to learn to share 
time and attention. 

7. What happens if the father is away from home a 
at deal .' . 
It is not the best of situations when the father has to be 

away a great deal. He may have to travel in his work and 
come h lme on week-ends, or even at longer intervals. A 
child gets accustomed to being with his mother only, and 
may not want his father around. 

Some fathers bring pres
ents when they come home, 
because they like to see the 
pleasure on a child's face. But 
the mother has to work with 
the child every day and get 
along as best she can, and she 
can't supply presents all the 
time. So it can happen that 
the father becomes associated 
with pleasure and the mother 

with chores, and this is not good. Presents should come 
from both parents and at a time when they SEEM to come 
from both parents. 

Some mothers have trouble in getting their children to 
obey, and threaten them, "I'll tell your father when he 
comes home and he will punish you. " This puts the father 
in the unpleasant role of administering punishment when 
actually he hadn't been on hand to see what went wrong 
and is only doing what the mother wants. Some mothers 
are weak and do not wish to do anything unpleasant, so 
they threaten their children with punishment from the 
father. Each parent must try to be strong and able to 
make decisions with regard to the behavior of the child. If 

~ mother decides the child is to be punished, she should 
it right then and not put it off, waiting for the father. 

The young child can't understand time as he will when he 
is older; if you put off punishing him, he won't understand 
the reason. There are exceptions--sometimes when a child 
is older, the mother hesitates to decide on punishment for 
some offense a.nd would like to talk it over with the father 
first. 

S. What about the father who has to be away a long, 
long time? 

If the father has to be away for a long time, it is fine for 
him and the family to exchange photographs frequently. 
Nothing helps the child re
member his father better. 
Also, it helps the father to get 
an idea of the growing child if 
he sees photographs. So, 
take snapshots of the everyday 
activities of both father and 
family, and in that way give an 
idea of what everybody is 
doing. 

After the father has been 
gone a long time, it is quite a re-adjustment for his child 
~en he returns. ;, This will still be true in spite of 
1. ;tographs and letters. Things will be different around 
the house, and a child may be jealous of the father. And 
for good reason, because his mother can't give him as 
much time as she did before. But the father can make a 

,.S.ood friend of the child if he will be wise and go slowly, 
'd of course, the mother can help a great deal by 

. . eparing the child in advance for the father's return, and 
also by preparing the father. 

9. Can I reason with my child? 
These days I often hear parents say that they "reason" 

with a child rather than force him to do something. What 
it usqally amounts to is that the parents explain to the 
child as best they can why they are choosing certain things 
for him to do or not do. 

lt helps if you explain to your child, for even when he is 
very young he can understand more than you think. Make 
your explanations short and easy. Even though you 
believe the child may not understand very well, it is good 
for you to have to think out why you are asking him to do 
something. If there isn't a good reason, perhaps you are 
wrong in asking the child to do something or not do 
something. 

But while it helps to explain, you may still have to force 
a child to do something once in a while. That is all right. 
For example, if a youngster is making a nuisance of 
himself, you may have to pick him up bodily and take him 
into the house. Even then, it is worth explaining to him 
why you are doing so. However, you certainly don't need 
to feel that you must explain everything to the child. 
Sometimes there are emergencies when you can't, 
anyway. 

10. How will he feel toward sickness? 
When the child is really sick I know that you will give 

him all the attention he needs. In fact, he may want a little 
special attention; most people do when they are sick. You 
know how it is with yourself. Most everyone becomes a 
little more babyish when sick. It will be that way with your 
child. 

But as he gets well you will need to see that he 
gradually "grows up again" to where he was before he 
became sick. 

Sometimes after a child has had this special attention 
that he gets when he is sick, he will feel it is a little 
pleasanter to stay sick. 

Or he may think too much about aches and pains just 
as many adults do. You know yourself that when there is 
something coming up that you don't want to do, 
sometimes a headache develops. If you have a little 
headache, somehow it turns itself into a big one. And 
even if you have no headache at all, you can sort of feel as 
if you had one. Most anybody can shut his eyes and think 
over his body a part at a time and find that he has a pain in 
one part, or an ache, or that his back is tired. He may feel 
a strain in his eyes. The person who finds it nice to be sick 
keeps thinking about these little aches and pains. The 
more he thinks about them the less he is able to do his 
share of what needs to be done. 

Some children soon learn that they can get their 
parents or other members of the family to do things for 
them when they are sick. Be careful at this point. As I 
have told you before, let's .be nice to children when they 
are sick, but as they begin to get well, let's have them feel 
that there will be things to do that will be fun when they 
get well soon. 

If You Move, Let us Know! 
Send your new address and zip code, along with all the 

information on the mailing label, to Pierre Project, Box 276, 
Austin, TX. 78767. 

Going 00 a trip 
When babies are very small, from one to eight months, 

they are the best travelers, and when they are older (say 
five or six years) they are better, too. But the time in 
between is not so good. J'hey get tired, and they are 
usually cramped up in a car or in an airplane or a bus, and 
sometimes it is hot. They get bored, awfully bored. And 
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sometimes parents become irritable : 
It helps if you take along 

some of the old toys . Children 
like things which are their 
very own . And if they have a 
particularly strong attach· 
ment to a toy it should by all 
means be brought along. And 
then , if you really want to be 
smart, you will bring along 
some new things to play with , 
ami about every half day bring 

out some new thing as a surprise! This will help a great 
deal to ease the tiresome miles. 

There should be an occasional chance to get out and 
rest and let a child just run around and stretch himself. 
(It is also good for adults .) And, by all means , stop early 
in the evening and get things settled for the night. Don't 
try to drive too long. 

Some parents find it better to travel at night so that a 
child can sleep. But adults have a way of sleeping at night 
too, and unless the parents are careful--if they are driving 
a car--they may have an accident. 

On trips it is beuer to eat simple fgods, and not a great 
deal of highly seasoned, or sweet or greasy foods . Some 
people, when on a trip , practically live on hot dogs, soft 
drinks, and ice cream--not a well rounded diet, to say the 
least! 

There is no more difficult test for a family than a trip. 
People get irritable and "on edge" as you say. Also, they 
often travel in summer when it is hot , and this seems to 
make matters worse . The best plan is to talk things over, 
and for the parents to decide in advance that they will not 
"answer back" or get on each other's nerves . And it is a 
good thing to discuss things at the end of each day to see 
how successful they were. -

If both are good drivers, it is an ideal plan for father 
and mother to take turns, so that both will have a chance to 
help the child pass ,the long hours of confinement in a car. 
As children get older all kinds of word games can occupy 
the time, and the person driving can participate . 
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The child's teeth 
By now most of the "baby teeth" have appeared and 

there will be a total of twenty of them-- nice . bright teeth! 
Or are they? ~ 

Not all children have good healthy teeth . They rr. 
have been given too much sugary food that has been kept 
in the mouth too long. without being rinsed out, or they 
may have been allowed to suck on a milk bottle that had a 
sweet formula in it as they went to sleep. with the result 
that the teeth have begun to decay . This is sometimes 
called " bottle mouth ." 

Children should be taken to the dentist for an 
examinatlUn when they are two years old to see the 
condition of their teeth. The visit also stresses the 
importance of good tooth care for the child. 

Going to the dentist can be 
a very pleasant experience. 
These days the dentists who 
specialize in the care P"'\ 
children ' s teeth have assist 
ants who are called "dental 
hygienists ." They are mostly 
young women who have had 
special training in handling 
children. They will do prelim
inary work. getting the child 

ready to have the teeth examined, and will help the den
tist. They will know exactly what answer to give to any 
question the child or parent may ask , or how to respond to 
anything the child does . 

It is important for the baby teeth to remain good 
because the child can chew better , and that is the primary 
use of teeth. Then children speak more clearly if they 
don't lose some of their front teeth. And, of course, th 
look better. But what is very important , the permane 
teeth will come in straighter than they would if some of the 
baby teeth are lost through decay. 
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Pierre's Message 

Parents Are Gaining In Confidence 

No. 19 Twenty-eighth Month 

Pierre Talks About ... 

• The rapid changes in the growing child 

• The growing interest in books 

• Wet pants may still be a problem 

• The child can now dress arid undress himself 

• The problems of taking things, stretching the truth, picking up toys and orderliness 

Points To Ponder 

1. Your child is changing quickly from toddlerhood into a young child. 

2. Your child talks, loves active play (indoors and out), "reads" books at every opportunity and can 
dress and undress himself. 

3. Your child learns about family values such as truth and honesty, but he may not be able always to 
understand and practice them. 

4. Orderliness and cleanliness are not priorities for the 2-year-plus group. 

5. You are probably more comfortable in parenting now. You are a model for your child. 

Talking It Over At Home 

1. Can your child "read" books alone or should you keep himlher from tearing up books? 

2. How can you teach children to tell the truth? Should you be concerned about your child's "story" 
when he's 28 months old? 

3. How do you handle the return of property your child has taken? Do you think parents, the child 
or both should return the items? Should the items be returned without saying anything to the 
owner? 

4. Should children be taught to pick up their toys or clean up their room when they are 28 months 
old? How do you teach himlher this task? 

5. Are you enjoying your child more or less than when he was a newborn? What particular part of 
parenting do you enjoy the most? The least? 



For More Information 

L-705 Books For Children Under Six, Texas Agricultural Extension Service, free from county Extension 
office. 

Enjoy Your Child - Age 1,2,3, Public Affairs Pamphlet No. 141, small fee. 

How To Teach Your Child About Work, Public Affairs Pamphlet No. 216, small fee. 

L-924 Play and Play Materials, Texas Agricultural Extension Service, free from county Extension office. 

Watson, J. W., R. E. Switzer and J. C. Hirschberg. My Body - How It Works. New York: Golden 
Press, 1972; five other books in this read-together series include: My Friend the Dentist; My 
Friend the Doctor; Sometimes I Get Angry; Sometimes I'm Afraid; Sometimes I'm Jealous. 

L-850 Your Child An Individual, Texas Agricultural Extension Service, free from county Extension 
office. 

Check the reference list at the back of the Study Guide for additional information. 



No. 19 Two Years and Four Months 

Parents Are Gaining In Confidence 

You 've probably noticed I'm coming less often. In 
fact, it ' s been four months since I last came for a visit. 
That's because you need me less as your child gets older. 
Your child has grown a great deal and probably you, too , 
have developed. As you look back to the time twenty-eight 
months ago when you had your little baby, you will notice 
how much you have grown as a parent. From now on for 

A WO years I will be coming only once in four months . Right 
ow I'd like to talk with you about what most children the 

dge of yours are doing. (Of course, there are always 
differences, but you will get some idea of how your child is 
developing from seeing other children and from what 
other parents report.) 

"Life is more interesting" 
Parents write to me that at this age their children are 

getting interested in just about everything, and are asking 
endless questions . They say their children will pick up 
and put away their toys sometimes even without being 
told, but this is rare . (I'll say something more about this a 
bit later.) 

Some children are beginning to make up stories, 
especially if their parents have made up stories for them. 
They like to count, but you will notice that it's not very 
accurate and they can get confused. 

They usually want to eat their own food, without any 
help from the parent, and want to be allowed to stop when 
hey think they have had enough. 

This is the periodwhen they like to learn to try to use a 
telephone and imitate other people, though they have a 
hard time with a telephone conversation. They may say 
"Hello", and be able to answer "Fine" when somebody 
r"' ks over the phod~, "How are you?" but not much more. 
:,ome children can recite or sing, "Twinkle, twinkle little 
star," and they show more interest in radio, television and 
a record player. 

A child iikes to open and close doors, to lock and unlock 
hem, and to run and run. He loves to play with water, 
IUd, sand, plastic or play "dough" and wheel toys of the 

larger type, and should be given an opportunity to play 
with as many of these as it is easy to supply. He loves to 
help you wash dishes and clean tables with a sponge or 
rag. 

Going through picture book~ 
One of the real pleasures of a young child somewhere 

between the ages of two and three and even younger IS 

looking through picture books, 
short ones, that acquaint him 
with animals, birds: flowers, 
and all kinds of things . At 
first a child may not be very 
inters ted or will be interested 
only in pictures . He wants to 
enter into the activity. After 
you have gone through a book 
several times, you can begin 
to ask him if he can name any 
of the objects . Ask, "What's this?" He may be able 
to name one or two--"a doggy" or "kitty" or "cup" or 
"baby." Then praise him . - Next time he may be able to 
name one more . When he pronounces a word, he will of 
course, not pronounce it very well. But you pronounce it 
after him , correctly to be sure, but don ' t call attention to 
the fact that he didn't pronounce it very well. 

However, by now some children can follow a story, 
particularly if there are plenty of pictures. You can think 
up ways for the child to take part in this, too. For instance , 
read part of a sentence and then try him out to see if he 
can supply the missing word , such as a dog's name. You 
will be surprised at the enjoyment he gets from re-reading 
the same stories. He may even ask you to start again and 
read a story right after you have finished it. Reading helps 
build vocabulary , and adds greatly to a child's use of 
words . Also , it draws parent and child together in 
affection and understanding. Fathers and mothers would 
do well to read to the child every dayl 

It's also a period of continuing problems! 
However , you have probably noticed that things are 

not quite as difficult as they were in the period from 
eighteen months to two years. By now your child can do 
more for himself, which he very much wants to do. 

Many parents report they are still having problems 
with toilet training, especially urination . But in nearly all 
cases there is improvement. Parents will find that praise 
and a relaxed smile help more than angry words. 

Some parents who want their children to attend 
nursery school are worried that a child may not be 
accepted who is not completely toilet trained. Bilt there is 
a changing attitude on this, and many nursery schools will 
accept such untrained children . 

Dressing himself 
Even when the baby is very young, about a year old, he 

will want to begin to help undress himself. Of course , it is 
easier to take things off than 
to put them on and he will be 
able to help undress himself 
long before he is able to put on 
his clothing. For example, it 
is easier to unbutton some
thing than i't is to button it up. 
Some parts of dressing are so 
much easier than others that it 
will be a few years before the 
child can dress himself com

pletely. He can slip off his shoe when he is two, but most 
children cannot tie a double bow knot much before they 
are SIX. 
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The important thing is to praise the child when he 
learns the different stages of dressing, but not to scold 
him when he fails. Dressing is often accompanied by 
emotional upsets. A child tries hard to get off or get on 
some article of clothing, but he cannot do it and so gets 
very angry. Instead of scolding th~ child, it i~ bette.r to 
show him calmly how to put on the piece of clothmg. little 
by little he will learn. He will not dress himself completely 
much before he is six. Even then you may need to help 
him with the harder buttons, and zippers that are difficult 
to manage. 

Just as a child learns to dress and undress himself, so 
he will learn to put away his things. There should be a 
special place for different articles of clothing and, if 
possible, special places for playthings. About his second 
birthday, if a child gets started doing this properly, he will 
put some of his things away and enjoy doing so. This does 
not mean that he will always be wlliing to put his things 
away, particularly when he is older. But it helps if he gets 
started right. 

Parents who may have been teaching their child to talk 
will often find that he wants to talk all the time, and will 
be surprised at how he picks up the words they wish he 
wouldn't, also their ailments and what they complain 
about. For example, he will say, "My legs are hurting." 
And if the parent will recall, some member of the family 
has been saying the same thing. 

Now and far ahead 
Today I want to talk with you about some habits that 

start early and may grow into problems later--you may in 
time call them "moral problems," such as stealing and 
lying. These ideas have no meaning to a child, but they 
have great importance to adults, so I think we should talk 
about some of them in this message. 

A little child naturally "takes things" 
As I have said to you before, you have always 

encouraged your child to pick up things and examine 
them. That is the way he gets acquainted with them. But 
he began some months ago to learn that some things are 
his and some belong to other people. It was probably very 
much of a surprise to him at first to find that some things 
belong to other people; he thought everything was his. 

He first learned what it 
means to own things from CJ 
what went on in his own home. 
He was told, "This is my 
toothbrush and it is blue. This 
one is yours, and it is green, 
and "Your cup has a dog on it 
and mine has flowers on it." 

The problem came out 
clearly when he had dealings 

, with other children. Let's say 
• that he went over to play with another child. When it was 

time to go home, he may have wanted to take the other 
child's toys with him. 

In order to keep the child from crying probably the 
other child's mother offered to let your child take the toy 
home--that is, "borrow" it. But to your child this meant 
that he now had the toy and it was his. 

You probably decided it was much better to leave the 
toy with the child who owned it. You said to your child 
that the toy belonged to the other child and that your child 
had his own toys at home. You may have said something 
like this, "Let's go home now and find some of your own 
toys." 

If he cried and wanted the other child's toy, you just 

let him cry. It did not last long. There is no very easy way 
for him to learn that some things do not belong to him. 

Soon he got the idea and was ready to go home when 
the time came, and he didn't especially want to take the 
other child's toy with him. (If you start "borrowing" or 
buying toys that are just like other children's, he mig! 
keep on thinking that the other child's toys are his OWl,. 

and that way he will not be learning the difference 
between what is his and what belongs to other children.) 

By the time he is about five or six years old, he may 
want to trade toys with another child for a few days. By 
then he will have a better idea of what is his and what 
belongs to other children. It is fun for older children to 
trade toys for a week, and that way they get some notion of 
sharing. (Of course, you will need to explain that this is an 
exchange of toys, and that they will "trade back" soon) 
There is always risk in trading ·toys, as they may get 
soiled, or broken, and it is sometimes not easy to repair or 
replace them. 

While your child is learning what is his and what 
belongs to other people, he is really solving a problem th. 
is much like learning to feed himself with a spoon, and you 
should think of it that way. Your part is to help him learn. 
You must be patient, and firm, and the same from day to 
day. That will help him learn quickly. 

Be sure your child returns what he "takes" 
In spite of knowing that he must not take things that 

belong to somebody else, he will probably do so a few 
times. Most children do. When this happens you should 
have him return to the owner what he has taken. He will 
not want to do it, but you must insist. 

If he has taken something you should tell the grown-up 
involved that your child is going to return what has been 
taken. 

Tell the grown-up what to say to the child, such ; 
"Thank you, John. I'm glad you returned this." Unless 
you do so, the grown-up is likely to feel sorry for the child 
and offer to give the article to him when it is returned. 
This would spoil everything. 

When you allow him to keep things that are not his, he 
naturally gets the idea that what he is doing has your 
approval. Toys and articles sometimes appear which you 
know do not belong at your 
home. It probably means the 

. child has brought them from 
elsewhere. This should be 
looked upon as a chance to 
teach the child in a firm, 
pleasant manner that he is not 
to take what is not his, and 
give him a chance to return it. 
In this way you are helping 
him develop a conscience. 
Punishing a child harshly when he takes things doesn't 
help. Just have him return what he has taken and that will 
be a lesson of the best kind. 

Everybody else expects your child to learn the 
difference between what is his and what belongs to oth 
people. They do not expect it at once, but by the timt 
child is three or four years old they expect him to know the 
difference clearly. 

Usually, when an older child lets you know he wants a 
thing badly, there may be some way you can help ~im get 
it or one like it. I always feel that if a child want 
something very badly, if it is a reasonable wish, some pla~ 
should be worked out whereby he can get it. I am not 
saying that a child shouh,l have everything he wants. But 
when you can see that a child badly wants somet~ing that 
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is reasonable for him to have. try to see he gets it. or 
something else he would like almost as well. In that w.ay 
you avoid a temptation that might be too much for him 
before he has developed enough conscience to avoid 
takinJ;( the property of other people. 

.,,--.... 

Untruths 
When people say to me that a child doesn't tell the 

truth I want to know right away what the child has said. 
For sometimes the little fellow is just pretending. You 
read him stories and show by your manner that you know 
they are not true. He will even ask you if such things 
really happened. You say. "Why. no. that isjust a story." 
It takes a good while for him to learn the difference 
between the truth and what is a story. He likes the 
made·up stories and when he is older he will think up one 
for you. In a way. he is entertaining you just as you have 
entertained him. 

This is not an untruth at 
r411. He is telling a "whopper" 

Just as the person who wrote 
the stories is doing. Instead of 
scolding him. you should 
listen to his stories and enjoy 
them. but let him know by 
your manner that you under
stand they are just stories. 
You might even say. "That 
was a nice story you have 
made up. Now. let me make up one." or "All right. now 
tell me what really happened." 

As they get older children sometimes tell all kinds of 
"tall stories" in which they do big and important things. 
It is easy for an adult to see why a child does this. He 
~wants attention. He ·wants to have the interest of other 

:hildren and grown-ups. 
Sometimes when children tell "untruths" they are 

only reporting what they imagine. It is wonderful that you 
humans can "imagine things." and it must be wonderful 
for a 'child to discover that he can close his eyes. or even 
leave them open for that matter. and see things that aren't 
there. This is imagination to be enjoyed. He finds he can 
do things in imagination that he can't in actual life. If 
people say to him. "You're not telling the truth." he is 
confused and all the fun goes out of his imagining. 

So you see it is not easy for the child to decide what the 
truth is. as compared with an untruth. 

Do grown-ups "lie?" 

A child learns that grown-ups sometimes deceive him. 
Some children are told that medicine will not taste bad. 
but it does . A child may be told it won't hurt him when the 
nurse sticks a needle in him. but it does. There are 
parents who tell their child they won't be gone long but 
they leave him several hours at a time with someone else. 
They get him to go into the house with somebody else and 
,pen they slip aW,ay from him. As you can see. all these 

. . ne lies. ; 
Your child soon learns that there are some lies that people 

tell and think nothing of it. Sometimes mother' and father 
will have somebody say they are not home when they really 

.--.... are. Grown-ups ought not to do these things. and it is very 
hard on the young child who is trying to learn to tell the 
truth. 

Unfortunately he has plenty of chances to learn from 
grown-ups that people don't always tell the truth. It is not 
surprising that he imitates them, 

Promises are to be kept 
Promises made to a child are as good as contracts. He 

takes your word for it. He will hold you to your promise. If 
you finally say. when he keeps nagging you. that you will 
take him to the park in the afternoon- -well. he expects you 
to do it. 

The important part is that the child learns honesty in 
just such situations. You should say. "Yes. I promised. so 
I will do it ... even though it may not be easy for you to do. 
And be as pleasant about it as you can. 

The only reason for not keeping a promise is that 
something has come up and you have no control over the 
situation. When that happens. you should explain to the 
child--whether he understands completely or not--and 
promise to do. at some early future date. whatever it was 
you had planned. if that is at all possible. But it should not 
be necessary to disappoint him very often. 

I notice that one of the persons you humans like best is 
a fellow who keeps his promises. A good place to learn the 
habit is right at home. 

What causes the child to tell serious lies? 
What some people don't realize is that many 

grown-ups will tell a lie if they find themselves in too tight 
a place. This brings up a very 
important matter--the older 
child tells lies when he is 
under too much pressure. 

An older child may tell lies 
because he is afraid of pun
ishment. If you find your child 
two or three years from now 
telling lies. you had better ask 
yourself immediately whether 
you are requiring too much of 
him and are being too hard on him. Harsh punishment 
whether it is in the form of physical punishment or a 
verbal "tongue lashing" is a cause of lying. You see. 
some children are so afraid of their parents. Think of it! 

Here is a strange fact 
It doesn't help much to tell the child to· "be honest!" 

That doesn't mean much to him. And what is even more 
important to remember is that a child who will tell an 
untruth to one person may not to another. or a child who 
will take a pencil may not take a nickel. or a child who will 
take a nickel may not take a dollar. Our habits of honesty 
are that way. 

Sometimes a parent will teach ' a child to be honest in 
one way and then the youngster will turn right around and 
be dishonest in some other way. This may be very 
upsetting to the parent who does not know that a child has 
to learn to be honest in one situation at a time. until he is 
finally honest in just about all of them. 

I really think that children pick up their habits of 
honesty from their parents so it is especially important 
that father and mother be careful to set a good exam~le. I 
h~ve often heard you humans say that it is not so much 
what parents say. as what they do. And I . believe it. 

Keeping a room looking nice 
As I wing my way around the country. I hear many 

parents talking about the way their children' 'throw things 
around" and they talk about "picking up after them." 
And they seem very worried when there is disorder in a 
child's room. 

I have noticed that children's interests change quickly 
from one thing to another and that if left with their toys 
they will play with one for a while. and then another. And 
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when they stop playing with a toy they leave it right where 
it is. This seems to distress many mothers, more perhaps 
than it should. 

Now, I think first of all, it is best if the parents set a 
good example. Some fathers don't, and even mothers are 
sometimes careless in their housekeeping. The child will 
learn from his parents to hang things up and to keep them 
in place·-at least, he will learn some of how to do it. 

Next, I think it is very 
important for a child to have a 
special place to put some of 
his things. Once I saw a 
mother paint some footprints 
on the floor of her child's 
closet, and each day when the 
little fellow took off his shoes 
he set them right on the 
footprints. And the mother 
had just the right amount of 
space to hang up clothes, and when there were extra 
clothes she put them away so there would always be 
enough space, and she had the father put the hooks down 
low where the child could reach them. 

Sometimes you can make a game of putting up toys, 
but not always. Do not expect one toy always t? be put 
away before another is taken out to be played WIth. You 
are lucky to have them all returned to the box later. If you 
are not careful, you will ma~e such a fuss about neatness 
that the child will not have any fun playing because of the 
constant reminder to be sure and be neat. Shelves or 
cubicles are better for toy storage. Toys are easier to store 
and find. 

Rewards can be made on the basis of neatness, as 
when we say, "Supper is ready when you have picked .up 
your room and washed your ha~ds." Th~ imp~rtant thing 
is that once we make a suggestion we stIck to It, and that 
the job to be done is not too bi~ or to? lo~g. . 

Children soon get tired of keepmg theIr things ~n ?rder 
and have to be told time and again. However, thIS IS not 
something that concerns children only, for some adults 
have to be asked over and over again to put caps on 
toothpaste tubes and to clean up tubs after baths. And so, 
I would say that parents should be prepared to lend a hand 
and help put things in order for two or three more years at 
the very least. 
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Why do you want your chUd to be orderly'? 
Now I notice that you humans are a bundle of habIts. 

The first thing in the morning you get up, and that starts a 
long series of habits that get you ready for work or ~chool. 
Sometimes you don't even think what you are dOing. I 
have known fathers to shave and bathe and dress almof~ 
without realizing what they had done. 

Now I think you want a few 
such habits in your children. 
You want them to have habits 
such that they do what they 
need to do without thinking 
about it. You want their 
habits of politeness to be 
second nature, you want their 
eating and dressing habits to 
be second- nature. That will 
come, but it will be a long time 
coming. It is not easy to start a habit. And habits hav: a 
way of stopping, and you have to start them all over again. 

The important thing about a habit is that it provides a!:" 
easy way to get things done that have to be done over and 
over again. That way you do not have to think much about 
it, and you can save your thoughts and energy for more 
important matters. How would it be if you had to decide 
which way to turn a steering wheel every time you drove 
down the highway? It is done with very little awareness. 
See what I mean? So, help your child develop habits in 
order that they may be second nature to him. 

The big factor is the child's wanting to learn and 
wanting to please his parents. If you have to force him 
time and again to do something, he isn't learning very 
much. It is when he wants to learn that he learns fast, and 
so do you. That's why you are so willing to read my 
messages, because you want to leaTll more ' about you~ 
child and how to bring him up. I'm sure you've noticec 
the difference between your interest in children now ana 
ten years ago. 

If You Move, Let us Know! 

Send your new address and zip code, along with all the 
information on the mailing label, to Pierre Project, Box 276, 
Austin, TX 78767. 
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Reference List 

Pamphlets and Booklets 
Public Affairs Pamphlets. These pamphlets can be ordered for a small fee from Public Affairs Pamphlets, 
381 Park Avenue South, New York, New York 10016. 

Enjoy Your Child-Age 1,2,3, No. 141. 
How to Discipline Your Children, No. 154. 
How to Teach Your Child About Work , No. 216. 
Motivation and Your Child, No. 523. 
Playmates: The importance of Childhood Friendship, No. 525. 
Sex Education: The Parent's Role, No. 549. 
The Very New Baby: The First Days of Life, No. 553. 
When Your Child Is Sick, No. 441. 
You and Your Adopted Child, No. 274. 
Your Child May Be a Gifted Child, No. 291A. 
Your Child's Friends, No. 285. 
Your First Months with Your First Baby, No. 478. 

Ross Laboratories. These booklets can be ordered for a small fee from Ross Laboratories Education 
Services Department, 625 Cleveland Avenue, Columbus, Ohio 43215. 

Caringfor Your Baby, No. 36950. 
Developing Toilet Habits, No. 37127. 
How Your Child Learns About Sex, No. 37128. 
The Phenomena of Early Development, No. 37129. 
When Your Child Is Contrary, No. 37153. 
When Your Child Is Unruly, No. 37152. 
Your Baby Becomes a Toddler, No. 37164. 
Your Child and Sleep Problems, No. 37151. 
Your Child and Discipline, No. 37149. 
Your Children's Quarrels, No. 37156. 
Your Child's Appetite, No. 37126. 

Science and Education Administration - Extension Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture. These 
booklets can be ordered for a small fee from the Superintendent of Documents, U. S. Government 
Printing Office, Washington, D .C. 20462. 

Books for Children, No. PA-709. 
Fun with Circles, No. 713. 
Helping Parents Teach Young Children, No. PA-712. 
Learning Different Shapes, No. 724. 
Learning Through Touch, No. PA-722. 
Teach Children to Listen, No. PA-718. 

Southwest Educational Development Laboratory. These publications can be ordered for a small fee from 
Southwest Educational Development Laboratory, 211 East 7th Street, Austin, Texas 78701. 

Positive Parent Booklets: 
Children Learn By Watching and Helping 
Be Consistent 
Read To Your Child 
Practice What You Teach 
Expect the Best From Your Child 

Texas Agricultural Extension Service. One copy of five different titles is available free from your county 
Extension office. 

A Glance at Child Growth and Development, No. L-1404. 
A Glance at Prenatal Development, No. L-1407. 
Babies Look and Learn, No. B-1232. 
Babie9 Touch, Taste , and Learn, No. B-1269. 
Books for Children Under Six, No. L-705. 
Caringfor Young Children, No. L-1521 (PV). 



Child Guidance Techniques, No. MP-865. 
Discipline, No. L-1523 (PV). 
Expressing Feelings, No. L-1542 (PV). 
Feeding the Infant, No. L-936. 
Food Safety for Your Family's Sake, No. L-1501. 
Growing Up, No. L-1543 (PV). 
Is Your Baby Safe at Home? 

Part 1 - Poison, No. L-659. 
Part 2 - Electricity and Burns, No. L-660. 
Part 3 - Falls, No. L-661. 
Part 4 - All Around the House, No. L-662. 

Learning Every Day, No. L-1544 (PV). 
Learning to Get Along with Others, No. L-1545 (PV). 
Needs of Children, No. L-1520 (PV). 
Play and Play Materials, No. L-924. 
Play and Your Child's World, No. L-1522 (PV). 
Play Games with Baby, No. MP-1085. 
Should the Baby Eat Prepared Food or Table Foods?, No. L-1447. 
Talk with Baby, No. MP-1084. 
Teach a Child About ... Shapes and Colors, No. L-748. 
Tipsfor Toy Shopping, No. L-1481. 
What Time Is Best to Feed the Infant?, No. L-1445. 
What to Feed the Infant , No. L-1444. 
When to Feed Solid Foods to Infants, No. L-1446. 
Your Child An Individual, No. L-850. 

U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. These publications can be ordered for a small fee 
from the Superintendent of Documents, U. S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C. 20402. 

From 'T' to "We", No. (OHD) 76-31033. 
Infant Care, No. (OCD) 77-30015. 
Language Is for Communication, No. (OHD) 76-31035. 
One Parent Families, No. (OHD) 77-30044. 
Serving Infants, No. (OH D) 76-31056. 
Your Child From One to Six, No. (OHDS) 77-30026. 

Magazines 

American Baby Magazine. Available free to new parents from American Baby, Inc., 575 Lexington 
Avenue, New York, New York 10022. 

Parents' Magazine. 80 New Bridge Road, Bergenfield, New Jersey 07621; subscription or purchase. 

Books for Parents of Young Children 

Better Homes and Gardens Baby Book. Des Moines, Iowa: Meredith Corporation, Bantam Books, 
1969, (paperback). 

Brazelton, T. Berry. Infants and Mothers: Differences in Development. New York: Dell Publishing 
Co., Inc., 1974, (paperback). 

Brazelton, T. Berry. Toddlers and Parents: A Declaration of Independence. New York: Dell 
Publishing Co., Inc., 1974, (paperback). 

Dodson, Fitzhugh. How to Father . New York: The New American Library, Inc., Signet Books, 1975, 
(paperback). 

Dodson, Fitzhugh. How to Parent. New York: The New American Library, Inc., Signet Books, 1971, 
(paperback). 

.. Ginott, Haim G. Between Parent and Child. New York: Avon Books, 1965, (paperback). 
Gordon, Ira J. Baby Learning Through Baby Play: A Parent's Guide for the First Two Years. New 

York: St. Martin's Press, 1970, (paperback). 
Gordon, Ira J. Baby to Parent, Parent to Baby: A Guide to Loving and Learning in a Child's First 

Year. New York: St. Martin's Press, 1977, (paperback). 
Gordon, ThOIhas. Parent Effectiveness Training. New York: New American Library, 1975, 

(paperback). 
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Ilg, Frances L. and Louise Bates Ames. Child Behavior from Birth to Ten. New York: Harper and 
Row, Perennial Library, 1966, (paperback). 

Salk, Lee. What Every Child Would Like His Parents to Know . New York: Warner Paperback 
Library, 1973, (paperback). 

Segal, Marilyn M. Birth to One Year. Fort Lauderdale, Florida: The Nova University, (paperback). 
White, Burton. The First Three Years. Englewood Cliffs , New Jersey: Prentice-Hall Publishers, 1975, 

(paperback). 

Books for Children and Parents 

Watson, J. W., R. E. Switzer and J. C. Hirschberg. My Body - How It Works . New York: Golden 
Press, 1972; five other books in this read-together series include: My Friend the Dentist; My 
Friend the Doctor; Sometimes I Get Angry; Sometimes I'm Afraid; Sometimes I'm Jealous . 
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Accidents 10-2* 
Adoption 1-4, 7-1 
Attention span 11-3 
Behavior 

Bad child 18-2 
Company 18-2 
Energy, extra 14-2 
Habits 11-2 
Helping, chores 19-3 
Honesty 19-3 
No-No stage 13-2 
Public 11-2 
Stealing, lying 19-2, 3 
Tantrums 14-3 

Biting 3-2, 11-3 
Breast feeding 1-2 
Burping, how to 1-3 
Caring for baby 

Bathing 3-2 
Cleanliness 8-2 
Holding 1-3 

Child care services 4-2 
Babysitting 3-4 
Facilities 2-4 
Fads in child care 4-2 

Change, need for gradual 9-4 
Children, needs of 12-3 
Development 6-1, 2 

Emotional development 
Anger 11-2 
Attitude 2-3 
Temper tantrums 11-3 
Teasing 8-1, 16-3 
Love, need for 3-2 
Personality 5-4 
Shyness 5-4 
Crying, parents attitude 

toward 1-3 
Separation anxiety 5-2 
Affection, display of 6-3 
Anxiety 5-3 

Discipline and guidance 4-3; 6-2, 3; 14-3 
"Baby proofing" house 9-1 
Controls, setting 9-3 
Long-range goals 9-2 
Negative controls 9-1 
Positive controls 9-1 
Preventing problems 9-2 
Punishment 9-1 
Setting limits 14-3 
SpaQking 9-2 

Index 

*Note on use of Index . The first number listed is the message 
number; the second number is the page number. Example: 
Teething 3-2 is found in message 3 on page 2. 

When to say "no" 9-3 
"Whipping" with words 9-3 

Dressing 2-3, 16-2, 19-1 
Environment and equipment 

Bedroom of baby 6-4 
Orderliness of home 9-2, 19-4 
Playpens 9-2 
Walkers 8-1 

Family planning 1-4, 16-1 
Fathers 1-3, 3-3, 5-1, 6-1, 6-2, 6-3, 6-4 

Absent 18-3 ' 
Affection 6-3 
Discipline 6-2, 3 
Time with family 6-1 
Work 6-1 

Fear 3-2, 10-3 
Dark, fear of 10-4 
Overcoming fear 10-3 

Feeding 1-2; 2-1, 2; 4-3; 5-2; 13-1 
Appetite 2-2 
Bottle feeding 1-2, 3-3 

Safety 1-2 
Drinking liquids 5-3, 4 
Feeding self 5-3, 8-1 
Habits 15-1 
How to feed 5-2 
Introducing new foods 5-2 
Problems 5-2 
Schedule 1-2 
Solid foods 5-2, 3 
Spitting up 2-2 
Spoon feeding 13-3 

Freedom and independence 6-3 
Grandparenting 10-1, 2 
Handedness 5-1 
Handicapped children 7-2 
Health 

Dental health 18-4 
Falls and hurts 16-2 
Hospital 16-3 
Illness 8-2, 8-3 
Immunizations 2-4, 15-1 
Mental and emotional health 1-1 

Independence 4-4, 19-1 
Language 3-1 

Bilingual 4-2 
Parent roles 5-1 
Profanity 15-3 
Relation to social development 4-2 
Speech and age 8-3 
Talking 8-3, 11-4, 14-1, 15-3 
Talking with the baby 8-3 
Words and sounds 4-1, 13-4 
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Learning 14-2; 15-2, 3 
Problem solving 12-3 
Repetition 9-4 

Mother 
Attachment to 15-2 
Child custody 5-1 
Role 2-4 
Working mothers 2-4, 5-2, 12-4 

Moving 18-1 
Neighbors 18-1, 2 
Pacifier 2-2 
Parenting 

Attitudes 4-4 
Bad days 8-2 
Comparing children 13-4 
Consistency 8-3 
Expectations 4-4, 5-4 
Models for parenting 9-3 
Older parents 4-3 
Self-pity 11-4 
Single-parent families 1-4; 3-3, 4; 5-1, 2 
Step-parents, problems they face 7-3 
Time with children 3-1, 7-3 

Parents 
Attitudes 1-3, 3-1 
Divorce 7-3 
Husband-wife relationships 1-3, 4; 3-3; 4-1; 

6-3,4 
Marital counseling 1-4 
Needs 12-4 
Separation 7-3 
Social life 1-3 

Pets 12-3 
Physical development 

Ages and stages 2-1, 7-4 
Body size 13-1 
Crawling 8-1 
Exercise 3-2 
Posture 14-4 
Reflexes 2-1 
Sitting up 3-2, 4-3 
Stimulation, visual 2-1, 3-1 
Teething 3-2 
Walking 4-3, 10-2 

Play 2-3 
Books 19-1 
Importance of play 17-3 

Play with child 3-1, 11-4 
Promises 19-3 
Rocking 2-3 
Santa Claus 17-1 
Self-image ;8-4 
Sexuality 

Differences in boys and girls 18-1 
Masturbation 11-3 

Shoes 12-4 
Sleeping 13-1, 2 

Naps 13-1 

Sleeping through the night 1-2 
Social development 

Birthday parties 12-1 
Helping baby have friends 11-1 
Influence offriends 11-1 

Special children, bright and slow 17-2 
Television 15-3 
Toilet training 3-2 

Age 12-1 
Bowel and bladder control 3-2; 12-2; 

13-3; 14-2, 3; 16-1; 17-4 
Encouragement and praise 12-1,2 
Potty chair 12-1 

Toys, see play 
Twins 7-1 
Vacation 16-3, 18-3 
Verbal development, see language 
Violence toward children 1-3 
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